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LAST MONTHS

OFFERS
AMSTRAD MP3 £19.00
VHF/UHF TV Receiver, converts RGB or
composite monitor into colour TV. Brand new
and cased.

Our Price: £19.00
Our Ref

:EV19P1

INDUCTIVE AMPS £5.00

THIS MONTHS
BIG OFFERS
100W DOOR/SHELF SPEAKERS
Hi -fl quality 3 -way co -axial flush mounting speaker system.
Unique design gunmetal and blackgrille. 100W max power
handling per speaker. Frequency repsonce -=60-200000Hz
Speaker size =6.5"woofer, 2 -mid, 1 -tweeter
Impedance = 4 Ohm
Mounting Depth -=39mm

OurSpecial Price: £23.99
EV24P1
Our Ref
:

Made for amplifying a telephone handset for the
hard of hearing. However if you hold one against
a piece of wire carrying a telephone conversation you can hear both sides of the conversation!
It can also be used for tracing live wires in a wall
or detecting cables carrying mains etc.

Fully cased complete with battery and fixing
strap.

Aprox 2.5" diameter 1" thick.

Our Price:£.5.00
Our Ref

:EV5P1

CORDLESS PHONES (non working)
I30.00 for 3

3 BUTTON LOGITECH MOUSE
Originally made for the Acorn Archimedies but could be
easily adapted for other machines. Pin details are supplied
NO SOFTWARE.

£4.99
Our Ref : EV5P2
5 VOLT 4.4 AMP PSU
Our Price:

Acompact switch mode PSU with on/off switch,
selectablevoltage input 110/240. NEW. 0/P via fly leads.
GOOD STOCKS AVAILABLE

Our Price
Our Ref

:

:

THIS AUTUMNS FASTEST
GROWING MEDIA!

Our Ref

:EV30P1

DISC DRIVES BBC MOD £9.00
JVC 3.5" drive supplied with well explained
modification details to enable use with a BBC
computer. Price includes drive and data

Our Price: £9.00
Our Ref

:EV9P1

RABBIT VIDEO SYSTEM £29.00
Enables video/audio signal to be received on
any TV in the house. Use VCR remote with any
TV (even non-remote)to control VCR functions
dowstairs etc. Transmits via 2 wire system.
Retails at E60.00.

Our Price: £29.00
Our Ref

:

EV29P1

The Mitsumi CD ROM DRIVE will
realise the true potential of your
computer. Once installed through
Microsoft Windows 3.1 over 500Mbyte
of data can be stored on a single disk,
but it is a read only medium. A vast
library of CD ROM disks are available
from a huge numbers of suppliers and
titles include whole encyclopedias. This
unit can also reproduce HiFi quality
music CDs and delivers high resolution
digital pictures. The Mitsumi drive is
Kodak CD compatible enabling you to
transfer 35mm film onto a CD, a process
undertaken in the chemist or with a
Kodak CD lab. View your holiday photos
on your computer monitor using the
ROM DRIVE.

£4.99
EV5P3

Our Price: £5.00
Our Ref :EV5P4

Our Price: £79.00
Our Ref

:

EV79P1

MINIMUM GOODS ORDER £5.00. TRADE ORDERS
FROM GOVERNMENT, SCHOOLS, UNIVERSITIES
& LOCAL AUTHORITIES WELCOME. ALL GOOD:,
SUPPLIED SUBJECT TO OUR CONDITIONS OF SALE
AND UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED GUARANTEEC
FOR 30 DAYS.
RIGHTS RESERVED TO CHANGE PRICES & SPECI

FICATIONS WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. ORDER:,
SUBJECT TO STOCK. QUOTATIONS WILLINGLY
GIVEN FOR QUANTITIES HIGHER THAN THOSE
STATED.

4

OUR PRICE: £169.00
OUR REF : EV169P1
We also stock the following titles

at £29.00 each:
Wing commander REF:EV29P1,
Guinness Disk of Records

REF:EV29P2

World Atlas REF:EV29P3
AA NICADS AND CHARGER PCB and Sherlock Holmes REF:EV29P4
15.0x80mm board includes 5 x AA, fast and tricklecharge
facility change over relay, connector strip.
NO CONECTION DETAILS.

MANY MORE SPECIAL OFFERS
IN OUR REGULAR NEWSLETTERS

Our Price :£2.99
EV3P1
Our Ref

HAVE HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS
MORE STOCK LINES - TOO MANY TO
LIST IN ONE ADVERT CHOOSE FROM .

PIR MOVEMENT DETECTOR

FANS
AERIAL AMPLIFIERS
FUSES
AEROSOLS
GLUEGUN AND GLUE
ALARMS
HEADPHONES
AMPLIFIED SPEAKERS
ANALOUGUE MULTIMETERS HEATSHRINK SLEEVING
HI Fl SPEAKERS
APPLIANCE LEADS
BATTERIES AND HOLDERS IONISERS
LED's
BATTERY CHARGERS
LASERS AND LASER PSU's
BOOKS
LOGIC PROBES
BOXES AND CASES
LOUD AND MARINE SPKRS
CAMCORDER BITS
MICROPHONES
CAPACITORS
CAR AMPS. RADIOS & SPICRS PIR LIGHTS AND DETECTOR
POWER SUPPLIES
CB SPEAKERS AND PSU's
POWER AMPLIFIERS
COMPUTER BITS

:

Once again we have aquired stocks of this popular line and
are able to offer you a very high quality and professional
detector at only "1.15.00". Range: 20 Mtrs with a 90 arc.
Day and Night mode. Diamensions: 15cm x 9cm x 1 I cm.
New and boxed complete with installation guide.

Our Price: £15.00
:EV15P1
Our Ref

ACORN ELECTRON AC PSU

CONNECTORS
DESOLDER PUMP

CTM644 COLOUR MONITOR £79
Refurbished monitor suitable for many home
computers standard RGB input.

a

CD ROM DRIVE

These are BT Curlews. They are not new and
have been stored in sunlight so the plastic cases XENON STROBE ALML1111102jyt
are discoloured. They also have the hanset
12V stobe, clear lens, ideal for alarm box idicator or in
aerial missing. This is a standard telescopic
multiples as a display array. Great for special effects and
other leisure applications. Could be used as a vehicle
aerial - a piece of wire will do!
tamper indicator.
These are NON RETURNABLE!!

Our Price: £30.00 for 3

L

19V AC 14W very easily adaptable simply add a small
bridge rectifier, 3 pin plug in.

Our Price: £2.99 each
Our Ref :EV3P2

BULL
ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE SUSSEX

BN3 5QT
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.00 POST PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW ? -10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

FAX: 0273 32.3077

DISPLAYS

DUBBING KIT
RILLS

SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK

TELEPHONE ORDERS
TEL: 0273 203500

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
DISCO LIGHTING

VIM

.

RADIOS

SERVICE AIDE
SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
STEAM ENGINES
TRANSEIVERS
TRANSFORMERS
WIRELESS MICROPHONES

IN SUSSEX?
CALL IN AND SEE US!!
TURN YOUR SURPLUS STOCK INTO
CASH. IMMEDIATE SETTLEMENT. WE
WILL ALSO QUOTE FOR
COMPLETE FACTORY CLEARANCE.
MUCH MUCH MORE IN OUR 1993
CATALOGUE. PLEASE SEND 41P. A4 SIZED
SAE FOR YOUR FREE
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(Surplus always
wanted for casht

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

LOW COST PC SPECIALISTS - ALL EXPANDABLE - ALL PC COMPATIBLE
386 AT PC386
286 AT - PC286

8088 XT - PC99

Met

KORA

nallalimiummiftia

2 serial & 1 parallel
640k RAM expandable
ports
with standard SIMMS
12 Mhz Landmark speed MS-DOS 4.01
256k RAM - expandable Factory burnt -in
Co -processor socket
20 meg hard disk
to 640k
- Standard 84 key
Enhanced 102 key
1 2 meg 5-1/4" floppy
4.7 Mhz speed
keyboard
keyboard
1.4 meg 3-1/2" floppy
12" green screen
360k 5-1/4" floppy
Clock & calendar with
EGA
driver
on
board
included
battery back up
2 serial & 1 parallel ports
In good used condition
BRAND NEW AND BOXED!
MS-DOS 4.01

2 meg RAM expanded
by slots
20 Mhz with 32k cache.
Expandable to c4k
40 meg hard disk
1.2 meg 5-1/4" floppy
VGA card installed
BRAND NEW

010-Orj

Optional FITTED extras: 640K RAM £39. 12' CGA colour
monitor with card £39. 2nd 5-1/4' 360K floppy £29.95. 20
mbyte MFM hard drive £99.

Only £249.00(F,

Only

"The Philips 9CM073 is suggested for the PC286 and the

only £99.00(F)
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

Power One SPL200-5200P 200 watt (250 w peak).Semi open
frame giving +5v 35a, -5v 1.5a, +12v 4a (8a peak), -12v 1.5a,

protection on the +5v output. AC input selectable for 110/240
£85.00 (B)
vac. Dims13' x 5' x 2.5'. Fully guaranteed RFE.
Power One SPL130. 130 watts. Selectable for 12v (4A) or 24 v
(2A). 5v O 20A. ± 12v ti 1.5A. Switch mode. New. £59.96(B)
Astec AC -8151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v U 2.5a. +12v 0
f22.95(B)
2a. 12v 0 0.1a. 6-1/4' x 4' x 1 3/4' New
Oroondale 19ABOE 60 watts switch mode.+5v 0 6a,±12v 0
a,+15v 0 1a. RFE and fully tested.11 x 20 x5.5cms. £24.95(C)
Conver AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v
Data cable Included In price.
O 15a, -5v 0 la,±12v 0 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms.New. £49.95)C(
E175.00(E) Bosherf 13090.Switch mode.Ideal for drives & system. +5v0 6a,
Shugart 800/801 SS refurbished & tested
Shugart 851 double sided refurbished & tested
E275.00(E) +12v U 2.5a, -12v 0 0.5a, -5v 0 0.5a
£29.95(B)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided switchable
Fame!! G8/411A. Switch mode. 5v 0 40a.Encased £95.00)C(
hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW
£250.00(E) Fame!! G24/5S. As above but 24v 0 5a.
£65.00(C)
Dual 8" drives with 2 mbyte capacity housed in a smart case
BBC Model B APM Board
with built in power supply! Ideal as exterior drives! £499.00(F)
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC 02246 8' 85
£100 CASH FOR THE
megabyte of hard disk storage! Full CPU control and industry

MOST NOVEL
DEMONSTRATABLE
APPLICATION!

standard SMD interface Ultra hi speed transfer and access time
leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition
12299 E
and comes com. ete with manual. Onl

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!
Converts your colour monitor into a
QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

£425.00,,)

multisync with resolution of 1024 x 768.0.28
pitch. 'Text' switch for word processing etc.
Overscan switch included. Ideal for the PC 386 or PC -286 with SVGA card added. Also
compatibe with BBC, Amiga, Atari (including
the monochrome high resolution mode), Archimedes etc In good used condition (possible minor screen
£159(E)
burns) 90 day guarantee. 15' x 14' x 12'. Only
14" Philips Model CM8873 VGA multisync

Massive purchases of standard 51,5" and 312' drives enables us
+24v 4a (6a peak). All outputs fully regulated with over voltage
to present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units

(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment
and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 31/2' supported).
3.5" Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent
£29.95(B)
3.5" Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only' £29.95(B)
3.5" Mitsubishi MF355C-D 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
£29.95(B)
5.25" EXTRA SPECIAL BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B
360K Absolutely standard fits most computers £22.95(B)

Co-processn. socket
Enhanced 102 keyboard
Kwik Disk Accelerator
Software FREE
AND BOXED!

14" Forefront Model MTS-9600 SVGA

`or the PC286 and £39.00 for the PC386.

5 /4" rom £22.95 -3 /2" rom £21.95!

MS-DOS 4.01

MONITORS

CM8873 for the PC386. Either may use the SVGA MTS-9600
if a suitable card is installed. We can fit this at a cost of £49.00

POWER SUPPLIES

2 serial & 1 parallel
ports

with 640 x 480 resolution. CGA, EGA or
VGA. digitaVanalog, switch selectable.
Sound with volume control. There is also a
special 'Text' switch for word processing,
spreadsheets and the like. Compatible with

IBM PC's Amiga, Atari (excluding the
monochrome high resolution mode), BBC,
Archimedes etc. Good used condition (possible minor screen
bums) 90 day guarantee. 15' x14' x 12' Only
£139(E)
Philips 9CM073 similar (not identical) to above for EGA/CGA
PC and compats. 640 a 350 resolution. With Text switch with
amber or green screen selection. 14' x 12' x 13-1/2' ...£99(E)
KME 10" high definition colour monitors. Nice

tight 0.28' dot pitch for superb clarity and
modem styling. Operates from any 15.625 khz
sync RGB video source, with RGB analog and

composite sync such as Atari, Commodore
Amiga, Acorn Archimedes R BBC Measures
only 13.5' x 12' x 11' Also works as quality Tv won our Hlitil

BBC Model B type computer on a board A major purchase Telebox. Good used condition 90 day guarantee. Only 1125 (E)
£145 (E)
allows us to offer you the PROFESSIONAL version of the BBC KME as above for PC EGA standard
computer at a parts only price. Used as a front end graphics Brand new Centronic 14' monitor for IBM PC and compatibles
at a lower than ever price! Completely CGA equivalent. Hires
on large networked systems the architecture of the BBC Mitsubishi 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz

board has so many similarities to the regular BBC model B that bandwidth A super monitor in attractive style moulded case.Full
we are sure that with a bit of experimentation and ingenuity many 90 day guarantee. Only ..
£129 (E)
useful applications will be found for this boardll it is supplied NEC CGA 12' IBM-PC compatible. High
complete with a connector panel which brings all the I/O to '0' quality ex -equipment fully tested with a 90
The TELEBOX consists of an attractive fully cased mains and BNC type connectors - all you have to do is provide +5 and day guarantee. In an attractive two tone
powered unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host ± 12 v DC. The APM consists of a single PCB with most major ribbed grey plastic case measuring 15'L x
of video monitors made by manufacturers such as ic's socketed The ic's are too numerous to list but include a 13"W x 12'H The front cosmetic bezel has

TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER!

.

MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY, COMMODORE, 6502, RAM and an SAA5050 teletext chip. Three 27128 been removed for contractual£69 (E)
PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD and many more. The composite EPROMS contain the custom operating system on which we reasons. only..

20". ar and 26" AV SPECIALS
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, have no data. On application of DC power the system boots and
allowing reception of TV channels not normally receivable on provides diagnostic information on the video output. On board Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour
most television receivers (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls DIP switches and jumpers select the ECONET address and monitors, complete with composite video & sound inputs. Attracon the front panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF enable the four extra EPROM sockets for user software. Appx five teak style case PerfcoSchools,Shops,Disco, Clubs.
colour television or video channels. TELEBOX MB covers vir- dims' main board 13' x 10'. VO board 14' x 3' Supplied tested In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)
tually all television frequencies VHF and UHF including the with circuit die ram, data and competition entry form.
HYPERBAND as used by most cable TV operators. Composite
CALL FOR PRICING ON NTSC VERSIONS!
or
(B)
and RGB video outputs are located on the rear panel for direct
Su rb Ouali 6 foot 40u

oniy£ 9.95 2 for £53

connection to most makes of monitor. For complete compatibility

SPECIAL INTEREST

- even for monitors without sound - an integral 4 watt audio
amplifier and low level Hi Fi audio output are provided as Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New
Fujitsu M3041 600 LPM band printer
standard.
£32.95 DEC LS/02 CPU board
Telebox ST for composite video input monitors
Rhode & Schwarz SBUF TV test transmitter
Telebox STL as ST but with integral speaker
£36.50
25-1000mhz Complete with SBTF2 Modulator
Telebox MB as ST with Multiband tuner VHF -UHF -Cable.
Calcomp 1036 large drum 3 pen plotter
& hyperband For overseas PAL versions state Thuriby LA 160B logic analyser

£ 470
£2950

Massive Reductions
Virtually New, Ultra Smart!
Less Than Half Price!

150

£6500

£ 650
£ 375

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK
£69.95 1.5kw 115v 60hz power source
£ 950
by Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
£69.95 Anton Pillar 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter 75Kw POA
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front
POA
Newton Derby 400 Hz 70 Kw converter
door, lull height lockable half louvered back
£750
RGB Telebox also suitable for IBM multisync monitors with RGB
Nikon PL -2 Projedion lens meter/scope
£2000
door and removable side panels. Fully adSekonic SD 150H 18 channel Hybrid recorder
analog and composite sync. Overseas versions VHF 8 UHF call
£11350
HP 7580A At 8 pen high speed drum plotter
justable internal fixing struts, ready
SECAM / NTSC not available
£
350
Kenwood DA -3501 CD tester, laser pickup simulator
punched for any configuration of equipment mounting plus ready
mounted integral 12 way 13 amp socket switched mains distribuBRAND NEW PRINTERS
tion strip make these racks some of the most versatile we have
Brand new and boxed 230 volts uninterruptable power supplies
5.5 or 6mhz sound specification.
Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors (15khz)
Shipping code on all Teleboxes is (B)

No Break Uninterruptable PSU's

f139 (D)
MIcroline 183. NLO 17x17 dot matrix Full width.
1085-AHBH is 1 kva. Both have sealed lead acid batteries. MUK Hyundai HDP-920. NLO 24x18 dot matrix full width. £149 (D)
are internal. MUD has them in a matching case. Times from Oume LetterPro 20 daisy Oume OS -3 interface. £39.95 (D)
£149 (D)
interrupt are 5 and 15 minutes respectively. Complete with full Centronics 152-2 9 a 7 dot matrix Full width.
£525 (G) Centronics 159-4 9 x 7 dot matrix. Serial. 9-1/2' width £ 99 (D)
£249 (F) MUD
MUK
operation manuals.

horn Densel. Model MUK 0565-AUAF is 0.5 kva and MUD

.1

IN

_ci
rrinnivirc
LICL
634

Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5 30
Dept EE. 32 Biggin Way.
Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

require only two side panels or stand singly. Overall dimensions
Order as:
are 77-1/2'H x 32-1/2'D x 22'W
£275.00 (G)
Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels
£145.00 (G)
Rack 2 Less side panels

send large SAE - POCKED with bargains!

1992 Winter Issue of Display News now available
LlAiL ORDER 8 OFFICES

ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon -Sat 9.5 30

DISTEL Q..) The Original

Thursday till 9.00pm
215 Whitehorse Lane.
South Norwood.
London 5E25 .

1000 s of items.info on line

Free dial -up database.
V21. V22 8 V22 Ms

0811.6'11794414

081-679-1888

Fax -081-679-1927

All prices for UK Mainland. UK "ustomers add 176% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. PO orders from Government.UniversIties.Schools 8 Local Authorities
Scotland surcharge. call.
welcome -minimum account order fib Carnage charges (A)=£2.00 (Al l=0.75. (8)=E5S0. (C)=E8.50. (D)=C11.50 (El. -CIAO° (f) ---:f 18.00 (0)=Call
All goods supplied subied to cur standard Concations of Sale and unless otherwise stated guaranteed for 90 days. As guarantees on a return to base oasis. Rights reserved to
change prices /1 specifications without prior notice Orders sut8ect 10 stodi Quotations willingly given for higher Quantities than Muse stated. Bulk surplus always wanted for cash
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NEW BUMPER
MARCO
1994 CATALOGUE
worth £2

MUL TI-PURPOSE AUDIO SYSTEM
This short series of articles features a number of
audio modules which enable the constructor to
produce a tailor made system. All the modules will
operate alone, but are compatible with each other.
The modules include:
Module 1. Stereo Mixer (6 -channel, low noise)
Module 2. RIAA Stereo Pre -amp (for record decks)
Module 3. Microphone Pre -amp
Module 4. Bass/Treble/Volume/Balance Control
Module 5. 1 watt per channel Stereo Amplifier
Module 6. 10 Watt per channel Stereo Amplifier
The main mixer p.c.b. includes two Module 2s and
two Module 3s. Separate p.c.b. layouts for Modules
2 and 3 are also provided.
The facilities available on each unit are quite
extensive so if you want to set up a home recording
system, mix sound for videos, run a disco or a small
band then this series should provide the system you
require.

KETTLE ALERT
Modern kettles are helpful because they turn themselves off when the water has boiled. But how often
have you forgotten you had turned the kettle on, only to come back minutes later and wait for it to boil again.
It was never a problem with an old fashioned whistling kettle and our Kettle Alert restores this function.
Neatly housed in an oversized mains plug the unit will sound when the kettle switches off It is mains
powered and quite simple to build -you'll wonder what you ever did without it.

BECOMING A RADIO AMATEUR
It's a fascinating hobby but one that tends to be shrouded with jargon and technical terms. We cut through
the mist and give a straightwforward explanation of just how easy it is to get involved with amateur radio.
The article looks at everything from listening, to types of licence and the Radio Amateur Examination (RAE).
If you want to become a HAM, or just listen in, then this article is for you.
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OCTOBER ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 3rd
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'HART AUDIO KITS -YOUR VALUE FOR
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI

HART KITS give you the opportunity to build the
very best engineered hifi equipment there is,
designed by the leaders in their field, using the

LINSLEY HOOD 'SHUNT FEEDBACK' R.I.A.A.
MOVING COIL & MOVING MAGNET
PICKUP PREAMPLIFIERS

best components that are available.
Every HART KIT is not just a new equipment acquisition but a valuable investment in knowledge,
giving you guided hands-on experience of modern
electronic techniques.
In short HART is your 'friend in the trade giving
you, as a knowledgeable constructor, access to
better equipment at lower prices than the man in

2 -Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and
less than 10% loss in centre position
£26.98
OUR SPECIAL OFFER ON ALPS POTS. Buy any two
and get the third FREE. (The third must be the same
or a cheaper type).
STUART REEL-TO-REEL TAPE RECORDER
CIRCUITS

Complete stereo record. replay and bias circuit

the street.

You can buy the reprints and construction manual
for any kit to see how easy it is to build your own
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be
Modern, ultimate sound systems are evolving
credited against your subsequent kit purchase.
Our list will give you fuller details of all our Audio towards built-in preamplifiers within or near the
turntable unit. This keeps noise pickup and treble
Kits. components and special offers.
loss to a minimum. We now offer two units, both
having the sonically preferred shunt feedback
AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER.
configuration to give an accurate and musical

system for reel-to-reel recorders. These circuits will
give studio quality with a good tape deck. Separate
sections for record and replay give optimum performance and allows a third head monitoring system
to be used where the deck has this fitted. Standard

250mV input and output levels. Ideal for bring-

valve tape recorder back to life.
Suitable stereo heads are in our head list. This
basic kit is suitable for advanced constructors
ing that old

only.K900W Stereo Kit with Wound Coils and Twin
Meter Drive
£123.93
RJS1 Reprints of Original Descriptive Articles..£3.60

sound, and both having the ability to use both

11111111

be operated from dry batteries and the kit comes

with very detailed instructions making it ideal for the
beginner K1500 Complete kit with all components.
printed circuit board, full instructions and fully
finished case
£67.99
This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed Instructions only
£2.80
amplifier is the flagship of our range, and the ideal Kit K1450 is a fully discrete component implementapowerhouse for your ultimate hifi system. This kit tion of the shunt feedback concept and used with the
is your way to get £K performance for a few tenths right cartridge offers the discerning user the ulof the cost!. Featured on the front cover of timate in sound quality from vinyl disks. Can be
'Electronics Today International' this complete fitted inside our 1400 Preamp, used externally or as
stereo power amplifier offers World Class perfor- a standalone unit. It has a higher power requiremance allied to the famous HART quality and ease ment and needs to be powered from our 1400 Series
of construction. John Linsley Hood's comments on preamplifier or its own dedicated power supply
seeing a complete unit were enthusiastic:- "The K1450 Complete Discrete Component RIAA Phono
external view is that of a thoroughly professional Preamp
£109.58
piece of audio gear, neat elegant and functional. Factory Assembled and Tested
£159.58
This impression is greatly reinforced by the K1565 Matching Audio Grade Power Supply with
potted
toroidal
transformer
and
limited
shift
internal appearance, which is redolent of quality.
£79.42
both in components and in layout." Options earthing system
£118.42
include a stereo LED power meter and a versatile Factory Assembled and Tested
£7.29
passive front end giving switched inputs using U1115 Power Interconnect Cable

ALPS precision, low -noise volume and balance
controls. A new relay switched front end option
also gives a tape input and output facility so that

for use with tuners, tape and CD players,

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT
CASSETTE HEADS

moving magnet and moving coil cartridges.
Kit K1500 uses modern integrated circuits to
achieve outstanding sound quality at minimal cost.
The very low power requirements enable this unit to

ALPS PRECISION LOW -NOISE STEREO POTS

or

indeed any other 'flat' inputs the power amplifier
may be used on its own, without the need for any

Do your tapes lack treble? A worn head could be the

problem. For top performance cassette recorder
heads should be replaced every 1,500 hours. Fitting

one of our high quality replacement heads could
restore performance to better than new!. Standard
inductances and mountings make fitting easy on
nearly all machines (Sony are special dimensions,
we do not stock) and our TC1 Test Cassette helps
you set the azimuth spot on. As we are the actual
importers you get prime parts at lower prices, compare our prices with other suppliers and see! All our
heads are suitable for use with any Dolby system
and are normally available ex stock. We also stock a
wide range of special heads for home construction
and industrial users
HC80 NEW RANGE High Beta Permalloy Stereo
head. Modern space saver design for easy fitting
and lower cost. Suitable for chrome metal and ferric
tapes. truly a universal replacement head for everything from hi -ti decks to car players and at an
incredible price tool
£8.30
HRP373 Downstream Monitor
Stereo Combination Head
£53.90

versions fit within our standard 420 x 260 x 75mm
case to match our 400 Series Tuner range. ALL six

H0551A 4 -Track Record/Play Head
HM120 Standard Mono R/P Head
H524 Standard Erase Head
H561 Hi Field Erase Head for METAL Tapes
SM150 2/2 (Double Mono) DC Erase Head
HO751E 4/4 True 4 -Track Erase Head

aluminium chassis/heatsink fitted with IEC mains

998E 2/4 Erase Head 1mH. Universal

external

signal

handling stages.

'Slave' and

'monobloc' versions without the passive input
stage and power meter are also available. All

power supply rails are fully stabilised. and the Super Savings with our "3 for the price of 2" Otter.
REEL TO REEL HEADS
complete power supply, using a toroidal trans- Now back in stock our range of the fabulous ALPS 999R 2/4 Record/Play 110mH. Suits Stuart
former, is contained within a heavy gauge range of High Grade Audio Pots fulfill the need for Tape Circuits
no compromise quality controls as used in HART
input and output sockets. All the circuitry is on Kits and other World Class Amplifiers. This excit- Mount. Suits Stuart
professional grade printed circuit boards with ing range covers the values needed for most quality
roller tinned finish and green solder resist on the amplifier applications.
component ident side. the power amplifiers Now you can throw out those noisy ill -matched
feature an advanced double sided layout for carbon pots and replace with the real hi-fi commaximum performance. All wiring in this kit is pre - ponents. The improvement in track accuracy and
matching really is incredible giving better tonal
terminated, ready for instant use!
balance between channels and rock solid image
RLH11 Reprints of latest articles.
..£1.80
stability.
K1100CM HART Construction Manual
..£5.50
All pots are 2 -gang stereo format. with 20mm long
LINSLEY HOOD 1400 SERIES
ULTRA HIGH -QUALITY PREAMP

Joining our magnificent 80 Watt power amplifier
now is the most advanced preamplifier ever offered on the kit, or indeed made-up marketplace.
Facilities include separate tape signal selection
to enable you to listen to one programme while
recording another, up to 7 inputs, cross recording facilities. class A headphone amplifier, can-

6mm diam. steel shafts. Overall size of the manual

pot is 27mm wide x 24mm high x 27mm deep,
motorised versions are 72.4mm deep from the

mounting face. Mounting bush for both types is 8mm

For full details see our list.

£13.34
£11.96

"Full spec., treble D
Quality Classical and
Opera Compact Disks at
incredible prices.
Send for full list of titles."
HART TC1D Triple Purpose TEST CASSETTE

diameter. Motorized versions have 5V d.c. drive Now available again and even better than before!
motor.
Our famous triple purpose test cassette will help
MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS
you set up your recorder for peak performance
2 -Gang 100K Lin.
£15.67 after fitting a new record/play head. This quality
2 -Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log.
£16.40 precision Test Cassette is digitally mastered in
2 -Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and real time to give you an accurate standard to set

cellable 3 -level tone controls and many other use- zero centre loss

ful functions, all selected by high quality relays.

£8.75
£3.44
£1.90
£3.49
£5.20
£57.06

£17.48

MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS
2 -Gang 20K Log Volume Control

£26.20

the head azimuth. Dolby/VU level and tape speed,
all easily done without test equipment.
£14.99
TC1D Triple Purpose Test Cassette

Send or 'phone for your copy of our List (50p) of these and many other Kits & Components. Enquiries from Overseas
customers are equally welcome. but PLEASE send 2 IRCs if you want a list sent surface post. or 5 for Airmail.
Ordering is easy. Just write or telephone your requirements to sample the friendly and efficient HART
service Payment by cheque. cash or credit card. A telephoned order with your credit card number will
get your order on its way to you THAT DAY.
Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows INLAND Orders up to C20 - C1.50,
Orders over C20 - C3.50. Express Courier, next working day C10.
OVERSEAS - Please see the ordering information with our lists.

QUALITY
AUDIO KITS

24 hr. SALES LINE

(0691) 652894

TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS
DEM1 Mains Powered Tape Head
Demagnetizer, prevents noise on playback
C4 08
due to residual head magnetisation
DEM115 Electronic, Cassette Type,

demagnetizer

£8.61

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE
UK/EC VAT
OTS LTD
CIPONtC.

1.41,PT 61,NvulVAvold.
05`14t57;1NAS
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IS STILL UP

& RUNNING!

If you missed last month's issue and the FREE 48 page SALE SUPPLEMENT,
send a large (A4) 28p SAE for your copy NOW, before all the Bargains go!

NEW! I FaxOnDemand SERVICE - SEE ADDRESS PANEL FOR DETAILS
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Microlab kits All parts as
specified by the authors,
including PC
PAL and booklet
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M203

FREE GIFT
This Month Only,

Yes, with all orders over £100 (excluding Sale items)
you can select any of the following FREE GIFTS:

MX190 Multitester

19 range meter with 3.5 digit

*

137-144N9a

Ca

..._

.......,

,.

..,

144-148mHz
148-174MHz
380-450mHz

rwww.

. .. ...
-

*".

450-47014a

.... ,...

4807

-- ... ....

Antemo mpedonce

N

Ora 111.4

.....

....,

+woo

-

Autio power

.

.

512w'
6-9-0
6miiz
son

201:"W
9Vdc (6 x AA batteries)

Power par:Niemen%
or

Orns
Weight

with test leads, battery &
instruction manual. Covers to
1000V DC, 750V ac, 2A DC
and 2M resistance. Size
126x70x24mm.

145 x 58 x 42mm
250g fiess batteries)

A compact hand held programmable scanner
covering wide VHFAJHF ranges of more Mon

22000 frequencies, enabling you to scan
through up to ten channels. The Squid crystal
display indicates channel, frequency and cs
other key modes.

,.s

i

.

'

.1.

,

;.. k....

7--`-..

OR Vid eo Fascination

4

video by Hama
(see SALE cat for details
of these two items)

..

,/..-:-... los

.

POWER
SUPPLY BARGAIN
One of the best power suppliers we've seen for

* AM/FM Selectable
* 200 -channel direct entry scanning
* Triple conversion superheterodyne receiver

* High speed scanning of 50 steps per second

*

* Front panel keypad
*liquid crystal display with bock up light

d$\
0,

.9.°,.

OR Video Fascination
Book by Hama

COM204
The COM204 programmable scanner gives you
direct access to more than 48000 frequencies. it
incorporates a custom designed microprocessor
gmng you these special features:

-.:::'-'lliFit.-,
P.
'

,

!

7

s

sunabie mains adaptor

Worianal IICM11311111
COM102

1,

12mm display; signal injector,
diode test, fuse protection,
auto polarity & zero. Supplied

68.88141z

108136.91517
9.8444m4

-

,...

COM203 programmable scanner lets you in on
all the action. gMng you dkect access to over
35,000 frequencies which can be stored In Its 2130
channels. Its custom -designed ttly microprocessor
gives the scorner' these special features:
* Nine radio bands ranging from 68 - 980MHz
* Superscon enabees you to carry out frequency
scanning up to 50 steps per second
er liquid crystal display
* Memory bock -up
Frequency coverage

im.

a1

...
EPROM,

....

...

Wage-

°

board,

'

.'..

Liquid crystal display indicating at active
functions

the
money - this 397 watt switch mode beatify
Is of the highest quality. made by Delta
Electronics Inc. Removed from equipment. but
In excellent condition (less than a year old!) the
In a steel case
Is
totally enclosed
unit
340x152x152mm.
It has an IEC mains inlet with
rocker
suppressor fitted and on/off mains
switch, and all outputs are on leads with power
Now for the Spec:
00:CrI.014: .1] CO- 11 IVIV CD 112A corr 200-246DV =
,,,,
awnchcolNa a[-. ''-..-.z)re pccansg.
,8"
Outputs: -4-5V fli 40A
4-12V t 15A
-5V .41/ 1^

1k'0
* 2 -second scan delay
If

* Manual and auto scan for rapid selection of
broadcasts

menicxy bock up

* Lockout function

* Lockout function allowing you to skip specified

*8u111 -In charging circutt for rechargeable
batteries
Frequency coverage

Frequencyconnectors.
channels

30-50MHz

68-88MHz In 5144z steps)

50-540*

118"13"794tz
137-174NAFiz

138.144Mitz
14.4-14814a

220-2254.4tz

148 -1741A -4z

225.0125-40CA/44z

380-450MHz

400.0125-512MHz
806-999.98754/Fiz

li

470-512841-8

senemey

AnternaimpedanCe
Aulo woes
Power

requirements

Dints1H xWxD)..

Wert

250m*

9Vdc (6 x AA batteries)

sereitrory

luy (Pm) 21N (AM)

Artemo Impecicnce
Audio pow, .
pow*, recoornems

or sutiabla main odaptor

160x 70 x 40mm

.....30017 without cnterno and batteries

Crrns (H x W x D)

Weight

-12V a 1A

50Q

"4(

at the rear
A 12V DC 120x120mm
fan is fitted
price of a unit
of the case. Current distributor
of this Ilk would be around £4001

250mW
WOc (6 x AA batteries)
.....
0c/QP"-"able145mains
x 58 x 42mm

OUR

250g witicut antenna ono batteries

praiming IEC 1 ass) IPOWIIMIIII ilE214411131 PRICE
All scanners are supplied with FREE NI -cads and charger! SAVE 4:22.3(,1
All 1 off and pack prices include VAT, qty prices do not. P&P MN&
Card £12. Official

Order Code. Z 9157

Due to a massive increase in business, we've now installed some extra facilities on new numbers:

£2.75 Fmk order (E9.50 neid day) Min Credit

orders from Education welcome; min invoice

Payment is accepted by

VISA

cheque,

SALES

& GENERAL ENQUIRIES: 0703 236363

charge £15. GREENWELD TECHNICAL QUERIES: 0703 325999; ACCOUNTS:0703
231003; FAX (ALL DEPTS)

PO, cash (inc foreign

currency banknotes), book tokens, Access,Visa, Connect. Our
stores have enormous stocks - we are open from 9-5.30
Mon -Sat. Come and see us!

27D PARK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON, SO1 3TB
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0703 23E3307

FaxOnDemand - A new service from Greenwald to replace our BBS.
Masses of information, details of latest otters, all faxed to you
automatically. By using the touch tone keys on your fax machine, you will
be guided through a menu and be able to select the information you want
or you cangar valisa voice r-niesssageo

The

serviceyoi

70323631,
637

MAURITRON TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
A selection from our range of Technical Books and Guides for the TV & Video Trade
Order MP -150. £5.00
New Book lists Exact Equivalent for Many different Makes.
TELEVISION EQUIVALENTS.
Order MP -18. £5.00
TELEVISION CHASSIS GUIDE. Identify your TV chassis from the model number.
Makes
A
J.
Order
MP -217. £5.00
VIDEO RECORDER & CAMCORDER EQUIVALENTS.

Makes K - Z. Order MP -218. £5.00
Lists all known models and their Equivalents. New 2 Volume Set.
Order MP -5. £3.00
VIDEO RECORDER FAULTS Repair Guide for Beginners. Know where to start looking/
VHS VIDEO RECORDER PRINCIPLES Essential Theory on the Principles of operation of VHS Order MP -58. £3.00
Detailed Specification on the 4000 Series with circuits.
CMOS DATABOOK
Detailed
Specification on the 7400 Series with circuits.
TTL DATABOOK.
TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENTS AND TESTING MANUAL. Includes Testing Procedure.
POWER SUPPLIES, STABILISERS & VOLTAGE REGULATORS. Includes Circuits

Order MP -10. £5.00

Order MP -34. £5.00
Order MP -24. £3.00
Order MP -9. £3.00
Order
MP -167. £10.00
REMOTE CONTROL CIRCUITS - TV. Dozens of Remote Control Circuits for Colour TVs.
Order MP -220. £3.00
MANUFACTURERS EQUIVALENTS. Know which Makers Trade Names are the Same.
VIDEO HEAD CLEANING KIT. Unique Kit with Comprehensive Instructions on how to do it right. Order VHCK. £4.00
Order VTJ. £15.00
VIDEO TEST JIG. Run the machine and gain access to the mechanics as well
Order
MP -21. £3.00
SCART EUROCONNECTOR SYSTEM. Detailed Pinout Specifications of this interface.
SWITCH MODE PSU IC TYPE TDA-4600. Comprehensive Details of this popular TV PSU IC Order MP -37. £6.00
Order MP -38. £6.00
TELETEXT REPAIR MANUAL. Covers the SAA range as used in many Sets.
P.C. HARD DISC DRIVE REFERENCE MANUAL. Specifications of Hundreds of Hard Discs. Order MP -84. £5.00
Order MP -40. £10.00
CITIZENS BAND RADIO CIRCUITS MANUAL. Covers Dozens of popular models.
Order MP -8. £1.00
RECORD PLAYER SPEED DISC. Lets you accurately align any turntable speed.
CITIZENS BAND RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK. Technical Specifications of C.B. IC's. Order MP -165. £5.00
Order MP -19. £5.00
TELEPHONE CODE LOCATION GUIDE. Find the Town from the Phone Code.
VALVE AMPLIFIERS CONSTRUCTION MANUAL. Full Building Details for Vintage Buffs Order MP -173. £5.00
Order MP -22+35. £6.00
VINTAGE WIRELESS SERVICING. 2 Volume set covers Vintage Servicing in detail.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT EQUIVALENTS. Complete Cross Reference for all Photocopier or Fax. Order MP -200. £6.00

REEL TO REEL TAPE RECORDER SERVICING. Details on Reel Servicing for Collectors.

Order MP -201. £5.00

SERVICE MANUALS
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE LIBRARY OF SERVICE MANUALS AVAILABLE ANYWHERE
From the Earliest Valve Wireless to the Latest Video Recorder. Oriainals or Photostats as available.
Colour Televisions, Video Recorders, Test Gear, Audio, Computers, in fact practically anything.
If you need a Service Manual, Give us a call.
(All orders plus Post &
Packing. U.K. £2.35

MAURITRON PUBLICATIONS (TV)
8 Cherry.Tree Road,
Chinnor, Oxfordshire,
OX9 4QY

Tel:- (0844) 351694

Overseas £5.00 Surface
or £15.00 Airmail.

Access

Phone your Credit Card Order
for Immediate Despatch
Access, Visa, Mastercard, Eurocard, Connect

Fax:- (0844) 352554

Further Titles detailed in our FREE Catalogue. Send A5 SAE for your copy TODAY.I}
(1;,,
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Tone
keypad,

dialling

services

that

require DTMF tone
signals for a rotary
dial pulse phone,
size 90mm x 55mm
x 12mm

£6.95

PA400 POWER AMPLIFIER

11 BAND COMPONENT GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER FOR CARS

use

70p p&p

This neat unit connects between the line output of your car
stereo and your power amplifiers so you are able to adjust the

sound as in a studio compensating for soft furnishing and
sound reflections from glass, also it has a sub -woofer output to

drive a separate amplifier for that extra deep bass sound.
FEATURES 2 channel inputs 4 channel outputs via phono
sockets, CD input via 3 5mm jack 11 band graphic. SPECIFICATION RANGE 20Hz-60KHz THD 005%. S/N RATIO
85d13, EQ FREQUENCIES 60Hz, 120Hz. 250Hz. 380Hz,
500Hz 750Hz, 1KHz, 2KFiz, 4KHz, 8KHz. 16KHz (Boost cut
of r 12 dB) Size 1713mm x 25mm x 140mm

£40.00 + £3.75 p&p.
Model: AVA - 450
320 Watt Bridgeable Power
Amplifier C Power Output Per
Channel: 75 Watts RMS

Filofax Personal Organiser
Radio/Calculator. This neat
little unit simply fits inside
your filofax so you can listen to AM Radio with earphone or use it as a solar
powered 8 -digit calculator.
Punched with six holes to
fit all personal organisers.
UK Made under % price.

AM, FM, LW Ross
Pushbutton Radio. With

easily tune in to five
pre-set stations of your
choice without fiddling

These

Thermal, fuse, short circuit protection Stereo VU meters.
Fan cooled 19' rack mount (size 3 units)
125W x 2 into 4R RMS Max

Input sensitivity 450MV,02K

Pr,ce £149.99 Inc VAT

p&p £7.50p

state

of

the

art

400W 15mm Bass Tube fitted with a brand new improved response eminence subwoofer. The enclosure is of
a sealed type to give a linear bass response down to 17Hz
The tube is 94 dB efficient and is constructed horn 15mill
firbeboard Finished in black vinyl. Supplied with straps
6UH coil

ONLY £128.95 inc VAT p&p £12.

ad-

Ferrofluid coded and are active

off six
C -cell batteries or 240V

376 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W21EB

horn -loaded for high dispersion of

MAIL ORDER TERMS, POSTAI. ORDERS and or CHEQUES
orders. Access & Visa accepted.

sound with very low distortions.
Ideal for turning up your dull

mains. Output 400mW,

sounding in -car system.

volume and tone con-

SPECIFICATION IMP4f7 40 watts at 5KHz, 100 watt at
10KHz. MAGENT, SIZE 5mm x 30mm. VOICE COIL SIZE
105mm EFFICIENCY 92.8 dB, 5k SIZE 51mm x 51mm x

x

£9.95 each

FEATURES

vanced technology, high performance 10mm dome tweeters are

runs

trol. Size 230mm
150mm x 65mm

Amplifier C Heavy Duty
Aluminium Alloy Heatsink
Chassis
Class A- B Operation 77 Built-in Electronic
Crossover Network Adjustable from 40Hz-500Hz 0
Continuously Variable Input Gain Adjustment
Gold Plated RCA. Low Level High
Input Configuration
8 -PIN Din Connnection, Low Level
Impedence Input
High Impedence Input compatible with Alpine and
Kenwood
Remote
Wire Harness, High Level Low Impedance Input
Turn-on/Turn-off Circuit 7 MOSFET Pulse Width Modulated Power Supply
2 Ohm Stable Operation with Output Power Increase
Thermal Overheat Protection
Soft Turn -on Circuit
Input Overlaod ProtecSpeaker Short Circuit Protection
Automotive
tion
LED Diagnostic Condition Indicator
Upright Easy Access Speaker and
Style Protection Fuses
Power On
Power/Ground/Remote Connection Terminals
LED Indicator
Dimensions. 9 8"(W)x26"(H)x8.3"(L).

£155.55 + £5 p&p
AUDAXJBL 40-100 watt CAR TWEETERS

this neat unit you can

fuss,

reliability.

O Two Channel Bridgeable

£7.20 + £1 p&p

or

A high power stereo amplifier w.th mdepedent volume
controls, stereo output meter and fan cooled for extra

£3.70 p&p

Nett monthly accounts to Schools, Colleges and P.L.0 only
Overseas readers write for quote on delivery
Please cross all cheques and postal orders Account Payee Only"
and make payable to RTVC Ltd.

16 5mm RECOMMENDED.
1st ORDER CROSSOVER. VALUE 1.50-2.2uf supplied.

Phone 071 723 3462
Fax 071 723 3467

£7.50 pair plus 90p post.
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LOW COST RANGER1 PCB
DESIGN FROM SEETRAX
Circuit Schematic
Circuit Capture
PCB Design
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Host Of Outputs
All -In -One Design System

£100

Fully Integrated Auto Router

£50
Ask Us About Trade -In Deals
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Call Now For Demo Disk on 0705 591037
Seetrax CAE Hinton Daubnay House
Broadway Lane Lovedean Hants P08 OSG
Tel: 0705 591037 Fax: 0705 599036110
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electronize electronic kits
TOTAL ENERGY DISCHARGE ELECTRONIC IGNITION
A unique extended CDI system gives a super high power spark under
conditions where the standard system just cannot cope. The contact
breaker is retained for ease of fitting but operates only at low power.
EXTENDED CDI IGNITION
parts kit £24.75 assembled £32.75

Al/CRC-PRESSURE CAR ALARM
A unique air pressure sensing system operates automatically without door
switches etc. and is disarmed with the ignition key. Provides exit and entry
delays with audible warning when triggered. Easily fitted with only three
leads. A Power MOSFET output doves a siren or the car horn.
MICRO -PRESSURE CAR ALARM parts kit £15.95 assembled £22.35

VOLT DROP OPERATED CAR ALARM
A similar unit to the above but relying on the courtesy light operation and
the well known volt drop detection system.
VOLT DROP CAR ALARM
parts kit £14.90

assembled £20.95

MICRO PRESSURE TRIGGER
A small module to up -grade any volt drop alarm to Micro -Pressure" sensing
or combine the benefits of both systems.
MICRO PRESSURE TRIGGER
parts klt £10.95 assembled £14.95

120dB PIEZO SIREN
A high intensity vehicle alarm siren for use with the above alarms.
assembled only
120dB PIEZO SIREN

£11.95

CODED INFRARED RECEIVER
A dash top mounted unit gives coded remote control of the above alarms.
Includes a security chip with anti -scanning and 59,046 customer selectable
combinations. Also has "Mega Bright" flashing LED to warn off intruders.
CODED IR RECEIVER
parts kit £21.35 assembled £26.55

CODED INFRARED TRANSM/77ER
A key ring code transmitter for the above with a range up to 5 metres.
CODED IR TRANSMITTER
parts klt £13.95 assembled £17.95
All the above include cable. connectors and clear easy to follow instructions.
All kits include case. PCB, everything down to the last washer, even solder.
Prices are mail order discount, fully inclusive and apply for U.K. and export
Telephone orders accepted with VISA or ACCESS payment.
Ask for detailed brochures or order direct (please quote EE9) from -

Tel 021 308 5877
2 Hillside Road, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield. B74 4D0

ELECTRON/ZE DES/GN

SYSTEM 200 DEVICE PROGRAMMER
SYSTEM:

Programs 24, 28, 32 pin EPROMS,
EE -PROMS, FLASH and Emulators as

NEW FROM AUSTRALIA
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER FOR 1990s
The Southern Cross SBC is designed to teach beginners modern code
development techniques as well as assembly language. Start with machine
language using the on -board 21 hex digit keypad, then process tousle( a
PC. Assembler provided with many program examples. Serial download
assembled program from PC to Southern Cress. Serial interface provided.

Simple but powerful monitor program fully annotated. Learn to use parts
of it in your own programs by 'system calls' & using a 'header file'.

Learn how to single step through your program to find errors. Both
hardware & software sin ee stepping provided & explained.

We do not fill the User Manual with pages of theory. Go straight to
program examples. Starts from a very basic level anyone can follow.

The Southern Cress system includes all mos ICs hardware speed

control 8K EPROM 64K RAM 4.00 MHz zso 10 year RAM
backup with optional DS1213B calendar/time access & RAM backup
with optional DS1216B 9-15V AC/DC. Single -sided PCB 9.75" x 5.15*
Two adtl-on Wards available. Relay Board to connect to real world of
lights & motors and 8x8 LED module Board to write moving displays.

Assembled 194.50
Smithera Cross Kit £79.50
Board f 29.90 DS1213B SmartSocket f 24.50
Relay Board £ 15.50 DS1216B SmartWatch £ 34.50

'INTELLIGENT' EPROM EMULATOR
Full explanation of how to construct & use it. Uses 5 ICs & 8748 uC.
Emulates 8K, 16K & 32K EPROM. Recognises binary & Intel hex files in
software. Connects to printer port 1 or 2 on a PC. Reset sent in software
before file transfer. /F switch fills unused emulated ROM with any hex byte.
Powered from target system. Cables included. Small 4.5" x 2.3" double sided, PCB with overlay. Many examples provided on floppy disk.

Assembled £5950

Kit £52.90

Designed in Australia, manufactured in Hong Kong. Airmail postage
included. Ask me for more information. Full technical support.

Peter Crowcroft Ph.D.
DIY Electronics
GPO Box 904

Fax: (852) 7250610

HONG KONG

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX* 031 667 2611

standard, quickly, reliably and at low cost.
Expandable to cover virtually any
programmable part including serial E2,
PALS, GALS, EPLD's and microcontrollers
from all manufacturers.
DESIGN:

Not a plug in card but connects to the PC

serial or parallel port; it comes complete
with powerful yet easy to control software,
cable and manual.
SUPPORT:

UK design, manufacture and support.
Same day dispatch, 12 month warranty.
10 day money back guarantee.

The supplier to use if you're looking

for:-

.
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°

A WIDE RANGE OF 41'

''_->"

* COMPONENTS AIMED AT THE *
-HOBBYIST

ip

N

* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE
%sal. , l'fb

PRICES

*

,-----:--

3fi
\\* MAIL ORDER -generally by*
RETURN OF POST

ASK FOR FREE
INFORMATION
PACK

* FRIENDLY SERVICE * t----=

m
MQP ELECTRONICS Ltd.
Unit 2, Park Road Centre,
Malmesbury, Wiltshire, SN16 OBX UK
TEL. 0666 825146 FAX. 0666 825141

640

'77
*_.

OPEN:
GERMANY 089/4602071
NORWAY 071-17890
ITALY 02 92 10 3554
FRANCE (1)69.41.28.01
Also from VEROSPEED UK

Monday -Thursday 9.15 - 6.00
Friday 9.15-5.00
Saturday 9.30-5.00

VISA
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MOTORS BATTERY 1-12V

SOME POPULAR BARGAINS

3 Different model motors, £1, Order Ref. 35.
Spin to start 3V d.c. motors for model aircraft etc.,
5 for £1, Order Ref. 134.

AMSTRAD 3- DISK DRIVE. Brand new. Standard replacement or why not have an extra one? £20, Order

Cassette motor 1.5V -12V, powerful, speed in-

THIS COULD SAVE YOU EXPENSIVE BATTERIES an
In -car unit for operating 6V radio, cassette player. etc
from car lighter socket, £2. Order Ref. 2P318.
FULLY ENCLOSED MAINS TRANSFORMER on a 2m 3

creases with voltage, £1, Order Ref. 224.

11/2V High efficiency motor for sola cell working,
EY, Order Ref 643.
12V motor ex BSA record player, £1, Order Ref. 687.

9V cassette motor, brushless, £1.50, Order Ref.
1.5P14.

'Itohp 12V d.c. motor Smiths, £4, Order Ref. 4P22.
Ilshp 12V motor, Smiths, £6, Order Ref. 6P1.
lishp 12V motor, Smiths, £6, Order Ref. 8P14.
Ihhp motor (Sinclair C5), £15, Order Ref. 15P8.

MAINS MOTORS WITH
GEARBOXES
5rpm 60W. £5. Order Ref 5P54
40rpm 100W, £6, Order Ref. 6P21.
50rpm 60W. ES, Order Ref. 5P168.
6Orpm 60W, £5, Order Ref. 5P171.
110rpm 60W, £5, Order Ref. 5P172.
150rpm 60W, £5, Order Ref. 5P169
500W motor with gearbox & variable speed selector. 100rpm upwards. £3, Order Ref 3P8
1 rev per 24 hours 2W motor C1. Order Ref. 89
1 rev per 12 hours 2W motor. £1, Order Ref 90
1 rev per 4 hours 2W motor, £2. Order Ref 2P239

1 rev per hour 2W extra small motor, 2 for £1,
Order Ref 500.
Y, rpm miniature motor, £3, Order Ref 3P64.
4 rpm 2W motor, £1, Order Ref. 446
15rpm 2W motor, £2, Order Ref. 2P321
25rpm 2W motor, £2, Order Ref. 2P322.
200rpm 2W motor, £1, Order Ref 175.
250rpm 2W motor, £1, Order Ref. 750.

MAINS MOTORS
Motor 1Y." stack with good length spindle from
each side, £2, Order Ref. 2P55.

Shaded pole motor with 4" long spindle, £2. Order
Ref. 2P203.

Motor by Crompton .06hp but little soiled, £3,
Order Ref. 3P4.

motor

balanced

rotor

1500rpm, £2, Order Ref. 2P12.

MOTOR - STEPPER

Astec ref. BS1052 with outputs t- 12V .5A. - 12V
.1A, + 5V 3A. + 10y .05A, + 5V 02A, unboxed on
pcb, site 180 x 130mm, £5, Order Ref. 5P188.

Astec ref. BM4 1004 with outputs + 5V 3'/,A.
12V 1.5A. £5, Order Ref. 5P199.

+ 12V 1.5A,

Aatbc No. 12530, *12V 1A. -- 12V .1A, + 5V 3A,

core lead terminating with a 13A plug. Secondary uncased on pcb. size 160 x 100mm. £3, Order Ref.
rated at 6V 4A. Brought out on a well insulated 2 core

lead terminating with insulated push on tags.

£3,

Order Ref. 3P152. Ditto but 8A, £4. Order Ref. 4P69.

STOP THOSE PEAKS as they come through the
mains, they can damage your equipment. 2A unit is a

combination of cores and caps, gives complete
protection. £2, Order Rel. 2P315.

3P141.

Astec No. BM41001 110W 38V 2.5A 25.1V 3A part

metal cased with instrument type main input
socket & on/off dp rocker switch, size 354 x 118 x
84mm £8.50. Order Ref. 8.5P2.
Astec Model No. BM135-3302

12V 4A, + 5V 16A,

DIGITAL MULTI TESTER M3800 single switching
covers 30 ranges including 20A a.c. and d.c. lOmeg
input impedence. 3'!. LCD display. Complete with
lead. Currently advertised by many dealers at nearly

12V 0 5A totally encased in plated steel with
mains input plug, mains output socket & double
pole on/off switch size 400 x 130 x 65mm. £9.50

£40. our price only £25, Order Rel. 25P14.
ANALOGUE TESTER. Input impedence 2K ohms per
volt. It has 14 ranges, a.c. volts 0-500 d.c. volts 0-500,

Deltron Model No. 512104 mains input can be

d.c. current 500 micro amps at 250 milliamp, resistance 0-1 meg-ohm, decibels 20

'

56 dB. Fitted diode

protection, overall size 90 x 60 a 30mm. Complete
with test prods, price £7.50, Order Rel. 7.5P8.

-

Order Ref. 9.5P4.

230V or 115V one output 12V a 10.4A. Not cased
but its pcb is enclosed on 3 sides by heavy gauge
ai chassis £20, Order Ref 20P3

POWER SUPPLIES - LINEAR

LCD CLOCK MODULE. 1.5V battery operated, fits
nicely into our 50p protect box, Order Ref. 876. Only

(all cased unless stated)
4.5V d.c. 150mA. £1. Order Ref 104

£2, Order Ref. 2P307.

5V d.c. 2'/,A psu with filtering & volt regulation,

SENTINEL COMPONENT BOARD amongst hundreds
of other parts, this has 15 ICs all plug in so don't need
de -soldering. Cost well over £100. yours for £4, Order

incased. £4. Order Ref 4P63.
6V d.c. 700mA, Et. Order Ref 103
6V d.c. 200mA output in 13A case. £2. Order Ref

Ref. 4P67.

3/4 stack motor with Y." spindle, £1, Order Ref. 85.

Jap made precision

Rel. 20P28,

POWER SUPPLIES - SWITCH MODE
. (all 230V mains operated)

AMSTRAD KEYBOARD MODEL KB5. This is a most
comprehensive keyboard, having over 100 keys including, of course, full numerical and qwerty. Brand
new, still in maker's packing, £5, Order Ref. 5P202.
FM CORDLESS RADIO MIKE hand held, battery

operated model. Very good performer and really
professional looking, has usual shaped body and
head and is tuneable to transmit and be picked up on
the FM band of any radio. Yours for only £8.50, Order

2P112

6-12V d.c. for models with switch to vary voltage
and reverse polarity, E2, Order Ref 2P3
9V d.c. 150mA, £1. Order Ref 762
9V d.c. 250mA in 13A case, £2. Order Ref 2P209.
9V 2.1A by Sinclair. £3. Order Ref 3P151.
9V d.c. 100mA, £1. Order Ref 733
12V d.c. 200mA output in 13A case. £2. Order Ref
2P114

Rel. 8.5P1.

12V 500mA on 13A base. £2.50. Order Ref 2.5P4.

ULTRA SONIC TRANSDUCERS 2 metal cased units,
one transmits, one receives. Built to operate around
40kHz. £1.50 the pair, Order Ref. 1.5P4.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER internally

12V 1A filtered & regulated on p c b with relays &
Piezo sounder. uncased. £3, Order Ref 3P80
15V 500mA a.c. with 2 -pin razor type plug. £1.
Order Ref 93i

Very powerful motor by American Philips 10-14V

generates voltages which enables you to read insulation directly in megohms. The multimeter has
4 ranges a.c./d.c. volts, 3 ranges d.c. milliamps, 3
ranges resistance and 5 amps. These instruments
are ea BT but in very good condition. tested and

7.5 degree step. £5. Order Ref. 5P81

guaranteed OK, yours for only £7.50, with leads. car-

1 5P7

Tape motor by EMI 2 speed & reversible, £2,

rying case E2 extra, Order Ref. 7.5P4.
MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting
"to earth shocks". 230V In and 230V out. 150W upright
mounting, £7.50, Order Ret. 7.5P5 and a 250W version
is £10, Order Ref. 10P79.
MINI MONO AMP on pcb. Size 4- x 2" with front panel
holding volume control and with spare hole for switch

15V 500mA a c on 13A base, £2, Order Ref. 2P281.

Mini motor 12V - 7.5 degree step, £1, Order Ref
910

Motor by Eastern Air Devices. £2 Order Ref.
2P266

Order Ref 2P70

LOUDSPEAKERS
2" round 50 ohm coil '2W. 2 for £1. Order Ref 908
2 1/2" 8 ohm, 2 for £1. Order Ref 454
2Y." 35 ohm, 2 for El. Order Ref 514
3'/." 8 ohm, 2 for El. Order Ref 682
6'/." 4 ohm, with tweeter. £1, Order Ref 895.
6'/." 6 ohm, £1. Order Ref 896
61/2" 8 ohm, with tweeter, £1. Order Ref 897
6" a 4" 4 ohm, £1. Order Ref. 242
5" a 5" 15 ohm, £1, Order Ref 906
5" a 3" 16 ohm, £t. Order Ref 725
7" x 4" 16 ohm, 2 for £1. Order Ref 684
8" 15 ohm audax, £1, Order Ref 504
9" x 3" 8 ohm, 5W. f1, Order Ref 138
9" x 4" 4 ohm, £1, Order Ref 935.
3" 4 ohm, tweeter, £1, Order Ref 433
Goodmans 6Y." 10W 4 ohm. £2. Order Ref 2P27
6 x 4" 15 ohm 10W, £2. Order Ref 2P167
Horn speaker, £3. Order Ref 3P82
20W 5" by Goodmans. £3. Order Ref 3P145.
20W 4 ohm tweeter. 11 .50. Order Ref. 1 5P9

40W 6'/," round. 8 ohm, with built-in tweeter.
£4.50, Order Ref 4 5P5
Amstrad 8" 15W 8 ohm with matching tweeter. £4.
Order Ref 4P57

Cased pair of stereo speakers by Bush 4 ohms f5
per pair. Order Ref 5P141
Double wound voice coil 25W, ITT, £7, Order Ref

or tone control. Output is 4W Into 4 ohm speaker
using 12V or 1W into 8 ohm using 9V. Brand new and
perfect, only £1 each, Order Ref. 495.
EXPERIMENTING WITH VALVES don't spend a fortune
on a mains transformer, we can supply one with standard mains input and secs. of 250-0-250V at 75mA and
6.3V at 3A. £5, Order Ref. 5P167.

0-1MA FULL VISION PANEL METER 234" square,
scaled 0-100 but scale easily removed for re -writing,
£1 each, Order Ref. 756.

PCB DRILLS 12 assorted sizes between .75 and
1.5mm, £1 the lot, Order Ref. 128.
12V AXIAL FAN for only £1. Ideal for equipment cool-

ing, brand new, made by West German company.
Brushless so virtually everlasting. Supplied complete
with simple 12V transistor circuit. Only £1, Order Rel.
MEDICINE CUPBOARD ALARM or it could be used to

warn when any cupboard door is opened. The light
shining on the unit makes the bell ring. Completely
built and neatly cased, requires only a battery.
Order Ref. 3P155.

1043

25W 2 way crossover, 2 for £1. Order Ref. 22.
40W 3 way crossover, ft Order Ref. 23.

level. Adjustable over quite a useful range. Neatly
cased for wall mounting, ready to work when battery

Bulkhead speaker, metal cased, £10, Order Ref

MONITORS AND BITS
Philips 9 " high resolution monitor, f15, Order
Ref 15P1

Metal case for the above Philips monitor, £12, Order Ref 12P3.

Philips 9" high resolution tube ref. M24 306W,
£12, Order Ref 12P7
Electrostatic monitor tube ref. SE5J31, £15, Order
Ref 15P4

Mini scope tube mu metal ex unused monitors,
face size approx. 2" x 21/2', £10, Order Ref. 10P73.

9.5V a.c. 600mA made for BT, £1.50, Order Ref.

A.C. out 9.8V

60mA & 15.3V (a 150mA, £1,

Order Ref 751

BT power supply unit 206A. Trickle charges and
cuts out should voltage fall below pre-set. £16,
Order Ref. 16P6.
Sinclair mIcrovision psu, £5. Order Ref. 5P148.

LASERS & LASER BITS
2mW laser, helium neon by Philips, full spec £30.
Order Ref 30P1
Power supply for this in kit form with case is £15.
Order Ref 15P16. or in larger case to house tube
as well. £18. Order Ref 18P2
The larger unit, made up. tested and ready to use.
complete with laser tube. £69, Order Ref 69P1

The above prices include VAT but please
add £3 towards our packing and carriage if
your order is under £50. Send cheque or
postal orders or quote credit card number.

919.

DON'T LET IT OVERFLOW be It bath, sink, cellar,
sump or any other thing that could flood. This device
will tell you when the water has risen to the pre-set

7P12

Amstrad 13.5V or 12V 2A. £6, Order Ref. 6P23
24V d.c. with 200mA stereo outputs by Mullard ref
900. £2. Order Ref 2P4

fitted, £3, Order Ref. 3P156.
SOLAR PANEL BARGAINS gives 3V
der Ref. 2P324.

M&B

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES LTD
Pilgrim Works
(Dept. E.E.)

&

Stairbridge Lane,
Bolney,

separate electronic circuit made for the old black &
white TVs. The electronic section is tunable for high

Sussex RH1 7 SPA

200mA, £2, Or-

OLD TYPE TV TUNERS push button section

frequency radio & telephone reception. £5 each,
Order Ref. 5P219.

CAMERA 110 cartridge type in very good condition,
believed perfect. Uses the readily available film car-

Telephone: 0444 881965
(Also fax but phone first)

tridge and has built in flash. £3, Order Ref. 3P160.
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Hunter Street
G E NI"iN 135
Burton - on - Trent
Staffs. DE14 2ST

ELECTRONICS

it LTD

s

Perripceasp

include V.A.T.
AddAorl
£2.00 per

syt

Tel 0283 65435 Fax 46932 EE135
SHOP OPEN 9-5 MON-FRI. CLOSED SAT --- OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER
P.I. METAL DETECTOR
Magenta's highly
developed &
acclaimed design.
Quartz crystal
controlled circuit
MOSFET coil drive.
D.C. coupled
amplification. Detects
10p coin at 20 cm.
Full kit includes
PCB, handle,

KIT HIGHLIGHT

12V EPROM ERASER
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time
in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply

DIGITAL CAPACITANCE
METER KIT 493

(400mA). Used extensively for mobile work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in educational situations where mains supplies are not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV.

This has been one of Megenta's best ever

g kits. It provides clear readings of

KIT 790

capacitance values from a few pF up to
thousands of pF. It is ideal for beginners
as there is no confusion over the placing of
the decimal point, and it allows obscurely

KIT INC

case &
search coil.

HEADPHONES

EFFICIENT
CMOS DESIGN

POWERFUL COIL
DRIVE

DETECTS FERROUS AND
NON-FERROUS METAL - GOLD,
SILVER, COPPER ETC.

EE TREASURE HUNTER
Our own widely acclaimed design. This sensitive
Pulse Induction metal detector picks up coins and
rings etc up to 20cm deep. Negligible ground ef -

1 marked components to be identified quickly and
easily. Quartz controlled accuracy of 1%, large
clear 5 digit display and high speed operation
make it a very useful instrument for production
t and testing departments. The kit is now supplied
with a punched and printed front panel as well as
the case. all components and top quality printed
circuit board. When assembled it looks a really
professional job. For a limited time this kit is olg fered at a new low price

feet' means that the detector can even be used with

the head immersed in sea water. Easy to use, cir-

cuit requires only a minimum of setting up as a

PRICE

£39.95

1

Quartz crystal provides all of the critical timing Kit
includes search -head, handle, case, PCB and all

II

corn_eonents.

k

KIT 815

MOSFET VARIABLE BENCH POWER
SUPPLY 25V 2.5A
Our own high performance design. Variable output

190mm SEARCH COIL
NO 'GROUND EFFECT'

Voltage from 0 to 25V and Current limit from 0 to 2.5A

£45.95

DIGITAL LCD THERMOSTAT
A versatile thermostat using a therrnistor probe and

having an I c.d. display. MIN/MAX memories, -10
to 110 degrees celsius. or can be set to read in
Fahrenheit. Individually settable upper and lower

INSULATION TESTER

natively allow a wide 'dead band' to be set which
can result in substantial energy savings when used
with domestic hot water systems Ideal for greenhouse ventilation or heating control, aquaria, home
brewing, etc. Mains powered. 10A SPCO relay output. Punched and printed case

KIT 841

£29.95

4 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER
A 1000W per channel chaser with Zero Volt Switch-

ing. Hard Drive. and full inductive load capability.
Built-in mic. and sophisticated 'Beat Seeker' circuit
chase steps to music, or auto when silent. Variable

speed and mic. sensitivity control, I.e.d. mimic on
front panel. Switchable for 3 or 4 channels. P552
output socket. Suits Rope Lights. Pin Spots, Disco,
and Display lighting.

KIT 833

MOSFET handles the output for exceptional ruggedness and reliability. Uses a toroidal mains transformer

KIT 769

At last an easy to build SUPERHET AM radio
kit. Covers Long and Medium waves. Built in
loudspeaker with
Watt output. Excellent sen1

sitivity and selectivity provided by ceramic IF filter Simple alignment and tuning without special
equipment. Supplied with pre -drilled transparent
front panel and dial, for interesting see-through
appearance

KIT 835

£17.16

pets/pests

fruit, vegetable and flower
beds, children's play areas,
patios etc. This project
produces intense pulses of
ultrasound which deter
visiting animals.

KIT INCLUDES ALL
COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE

EFFICIENT 100V
TRANSDUCER OUTPUT

LOW CURRENT DRAIN

£19.98

Digital lock with 12 key keypad. Entering a four
digit code operates a 250V 16A relay. A special
anti -tamper circuit permits the relay board to be
mounted remotely. Ideal car immobiliser, operates

R

RA

from 12V. Drilled case, brushed aluminium keypad.

KIT 840

:0=0

£19.86

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC

PEsT

SCARER c

PEsT SCARER
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output drives a spe-

COMPLETELY

cial sealed transducer with intense pulses via a special tuned transformer. Sweeping frequency output

INAUDIBLE TO
HUMANS

is designed to give maximum output without any

UP TO 4 METRES
RANGE

£14.81
£2.50

IONISER
A highly efficient mains powered Negative Ion Generator that clears the air by
neutralising excess positive ions. Many claimed health benefits due to the ioniser
removing dust and pollen from the air and clearing smoke particles. Costs virtually
nothing to run and is completely safe in operation. Uses five point emitters.

BAT DETECTOR

£30.30

DIGITAL COMBINATION LOCK

PU

W T
E

Covers 1.6 to 30MHz in three bands using modern
miniature plug-in coils. Audio output is via a builtin loudspeaker. Advanced stable design gives excellent stability, sensitivity and selectivity. Simple
to build battery powered circuit. Receives a vast
number of stations at all times of the day.

KIT 718

0L

MAINS ADAPTOR

A very popular project which picks up vibrations by
means of a contact probe and passes them on to a

KIT 740

0

KIT Ref. 812

KIT 707

parkersl

away

from newly sown areas,

ACOUSTIC PROBE
pair of headphones or an amplifier Sounds from
engines, watches, and speech travelling through
walls can be amplified and heard clearly Useful
for mechanics, instrument engineers, and nosey

£56.82

ULTRASONIC PeST SCAR ER
Keep

£22.37

3 BAND SHORT WAVE RADIO

trol makes this supply ideal for constant current
charging of NICAD cells and batteries. A Power

£32.13

SUPERHET LW MW RADIO

KIT 444

meters indicate Voltage and Current. Fully protected
against short-circuits. The variable Current limit con

switching temperatures allow close control, or alter-

£45.95

A reliable and neat electronic tester which checks
insulation resistance of wiring and appliances etc..
at 500 Volts. The unit is battery powered, simple
and safe to operate. Leakage resistance of up to
100 Megohms can be read easily. A very popular
college project

Capable of powering almost anything. Two pan&

KIT 815

£28.51

£17.75

special setting up.

KIT 842

£22.56

LIGHT RIDER DISCO LIGHTS
A six channel light driver that scans from left to
right and back continuously. Variable speed control. Up to 500 watts per channel. Housed in a
plastic box for complete safety. Built on a single
printed circuit board

KIT 560

£22.41

LIGHT RIDER
9-12V CHASER LIGHTS

-

A low voltage DC powered end -to -end type chaser

An excellent circuit which reduces ultrasound frequencies between 20 and 100 kHz
to the normal (human) audible range. Operating rather like a radio receiver the circuit
allows the limner to tune -in to the ultrasonic frequencies of interest. Listening to Bats
is fascinating and it is possible to identify various different types using this protect.
Other uses have been found in industry for vibration monitoring etc.

KIT 814

£21.44

that can be set for any number of lights between
3 and 16. The kit is supplied with 16 I.e.d.s but
by adding power transistors it is possible to drive
filament bulbs for a larger brighter display. Very
popular with car customisers and modellers Led.s
can be randomly positioned and paired to give
twinkling effects.

KIT 559

£15.58

SEE OUR FULL RANGE OF K TS, BOOKS, TOOLS, AND COMPONENTS IN OUR CATALOGUE
HAMEG HM203-7 20 MHz
EDUCATIONAL BOOKS & PACKS
DC MOTOR/GEARBOXES
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
& COMPONENT TESTER

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS

Western Europe's best selling oscilloscope - It is RELIABLE. HIGH PERFORMANCE, & EASY TO USE.

schools. Very well illustrated, ideal first book for age 10

.Sharp bright display on 8 x 10cm screen with internal
graticule. A special extra feature is the built-in component tester which allows capacitors. resistors, transistors, diodes and many other components to be checked.
The quality of this instrument is outstanding, and is supported by a two year parts and labour warranty.
If you are buying an oscilloscope this is the one
It
costs a fraction more than some other 20 MHz 'scopes
but it is far far superior. Supplied with test probes, mains
-

lead, and manual.

FREE
£338.00 + £59.15 VAT Includes
Next -day delivery
(Cheques must be cleared)

642

The classic book by Tom Duncan used throughout
on. No soldering. Uses an S.DEC breadboard.

Book &Components £28.95, Book only E8.25

Ideal

for

robots,

buggies,

and many other mechanical
projects Min. plastic gearbox
with 1 5-4.5V DC motor. 6
ratios can be set up

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS

Small type MGS....E4.77
Large type MG L.... £5.58

An Usborne book, wonderfully illustrated in colour Component pack allows 6 projects to be built and kept Sol-

STEPPING MOTORS

dering is necessary Age 12 on, or younger with adult
help Book & Components £20.88. Book only £2 95

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS
A more advanced book to follow the others No soldering
Circuits cover a wide range of interests.

Book & Components E30.89, Book only £2.95

For computer control via
standard
drivers

4

pole unipolar

MD35' - standard 48
steps per rev
£12.99

MD38 - miniature 48 MD200 - miniature 200
steps per rev
£9.15 steps per rev
E17.10
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MINI LAB KITS

MICRO LAB KITS

ALL COMPONENTS TO ASSEMBLE
THE EPE MINI LAB ARE AVAILABLE
FROM MAGENTA.

ALL COMPONENTS TO ASSEMBLE
THE EPE MICRO LAB ARE AVAILABLE
FROM MAGENTA.

The easy way to buy the correct parts to
follow this exciting new educational series.

Be sure that you have all the correct parts

Components are supplied in packs to keep
ordering simple.

Repair/fault-finding help assured when you

i\nA-11:Rtc941Ecs

it

A full MINI LAB consists of ML1, MD, ML5,
ML6. These are available at a special
£114.99
combined price of
or less the p.c.b.
£104.99
ML3, ML5, ML6 at
The transformer unit ML4 is also needed....E21.45

KIT ML1 MINI -LAB P.C.B. + all components
inclusive of breadboard for
£49.95
Part 1 (Nov. '92)
KIT ML2 All Components for Part 1 less
£39.95
p.c.b
E 19.95
KIT MD Power Supply components
£21.45
KIT ML4 Transformer unit.
KIT ML5 L.E.D. Voltmeter, signal
generator, audio amplifier and
£33.95
555 timer
KIT ML6 Logic probe, display, radio
E17.95
tuner
(Note: batteries not included)
All prices include V.A.T. Add £2.00 p&p.

Tel: 0283 65435 Fax: 0283 46932
Everyday with Practical Electronics, September, 1993

ELECTRONICS

for the MICRO LAB.
buy your kit from us.
Full MICRO LAB kit including PC Board,
EPROM, PAL, & Booklet

£149.95

M1C 1

(Also available less PCB etc. if required).

BU/LTB TESTED
Full MICRO LAB AS M1C1 (above)
MIC1B

£179.95

Professionally assembled, inspected,
cleaned and tested. Full back-up service,
spares, etc available.

All prices include V.A.T. Add £2.00 p&p.

Tel: 0283 65435

Fax: 0283 46932

ESR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Station Road, Cullercoats,

Tyne & Wear N E30 4PQ
Tel 091 251 4363
Fax. 091 252 2296
7415. Ser ism

4000 Series

,41500

CO 14

4000

CO 17

741501
741502
741503
741504
741505
741508
741509
741.510
7415107
7415109
741511

£0.14
00.14
£0.14
£0.14
£0.14
£0.14
£0.14
£0.14
£0.23

4001

£0 17

4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010

C017
00.32

741_5112

CO 21

7415113
7415114
741512
7415122
7415123
7415125
7415126
741513
7415132
7415133
7415136
7415138
7415139
741514
7415145

£0.21
£0.21

741.5147

C1 26

7415148

CO 70
CO 14
CO 25
CO 25
CO 70
CO 25
CO 25
CO 25

741.515
7415151

7415153
7415154
7415155
7415156
7415157
7415158
7415160
7415161
7415162
7415163
7415164
7415165
7415170
741_5173

7415174
741.5175

00.21
CO 17

00 14
00 31
CO 31
CO 21
CO 21

00 14
CO 21

C018
00 16
CO 24
CO 25

00 18
C056

00 25
CO 32
CO 32
CO 32
CO 32

CO26
CO 48

C030
CO 24
CO 24
CO 24

7415190
7415191
7415192
7415193
7415195
7415196
7415197
741520

C0.25

741521
741.522
741.5221
741.5240
7415241

C014
00 14

7415242
7415243
7415244

C0.32

741.5245

CO 33

7415247
7415251
7415257
7415258
741526
7415266
741527
7415273
741S279
741530

00 32
CO24

741.532
741.5365

£0.14

7415367
7415368
741537
7415373
7415374
741.5375
741.5377
741_5378

741538
7415390
7415393
7415395
7415399
74L540
741542
741547

CO 24

CO24
CO24
00.24
CO 24
CO 24
CO 18

CO 36
CO 32
CO 32

C032
C032

CO 24
CO 24
CO 14
CO 14
CO 14
CO 32

00 25
C0.14

£0.21
£0.21
£0.21

£0.14
£0.32
£0.32
£0.34

f0.32
CO 62

[0 14

CO 25

CO24
CO 26

00.62
C014
CO 25

C042

741551

[014

7415670

00 69

741.573
741.574

[0 17

741575
741576
741583
741585
741586

C0.19
C0.25

741.590

CO23

741592
741593

CO 36

SINAI I

C019
CO 31
CO 36

CO 20

£0.26
I

I.)

/PP)

4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021

4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031

4033
4034
4035
4040

CO 31

C0.19

00.23
C016
C0.16

£0.17
00.30
C0.31

00 18
C0.27
E0.27

C019
C0.31
C0.31

C0.32
C0.16
C0.21

C0.15
C0.59

£0.18

f0.22
£0.27

CO 17
CO 70
CO 56

C1 24
C0.31

CO29

4041

CO 31

4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4048
4049
4050

£0 22

4051

4052
4053
4054
4055
4060
4063
4066
4067
4068
4069

CO 28
CO 35
C0.31

C0.25
00.31
CO 20

C0.20
00.25
00.25
C0.25

C056
CO 34
CO 31
CO 29

C0.72
C0.72
C0.08
C0.08

BC2I 216
BC2I 3
BC2I 31C
BC2I 4

00.08
00 08

CO BO

CO 25
CO 23

2N3771

C1 44
£1 51

BC26713

£1 79
£0.40

80308

2N3772
2143773

2N3819
2N3820
2N3904
2N3905
2N3906
2N4036
2N5296
2N5321
2E16107

CO 16
CO 27
CO 90

C0.62
C0,50
C0,09
CO 10

0.10

CO 10
CO 10

CO 68
CO 10

£0.10
CO 10

C031
CO 57
CO 57

C0.60

AC126
AC127
ACt 28
AC187
AC188
ACY17
AD149
AD161
AD162
BC107
BC107B
BC108
BC1084
BC108C
BC109
BCI 09C

CO 92
CO 92

BCI14

£0 41

£0.30
CO 30

00 28
C045
CO 37

£3.84

El 67
£0.14

[0 15
C013

CO 14

£0.14
C014
00 15

BC171

CO 11
CO 16

C014

4085
4086
4089
4093
4094
4095
4097
4098
4099
4502
4503
4508
4510

CO 28

C0.17
CO 17
CO 30
CO 17

[0 17
C0.26
CO 31
CO 56

BC1718
BC172

C1 20

BC17213

CO 31

00.38
C0.38
CO 31

CO 90
CO 28
CO 32
CO 32

C073
C098
CO 31

EV 27

BC177
BC178
BC179
BC182
BC1821
BCI 82113

BCI 83
831

C0.41

00 41
CO 36
CO 36
CO 36

CO25
CO 27
CO 31

f0.34
00 12

C038

£012

00 12
10 16
£0.16

C013
C013
C018
CO 18
CO 17

£0.08
£0.08
CO 08
CO 08

1301134

£0.08
£0.08
00 08

1301841

CO 08

BCI 83113

CO 62
CO 40

00 39
£0.40
10.44
00.32
£2.24
£1.00
£0.37
£0.33

BC327
BC328
BC337
BC338
BC414C

£046
£0.34
£0.34
£1.18
17.96
£0.25
00 24

£032
CO 70
CO 31

CO 50

C046
£0.34
C0.36

£0.80

VOL LAGS
78105
78112
78115
79105
79112
79115
7805
7812
7815
7905
7912
7915

C0 24

LM317T
LM723
12000V
LM323K
LM338K

00.44
£0 29
£1 16

£0.24
E0 24

£028
£028
CO28

BC441
8C461

C0.32
CO 32

£0.24
00.22
00.20
00.20
CO 20

10.20
CODS

£0.09
£0.08
00 10

C0.13
E0.13

£0.50
00.54
£0.36
£0.48
£0.04
00.06

Cl 14
C1.14

CO 48

10 50
00 47
CO 50

BF1B2

C031
C031

BF185

CO 31

13E194

C019
C019
C035

8E195
BF244
BF257
8F259
BF337
8F355
0E423

CO 33
CO 33
CO 36
CO 38

C013
CO 19
CO 29

13E451

0E459
BF469
BFX29
BFX84
BFX85
0E950
8E951
8E952
85107

C036
CO 29
CO 31
CO 31
CO 29

£0 26
E0 28

85170

CO 21
CO 21

BSW66
BU126
BU205

C1 35
C1 70
E1 82

BU2084
BU3264
BU500

CI 73
CI 80

CO 08

iRF740

El 60
El 63

00 09

MJ11015
MJ11016
MJ250I

£0.22
£0.22
£0.23
£0.24
£0,82
£0.42
Ell 35

f0.39

CO 40

10.40
CO 40

£0.40

£040

£0.42
£0.38
00.32
£0.32
£0.37
10.50
£0.53
£1 06

[041

B U5084

9U526

MJ3001
MJE340
MJE350
MPS413
MPSA42
MRF475
TIP121
TIP122
TIP125
TIP127
TIP132
TIP137
TIP142
TIP147
TI P2955
TIP29C
71P3055
TIP30C
TIP31C
TIP32C
TIP33C

TIP414
TIP42C

C012

fl) 17

0621
00 36
C0.37

00 37
00 37

C046
C1 06
C1 12
CO 63
CO 31
CO 83

00 31
CO 32
CO 32
CO 72

£0.53

[0.44

£1.50
£0 .16

I IIYRISTORS
CO 30

£040
£0.66
£0.77

LF351 N
1E353

LM358N
LM377
LM380N

00 27

LM381
LM386
LM387

C2 70
C0.48

LM392N
LM393N
LM748CN
LM1458
LM3900
LM3914
LM3915
MC3340
MC4558

CO 79
CO 28

NE531

El 56

NE556N
NE567N
NE5532
NE5534
TBA1205
TBA8I OS
TBA820M
TDA2030

CO 36
CO 38
CO 80
CO 66
CO 77

C0.82
C0.82
00 .98

[1.M

MB2 Box 100s 76e 41rnrn [1 .56
MB3 Box 118 98 a 45mon [1 .82
M B5 Box 160 01003160nWn 02.60

CO 36

71062
TL064

CO 42
CO 46
CO 32

TL071 CP

00 34
CO 48
CO 33

£0 34
CO 48
CO 64

10
22
47
10
22
47

100

220
470
1000
2200
4700
f
uF

25V

£468
£261

£8.82
£6.12
£5.31

£7.92

I PRO 1.1.1S

[4.46

2716
2732

C4.84
C3 89
C3.00

27128.20
2764-25
27C64-25
21728-20
270128.20
27256.20
27C256.20
270512
27C010
6116-10
6264-10
62256-10
4164-15
41256-10
511000-8
514256-8

0280
C3 15
C3 31

C0.06

CODS
CO 08

00.06
£0.06

CO 06

00 .08
CO 08

CO 06

C0.09

CO 11
£0 .11

00.09
00.15
00.22

£0.12

C0.31

00 .19

C0.57

CO 37

CO 57

16V

£3 69
C4 97

Cl 53
C306
C535
[1 .79
£2.80

£861
C5.61

C0.07
00 11

C015
C016
00 16
C019
CO22
CO 25

450V
C0.15

£0.15
£0.30
£0.48

C0.09

C0.29

ft 11

25V

£13.013

632

1300

1505

C010

C015
C010

00 19

CO 10
CO 10

C0.12
C0.09

C0,12

00 .10
C0.10

C0.11
CO 13

C0.16

£0.13
£021
£0.33

£0.18

£0.42

C0.52

CO 64

10

£0.90

£024

C0.40

00.13
CO 21

£0 .69

Cl 06

10 .10
CO 10
00 .12
C0.17
10 .20

C430
£740
£660
f082
f087

4

C0.86

.6
.8

0 62

4 .6

C241

4
8

0209

6 .6

CO 22
CO 34

C0.48

£1.08
C1 33

£246

C1 08
CO 80

C068
CO 62
CO 68

00 45
00.30
£0.27

Cl 60
£1.40
C15.50

167 38

fl 35
1390

C2 45
El 0 80
CO 72

II 84

10n II 12n C0.07
Polystyrene 160V 5%470 tot OnF

47p2n2 C0.09 2n7. 10n 00.12

CONNECTORS

15 Pin H D
1081
23 Pin
CO 40
25 Pin
CO 48
9 Way plastic cover
15 Way plastic cocci
23 Way plastic cover
25 WaY plastic cover

C4 63

0,11

10 58

SPST Toggle
SPOT Toggle
SPOT CO Tog
DPDT Toggle
DPDT CO Toggle
DPDT CO Toggle
(biased)
DPDT CO Toggle
(biased 1 way)

1pF-1nFC0.06.1n2-2n7E0.07
3n3 4n7 C0.12.

Plug

Cl 58

3an1p 250.6 4r.InI

1 OpF to 100nF

C0.29
C0.39

C1 24

.15

SWITCHES

Ceramic Mini Disc 100 6 63V

9 Pin
15 Pin

CO 67

.8

CAPACITORS

Socket
C0.30

CO 60
CO 64
CO 68
CO 76

01 .20

DPW' mini slide
Rotary Waler 1P 12W 2P .6W.

CO 39

C090
CO 49
CO 50
CO 30
CO 33
CO 36

C0.36

E1.20
C0.15

3P.4W 4P 3W

00 .78

Key Switch SPST
Push to make
Push to break
Latching Push Sot
PCB Tact 6r 6mm

£2.70

BRIDGE

CO 25

00.28
C063
£0.25

RESISTORS

lit [TIMERS
W005 1 SA SOV

£0.19

W021 SA 200V

£020

8 R32 3A 2000
BR62 6A 2005
1004 10A 4000

£0.36
£0.84
E1.39

£0.60 100
£0.86 10()

0 25W 5% CF EI 2 Series
0 5W 5% CF E12 Sanas
025W 1% MF E24 Series

01 .72 100

POTS log or Lin 47OR IMO 25mm dia 0 25in
shah
£0.42
PRESETS Enclosed Home

or Vern 100R -IMO 0 15W

03.15

PRESETS Skeleton Home

orVertlOOR 1M00 IW

C3 55

l ECTROLYTIC AXIAL CAPACITORS

22
47

220
470
1000
2200
4700

£0.08
00.06

£0.06
£0.06

047
10

22
47
100

013.07

CO 06
00 .06

1000

£300

£315

8 Pin
14 Pin
16 Pin
18 Pin
20 Pin
24 Pin
28 Pin
40 Pin

63V
C0.05

4

C048
C1 04

£2 85
Ell 58

CO 68

STRIPBOARD 0 1 PITCH
BREADBOARD
64mm 25mm
B1 mm 60mm
CO 27
£306
64mm 95mm
175mm x 42mm
CO 90
C3 74
64mn 431mm
175mm s 67mm
C322
C556
95mm x 127mm
01 50
203mm 75mm includes
95mm 95mm
CI 10
17 36
mounting plate & posts
95mm .431mm
0480
COPPER BOARD 1G Fibre)
I 00mrn 160mm
C1 50
100rnm 160rnrn
CO 90
119mm x 454mm
£6 20
1 lOrnm x 220mm
CI 24
PHOTO RESIST BOARD
PHOTO RESIST BOARD
(D. Fibre)
(Paper)

CO 39

TL061

£798

UV EXPOSURE US
PLASTIC DEVELOPING T SA,
PHOTO RESIST AEROSOL SPRAY (100ml)
FERRIC CHLORIDE CRYSTALS (05K9)
TIN PLATING POWDER 190g1
ETCH RESIST PEN
PCB POLISHING BLOCK

C0.68
C1 35
C0.35

10 93
00.96
C068

BNC Crimp Plug 5013
BNC Crimp Plug 75R
BNC Solder Ski
BNC Chassis Skt
P1259 5 2mm
P1259 11 mm
RND UHF socket
SCIR UHF socked
F Plug RG58
F Plug RG6
N Plug RG8
N Socket RG8
BNC Crimp Pliers

1798
1788

PCB EQUIPMENT

Cl 60
C031
£0.26
00 72
C2 70
E2 70
C1 60

RF CONNECTORS
BNC Snide, P.3, 506
BNC Solder Plug 75R

17 75
17 78

M 12 Welt
C 15Watt
G 18Watt
CS 17Watt
XS 25Wan
ST4 STAND
35Wen Gas Iron
Desolder Pump
Antistatic Pump
22SWG 0 5Kg Solder
18SWG 0 5Kg Solder
lmm 3 yds Solder
Or:solder Braid

Cl 12

1111.1 II/12 TIC RAMAT CAPACITORS
16V

SOLDERING IRONS
Ant. Solo, ni)

C2 57

OIL SOCKI IS

11.1ROLV.Sfil

MB1 Box 79 x 61 x 4Ornrn

CO 96
CO 25
CO 31
CO 36
CO 41

CO 46

£0 16

T2 Box 75 56s 25mm
T3 Box 75 51 x 25mm
T4 Box 111 57s 22rrirn

10 72
£0.98
00 98
£0.56
£1.22
£1 70
C043

ICM7555
ICM7556
LM3014
LM348N

TL082CP
TL084CN
UA733
ULN2004
ZN414Z
ZN425E
ZN426E
ZN427E
ZN428E
ZN435E
ZN448E

ZTX 500

TICI 160
TICI 26D

CO 39
CO 37

£1 80

£062

'NCI 0613

CA747CE
CA3046
CA3080
CA3130
CA3130E
CA3140
CA3240
ICL7621

T1081

01 .52

CO 22

00 18

C2 11

C0.40
00 42

CO28
CO23

CA74ICE

[211

TIP48
TIP50
VN1OKM
VN66AF
ZTX300

£041

CA311E
CA324
CA555

71072CP
TL074CN

[0 .36
[0 .38
03 48

TI P47

P0102AA

moo
co.12

BDX33C
BOX34C
BDX53C
BOX54C
0E180

CO 77

8 0202
BD203
BD204
BD222
BD225
BD232
8 0237
BD238
BD240B

047

£0.09
00.10
£0.10
£0.10

C1 78

113E540

130201

CO 38

( 11' ill 1)1 V 11 T S

80807
80532

130584

C0.21

80442

BD707

80806

£0.20
£0.20
£0.20

B0441

80648
80650

£0.08

£0.21

802438
802444
60246

CO 65
CO 52
£0 .52
CO 53
£0 .42
CO 80

BD646

CO 08

£13.21

BD166
BD187

£0.47
C048

C0.08

CO21
£0.21
CO21

80150C
80165

60534
80535
80536

C2 32
E1 76
C2 24
C1 36

£008

BD135
BD136
BD137
BD138
BD139
BD140

uF

C270
C652

CO 24
CO 24
CO 30

00.29

BCY71
BCY72

E028
£028
C0 38

£0.08
£0.08
£0.09
£0.09
C0,10
C013
C013

[0 40

BC463
BC47B
BC479
BC490
BC516
BC517
BC527
BC528
BC537
BC546C
BC547C
BC548C
BC549C
BC550C
BC5564
BC557C
BC558C
BC559C
BC5600
BC637
BC638
BC639
BC640
BCY70

C0 28

0038

C0.08

C010
£0.10
£0.10
£0.13
C040

£0.42
TIC2061)
£0.66
TIC226D
£0.73
BTA08 6006 C0.84
TIC2361)
00.96
DIAC
£0.20

RFGU( ATORS

C0.72

00 10
£0.10
C010

BC307

20105DA

CALL IN
644

BC2141
BC237B
BC238C
BC239C
BC251
BC252
BC26I B
BC262B

TR1ACS

10 26

0 3' 7 Segment Display Red
common anode
common cathode

[0 89

BC208
BC 2094
BC212
BC2I 21

CO20

£1 04
£1 10
£1.22

CO 72
CO 76
CO 80

CO 26
CO 16

2N2907
2N2926
2N3053
2N3054
2N3055
2N3440
2N3702
2N3703
2N3704
2N3705
2N3706

CO 91
CO 93
CO 93
CO 99

All lox Reels
14 SWG
£0.63
16 SWG
£0.67
£0.87
18 SWG

00 72
C0.72

C018

4081
4082

4543
4555
4556
4560
4566
4572
4584
4585
4724
40106
40109
40163
40174
40175
40193

BC20613
13C207C

CO 28

£0,17

4541

2 N 29054

00.29
00 28

8C160
BC170
BC1708

0020

4072
4073
4075
4076
4077

4526
4527
4528
4529
4532
4534
4536
4538

2N2222A
2N2646
2N29044

00.33

CO 55

4071

4521

2N221 9A

BC186
BC204C

CO 41

4070

4612
4514
4515
4516
4518
4520

2N2218A

CO 31
CO 28

BC115
BC116
BC118
BCI 32
BCI 34
BC135
BCI 40
BCI 41
BCt 42
BC143
BC149
BC154
BC157
BC159

00 18
01.91
C0.18
CO20
C0.17

4511

2N1711
2N1893

5mm Red LED
5mm Green LED
5mm Yellow LED
5mm Orange LED
3mm Red LED
3mm Green LED
3mm Yellow LED
3mm Orange LED
Snot Flashing Red
5mm Flashing Green
5mm B. Colour
5mm Tn Colour
5mm Plastic Bezel
3mm Plastic Bezel

55151

20 SWG
22 SWG
24 SWG
26 SWG
28 SWG
30 SWG
32 SWG
34 SWG
36 SWG
38 SWG
40 SWG

4011

[0 17

AR It,.

I RAN S1S TORS
251613

00 .11

PLEASE STATE VALUE REQUIRED a

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
Parallel Printer Lead 2m
RS232 Lead (all pros) Male Mele
RS232 Lead tall pins) Female Male
Centronics 36 Way Lead Male Male

DIODES
610
[3.60
£3.60
£4.78

Gander Changers
9 Way 0 Mini Female to Female
9 Way D Mini Male to Male
25 Way D Mni, Female to Female
25 Way D Mini Male to Male
9 Way D Female to Female
9 Way D Male to Male
25 Way D Female to Female
25 Way D Male to Male

11.81

[1 .98
E2.23
12.23
£2 33
12.33
£271
£2.71

Adaptors
9 Way Male to 25 Way Female
25 Way Male to 9 Way Female
25 Way D Male to 36 Way Centronic
25 Way Null Modem Female Female
25 Wey Null Modem Male to Female
25 Wey Null Modem Mele to Male
RS232 Surge Protector Male Female
RS232 Jumper Boo Male to Female
RS232 Tester (7 LEDs) Male Female

Data Switch Boxes
Serial Switch box
Serial Switch box
Serial Switch box
Serial Switch box
Parallel box
Parallel box
Parallel box
Parallel boa

2 Way At El
3 Way A. B 'C

4 Way A 8 C,D
Cross over
2 Way A/ B

£2 33
£2 33

£358
0302

Zener Diodes 2V7 335

BIY88400M.
BZX851 3W
1 N4001
1144002
1194003
11.44004

1 N4005
1144006
1194007
1145400
1145401
1145402
1145404
1145406

155407
1145408

[302

I N914

£3.02
£6.12
13.02

119916
1194148
BY133

[6.59

[920
£13.16
£15.15
£19.69
£11 84

C0.08
£0 .14

£0.06
10 07
£0.07
£0.07
£0 07
10 08
10 08
CO 09
CO 09
CO 09
CO 11
CO 11

C014
10.15
00.08
00 06
CO 05

00 13

0447
0490

C0.28

0491
04202
84157
84158

CO 10

£0 07
£0 27

[0 10

3 Way 4'0,C
4 Way A/B/C/D

£1711

BA159

00 10
£0.10

f16.43

1144149

£006

Crossover

£20.42

04200

£0.10

ORDERING INFORMATION
All prices exclude VAT.
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MATHS, MATHS, MATHS
More maths, no maths, how much maths? Quite often we find readers who
say things like "I don't understand how you work this out" or "I don't want to
know all the figures just tell me what the value should be". These opposing
requests leave us in a bit of a quandry. Do we forget all the maths which go
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making approximate calculations; it is not full of formulae nor does it try to
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you a feel for dealing with simple maths involved in electronics and how to
"cheat" a little to get an approximate answer.
If you do find the maths interesting and would like to see more, let us know,
we have a series available, with the working title of Calculation Corner, which
looks at the maths behind electronics and we are not sure if this would go
down well or not. Let us have your views one way or the other - you really can
influence the content of EPE.
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who have complaints should first address
them to the advertiser.

We would like to advise readers that cer-

tain items of radio transmitting and telephone equipment which may be advertised
in our pages cannot be legally used in the
UK. Readers should check the law before
using any transmitting or telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of equipment
and/or imprisonment can result from illegal
use. The laws vary from country to country;
overseas readers should check local laws.
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Constructional Project

SOUND
ACTIVATED
CAMERA TRIGGER
ROBERT PENFOLD

No need to feel left out!- share the spotlight with family
and friends. Create "special effects"- water splashes,
breaking glass, etc.

COMPONENTS

OST cameras nowadays have a self -is intended for use in the manner out
timer facility which enables photographs to be taken about five to ten
seconds after the release button has been
activated. This facility is included primarily

to enable the photographer to take self
portraits.

In many instances a simple self -timer
facility is quite adequate, but the delay
sometimes proves to be too short. In
particular, it is often inadequate when the
photographer has to position him or herself in a group of people. The delay can

also be too short if the photographer
wishes to pose with a prop, such as the one

that did not get away. or some sort of cup
or trophy.

SOUND DELAY
One solution to the problem is to use an
add-on timer unit that gives a longer delay,
and a mechanical unit of this type (for use
with a conventional cable release socket)
is produced. Another approach is to use

a sound switch/delay unit to trigger the
camera. The general idea is to get into
position and then shout to activate the trig-

ger unit. After a brief delay to allow the
operator to compose him or herself, the
camera is then automatically triggered.

The unit featured here is a sound activated camera switch and delay unit which

lined above. It is designed to operate with

an external microphone, and the output
should be able to operate any camera
which has an electronic release facility.
This includes many modern SLR
cameras, plus some of those from about 10

to 20 years ago. Note though, that with
some of these older cameras electronic
triggering is only possible if the camera is

fitted with some kind of motor drive or
winder. Few compact cameras (ancient or
modern) have an electronic release facility.

Obviously this project should not be
built unless the prospective constructor
definitely has a suitable camera for it to
control, and a suitable lead to connect the

trigger unit to the camera can be obtained. If in doubt, check with the camera
manufacturer or their UK agent.

SYSTEM
OPERATION

The system operation block diagram is
shown in Fig. I. The signal level from the
microphone will normally be at a very low
level (under one millivolt peak -to -peak).
Two stages of amplification are therefore

used at the input of the unit in order to
boost the microphone signal to a more
useful level.

A gain control is included between the

Resistors
R1, R4

2M2 (2 off)

R2
R3
R5
R6
R7
R8

2k2
10k
4k7

Potentiometer
VR1

VR2

C1, C2

(TIMER I

(2 off)
1µ radial elect. 63V (2 off)

42 radial elect. 63V

C7
C8

22µ radial elect. 16V
100n polyester

1 n polyester

Semiconductors
Red panel I.e.d.
D2
1N4148 silicon signal diode
TR1, TR2,
TR3
BC549 npn silicon transistor
D1

IC1
1C2

(3 off)
NE555 timer
4047BE CMOS timer

Miscellaneous
3.5mm jack socket
Miniature s.p.s.t. toggle

switch (2 off)
R LA
B1

MONO STABL

100µ radial elect. 10V

C3, C6
C4
C5

MI

AMPLIFIER

10k rotary carbon, log.
100k rotary carbon, lin.

Capacitors

S1, S2

AMPLIFIER

TALK

1k

1M
Page
1k5
All 0.25W 5% carbon film

J K1
DELAY

See

12V, 320 ohm coil, relay
with s.p.d.t. contacts
12V battery pack (eight HP7
cells in holder) - see text

Case about 150mm x 175mm x

50mm; printed circuit board available
from EPE PCB Service, code 840;
battery connector (PP3 type); control
knob (2 off); lead etc. to make connections to camera (see text); 8 -pin d.i.l. i.c.

TC

CAMERA

RELAY
DRIVER

MONOSTABLE
IT I PIER I

Approx cost
guidance only

LEE,2100

Fig. 1. The Sound Activated Camera Trigger block diagram.
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holder; 14 -pin

solder etc.

i.c.

holder; wire;

£15
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two amplifier stages, and this is effectively

at pin 2 of IC his taken below one third of

a "Sensitivity" control. It is advisable not
to use too high a sensitivity than is really

the supply voltage.

voltage, or

a

ated across the highly inductive relay coil

little higher, but with a suitably strong
microphone signal it will go below one

The output from the second amplifier is

each time it is switched off.

The relay is basically just a mechanical

third of the supply potential on negative

fed to the input of a monostable. This stage
is triggered by suitably strong signals from

switch which is operated by an electro-

half cycles. The output at pin 3 of ICI
then goes high for a period that is

the second amplifier, and it then provides
and output pulse of variable duration. The
pulse length can be set anywhere between

magnet. The relay used here has a single set

of changeover contacts, but in this applica-

determined by potentiometer VR2, fixed

tion they are used as a set of normally

resistor R6, and electrolytic capacitor C7.

about 25 milliseconds and 2.5 seconds.

The monostable sets the delay between

DELAY CONTROL

open contacts (n.o.). The contacts close
and operate the camera when the relay is

length to be varied over the approximate
time range mentioned previously. Switch
S2 enables C7 to be switched out of circuit, which effectively removes the delay
provided by ICI.
A CMOS 4047BE astable/monostable
i.c. acts as the second monostable stage
IC2. It is wired to operate as a negative
edge triggered monostable. Consequently,
it triggers as the positive output pulse from

Diode DI is a I.e.d. indicator which is
activated while the relay is switched on.
This is useful for "dummy" runs when setting up a shot, and can help to minimise

switched on.

The Delay control VR2 permits the pulse

the sound being made and the camera
being triggered. For normal use the delay
should be around one to 15 seconds.
Shorter delays are useful if the unit is to be

for "trick" shots, such as water
splashes, smashing light bulbs, etc. The
delay can be switched out completely if
used

desired.

Another monostable stage is triggered

from the output of the first one. This
monostable has an output pulse of fixed

wasted frames.
The circuit is powered from a 12 volt bat -

ICI comes to an end, so that ICI intro-

duration, and the pulse length is set at just

duces the required delay. Resistor R7 and
capacitor C8 set the output pulse duration
from IC2 at just under half a second.

under half a second. The length of this
pulse is not critical, and it simply controls
the time for which the camera's electronic

I

Diode D2 suppresses any reverse high voltage spikes which might otherwise be gener-

Normally the collector of TR2 is at

about half the supply

necessary as this would increase the risk of
accidental triggering of the camera.

.

relay coil RLA via transistor TR3, which
is a simple emitter follower buffer stage.

IC2 has complementary Q and not 0

release is operated.

outputs. In this case it is only the Q output
at pin 10 which is utilized. This drives the

The monostable controls the camera via

a relay and a relay driver stage. A relay

51

ION i0F c I
RS
1.k7

F12

2k2

VR2
100k
R7

t
Rf
10k

1M

kc.

6

CS

ICI

202

14.7111

I

C8

810011

/

IC2
4 'BE

TR3

B1
12v

BC 549

TR2
Ei'1;54;

R8

'I '1 ul

1k5

-A-

TR I
BC 549
RLA1
a

2VV

Jk 1

CAMERA

S2

I MIC. I

-F

GAIN

might seem to be an old fashioned method

of controlling the camera, but the circuit
that is being controlled is something of an
"unknown quantity". The mechanical contacts of a relay should control any camera
or motor drive properly, whereas semiconductor switching devices might fail to give
satisfactory results.

3

.0

D2

104148

I

Fig. 2 Full circuit diagram for the Sound Activated Camera Trigger The output lead
arrangement will of course, depend on the camera used. In the prototype model
(below), 4mm sockets were used to connect the camera lead to the trigger unit.

CIRCUIT

OlzIERATIOAI

The full circuit diagram of the Sound

Activated Camera Trigger unit is shown in
Fig. 2. Transistor TR1 is used as the basis
of the first amplifier stage, which is a high

gain common emitter type. It provides a
voltage gain of over 40dB (100 times).
The output of this stage is coupled to the

Gain control (VR1), and from here the signal is coupled to the input of the second
amplifier stage. This is based on transistor
TR2, and it is another high gain common
emitter type.

cAh eF A

The output of TR2 is direct coupled to
the input of the first monostable stage. This
is a standard 555 monostable circuit based
on ICI, and it is triggered when the voltage
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil master pattern for the Sound
Activated Camera Trigger unit
tery supply, which is comprised of eight HP7
size cells in a plastic holder. A I 2V supply is
needed in order to guarantee that the relay

will operate properly once the battery voltage has fallen slightly due to ageing.

In practice, the unit will almost certainly
operate properly from a 9V battery even
when the battery voltage has fallen some-

what below 9V. It is worth trying a 9V
battery (e.g. six HP7 size cells in a plastic
holder) as this significantly reduces the running costs.

The current consumption from a 12V
supply is about

10

milliamps

using an alternative type. If an alternative
relay is used, it will probably have to be
mounted off -board and hard wired to the
printed circuit board.
The specified relay has contact ratings of
30V d.c. and 10A for resistive loads (3A for
inductive loads). This should be substantially more than adequate for the current
application.

types if they are to fit easily into the

In other respects construction of the

Single -sided pins are fitted to the board
at the points where connections to the off board components will eventually be made.
The tops of these pins should be generously
tinned with solder.

board is quite straightforward. However,
the electrolytic capacitors must be miniature printed circuit mounting ("radial")

The unit should fit into practically any
medium size plastic or metal case. Small

cases are not usable since they would

available space. For the same reason the
polyester capacitors should be miniature

printed circuit mounting types having a
lead spacing of 7.5mm (0.3 inches).

under

standby conditions, but is three to four
times this figure while the relay is activated.

CONSTRUCT/ON

Details of the printed circuit board top-

side component layout and underside copper foil master pattern are provided in Fig.

3. This board is available from the EPE
PCB Service, code 840.

The first point to note is that the 4047BE
used in the IC2 position is a CMOS device,
and that it is not fully static -protected. It is
therefore important to observe the normal
anti -static handling precautions when dealing with this component.

It should be fitted in a holder, and it

should not be plugged into place until construction is complete in all other respects. It
should be left in its anti -static packaging

until then, and handled no more than is
really necessary while it is being fitted into
its holder.

The printed circuit board has been
designed to accept the specified relay, it is
unlikely that any other type will fit into this
layout properly. It is strongly recommended that the specified relay should be
used unless there is a very good reason for
648
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not accommodate the battery pack. The
fairly high current consumption of the unit
renders small batteries unsuitable.

The controls, I.e.d. DI, and socket JKI
are mounted on the front panel. As with
any sensitive audio circuit, it is advisable

to choose a front panel layout that will
avoid a lot of long and crossed -over wires

when the hard wiring is installed. A 3.5
millimetre jack socket is specified for JKI,

but this can obviously be changed to a

JKI to the circuit board provided this lead

is kept very short (no more than about
20mm to 30mm long). The cathode ("k")
terminal of the I.e.d. DI will probably be
indicated by a "flat" on that side of
its body, and by the cathode lead being
shorter than the anode lead. However, if
necessary the correct method of connection

can be found by trial and error,

since

connecting Dl the wrong way round will
not result in it sustaining any damage.

PLUGGED -IN

The rest of the wiring is very simple and
should not give any problems. Connection
to the battery pack is via an ordinary PP3
type battery connector.

the camera must be varied to suit the

IN USE

different type to match the plug fitted to the
microphone you will be using.

The method used to connect the unit to

particular camera that the unit will control.

On the prototype the relay contacts are
wired to a pair of four millimetre sockets
mounted on the rear panel of the case.
These sockets match the plugs fitted on the
Nikon remote control lead for the F4 series

of cameras. A few other cameras have
remote leads fitted with these "banana"
plugs, as they are sometimes called.

A number of cameras have a remote
control lead which is terminated in a
2.5mm jack plug. This is the nearest thing
to a standard remote lead connector, but it
seems to have fallen from favour in recent
years. Of course, for use with such a lead
the unit must be fitted with a 2.5mm jack
socket.

If the remote control lead has some form

of non-standard or unusual connector at
the controller end, it is probably best to
cut the connector off and then solder the
lead directly to the printed circuit board.
An entrance hole for the lead will then be
needed in the rear panel of the case, and
this hole should be fitted with a grommet to
protect the cable.

IAITERWIRING

Details of the point-to-point wiring of
the front and back panel mounted components are also shown in Fig. 3. It is not
essential to use a screened lead to connect

The unit is designed for operation with

low impedance (200 ohm to 600
ohm) dynamic microphone, but will actually work with practically any type of
a

microphone (high impedance dynamic,
electret, crystal, etc.). Audio quality is

obviously of no importance in this case,
and a cheap "cassette" type dynamic
microphone is probably the most practical
choice if you do not already have a suitable
microphone of some kind.
Initial testing should be carried out with

the unit not connected to the camera.
Instead, the I.e.d. DI is used to determine whether or not the unit is triggering
properly.
With the sensitivity control (VR I ) well
advanced, even fairly quiet sounds should

get DI to flash for about half a second.
However, the sensitivity is largely dependent on the characteristics of the
microphone used, and will vary considerably from one microphone to another.
Remember that many microphones (particularly "stick" types) are directional, and
that for maximum sensitivity they must be
aimed at the sound source. Even using a
relatively low output microphone, with the
sensitivity control well advanced it should
be possible to obtain a maximum operating

Check

that the

Delay control VR2

enables the delay time to be varied, and

that switch S2 enables the delay to be
removed completely. If everything seems to
be functioning properly, connect the

camera to the unit and check that it will
trigger the camera properly.

When using the unit in earnest it is a
good idea to always do a trial run before
switching on the camera and taking the
shot. Things may not always go accord-

ing to plan, and with this type of thing
you have to accept that the odd frame
or two of film will be wasted from time
to time. Having the sensitivity advanced
no further than is really necessary helps
to keep down the amount of unwanted
triggering due to unexpected background
sounds.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

If the unit is used to take shots of water
splashes, breaking glass, etc., suitable precautions to protect both the equipment and
anyone in the vicinity must be taken where

appropriate. The unit can be used to
trigger an electronic flashgun rather than
the camera, should you wish to use that
method of working.
Bear in mind that instant triggering will
never be achieved. The trigger unit will

probably take a millisecond or two to
respond to sounds, and the sound will take
about three milliseconds per metre to reach
the microphone.
These delays are quite small, but they can
sometimes be significant. For rapid triggering it is clearly best to have the microphone
as close as possible to the sound source.

If the unit is used to trigger an SLR

camera it is likely that the camera itself

will introduce a significant delay. Apart
from a few specialist cameras such as the
Canon EOS RT, there is usually a delay of
about 40 to 80 milliseconds between triggering and the shutter responding. Where

range of several metres using a shout or

fast triggering is needed, the sound triggered flash method is likely to give much

hand -clap to activate the unit.

better results.

NEW STYLE EPE BINDERS

A totally new type of binder is now available to hold and protect twelve

£6.00 to everywhere except Australia and Papua New Guinea which

issues of Everyday with Practical Electronics. This new ring binder uses a
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costs £10.50).

magazine logo in gold on the spine. We were hoping to keep the price
the same as the previous binders but unfortunately the postage cost has
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Innovations

A roundup of the latest Everyday News from the world of electronics

ON CAMERA

ftizzy Logic joins forces with the microprocessor to spot light the problems in security surveillance and public crowd
control.

Two new colour CCTV cameras from Philips, models
LDH803 and 805, feature built-in intelligence and automatic image enhancement. One model, the 805 provides a
unique colour/infra-red switching capability for day and
night surveillance.

The new cameras feature fully automatic image processing, which, it is claimed, provides clearer, sharper images
with more detail and improved colour rendition in virtually
any situation including difficult or changing light conditions

right down to 0.6 lux. The operator can also override
automatic operation just by selecting any of three pre-set
modes for different light conditions or viewing requirements
during the day. Other useful features include a 24 character
alphanumeric text -in -picture display to keep operators fully
informed of camera location, status, mode and messages.
The new cameras have been designed for the widest pos-

sible range of applications covering urban and city centre surveillance, shopping centres, traffic, public safety sur-

veillance in railway stations and airports, museums and
perimeter surveillance. The 805 has been successfully installed at Wembley Stadium, which receives eight million
visitors each year.

Picture Enhancement
Both cameras use a built in microcomputer and unique fuzzy logic to provide

range of automatic image enhancement and control functions. The
microcomputer continually analyses the
a full

video signal and automatically enhances
the picture to provide improved images.

Advanced image enhacement features

weighted backlight compensation to im-

for clearer images and auto -white con-

text -in -screen facility gives the operator

fully Automatic Histogram Equalisation to improve light level and colour
balance and provide more in highlights
and dark areas, Contour Enhancement

prove detail in areas with strong backlighting from windows or lamps, and
exposure time control to reduce movement blur. In addition, a 24 character

trol for more accurate colour balance.
Other major features include selectable

an instant display of camera location
and mode.

CD ROM KIT/GAMES
A NEW range of kit, games is being launched
by Revell the model kit suppliers. Revell have
combined an interactive CD ROM game with
a range of kits for cars, planes, dinosaurs and

spaceships so that you can build the car of
your dreams, drive it to the racetrack, tune it
for racing and then compete in a full race with
pit -stops, randomly changing weather conditions etc. If you win there is even a "bodacious
babe" to congratulate you.
The whole idea looks like a winner and the
computer games seem to be very well thought
out and executed. There are four different cars

available in the Motor Stars range, of the
Porsche 911 slant nose sports racer variety.

The other ranges will be launched before
Christmas.

graphics (VESA compatible), CD ROM drive,
Soundblaster or Adlib with speakers or head-

phones, mouse or joystic and 13MB hard

111":1114!
slIPOO"..

0.6:

"ft,

drive. We guess you will also need plenty of
spare time, it looks very addictive. The first
Motor Stars releases are in the shops now.

ON

View from the drivers seat of the 911

In addition to a Road Race and Track Race
(with four road and track circuits to choose
from), the CD ROM also includes instruction
and tips on building and painting the plastic
model. Animated three dimensional graphics

of each model part float together on screen
to make it easy to see how to assemble the
kit. Various facts and performance figures for
each car are also included. You can even view
the finished kit in various colours before you
decide which colour to paint it.
Revell have also included pictures of 50 of
their lastest models in a "graphic catalogue".
Model assembly graphics

The price of all this is £59.95 but you will
need a 386 or better PC running DOS 5.0
or higher and having 4MB RAM, SVGA
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APPLIANCE

front panel. With the aid of the optional
Extension Lead Tester, ELT1, all ex-

TESTER

tension leads, both 110V and 240V,
as well as IEC mains leads, can be

AN Information Technology (IT) Port-

checked for polatiry, continuity, and an
insulation test can be perofmred.
The PAT32 is not only suited to site

able Appliance Tester, the MEGGERR
PAT32, available with a combined
analogue/digital display, has been
announced by AVO International.

applications but to the commercial,
educational or medical establishments
where a qulity, simple to use appliance
tester can help meet the requirements
of preventing danger.
Test results obtained from the combined analogue/digital display should
be stored on either a laptop computer

The introduction of the 100mA continuity test specifically required by the
Electrical Electronic Association (EEA),
makes it an ideal instrument for testing
computer installations, office and other

electronic equipment. The calibrated
analogue/digital display offers the twin
benefit of being able to quickly assess
the test result from the calibrated scale

or sheet of paper in a log book to be
compared so any degradation in the
recorded values can be spotted. The

and then to have a digital reading to

MEGGERR

Test manager II software

EUREKA!
Last year's record number of new advanced

technology projects under the EUREKA initiative has been exceeded this year, Technol-

ogy Minister Patrick McLoughin has just
revealed.

EUREKA is a pan-European framework
for promoting collaborative R&D in fields of
civil advanced technology with the aim of
improving Europe's competitiveness in world
markets. A total of 193 projects were announced by the 21 EUREKA members covering a wide range of technological areas.

The 49 UK projects announced at

Paris, France, involve a total of 76 UK
Organisations including 28 small to medium-

sized enterprises and 17 Universities or research establishments. UK organisations are
in the lead in 15 of these projects.

(also from AVO) allows exactly this

record results.
Another feature of the analouge scale

facility and offers the company user or
the contractor complete traceability in

is the easy identification of faulty earth
connections; rapidly changing values

the event of

are not visible on digital only instruments. The PAT32 is a dual voltage
instrument powered from 240 volts,

a

failure of

a

tested

For more information contact AVO
International, Dept EPE, Archcliffe Rd.,
Dover, Kent CT17 9EN. Tel. 0304
202620. Fax. 0304 207342.

sockets situated conveniently on the

Just the TickIT
The three -hundredth TickIT award - the

quality certification for software - was
made to BT recently.

appliance.

with the standard 240V and 110V

the

eleventh EUREKA Ministerial Conference in

The cost of poor quality software was
estimated, in 1988, to cost the UK £500M
per annum, in the traded sector alone and
some £2 billion when scaled up to include
software developed in-house.

TNT THOM8 [POPIIA

Testing emergency
lighting systems

The following abstracts are taken from recent UK patent applications in
the general electrical/electronics area. British Patent Specifications can be
ordered from The Patent Office, Sales Branch, Unit 6, Nine Mile Point,

In UK patent 2258571 Protec Fire Detec-

tion plc describe a system for testing

Cwmfelinfach, Cross Keys, Newport, Gwent, N P1 7HZ.

units, each having a lamp which is connected to a battery on a mains failure. A
detector senses light from the lamp and a
central control unit sequentially senses

Identifying faults in
electric circuits

pared with the calculated electrical variables and faulty components are indentified from the comparison.

describe a system for identifying faults
in electric circuits such as in vehicles.
Data describing the circuit is stored and
data indentifying a fault symptom is fed
into the system to indicate that for one

Universal digital input

In UK patent 2249398 Genrad Ltd.

Stored data is examined and then describes selected components which, if
faulty, could cause the symptom.
Values of electrical variables to be
expected at certain points in the circuit
are calculated. Electrical variables are
measured and data fed into the system.
The input measurement data is corn -

existing across the varistor and energies a

circuit including two transistors and two
I.e.d.'s. One of the I.e.d.'s is an optoisolator device in an output circuit including an amplifier. With the switch on, both
I.e.d.'s emit light and an electrical output is
produced by the amplifier.

GB 2 258 436 A
GND

IA
LI

NC

C OM

BU'
DISABLING

/13

Bulb

SW2

ing timing pulses on a data ring. When

sensor. A particular control signal applied
to a ring by the central unit causes a test

12V

0010 -Lai

the outputs from the detector.
Each lighting unit has a unit for count-

In UK patent 2249840 Alireza Ghazi Hes-

SW(I)----ti 0 111:-.17
FSI

a number of emergency lighting

sami describe a universal digital input
channel. To detect the on/off state of a
switch in a circuit, including a source and
a varistor, a bridge rectifies the voltage

X01

IGNITION

has

the counter reaches a programmed count
identifying that unit, a switch is closed so
that signals are passed to the ring from a

channel

set of circuit conditions an intended
output is not provided by the circuit.

emergency lighting systems. The system

470K

W

logic circuit having inputs connected to
detector and a battery charging current

latch to open a mains switch to simulate mains failure. The lighting units may
be divided into groups, a different group
being tested on each of the first 28 days
in each month.

A device for giving a
signal or message in a
vehicle
In UK patent 2258436 John Rhys Condon describe a retrofitted or dashboard incorporated signalling unit in a land, sea
or air vehicle. It can give a reminder such
as "Keep Left"; convey an advertisement;
give a message e.g. "Starting" or switch
on a pre-recorded message. It consists
of an electrical circuit. The circuit comprises a self latching device disabling a
switch SW2, sound and light indicators
and on/off indicator switches.
The circuit is enabled by the igni-

tion switch and disabled by the dis10K

a

OR

TO107

en

COMT

BUZZER

abling switch. On enabling indicators are
activated; deactivation occurs on operat-

ing the disabling switch SW2 or deactivating the ignition switch SW1. The self
latching circuit can be either solid state

or relay based and actively latched or
latched during disable. The indicators
.D

or D
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can be simple state, oscillating or vibrating devices or mixtures of both.
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New Technology
Update

Ian Poole reports on single electron memories
and new transistors for power i. c. s.

0

technique called the "coulomb blockade

to include power transistors into i.c.s. A

effect". Using this it is possible to control a
current flow by blocking or allowing
current to flow depending upon whether a
capacitor is charged or not. Detecting

new development in this area has enabled
greater efficiency to be achieved whilst
reducing the size and using less complex

memories as well as disc based ones.

whether current is flowing indicates the

These new transistors have been made

state of the capacitor and hence the data

possible because of the introduction of
lateral transistors into a DMOS (Double

NE of the main areas of development
in the electronics industry is focused
upon computer memories. In the past
months in this column we have reviewed
various new ideas for semiconductor

As the thirst for all forms of storage
seems to be growing as fast as the technol-

stored in it.

ogy expands this emphasis is unlikely to

The circuit is built on a layer of Gal-

change. As a result, new and revolutionary
ideas are surfacing all the time. One which
has just recently hit the headlines is an idea
for memories which use a single electron to
store each bit of data.

lium Arsenide about 20nm thick and doped
with silicon. This creates a two dimensional
plane in which the electons can move. The

processes.

diffused Metal Oxide Semiconductor)
process. Transistors are formed laterally or

actual circuit of the single cell is about

along the surface of the semiconductor.
Previously vertical structures had been
used to save space. Now the smaller

This idea could have a vast impact

0.03mm across with element dimensions of
about a micron.

geometries which can be used have allowed
the use of lateral transistors.

on computer technology because terabit
(i.e. 1,000 gigabit or 1,000,000 megabit)
memories now become a possibility. The
development is also very important because current semiconductor technology
has limitations beyond which further im-

peratures within a degree of absolute zero,
and between ten and a hundred electrons
are needed. However theory predicts that it
will be possible to use the system at room
temperature using a single electron.

provements will not be possible.

It is estimated that today's technology
will be able to be improved to give

memories with a maximum size of 50
Gbits. Any improvements beyond this will
need a new form of technology.

Terabit Rieman,
To illustrate this point, if a Terabit
memory could be made using existing
technology it would occupy many square

metres. In addition to this it would consume an estimated ten kilowatts of power.

Clearly this would not be feasible. However the new electron memories should be
capable of producing storage of this size in
a space just over a square centimetre. The
power would also be drastically reduced.
The memory would consume about a tenth
of a watt. On both counts the new electron
memories give improvements of many orders of magnitude. It is because of these
improvements that there was a tremendous

amount of excitement in the electronics
world when the idea was announced.
This new memory is the result
of work performed by the Hitachi

Cambridge Laboratory and the Caven-

Currently the system only works at tem-

The Future
This new memory is still in its very early
stages of development. The basic idea has

been proved, but a vast amount of work
is still needed before it will be possible
to utilise it for commercial products. This
means that devices will not be available for
at least 20 years. One of the major reasons
for this is that nano.metre dimensions are
needed to realise the memory.
Such dimensions are well below anything

that can be achieved today. However to
assist in the development Hitachi themselves have started work at their central
laboratories in Japan. Here they are using
a scanning tunnelling microscope. This
machine was developed by IBM for use
with their atomic level switch which was
reported in the New Technology Update in
the November 1992 issue.

It is expected that the next devices to
be assembled will be single elements to

which have to be manipulated obviously
reduces the size, current consumption and
heat dissipation of the device.

Blockade Effect
possible to

control just

a

is

handful of

electrons. This is accomplished with a
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processes; a particularly attractive feature
because it enables processing costs to be
reduced.

Finally the new process simplifies on chip noise problems. When switching sig-

nificant amounts of current other circuits on an i.c. can be affected. To
overcome this problem guard rings are

more problems. However standard filtering techniques can be used to reduce this.
The new technology has many benefits.
In the first instance the transistor
efficiency improvements have enabled
power i.c.s to be manufactured that

available in only the largest mainframe
computers. This should prove to be an
important stepping stone for other revolutionary developments which are currently
beyond the horizon.

New Transistors For
Power I.C.s

In the new memory development it

tors is that they are self -isolating. As a
result they do not need any additional
stages in the manufacturing process to
add isolation zones. This means that
the new i.c.s only need eight masking

memory device begin.

memories to be included in desktop
computers, giving them memories currently

each bit. Reducing the number of electrons

the i.c. can have more functionality.
A further advantage of the new transis-

ment. Only then can work on a large

which appeared in the IEE publication
A conventional memory requires about
half a million electrons to be controlled for

available on the i.c. for other circuitry.
This can be used for more circuitry and

placed around the switching circuits. This
cure has been so effective that switching

dish

Electronics Letters.

The new transistors have several advantages over their predecessors. In the
first instance they are far more efficient
and have a much lower "on" resistance.
For a given area the resistance can fall by
a factor between two and five when compared with vertical transistors.
As a result of this increased efficiency
the transistors can be made smaller. In
turn this means that more space is made

develop the basic technology. To produce
more complex devices including a complete
cell will take several more years of develop-

When complete memories are finally
available they should revolutionise the
computer industry. They will enable vast

Microelectronics Research Centre,
Cambridge University. It is described in a
paper entitled Single Electron Memories

Advantages

There are many other areas where i.c.
developments are taking place. One has
arisen because there is a growing need

noise from circuits off the chips cause

dissipate just half the power of previous
generations.
The process can also be used with VLSI

or analogue chips. This means that in
the future far more flexibility can be offered within high power chips. For example it will be possible to have a micro controller and its power switching devices

on the same chip. In fact this development will allow power switching in d.i.l.
packaged i.c.s. This is particularly importance for equipment manufacturers because it allows for simpler board assembly
and reduced costs.
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ORCHARD COMPUTERS
251-257 Burnt Oak Broadway, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 5ED
Tel: 081-905 6445 Fax: 081-905 71 37

BUILDING OR UPGRADING A P.C. - LOOK NO FURTHER!

D ISKETTES & HARD DRIVES

M OTHERBOARDS
CACHE ISA

EISA

VESALB

EISA-LB

386SX 33MHz

OK

£73.00

-

386DX 40MHz

128K

£130.00

-

486SX 25MHz

128K

£180.00

-

£200.00

-

486DX 33MHz

256K

£330.00

£464.00

£350.00

£477.00

486DX 250MHz

256K

£400.00

£530.00

£420.00

£544.00

486DX 50MHz

256K

£430.00

£589.00

£450.00

£605.00

486DX 266MHz

256K

£500.00

£645.00

£530.00

£666.00

C ASES
£65.00
£65.00
£70.00
£75.00
£95.00
£55.00

Desktop case

Mini Tower case
Slim -line case

Midi Tower case
Full Tower case
Workstation case

IDE

Conner 1 20MB CP30104H 64K Cache
Conner 170MB CP30174E 64K Cache
Conner 85MB CP10084E 64K Cache
Western Digital AC2200 212MB 12MS
Western Digital AC2250 340MB 12MS
Western Digital AC2424 420MB 12MS
Seagate ST351 AX 40MB
Seagate ST3120A 107MB
Seagate ST3144A 130MB
Seagate ST3243A 214MB
Seagate ST3283A 341MB
SCSI

Maxtor 71205 127MB 15MS
Maxtor 72135 213MB 15MS
Maxtor LXT3405 340MB 13MS
Fujitsu 330MB 12MS 256K Cache
Fujitsu 425MB 12MS 256K Cache
Fujitsu 525MB 12MS 256K Cache
DEC DSP3105 1050MB 11MS SCS12
DEC DSP3160 1600MB 11MS SCS12
DEC DSP5200 2000MB 12MS SCS12
FLOPPY

1.2MB Mitsubishi 5.25"
1.44MB Mitsubishi 3.5"
Frame for HD or floppy

£150.00
£170.00
£130.00
£220.00
£325.00
£400.00
£85.00
£149.00
£150.00
£220.00
£265.00
£195.00
£265.00
£465.00
£425.00
£489.00
£635.00
£899.00
£1350.00
£1399.00

£40.00
£32.00
£7.00

CALL FOR ALL OTHER HARD DISK SIZES. WE SUPPLY, CONNER,
SEAGATE, WESTERN DIGITAL, IBM, FUJITSU HARD DISKS.
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CURRENT EXCHANGE RATE

O THER ITEMS

V GA CARDS
£25.00
£45.00
£63.00
£79.00
£84.00
£63.00
£85.00
£145.00
£99.00
£185.00

Trident VGA card 256K
Trident 8900C 32 -BIT VGA card 1MB
Tseng Labs ET4000 1 MB

Tseng Labs ET4000 I6.7M colours
Tseng Labs ET4000 Local Bus
Acumos 16.7M colours
Paradise WD90C31 64K 1MB
S3 1MB Windows accelerator card
Cirrus Logic 5426 Local Bus
Orchid Farenheit VA Local Bus

1MB 7ONS Simms
4MB 7ONS Simms
CO Processor

102 Key Keyboard
102 Key IBM PS/2 Adapt Keyboard
MS DOS 6 & Win 3.1
MS DOS 6
ZNIX Mouse
Orchid sound producer card & speakers
Orchid sound producer pro card & speakers
Summit SE120 1 20MB tape unit internal
Summit SE250 250MB tape unit internal
Summit SE305 305MB tape unit internal

£28.00
. £100.00
CALL

£20.00
£30.00
£90.00
£55.00
£15.00
£70.00
£120.00
£120.00
£175.00
£225.00

A DD ON CARDS
£16.00
£20.00
£20.00
£35.00
£245.00
Promise ISA DC2032 Cache controller to 16MB £125.00

IDE 2S, 1 P, 1 G, 2HD, 2FDD

ONITORS
14" SVGA monitor .28 pitch Low Radiation
Panasonic 17" .26 pitch
Cordata 14" 1024 x 768 non interlaced

£195.00
£630.00
£225.00

CA LL FOR OTHER MONITOR SIZES

AND MANUFACTURES

Twin Serial
Twin Parallel
IDE 2S, 1 P, 1 G, 2HD, 4FDD
EISA SCSI Cache controller OK

Promise SCSI DC2040 Cache controller to 16MB £200.00
Promise ISA IDE DC1OOM 512K RAM to 8.5MB £125.00
IDE 2S, 1 P, 1 G, 2HD, 2FDD Local Bus

NE2000 compatible card

£78.00
£65.00

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND DELIVERY.
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CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
SHOW
CHICAGO

-

10"

Barry Fox reports on developments from
the annual Chicago Exhibition.
THE

annual

summer

Consumer

Electronics Show in Chicago

is

accurately reflecting changes in the
industry and marketplace. As homes
saturate with audio, video and TV
hardware, the manufacturers are feeling

the pinch. To survive they must either
branch

out into software, develop
completely new ideas for home entertainment or persuade people to buy business

equipment and turn their homes into
offices.

At this year's CES we saw a sig-

nificant reduction in the number of
big name manufacturers of conventional

audio, video and TV equipment. Their
places on the exhibition floor were taken
by firms selling video games, hand held
computers, fax machines and telephones.

The big issue was the battle between
Philips and newcomer 3D0, to create
a new standard for multimedia home
entertainment.

US trade magazine TWICE (This Week'
in Consumer Electronics) proved with a
survey what trade and press visitors had

been telling each other. So many major
manafacturers were missing this year that
less than half the trade visitors were
satisfied. Exhibitors e.g. Sony and Pioneer,

were booking hotel suites around town
instead of booking space in the McCormick Exhibition Centre. This is making the

Chicago CES more and more like the

awful Spring Brown Goods Show in
London, where there is no cental exhibition site, just dozens of hotels straggled
over London.

"Too many companies are taking advantage of the show without paying for
it" said TWICE This is what helped kill
the UK's Harrogate Hi- Fi Show. In what
turned out to be that show's final year,
Pioneer ducked out of the official show
and took over part of a local department
store.

player which plugs into a TV This should
be a winner for business, and will make it
easier to show Granny electronic images
of the kids.

A side hall of games exhibits centering
on Sega and Nintendo, buzzed with excitement even on trade -only days. The
PC companies were pushing CD-ROM
games and education titles for use on PCs
equipped with add-on CD-ROM drives,
sound cards and active speakers But this
push glosses over the practical problems

created by inherent deficiencies of the
IBM PC which make it difficult to add
more than one peripheral without their
control signals and system settings (e.g.
IRQ, DMA, I/O address) clashing to stop
the system working.
is

a brave, or foolish, dealer who

sells CD-ROM equipment without a good
understanding of the technical problems
customers are sure to hit.

Big names missing from the main hall
included Sony, Pioneer, Canon, Casio,
Fuji, Sharp, Hitachi, JVC, Toshiba and
Mitsubishi. Their floor space was taken
over mainly by telephone companies and
vendors. The lower hall resembled a
bazaar, with much cheap tat from many
"no -name" companies in the Far East.

While DCC sound suffer little from
multi -generation copying, MD dubs soon
sound very rough. Philips makes the valid
point that accentuating system errors by
multiple copying, teaches audio engineers
how to home in more quickly on more
subtle faults

But behind the scenes politicking (with
Philips's US subsidiary not keen to join
with rival Panasonic) made the event
half - hearted, overlong and dampened by a

rambling introduction by Gerry Wirtz of
Philips. Technics did it far better in
Wiesbaden.

WRISTWATCH PHONE
Panasonic launched the KX -T9900, a
wristwatch -sized cordless telephone that

operates in the 900MHz band, instead
of the 46/49MHz band used by existing cordless telephones in the USA. The
higher frequency, close to cellular phone
bands, reduces the size of aerial needed.
The cost, though, is $1000.

Panasonic also launched an all digital,

900MHz, cordless phone of size similar to a cell phone. The selling point is
that, like CT2 phones in the UK, there is
no risk of interference or crossed line
eavesdropping. But Panasonic is likely to
find what purveyors of CT2 have found in
the UK, that the price ($400) is so much

DIGITAL COMPACT
CASSETTE

with analogue technology.

Philips was showing DCC audio but the
absence of Sony and Sharp left Mini Disc
virtually forgotten, with rumours circulat-

ing that Sony may even be considering
a relaunch of MD, with improved sound
quality.

summer's Show could well be the last.

breakfast press meeting at which Ted Abe
of Technics re -ran a watered-down ver-
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in Wiesbaden. These involve
copying music from CD to DCC and MD,

The public, who can get in over the last
weekend, doubtless jumped at the chance
to play the latest video games, like Sega's
Jurassic Park. This features dinasours who
spit at explorers magically blessed with the
ability to jump vertically like fleas.

Small wonder that the groundswell of
opinion at this year's CES was that next

Kodak showed a portable Photo CD

seminar

many times over.

CD-ROM GAMES

It

sion of the demonstrations he gave the
European technical press at the recent

Philips joined with Panasonic for

a

higher than for conventional analogue
cordless phones, that most people stay

PLAIN TREND
The clearest new trend was towards

plain paper fax machines. These use

either a Xerographic printer drum, like a
plain paper copier or laser printer, or a
bubble jet, as also used in computer

printers. Clearly the days of curly fax
paper that fades after a few months are
numbered. No-one, except the fax paper
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Panasonic's wristwatch -sized cordless phone in use and
(right) its base station.

suppliers, will shed a tear oil this. But

comparable to the BBC. For a station to

there is still no sign of the obvious winner
product, a single unit that trebles as
computer printer, copier and plain paper
fax machine

provide EON would simply switch its

RE -CHARGE ALL
It is now at least ten years since Fidelity

in the UK unveiled a portable radio that
ran on conventional, expendable batteries, but re -charged them with a clever
combination of d.c. and a.c. voltages. The
radio was forgotten even before Fidelity.

Since then there have been several
articles in specialist electronics
magazines telling how to make a charger
re- chargeable
for supposedly non
batteries. Innovations International, of
Richmond, Surrey and Northbrook,
Illinois now promises the "Battery

Manager", which for $40 and upwards
claims to re -charge all types of batteries,
automatically controlling the type of
charge needed.

US RDS
The Radio Data System, RDS, is now
America. The National
Radio Systems Committee, NRSC, has
finalised what it calls the American Radio
reaching into

listeners to another rival channel
RBDS does, however, have TA, the traf-

fic announcement system which automatically switches the receiver from CD or
cassette playback when a local radio station is transmitting a traffic announcement. The AF alternate frequencies function is also used to seek out the strongest
signal for a name station.
A modification of RBDS, called Coupon

Radio, adds a decoder which can store
any text information, for instance music
title, phone number or restaurant address,
into a smart card. The stored text can either
be displayed on an LCD screen at the end

of the journey or printed out onto a

come caller.

CD -I DESIGN CHANGE
Philips' demonstrations at Chicago
highlighted a design omission or error in
the original CD -I specification. The player
front panel connection only enables one
games controller at a time. This crippling
restriction was born out of Philips original
rather grand notion that CD -I would be an
educational tool, not a games machine.
But now Philips has changed tack, and
claims that fun is the name of the
CD- I

game (see heading photo). So

demonstrators at Chicago were using two
controllers, one plugged into the rear and

coupon, which the driver uses as a calling
card or credit voucher for a special offer.

one the front of the CD -1 player.

DISGUISE

to disable one controller when the other
is connected. It is easy to write CD -I
software which allows both the front and
rear ports to work at the same time, and
provide support for two players, but the

Questech International offers the Transition, which for $100 upwards uses digital
circuitry to disguise the voice of someone
making a telephone call. The circuit can be

switched to increase the pitch, lower the
pitch or make the caller sound like Mickey

Mouse. "Your own mother won't even

the EON (Extended Other Networks).

recognise you", boasts Questech, and it is
probably true.
Quality is quite poor, but disguise is effective. Although Questech says its gadget

EON is not necessary in the USA,
because there is no national network

"discourages annoying or obscene telephone calls" it could, of course, equally

Broadcast Data System. RBDS is virtually
the same as European RDS, but without

well be argued that the same system can
be used to disguise the voice of an unwel-

But this falls outside the "Green Book"
standard, because the system is designed

Green Book standard must be re -written.
Pressure is mounting on Philips to make
this change as soon as possible.

ZOOMER
A small side exhibit of computer equip-

ment showed the trend towards personal digital assistants or personal communicators, typified by the Zoomer from
Tandy and Casio. PDA/PPCs allow the
user to write on a pressure sensitive LCD
screen, which registers script, converts it
into computer text and stores it. But until
conversion is faster and more accurate,
many people may prefer to use a keyboard
or notebook and pencil.

CAR -JACKING
In the USA car highjacking has taken
over from car theft. When a car stops at
traffic lights, a criminal opens the door,
jumps in and throws out the driver. The
Lasso, from Protect and Defend Inc. of
Merrifield, VA, is hailed as the answer. It
cost from $200, and drivers get $2000 in
cash if it lets them down.
If the car is stolen or the door is opened
while the engine is running, a sensor trips

to start a clock. After about 75 seconds,
warning lights flash and a synthesized
voice says in two languages "Pull over
now The engine is about to stop and loud
The Magnavox DCC player.
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sirens will sound. Get out of my vehicle".
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to double
from 150

the

data

transfer

speed

kilobytes/second to 300
kilobytes/second.
All this makes it easier for the 3D0
player to generate fast moving images, of
arcade quality, without "fade outs" while
the player searches for the next chunk of
data from the disc. But it also halves disc
capacity, which is of special relevance for
full motion video (FMV).
Despite double speed running,
Panasonic players were delivering very

poor quality FMV pictures, both on the
3D0 stand and Panasonic stand. The
Panasonic player had a cartridge, labelled
FMV, clipped to the side, and the

demonstrator was telling visitors to the
stand that it was a "working player". But
he later admitted when pushed hard, that
the FMV cartridge was a "mock-up" and

that the system was running from

a

"development station" hidden behind
the booth walls.
On the 3D0 stand a REAL player was

running the FMV game Twisted. This
player, too, had no disc in it. Only when

pushed hard would the demonstrator

The FZ-1 REAL 300 multi -media player, perhaps not quite as real as it looks.

After 100 seconds, deafening sirens

"Seventeen software companies
showed 35 titles at the CES" says 3D0.
"The 3D0 company unveiled its
breakthrough technology at the CES
show last January (1993). Since then the

blast both inside and outside the car. After
120 seconds, the engine switches off and
the sirens sound again.

The legitimate owner of the car can
disable the Lasso by pressing two flush

company has concluded a successful
initial public offering, raising more than

mount switches which can thus be hidden
behind leather or upholstery trim.

$48 million"

3D0 MULTIMEDIA

3DO's press conference was by far the

media player - breakthrough technology
set for September delivery .. . multimedia
becomes REAL", read the publicity
material

for

biggest event of the whole show, quite
literally standing room only in a large
hall, with fire officers worried about
over -crowding. It took only a few moments of the solo performance by 3D0
President and Chief Executive Officer
Trip Hawkins to see how Panasonic

Panasonic's 3D0 player,

called the FZ-1 REAL. "Show goers were
amazed by the powerful graphics that are
fifty times better than the current 16 -bit
video systems ... the REAL uses software

came to back the system, and how

based on a revolutionary new architecture that will enable consumers to
enjoy entertainment,

educational

shareholders came to put up $48.5 mil-

lion when the company made its first

and

public offer of shares.
Smooth, dynamic and

informational programmes with performance levels fifty times greater than
existing personal computer or 16 -bit

scheduled to be shipped to dealers in
September with a suggested retail price
of $700...the REAL will be available in
September 1993".

"The crowd around our booths seem
to be enjoying the great 3D0 titles on
display... We feel the 3D0 system will
become the standard in interactive media,

just as VHS has become the worldwide
standard in home video", says Richard
Lovisolo, Panasonic's Vice- President.
"At the same time the hardware reaches
store shelves exciting software will be in-

troduced as well
once (people) see
the graphics, hear the sound and recog.

.

.

nise the potential, the FZ-1 will sell itself".
-Imagine an interactive CD system that
gives you real-time interactivity and

living images of laser disc quality", says

Lovisolo. "This is what the Panasonic
FZ-1 REAL 3D0 Interactive Multiplayer
and 3D0 are all about".

"We're on track for the Fall hardware
launch and a wide variety of software
will be available for Christmas", 3D0's
President and Chief Executive Officer Trip
Hawkins promised.
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charismatic,

Hawkins is the consummate salesman.

He pours forth a warm and seamless

video game systems".
The REAL, says Panasonic, is "officially

stream of claims, promises and predictions that sound immensely convincing.
Doubts wash away before they have time
to form.

Most signficant, Hawkins closed the
press conference without a question and
answer session. Panasonic did not even
hold a press conference. So no-one got

the chance publicly to challenge any of
the claims made by 3D0 or Panasonic in
their literature, or by Trip Hawkins in his
appearance.
I

I

not even a disc in the player tray.

"I was told it was a working model",
the demonstrator explained, adding with
obvious sarcasm, "Isn't that awful".

REAL SMOOTH

"Panasonic unveils first 3D0 multi-

admit that it was "running off a development system" hidden behind the stand.
Another REAL player on the Panasonic
stand was running a car race game. The
demonstrator told me it was a "working
player". "I don't believe you", said, and
pressed the Disc Eject button. There was

This always makes me suspicious. So
looked a little closer at the ostensibly

impressive demonstations being given in
the exhibtioin hall by both companies.

REAL - PERHAPS NOT?
The heart of the 3D0 system

is

a

computer chip, using RISC (Reduced
Instruction Set Computing), which lets
the system works faster. The operating
system is new, and proprietory to 3D0.
AT and T is making the chips. Speed is
increased by using dedicated graphics
processors.

The program software all comes from a

CD-ROM, but, as happens in modern
CD-ROM drives for personal computers,

the disc is run at twice normal speed

Later

I

followed the wires from the

REAL's remote controls back through a
hole in

a partition behind the player,
to a hidden bank of Apple Quadras.

The

Quadra

is

Apple's

top

of

the

admitted that

the

range Macintosh computer, used for
its speed and graphics capability. The
demonstrator

then

Quadras were being used to "boot" up

3D0 circuitry also hidden behind the
stand.

BELIEVED WORKING!
At a meeting with Panasonic PR men,
they claimed to believe that all the players were "working models", but admitted
that the large projection screen display
over the Panasonic booth was sourced
from three-quarter inch tape.
On the 3D0 stand another Panasonic
player was running FMV clips, apparently
without any hidden workstation to drive
it. But when we asked whether the player
would do anything other than run FMV
clips the demonstrator had to admit that

it would not. After we opened the tray

to satisfy ourselves that there was a disc
there, the demonstrator could not get the
player working again.

One REAL player on the 3D0 stand
was demonstrating FMV, supposedly

with the C -cube MPEG-1 chip built
in, and data running at between 1.5
and twice normal speed. Quality was
nowhere near as good as that which the
Philips CD -I player was delivering at
single speed elsewhere in the hall.

Yet another REAL player on the 3D0
stand was demonstrating Photo CD,
apparently from

its own electronics.
Again we asked if the player would run
any other disc. The demonstrator said it

would and we asked for a demonstration.
"All right, I'll call your bluff", he said, and
went away to get another type of
programme disc. Sheepishly he returned
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admitting that his player would only work
with Photo CD or audio discs.
"The product isn't on the market yet",
he explained. "Come back in January",
said 3D0's increasingly vexed PR lady,
Sue Bohle.

There is no shame in simulating chip
performance from workstations. But it is
surely dangerous to try and disguise the
fact, because it casts doubt on other
claims. When Hawkins held up a player

circuit board at the press conference,
(later shown nationwide on television)
and claimed that it was real and ready,
how real was it?
Back in the UK I faxed both Panasonic

and 3D0 in the US and asked whether
hey stood by their pledge to ship players
in September. Both said "Yes"

Trip Hawkins says it it is misleading to
describe the players as dummies or single
task players. But he goes on now to admit
that "things are unfinished" and that
demonstrations at Chicago relied on
Quadra development systems, and on
players capable of performing only single
tasks.

Panasonic also now admits that some

electronics was hidden from view. But
whereas Trip Hawkins explains that the
players shown did not contain the "final
Panasonic's

spokesman

players and that a demonstrator on his
stand was showing a player with FMV
adaptor on the side which he later admitted was a mock up.
Why hide the extra electronics needed to

make the system work? "I don't know"

FINAL-PERHAPS!

chipset"

Pritchard seemed unaware that demonstrators on his own company's stand had
described the Quadras as "booting" the

Bill

says Pritchard "is it necessary to show the
man behind the curtain as in the Wizard of
Oz?".

Will 3D0 and Panasonic really be able to

launch REAL in September/October as
so

clearly

promised? Will

the

launch

hardware and software live up to the

Pritchard says "the players were final
prototypes" and "complete", with only
the program software coming from the

companies'

hidden Quadra.

October to find out.

Fig. 2. A traveller's journey from A to
C via B provides a good analogy for

Fig. 3. A more complex circuit can be
simplified by geometry. (a) The journey from A to B to C to D covers the
"crow's flight" distance AD. This can

grand promises? 3DO's
shareholders only have to wait until

DOWN TO

mixed impedances like Fig. 1 d.
then

300 ohms (inductive) + 100 ohms

(capacitive) = 200 ohms (b). Connecting the
two in series has reduced the overall

be calculated from AX and DX. (b) Circuit equivalent to (a).

impedance.
Reactances add like resistances only if they

reactances tend to cancel one another. This

are of the same kind (c). If three identical

George Hylton__
IMPEDANCE
Impedance

is

anything

measurable

in

ohms. In addition to resistance itself impedance includes the current -resisting effects of inductance and capacitance. These
effects are called reactances rather than
resistances.

Why make the distinction? Well, resis-

tances in series just add together: 200 ohms

4-100 ohms = 300 ohms (Fig. 1 a). Reactances don't always behave so simply.
An inductive reactance (i.e the impedance
of an inductance) tends to cancel the

reactance of a capacitance when the two
in series. If we say inductive reactance is positive and capacitive negative
are

loon

loon

300 IA

2000

100 CI

0--rO000o---11-0 = 0-P0 0 0 0 \-°

3000

1000

=

o---rfft$1)

(c)
2000

1000

7

(d)
1. Impedances in series and their
simplified equivalents.
Fig.

What happens (d) to the impedance when

a resistance is put in series with an inductance? Something complicated! They don't

with a track pointing in a different direction.

That's the point. Impedances don't just
have magnitude (so many ohms). They
have direction, too. The situation is made
manageable by adopting two conventions:
1. Reactance is always at right angles to
resistance.

2. Inductive reactance is "up", capacitive

"down".

When I said earlier "If we say inductive
reactance is positive .. " the important word
was "If". It's certainly positive compared
with capacitive reactance. But compared
with resistance it's neither positive nor negative but somewhere in between.

For a simple two -element circuit like Fig.
2b the net impedance can be found either by
drawing a diagram and measuring AC or AD,
or by making use of the fact that the three
points A, B, C (or A, B, D) are at the corners
of a right-angled triangle. The net impedance
is given by the length of its hypotenuse. So,
making use of Pythagoras' Theorem, the net
impedance is obtained by squaring each individual impedance, adding the results then
taking the square root of the total.

ROAD ROUTES

COMPLEX CIRCUITS

just add. In fact you end up with an im-

pedance which is less than the sum of the
two reactances, but greater than any one of
them.

analogue (Fig. 2). A traveller wants to drive
from A to C but there is no direct route. He is

forced to go from A to B then make a

right-angled turn. In reaching C he has gone

4 + 3 = 7km, yet as the crow flies he's only

(b)
200 0

FORBIDDEN SUMS

This awkward situation can be made a
bit easier to understand by an everyday

(a)
300 0

coils are in series then the total reactance is
three times the reactance of one single coil.
Similarly with capacitors. Put three identical
capacitors in series and you get three times
the reactance of any one of them. But once
inductances and capacitances are mixed the
"cancellation" effects occur, sometimes with
surprising results.

affects the direction of the short leg of our
journey. If the reactance had been 3 ohms
inductive then the crow's flight path would
have been A to D. Still the same overall impedance, but arrived at by a different route,

gone 5km.
Resistance and reactance in series give total impedances which correspond to the dis-

tance as the crow flies. Their individual impedances correspond to the two legs of the
journey. So if AB represents a resistance of
4 ohms and BC a reactance of 3 ohms the
overall reactance is 5 ohms (b).

DIRECTIONAL EFFECTS
Is BC a capacitive reactance or an inductive one? Or doesn't it matter? It matters, because of the way inductive and capacitance
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Where all three kinds of element (resis-

tance, inductance, capacitance) are present,

things begin to look complicated. Don't
worry. There's a way of uncomplicating
them. Fig. 3 maps a journey with three legs.

The first AB is pointed upwards (inductive
reactance), the second, BC is horizontal
(resistance) and the third pointed down
(capacitive reactance).

If you try to find AD from the four-sided
figure ABCD life is a bit difficult. But AD is
also the hypotenuse of triangle ADX. Since
AX = BC and DX = AB -CD the answer is obtained almost as easily as before.

Electrical engineers have a way of dealing with complex impedances without drawing diagrams like Fig. 3. It's called (among
notation and it's very useful
other things)

for designing circuits. But that's a topic for
another article.
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Constructional Project

LIGHT
WORK
T.R. de VAUX-BALBIRNIE
A handy aid for checking trailer, or CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION
caravan lights.

The complete circuit diagram for Light

ACONVENIENT way of testing the
operation of rear lights on a

caravan or trailer is made "Light
Work" with this low cost project. It will

other side. Deaf readers could connect a
small bulb in a lamp holder (a 6V 0.06A
M.E.S bulb would be suitable) on a long
piece of twin wire in place of the audible

thus be found useful for any reader who
owns a caravan, boat trailer, horse box,

warning device.

etc.

housing the circuit panel and battery. The
audible warning device is mounted on the

For safety reasons, it is essential to check

the rear lights (brake lights, flashing indicators and tail lights plus fog lights,
where fitted) before setting out on a journey. This check often takes the form of a
member of the family standing behind and
shouting out that all is well or not as the
driver operates the lights in turn.
When doing this check alone, the brake
lights will be found to present the greatest
problem since pressure needs to be
applied to the brake pedal for the check to

be made. Sometimes the only way of
doing this is to place a heavy object on the

pedal while a trip is taken to the rear of
the outfit to look at the lights. With Light
Work things are made easier because all
lamps are checked from the driver's seat
without assistance.

ILLUMINATING
In use, the device is attached temporarily

to one of the rear light clusters. The unit
is switched on and each lamp operated in
turn. If it is working, a shrill tone will be
heard from a sounder.

Having checked one set of lights, the
procedure is repeated with those on the

The unit is built in a small plastic box
back (see photograph).

The box is fitted with some means of
attachment so that it is held in contact with
the light cluster while testing takes place.

Holes in the front panel direct the light
picked up from the lamps onto the sensitive

surfaces of the light sensors mounted on
the circuit board.
Since the internal battery is used only occasionally, its life will be almost as long as
its shelf life. However, it is suggested that it
is replaced at the beginning of each season
to prevent the possibility of damage due to
leakage.

In some types of rear light cluster, the
tail light and brake light operate from a
single dual -filament lamp - the light for
both functions therefore comes from practically the same position. The flashing in-

dicator lamps are in a different location.
That is why, in the this circuit, two sensors
are used and possibly more will be needed

if fog and other lights (such as twin tail
lights bulbs) are to be checked. This will
involve positioning the light sensors according to the application and this point
will be discussed in more detail later.

S1

Work is shown in Fig. 1. The principle
component is operational amplifier, ICI.
This is connected as a voltage comparator.

Thus, if the voltage applied to the non inverting ( + ) input, pin 3, exceeds that at

the inverting ( - ) one, pin 2, the device
switches on with the output (pin 6) high
(positive supply voltage). In other cases,
the output is low i.e. off.
The voltage applied to ICI pin 3 is fixed
by the potential divider action of resistors
R4 and R5. Since these are equal in value,
the voltage here will be one-half that of the

supply - that is, 4.5V approximately. The
purpose of resistor R6 will be explained
presently.
The voltage applied to ICI pin 2 depends

on the potential divider consisting of fixed
resistor RI in conjunction with preset
potentiometer VR1 (connected as a variable resistor) in the upper section together
with light -dependent resistors (I.d.r.$) R2
and R3 and possibly others, connected in
parallel in the lower section. The I.d.r.s act
as light sensors and their positions on the
circuit board will be such that they pick up
light from the various lamps when the unit
is in position. Should any light -dependent
resistor receive extra light, its resistance
will fall and with it the voltage applied to
ICI pin 2.

With the I.d.r.s dimly illuminated and
with VR I correctly adjusted, the voltage at

pin 2 will exceed that at pin 3 and the
op.amp will be off. No current will enter
the base of transistor TR1 so the audible
warning device (solid-state buzzer), WDI
will remain off.
When light shines on any light -dependent resistor, the voltage appearing at pin 2
will fall below that at pin 3 and the op.amp

will switch on. Pin 6 now goes high and

R4

47k

current enters TR1 base through current limiting resistor, R7. Collector current then
flows and the buzzer sounds.

Resistor R6 applies a little positive feedback. This improves the switching action
so that the buzzer makes sharp transitions

CId

470y

from off to on and vice -versa.

CHOICE OF

BUZZER

Small, cheap buzzers will possibly not be

heard from the driving position and it

is

best to buy a piezoelectric sounder of the
type specified in the components list. This
can easily be heard even when there is quite

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Light Work tester
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a lot of other noise around. Note that it is
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important for the buzzer to be of a type
which does not require external drive circuitry. If it is described as being capable of

operating from a 6V or 9V d.c. supply, it
should be suitable.

Before beginning construction work. a
decision needs to be taken as to the number

and position of the lights to be monitored.
This .will possibly affect the size of the box
needed. The distance between the brightest
areas of illumination needs to be measured

so that the I.d.r.s may be correctly positioned to align with these when the unit is
in position (see photograph).
The unit has been tested with three sensors but there is no reason why further ones

should not be added as required. If some
lamps are close to one another, it may be
possible to use slot -shaped holes so that
two lamps having different functions share
the same l.d.r.

CONSTRUCTION

The prototype unit is built on a circuit
panel made from a piece of 0.1in. matrix
stripboard, size 12 strips x 35 holes. The
topside component layout and details of

The warning transducer mounted
on the back of the completed unit.
Holes in the front panel direct light onto
the surfaces of the light sensors.

breaks required in the copper tracks on the
reverse side are shown in Fig. 2.
It will be noted that the l.d.r.s are
mounted on two "rails" formed by strips H
and L. The l.d.r.s and any additional ones

20

IDPIPF.E1
(+v)

MOUNTING

may be soldered to these strips in any

Mt:11E

VR1

position to suit the lighting unit.
In some cases, it will be necessary to
extend the end leads on l.d.r.s so that they

G

R4

T

TR

may be mounted in a position displaced
from the circuit panel. If so, use fairly substantial single -strand insulated wire (say,
20s.w.g.) so that they will take up their new
positions without further support.

R7

R2

W DI -

JC

R1

R2, R3

TALK

Potentiometer
VR1

22k carbon preset, lin.

)5

30

000000000000000000000000000000 000
00000000000000000000000000000000000
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00000000 000000000000 00 000
00000
000000000000000000000000
0000
00000000000000 000000000000 0000

Resistors

See

25

00000000000000000000000000000
90000000000O000000000000000000000

COMPONENTS
470
OR P12 light dependent
resistor (2 or 3 off - see
text)
47k (2 off)
R4, R5
1M
R6
-3[H
4k7
R7
All 0.25W 5% carbon.
except R2, R3.
Page

3

0

0000000000000 000000v 000 00 00
00000000000000
00000000000 000
0,2..0 000000001:10 000000000 000
0 00000000000 00000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00105o
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0

1E14221.j

Fig. 2 Stripboard component layout and details of breaks required in the underside
copper tracks. Layout of components inside the box is shown below.

Capacitor
C1

470µ radial elect. 16V

Semiconductors
TR1
IC1

ZTX300 npn silicon
transistor
CA3130E op.amp

Miscellaneous

Miniature s.p.s.t. toggle or
rocker switch
9V PP3 battery and battery
B1
holder
High -power audible
WD1
warning device - 3kHz.
6V to 9V d.c. operation.
Stripboard 0.1in. matrix, size 12 strips
S1

x 35 holes (see text); case, ABS plastic, size 114mm x 76mm x 38mm; 8 pin d.i.l. socket; stranded wire; solder;

materials for attaching the unit (see
text); small fixings, etc.

Approx cost
guidance only

£12
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provide a clearance of 2mm. Referring to
Fig. 3, mount all remaining components
and complete the interwiring shortening
any wires as necessary.
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Check that there is a clear path for light
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The completed circuit board showing the mountings of the radial capacitor and Id.rs.

I.d.r.s and make any adjustments as neces-

sary. Inserts ICI into its socket with the
correct orientation, place the battery in its
holder and attach the lid.

SETTING -UP
AND TESTING

Do a rough check by switching on the
unit and pointing the I.d.r. holes toward

Note that capacitor CI is specified as a
radial lead component. This helps to keep
wut

the "rails" clear of components to allow
for correct l.d.r. positioning. An axial lead

I-

capacitor would possibly get in the way.
Begin construction by cutting the circuit

panel to size, breaking copper tracks as
indicated, drilling the two small mounting holes and making all inter -strip links.
Check carefully for errors and follow by
soldering the on -board components into
position. Note that the I.d.r.s are soldered
approximately 4mm clear of the circuit
panel on short "stalks"
Take care when soldering capacitor CI
since it is a polarized component and so
must be connected the correct way round
(the negative end is marked on the body).

Si

Do not insert ICI into its socket at this
stage.

Solder

10cm

pieces

of light -duty

stranded connecting wire to strips A and

L on the right-hand side of the circuit
panel and solder the negative audible
warning device wire to strip J. Adjust
VRI sliding contact fully clockwise.

FEE42215

Fig 3. Interwiring from the circuit board to battery holder, switch and warning
buzzer

Prepare the box by drilling mounting
holes in the base to correspond with those

already made in the circuit board. Drill
holes for the audible warning device, battery holder and for switch mounting.
Measure the positions of the l.d.r.s and

drill holes in the lid 6mm .n diameter to

correspond with these positions. Drill a
small hole in the side of the box so that
VR1 may be adjusted through it using a

bright light. The buzzer should sound. If
not, adjust VRI sliding contact anti -clock-

small screwdriver.

with the fingers and check that the buzzer
stops sounding sharply and reliably.
Accurate adjustment may only be
carried out with the unit in position but it
helps to make an approximate adjustment

Attach the circuit panel to the base of
the box using short stand-off insulators to

wise until it does. Cover the l.d.r. holes

beforehand. To do this, adjust VR1 so
that the buzzer just remains off with the
unit exposed to dim room lighting.
The way in which the unit is attached to
the light cluster will depend on the type.

It may be that rubber suckers provide
the best solution. Another idea is to use
small pieces of Velcro strip. However, four
blobs of Blu-Tak were found sufficient in
the prototype.

Whichever method is used the important point is that, when in operation, the
unit is held with the working surface
pressed close to the lighting cluster. This
will ensure that as little extraneous light
as possible enters the box which could
possibly result in false operation.

The bright lights -- i.e. brake lights
and flashing indicators will present no
problem. However, the tail lights are
much dimmer and to take account of
these, adjustment to VRI is fairly critical.
It may sometimes be necessary to
provide a circle of black velvet or similar
material around the I.d.r. holes - perhaps
where the shape of the lighting unit
prevents

the case from making good

contact with it. However, there were no
such problems in the prototype unit.

The completed Light Work mounted on a light cluster Method of mounting can be
by rubber suckers or Velcro strips.
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With Light Work you can forget the
chore of lamp -checking and concentrate
on your holiday!
0
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EASY -PC, SCHEMATIC and PCB CAD

Over 17,000 Installations
in 70 Countries World-wide!
Runs on:- PC/XT/AT/
286/ 386/ 486 with
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£98.00!
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Options: -500 piece Surface Mount Symbol Library £48,
1000 piece Symbol Library £38, Gerber Import facility £98.

Electronic Designs Right First Time?
Ask for our fully functional Integrated Demo

Integrated Electronics CAD

Affordable Electronics CAD
$195.00

£98.00

$375.00

£195.00

PULSAR: Low cost Digital Circuit
Simulator 1500 gate capacity.

$195.00

£98.00

PULSAR Professional: Digital Circuit

$375.00

£195.00

$195.00

£98.00

$375.00

£195.00

$375.00

£195.00

EASY -PC: Low cost, entry level PCB and

Schematic CAD.

Schematic Capture

EASY -PC Professional. Schematic
Capture and PCB CAD Links directly
to

Analogue
& Digital
Simulation

FT:U*77_
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ANALYSER Ill and PULSAR

Simulator - 50,000 gate capacity.
ANALYSER 111: Low cost Linear

Analogue Circuit Simulator
- 130 node capability
ANALYSER III Professional: Linear

Analogue Circuit Simulator
- 750 node capability.
Smith Chart program for RF
Engineers - direct import from

And PCB Design

Z -MATCH II:

ANALYSER III.

For Less than £400/$775!
For full information, Write, Phone or Fax: -
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Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
MIKE TOOLEY
Welcome once again to Circuit Surgery, our regular clinic devoted to
readers' problems. This month we turn our attention to an inexpensive
yet versatile power amplifier module which can be configured for both
single -ended and bridge operation. We begin with two interesting
quickies from my postbag:
Addressing the public
Jim Scott writes from Oxford to ask for
some information concerning a business
venture. Jim writes:
"1 have an interest in sound and public address and am now thinking about starting my
own business. Can you recommend a source
of information which is not too technical but
which describes the sort of equipment that I
would need to get going? There seems to be

a large number of books on audio and hi-fi

three hours each day and its battery pack is
re -charged every night. Over the two year

period, I have noticed no deterioration in
charge retention!

The bias for the output stage is derived
from the chain of four diodes, Dl to D4.

Budget Power Amplifier

This circuit is simple yet effective and has
the advantage that no bias adjustment is required. A current of about 0.6mA flows in

N. Thomas writes from Shrewsbury with a
"short and sweet" query:
"1 need an affordable guitar practice
amplifier. It should be easy to build using

common components. Can you provide me

reproduction but none of them seems to deal
with public address systems."

with a circuit, please?"

Well Jim, there's one that you've missed;
Public Address Systems by Vivian Capel
(published by Focal Press, ISBN 0-7506-

the compact audio amplifier which I described in an earlier Surgery but have asked

0732-7). This book gives the subject a
thorough "going over" and it includes a
description of the sort of equipment that you
will need to start your business.
The author is a freelance audio consultant
and he has a particular interest in public address systems. His book will give you plenty
of ideas and it will also help you to avoid a
few of the pitfalls too!

How long will they last?
"How many times can you charge and
re -charge a nickel -cadmium battery?" writes
Normal Phillips from South Humberside.

Well, Norman, there is no "hard and fast"
answer to this question - it all depends on

these devices exhibit an exceptionally high
value of current gain.

Several other readers expressed interest in
for details of something a little more powerful. With this in mind, I set about producing
a simple power amplifier module that can be

used in a variety of applications yet could
be built for under £5 (excluding case and
hardware). I based the design on a single
operational amplifier and a complementary
Darlington output stage.

The complete circuit diagram of the
Budget Power Amplifier module is shown in

Fig. I. ICI is operated in differential mode

with a fixed voltage gain of 100. The
Darlington transistors, TR I and TR2, form

the complementary output stage. When
compared with conventional transistors

the diode chain which is just sufficient to bias

the diodes into conduction and ensure that
the output transistors are at the threshold of
conduction.
The pin connections for TR I and TR2 are
shown in Fig.2. Almost any complementary
pair of plastic power Darlington transistors

can be used in place of the TIP121 and
TIP I 26 used in the prototype however they

be mounted on adequate heatsinks.
Ideally they should be rated at 4 deg.0 per
Watt, or better. Note that I prefer not to use
insulating washers as heat transfer is immust

proved when the metal tab of a T0220
package is in direct contact with a heat sink surface. Unfortunately, this requires
individual heatsinks for each device as their

collectors are internally connected to the
metal tab.
Construction is extremely simple and

straightforward. The entire circuit can be
built on a small piece of matrix board with
connections brought out to terminal pins. It

how you use them! Most manufacturers

.15'.

claim as many as 700 charge/recharge cycles

C5

for AA, D or C size batteries and and a

47u

minimum of 400 cycles for a PP3 battery.
These figures do, however, apply to "normal
use" (i.e., a regular charge/discharge cycle at
the manufacturer's recommended rates).
All nickel cadmium batteries become less

efficient towards the end of their working
lives as their charge retention characteristics

deteriorate. However, provided you treat

0

C1 4u7

Inputl 0---0

cadmium batteries seems to be regular use.

At this point, perhaps I should point out
that the trusty Toshiba laptop PC on which I
am producing this article has been in regular
use (almost daily) for over two years using
the original nickel cadmium battery pack.

The computer is used on average for about

662

R3 470k

R7

fP1211 0.27

1C1

---0 Output

TL08 I

Input 2

4-

C2 4u7

them with care, they should give you several
years of trouble -free operation. Surprisingly,

the key to getting the best out of nickel

TR I

R1 4k7

Da

R2 4k7

R9 15

D4

Common

4 100n
Common

DI -D4 ;N4148

R4 470k
-

11 I!

LI R6 22k

urn
I 5V

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the
Budget Power Amplifier.
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BUDGET POWER AMPLIFIER
SPECIFICATIONS
Output power (single -ended):

Input 2

5W r.m.s. into 8 ohm at I kHz
8W r.m.s. into 4 ohm at I kHz
20W r.m.s. into 8 ohm at 'kHz
30W r.m.s. into 4 ohm at !kHz

(bridge):
Voltage gain:
Input signal (for full output):
Input impedance:
Frequency response:
Distortion:
Power supply voltage:
Power supply current:

Output

Input I

Common

Common

Guitar
pick-up

Speaker
POWER AMPLIFIER

100

less than 250mV pk-pk
4.7 kilohms
10Hz to 30kHz at -3dB
less than 0.1 per cent at I W output
+ 15V and -15V d.c. (max.)
0.6A single -ended or 1.2A bridge
(full -output), 20mA (quiescent)

4.
Single -ended configuration
(5W output).

Fig.

Faculty of Technology. Brooklands College, Heath Road, Weybridge, Surrey. KT 13
8TT. Please note that I cannot undertake to
reply to individual queries however I will do
my best to answer all questions from readers
through the medium of this column.

Input 1

Input 2

Fig. 2. Pin connections for
TR1 and TR2.

Input 2

Output

Output

Common

Guitar pick-up
POWER AMPLFER 1

BASE

Input 1

Speaker

common

POWER AMPLFER 2

Emit reR

COLLECTOR

is, however, advisable to mount ICI in a
low -profile d.i.l. socket so that it can be
easily removed and replaced.

You should also ensure that the four
diodes (DI to D4) are mounted in close
proximity to their respective output transis-

tors (i.e.. DI and D2 should be mounted
close to TR I whilst D3 and D4 should be
placed close to TR2). The diodes provide
thermal feedback and this can be achieved
either by bonding them to the heatsink using

a small amount of epoxy adhesive or by
soldering them as close to the transistor pins

as possible (in which case heat will

be

conducted from the pins to the diodes
through the soldered connections).

Power supply
A suitable power supply for the amplifier
is shown in Fig.3. This circuit produces unregulated outputs of + I5V and -I5V at up
to about I -2A (depending upon the transformer rating).
If you intend to make use of a stereo or
bridge output configuration you will need
two power amplifier modules and a 50VA
transformer. If, on the other hand, you require a mono or single -ended amplifier (as in

The single -ended configuration required

for a guitar practice amplifier is shown in

Fig. 4. Note that "Input 2" is linked to
"Common". The input source (in this case a
guitar pick-up) is connected between "Input
1" and "Common". The circuit delivers up
I kHz with a supply rail of ± 15V.
The bridge configuration is shown in Fig.
5. The input signal is applied to "Input I" of

Resistors

one power amplifier module and "Input 2"
of the other. The unused input terminals of
both modules are linked to "Common". The
most important thing to note here is that
the loudspeaker is connected between the
two "Output" terminals (neither end of the
speaker is connected to "Common"). The
bridge configuration can deliver up to 20W

Of227 0-5W (2 off)
15
All fixed resistors are 0.25W, 5% except
R7 and R8

r.m.s. output into 8 ohms, again from a
± I5V supply.

Next month: Information on component
substitution together with a list of
"preferred" semiconductor devices. This will
be particularly useful for those of you who

may from time to time have experienced
difficulty obtaining the parts specified in

transformer of 25VA will be adequate.

tone control) which can be used with the
budget

power

amplifier

described

this

month.

In the meantime, if you have any comments or suggestions for inclusion in Circuit Surgery, please drop me a line at:

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the
power supply module.
T1

51 on/off FSI 1A
L

Budget Power Amplifier

R1, R2
R3, R4
R5, R6
R7, R8

4k7 (2 off)
470k (2 off)
22k (2 off)

R9

Capacitors
C1, C2
C3
C4

EPE articles. We will also have details of a
"Budget Pre -amplifier" (pre -amp. mixer and

The power amplifier module can be configured for either single -ended (mono or
stereo) operation or for bridge operation.

COMPONENTS

to about 5W r.m.s. into a 8 ohm load at

the case of a guitar practice amplifier) a

Configuring the power amplifier

Fig. 5. Two amplifiers in a bridge configuration (20W output).

C5, C6

4p7 axial elect. 25V (2 off)
10p ceramic
100n polyester
47µ axial elect. 25V (2 off)

Semiconductors

D1 to D4 1N4148 diode (4 off)
TI P121 npn Darlington
TR2
TI P126 pnp Darlington
IC1
TL081 op.amp
TR1

Miscellaneous
Matrix

board

120mm

x

heatsinks - see text

Power Supply Module
C7, C8

4700µ elect. capacitor 25V
(2 off)
T1
25 or 50VA mains
transformer (see text) with
two 12V secondary
windings rated at 1 A or 2A
mm. respectively
FS1
1 A 20mm quick -blow fuse
S1
S.P.S.T. miniature toggle
switch (rated for mains
operation)
D5, to D81 N5401 3A 100p.i.v. diode
(4 off)
Terminal pins (6 required)

05-D8 1N5401

Approx cost
guidance only
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(approx.

100mm); terminal pins (8 required);

r'18
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Review

MAKING
TRACKS
T R, de VAUX BALBIRNIE
Report on a new circuit -building
method for Technology students.
THE Technology National Curriculum
is all about thinking, designing, constructing and evaluating. Electronics
and other technologies are involved in the
complete design process now being taught

and provide funding when they judge the
scheme to be marketable and fits their

in schools.

trial run of 1600 books to go with the

No student is expected to understand
how a thyristor or an I.e.d. works - only
what it does and how it may be used with
other components to make a useful system.

At Key Stage 4 (students aged 14 to 16)

target age group of 5 to 13 years.

Such was the decision to pursue Tracktronics. Commotion proceeded to publish a
course in November, 1992. These have now

sold out following a great response from
schools. The second edition was printed
earlier this year.

The Tracktronics idea is simple enough.

this will involve writing a specification,

The circuit diagram

drawing a circuit diagram and building a
trial circuit. There will then follow testing,

photocopy masters - circuit cards - in the
Teacher's Book. This shows the circuit as
it appears - a resistor looking like a
resistor and so on. There is the occasional
inconsistency where a circuit symbol is

checking performance against the specification and modifying the design as necessary.

THE RIGHT TRACK
At Key Stage 3 (pupils aged 11 to 13)
students will already have had some experience of constructing simple circuits at
primary school. They will be encouraged

to build on this knowledge and to be
introduced to the design process in a
gentle way. Over the three-year period
this method of working will become firmly
established ready for the demands of Key
Stage 4.

The chief problem is the difficulty students find in translating even a simple
circuit diagram into a practical layout. It
is therefore easy for them to become disillusioned when using traditional methods.
There is a body of opinion which suggests

that the easier this part of the process
is made, the better the students will ultimately perform at Key Stage 4.
The Tracktronics system developed by
Richard Taylor (General Adviser for
Technology in Northumberland) and Will
Toner (Head of Technology, South

Hunsley School, Humberside) aims to
address the above problem. The authors

identified the need for a new system of
circuit -building in 1986 - at this time they
were working together as advisory support teachers in Humberside.

WHAT A
COMMOTION

After trying out the new system in
schools and following good reports, the
authors approached Commotion (the com-

pany name came about from Computer
Aided Motion) in 1990. Commotion assess
"good ideas" passing through their hands

664

is

obtained from

used instead but this does not matter
much.

Sticky -backed copper tape - or track 5 mm wide is now applied to the lines scissors being adequate to cut it to size.
Gaps are left where components are to
be inserted and after bending the end
leads, these are soldered into position (see
photograph).

CURRENT PATH
At all times students clearly see the current path. At the same time they are using
real components. They also develop important key skills such as soldering.

clumsily as a beginner might do. I wanted
to check the method, to see if the copper
strip would remain stuck to the work and if

solder "took" well to the track material.
Everything went well. I did find it difficult
starting to peel the paper backing from the
track. Probably young fingers would find
it easier especially when they acquired the
knack.
The stock roll of track is not something

which should be given to students or it
might end up in a mess. It would be better
for the teacher to issue it in short lengths.
It is thought that the course could prove
heavy on PP3 batteries as recommended.

However, it would be a simple matter to
use AA or larger size batteries in suitable
packs fitted with PP3-type connectors.
This would prove cheaper in the long run.
The Tracktronics construction method
is limited to simple circuits appropriate to
Key Stage 3. However, by instilling confidence, the use of prototype boards and
eventually p.c.b. methods for more com-

plex circuits will follow naturally and
the link between the methods readily
appreciated.

SUPPORT
Commotion provides support for the
Tracktronics course in the form of two
books - a Pupil Text (£7.95) and a
Teacher's Guide (£12.95). Both are A4 size,

attractive -looking and spiral -bound to lie

The Tracktronics method is rather like

flat on the bench. These are available

a p.c.b. with both components and copper

separately as are 33m rolls of copper track

track on the same side of the "board" a simple form of "surface mounting", in

each unit are available as 10 -pupil sets in

fact. Not only are the components visible
throughout but there is no "mirror imaging" and hence a more logical layout in the
minds of the students.

Although components are soldered into
position, they may be removed easily and
with care are capable of being used many

times. On the other hand, the circuits
are permanent enough to be attached to
cardboard or wood and used indefinitely if
required. The copper track, of course, must
be regarded as single -use material.

As well as Circuit Cards, there are Circuit Planner Sheets where the new-found
knowledge is applied. Here the circuit is
given in the form of conventional symbols
and the student is directed towards drawing out his or her own copper track layout.
This is done in pencil on a printed grid.

TO THE TEST
I tried the system using a soldering iron

(£4.64 including VAT). Components for
"Trackpacks" but, of course, basic components may also be purchased from other
suppliers.

The Teacher's Guide provides a lot of
useful information which would help the
non -specialist called upon to teach the
course. The layout of the Pupil's Book is
clear and should suit a wide ability range.
There is plenty of material which will
stretch the more -able with further development work. At the same time, the less -able

will be motivated. The five units covered
are switches, I.e.d.'s, flashing I.e.d.'s, thyristors and transistors.

The Commotion catalogue containing
the full Tracktronics range is available

from: Commotion, Dept EPE, Redburn
House, Stockingswater Lane, Enfield EN3
7BR.
There is also a telephone hot line on 081804-1378
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by Barry Fox
fusing mish mash of leaflets for all man-

BT -NO MORE!

I do genuinely wish I did not have to
write more criticism of British Telecom.
But once again the company has proved
that its senior management remains
wildly oblivious to the real life needs of
computer users. In an age of IT, how long
can this nonsense go on?
BT's Telecom Gold electronic mail
service was launched ten years ago with

software bought in from US company
Dialcom. It was very unfriendly and has
remained that way. BT has always argued

that once Gold had been launched,

it

could not radically change the software.

After ten years Gold still throws up

prompts like "call" and "pad" which
could so easily have been replaced with
more helpful requests. And it is still
completely unforgiving of any keying
error,

like "sned" for "send", offering

users no help, just error messages.

So only those who have grown up with
Gold want to use it. Potential new customers take one look and stick with fax.
Some companies have forgotten they
even have the service, and pay through
the nose for Gold to store old messages
it

has filed away without telling

the

subscriber.

MAILBOX

Small wonder that BT admits Tele-

com Gold is steadily losing customers,

some of which have opted out when
they finally checked their bills. So BT is
replacing Gold with a new service called
Mailbox.

You would think that BT would have
learned something from the mistakes
made with Gold, and the mistakes made
on the disastrous launches and relaunches of its two other on-line services,
Electronic Yellow Pages and Phonebase
(the Directory Enquiries service). But no,
BT has blown it again.

Although Mailbox has some very
good features, the new service risks
getting a bad name right from the start
because the user -software is awkward
to install and set

up. Although big

companies, which employ a computer
department, will be able to shield staff
users from the problems of setting up
Mailbox,

small

businesses

and

in-

ner of different services.

The key point is that Mailbox uses the
X-400 world standard for electronic mes-

saging, set by the CCITT, the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee. X-400 defines a common format for electronic messages, so

that any telephone network can act as
a common highway for messages coming from all types of computer, whether
mainframe, mini or PC.

Any subscriber to an X-400 system

gets an individual address name so that
subscribers on X-400 services around

the world can send each other messages. This is not possible with the
Telecom Gold service, which locks users
into sending messages only to other Gold
or Dialcom subscribers.
The software needed to convert a
message into X-400 standard format is

complex, so the conversion is done by
BT's computers. The subscriber with a
desktop PC loads BT's Mailbox software
which automatically dials the number of
BT's host computer and sends it the
subscriber's message. BT's host computer then converts the message into
X-400 format and directs it down
national or international telephone lines,
and into the distant X-400 network from
which the distant subscriber can retrieve
it.

The message can be anything which
a computer puts out, text, graphics or
spreadsheet data. The X-400 standard
just wraps the computer's data in a
standard package which the receiving
computer unwraps. The same message
can also be sent to any telex address or to
any fax number. Whereas Telecom Gold
handles data at a maximum speed of 2.4

Kbits, Mailbox is now being tested at
Kbits.

Telecom

Gold

users

can

switch over to the new service free, but
new subscribers will pay a one-off fee of
£100 to join and get the Mailbox
software for their PC. Whereas Telecom
Gold users pay a monthly subscription

of £7.15, plus the cost of using the
service, Mailbox subscribers will pay

dividuals will have to do it themselves.
Unless they are computer -literate, there

instead of a monthly fee. This will favour
heavy users, but be more expensive for

up and continue to send faxes instead of
electronic mail messages.
It

is already too late to stop bad first

impressions. BT has since last year been
refusing to sell a Gold subscription to the

few people who might ask for one, and

will by now have started on a cam-

paign encouraging existing subscribers

to switch to Mailbox. BT has already

printed publicity material which sells the
idea of Mailbox, albeit with a very con-

home. It could indeed. All other things
being equal, Mailbox represents a welcome move towards replacing the wasteful use of fax with electronic mail. But all
other things are not equal.

CLUMSY

BT already acknowledges that the
Mailbox software, bought in from the
USA, is clumsy and needs revision.
would say it needs junking, and rewriting from scratch. If just one of BT's
highly paid directors had been locked
I

into a room with a PC and told to install
Mailbox, it would never have escaped
onto the market.

No attempt has been made to follow

the modern trend with software, and
lead the user through a series of simple
questions during the installation process.

For instance, instead of prompting the
subscriber with a simple question on
screen, "Does your telephone dial direct

or through a switchboard?" and "What
number do you have to dial first to get a
line?" the Mailbox software comes preset to put a "9" on the front of every call.

So the system will not work first time
unless the user's phone happens to be on
a switchboard that needs "9" for access.

OUT OF DEPTH
The manual that subscribers get with
Mailbox is absurdly bulky. And when I
tried to install Mailbox, the installation
process failed altogether. BT's helpline

quickly got badly out of their depth,
giving very dangerous advice.
This, I found out, was because BT had

not tried Mailbox with DOS version 6,
even after DOS 6 had gone on sale to

the public. BT is only now talking to
version of Mailbox.

seven per cent less for using the service,

is a good chance they, will simply give

municate and employees "telework" from

Microsoft about developing a Windows

COST
Existing

BT believes this will make it easier for

businesses round the world to com-

but a minimum monthly charge of £25
casual users.

As a result BT is having to warn new
users by letter that anyone who tries to
run Mailbox under Windows without "detailed information" from BT's
Helpdesk, risks corrupting their data. This

is because BT discovered too late that
Mailbox and Windows both try to use the
same area of a PC's memory, and clash.

The advice given on how to solve this
(by editing the PC's System.ini file) will

make sense only to a computer buff,
and contains its own pitfalls. Advice
given me by BT on my DOS 6 installa-

One hidden benefit is that Mailbox will
no longer play Telecom Gold's sneaky
trick of transferring old messages into

tion problem produced a scary on -screen

subscriber for storage, without any warn-

ing. Mailbox will simply throw away old

had to contact Microsoft for help.
Take my tip. If you are a Telecom Gold

messages because the PC software automatically downloads all messages for
storage, free, in the subscriber's PC.

Version 2.

deep storage, and then charging the
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message from Microsoft warning of the

risk of data corruption. BT's Helpline,
which had advised without trying, then
subscriber, stick with Gold. If you are
thinking of subscribing, wait for Mailbox
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Special Feature

Audio Amplifier Design,
Engineering or Alchemy?
JOHN LINSLEY HOOD
The influence of components and
circuitry.
I
first tried my hand at
electronics, resistors were mostly
either wirewound and thumb sized, or made from pencil thick lumps of
fired carbon rod, painted with splodges or

WHEN

sound is not won or lost by the choice of
construction between modern resistors.

stripes to tell the user the approximate

WHAT ABOUT
CAPACITORS?

order of resistance value the manufacturers
hoped their product would offer - provided

minefield. A capacitor, in principle, is just a

that it hadn"t been allowed to get hot at
any stage in its life, which would, of course,
alter its value quite a lot.

PRESISIOAI
RESISTORS
If the actual resistance value was important enough to warrant their high cost, one
could get "high stability" ("cracked carbon
film") resistors, made by coating a ceramic
rod with a thin layer of graphite resistive

With capacitors, sadly, we do get into a

pair of conducting plates, separated by a
layer of insulating material. The larger the
area, (A), of the plates, the smaller the thick-

ness, (d), of the insulating layer, and the
higher its dielectric constant, (k), the larger
the value of the capacitance, (C), as defined
approximately by the equation:
C= kA/1 I.32d (pf),
where the dimensions are in centimetres.

PART 2
In practice, there is a measure of
choice between the available constructional
materials, but all of these have snags.
For example, one can choose a thin plastics film as the insulating "dielectric" layer
and one can use a pair of strips of thin metal
foil for the two conducting plates.
With even thin gauge dielectric film any
sizeable capacitance value is going to need a

pretty big area of film and foil, and if the
two strips of foil and the two layers of plastics film are wound up into a roll to make it
more manageable, as I have sketched in Fig.
la, the resultant component will then have
inductance, leading to the kind of equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 2a. This inductance is
minimised by winding the foils so they overlap the dielectric layer at alternate ends, so
that when these are joined together by the
end contacts it produces a series of "shorted
turns".

Similar capacitors made from stacked
layers of film and foil, as shown in Fig. lb,

material and then grinding a spiral track
through this to increase the track length and
resistance value. These were accurate, per-

have a similar size, for the same value
of capacitance, but with a noticeably

haps to one per cent, but far too dear for
everyday use, and only the rich or perfectionist would ever use these in building an

apparent "flat pack" form are stacked

lower inductance value, and are, therefore,
generally preferable. However, not all of the
plastics film dielectric capacitors made in an

audio amp., for which precision of resistance

film/foil types - some are just wound layer

value was only occasionally thought to be

components made in a flattened form.

particularly vital.

"Stacked film/foil" types are usually des-

I make this point because we are now in

an age in which old style valve amps.,
which mainly had a pretty nondescript
technical performance - and which almost

cribed as this. There are also some low
inductance wound types.

(al
SPIRAL WOUND FILM -FOIL CAPACITOR

of the two film layers are given a metallised coating, this will give a more
intimate contact between the conductors
and the dielectric, which both increases the

performance from a now lost "golden

capacitance and saves some of the space

age", and treated as precious possessions
by their lucky owners, while, at the same

otherwise taken up by the

contempt on modern units built with high
stability cracked film resistors, now dismissed as cheap and cheerful "carbon film"

(b)
STACKED FILM (FOIL CAPACITOR

Yes, metal film types are slightly better, they have a very slightly lower "excess

noise" level - not that you would ever be
able to detect the difference in any real life
hardware - and they have a slightly higher
power rating for the same physical size. I
use them if they are cheaper and easier to

come by, but modern resistors are really
very good and reliable, and the old bogies
of change in value with applied voltage,
and drift in resistance value with time, are
happily things of the past, provided that
the resistors are used within their ratings.
So, other things being equal, quality of
666

foil strips.

Capacitors of this type are more compact,
and have a lower internal inductance, but,
because the metallised layer is so thin, the

time it has become fashionable to look with

types.

If, instead of using strips of foil as the
conducting electrodes, the opposing surfaces

always used a few dozen of these grotty
carbon rod resistors, soldered on to tag
strips underneath the chassis - are now
thought to represent the summit of audio

Fig. 1. Capacitor construction types.

----II---'000006----

DIELECTRIC
HYSTERESIS
If we care to look, there are also problems

in the behaviour of the plastics dielectric

IaI

layer itself, due to the fact that when a

voltage is applied between its two surfaces it
causes an effective charge migration within

tit) 0 poll

lb l

Fig. 2 Equivalent electrical circuit for
capacitors.

capacitor now has also an appreciable series
resistance, giving the equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 2b.

the material. Not only do these displaced
charges not return completely when the
applied voltage is removed or reversed:
a defect known as "dielectric hysteresis",
which makes, among other things, the resul-
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Fig 3. Ceramic capacitor construction.
tant value of the capacitor frequency dependent: but the migration of the charge,

NoOpt.
0.1

backwards and forwards absorbs energy -a
defect known as "dielectric loss", an effect
which also appears as a frequency depend-

10

100

1k

10k

100k

1M

10mHz FREQUENCY

ent resistance in series with the capacitor.

It is, I think, valuable to preserve a
certain measure of cynicism as armour
against the "hype" which the salesmen of
specialist "audiophile" components - especially capacitors - apply to their expensive

(and high profit margin) goods. For example, there is a fairly wide range of
variability in, say, polypropylene dielectric

film, which can well differ from one film
manufacturer to another, and even from
batch to batch from the same manufacturer.

The seller may not be aware of this,
particularly if he has simply re -packaged
and re -labelled someone else's goods - so
that he can sell them at a higher price.

"Ceramic" capacitors, having the kind of
construction I have shown in Fig. 3,
take advantage of the fact that some
ceramic materials, such as titanium dioxide
and barium titanate, can have very high
dielectric constants indeed, up to 50,000 or
more in some cases, and this allows very
large capacitance values to be obtained from
relatively small components. Because these

devices usually have very low orders of
parasitic inductance, they are useful for
supply line r.f. decoupling, but, in most
other respects, they are not very good, and

their capacitance values are usually very
strongly temperature dependent.

ELECTROLYTIC
"Electrolytic" capacitors exploit the fact

that a very thin oxide layer, with a high
dielectric constant, can be formed electrolytically on the surface of an aluminium or a
tantalum foil if, during manufacture, an
electric current is passed through a suitable
electrolyte held in contact with the foil.
Usually the oxide layer is formed on the foil
before it is assembled in the capacitor, but
some electrolyte is retained within the final

Fig. 5 Actual impedance vs. frequency of real -life capacitors.
The first is that this on-line repair work can
only take place if there is a voltage, of correct polarity, present across the capacitor so they won't self -heal if they are used under

zero d.c. voltage conditions: a constant d.c.
polarising voltage should always be present.
The second obvious problem is that there
will then always be a small leakage current
through the capacitor, and since this leakage
current is quite random in its nature, it will
cause circuit noise, which makes them unsuitable for use in any low level audio signal
line.

Other difficulties are that electrolytic
capacitors have a high value of dielectric
loss, and, because of the less than perfect
conductivity of the electrolyte, they have a
relatively high (and frequency, voltage, and
temperature dependent) value of series
resistance. Apart from their occasional
proneness to catastrophic failure, miniature tantalum bead capacitors do offer a

convenient means of obtaining a large
capacitance in a small package, with a
relatively low level of leakage current.
The miniature "solid aluminium"

electrolytics offer a comparably good and
somewhat less expensive alternative to
tantalum, but all electrolytics are a lot less
good for audio use than plastic film
dielectric components, and some of these are
better than others.

IDEAL CAPACITOR
The ideal capacitor has an impedance (4)
which is related to its capacitance value (C)
and the working frequency (f) by the equation:

4= 1/2EfC.

assembly, as, for example, in the aluminium

electrolytic capacitor shown in Fig. 4, so
that any crack in the oxide insulating film

and this should, on a log scale, give a

will be repaired, by electrolytic action, while

straight line graph of impedance decreasing with frequency. Unfortunately, the

the capacitor is in use.

shortcomings of capacitors, because of their

Two problems are immediately obvious.

internal inductance and resistance, lead to

the kind of relationship I have shown for
different capacitor types in Fig. 5.

CAPACITOR USE

There are three main applications for
capacitors in audio circuitry. The first of
these is as power supply reservoir capacitors,

where, in simple p.s.u. designs of the kind
I have shown in Fig. 6, the bigger the
capacitance value the better. These will invariably, in solid state amps., be electrolytic

types, with values, in the more "butch"
designs, up to 100,000µF, with massive
transformers to boot.
The amplifier designers hope, thereby, to

be able to drive large amounts of audio
current into the speakers at low frequencies,

thereby providing a very "punchy" bass. Of
course, if one of the output transistors goes
short-circuit in use, the reservoir capacitors
will also be able to drive massive amounts of
d.c. into the speaker speech coils, for as long
as it takes to smoke them out.
I prefer to use a current limited stabilised

power supply, which is a safer, and more
elegant, way of providing a low output impedance at bass frequencies. Undoubtedly
the type of p.s.u. used with an amplifier has
an effect on its sound quality, though mainly
at its "bass" end.
The second use of capacitors is as a supply

line "bypass", or "decoupling" capacitor, of
which the main purpose is to try to provide a
zero impedance, a.c. ripple free, power supply line, to help in preventing electrical "rub-

bish" on the supply rails from getting in
to the signal line. However, as shown in
Fig. 5, no capacitor ever does offer a zero
a.c. impedance, even at high frequencies, but

a lower a.c. bypass impedance can be obtained if several capacitors are connected in
parallel, as shown in Fig. 7. In this case, the
ratio of capacitance of each to the others
should be, ideally, between 10:1 and 100:1,
say 470µ, 4µ7 and 47n. Once again, it is

OUTER METAL CASE I - VE I

OXIDE

INSULATING
LAYER

I AL2 031
I+VE I SPIRAL WOUND
LAYERS OF FOIL ANO
ABSORBENT SPACING

ABSORBENT SPACING

LAYERS

ENLARGED CROSSSECTION

MATERIAL

Fig. 4. Aluminium electrolytic capacitor (radial lead type).
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Flg. 6. Simple capacitor/rectifier p.s. u.
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Fig. 7 Lowering the a.c. bypass impedance.
better design to so organise the circuitry that

supply line rubbish cannot get through to
the signal channels - perhaps by the use of
separate supply lines.

The third, and sonically most important.

use of a capacitor is as the d.c. blocking
component in an amplifier negative feedback network, of the kind I have shown in
Fig. 8. Here, in theory, the gain, (M). of the
amplifier block, at frequencies where the a.c.

impedance of the capacitor is low in relation to Rb, is given by M = Ra + Rb/Rb.
But, we have already seen that all capacitors
have some element of parasitic resistance in
series with the capacitance. and this hidden
and undeclared resistance, which I'll call Rx,
modifies the gain so that it is now

+(Rb+ Rx)

produced when the amplifier is driven by
several simultaneous input signals, using a
spectrum analyser to track down the
spurious signals which have been generated.
then the differences between one type of d.c.

blocking capacitor and another used in the
negative feedback loop, due to the various
real -life imperfections in its operation, are
more easily seen. Changing the type of
capacitor used in this position does indeed
affect sound quality -- which is what the
IM D measurements will point out,
especially if one of the input signals used in

which is different.

low intrinsic noise level, and they are cheap.

to be voltage, temperature, polarity and

Unfortunately, from the point of view of

frequency dependent, as well as being in-

audio they are very non-linear in their in-

fluenced even by the shape of the a.c.

is that the non -linearity of the series loss
resistance of, for example, an electrolytic
capacitor, used in this position, has so small

an effect on the total harmonic distortion,
(THD), of the amplifier, measured at, say,
lkHz.
distortion.

( I M D).

inter -

effects

feedback system

resistor

INPUT SIGNAL

OUTPUT SIGNAL

within their ratings, they can have a very

waveform applied to it.
Since the effective value of Rx is likely to
be a significant fraction of the value of Rb,
and will, in consequence, have an effect on
the gain of the system. the remarkable thing

Real -life

WHAT ABOUT
TRANSISTORS

Unfortunately, "Rx" is a long way from

however, one measures the

8.

this test is of square -wave type.

being an ideal resistor, and its value is likely

If,

Fig.

including capacitor loss and series

Out old friend,. the "bipolar junction
transistors. (pnp or npn), have many virtues.
They are very reliable, when they are used

(Rb + Rx).

modulation

LE14201141

--m
LAG IN TURN-OFF RESPONSE

Fig. 9. Transient lag characteristics in
junction power transistors.

put-output transfer characteristics, and the
large power ones can be pretty sluggish in
their high frequency response. which leads
to large and inconvenient phase shifts in the

spoils their response to transients. This
problem muddies the high signal level sound

signal passing through them.
Two particular audio problems with

this defect, and can give a cleaner treble.

(junction) power transistors are due to the
presence of "minority carriers" and to "hole
storage'. effects problems which are most
noticeable at high current levels through the
devices, especially if they are turned as hard
on as they can go. When they are driven into
this state, they are sluggish about turning off
again. as I have shown in Fig. 9. which

EVERYDAY r

WITH [PRACTICAL

Power MOSFETs do not suffer from this
snag, and do, in my opinion, give a much
cleaner and more "open" quality, especially
in the treble. However, they also have other
advantages which make them preferable in
audio amplifiers, and I will look at the influence of circuit design, and the choice of
transistor types, on audio quality in the next
part of this article.
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12 VOLT TO 240 VAC INVERTER KITS4/4,*
(Incorpora mg East Cornwall Components) Dept 9

THE MALTINGS, HIGH STREET WEM
SHREWSBURY SY4 5EN
Tel: (0939) 232763 (3 lines) or

(0939) 232689 (2 lines) Fax (0939) 233800

IIDIARCEIVIMIIIMIIIIIILIMA
P&P NOW £3.00. All paces include V A T
Delivery Guaranteed within three days

The Comdek rulse Width Modulated (PWM) Inverter Kits employ the

VISIT OUR BRANCHES

Inverter Kits are available, 100VA and 250VA Both inverters require a
supply of 11 -14 volts and produce 240Vac Square Wave Output. The
output voltage is continuously adjustable from 240Vac down to 90Vac

very latest Vmos power technology, making them extremely efficient. Two

SUPERTRONICS
65 HURST STREET
BIRMINGHAM B5 4TE
Tel: 021 666504

WALTONS
55A WORCESTER STREET
WOLVERHAMPTON WV2 4LL

Tel 0902 22039

should lower voltage be required ie: 1 1 OVac equipment etc

12Vdc - 240Vac, 100VA INVERTER

HAVE YOU GOT OUR LATEST

Order Code. COM/KIT/006

'93 CATALOG U E

Price 1 + £39.00 4+ £37.50 10 + £31.50
12Vdc 240Vac, 250VA INVERTER

LOADS OF SPECIAL OFFERS
N.

£2.00

Order Code. COM/KIT/007

p, p,,id,nvolope)

Price 1 + £59.00 4+ £56.50 10+ £49.50

SAFETY IN THE HOME

100VA Assembled and tested (uncased)

Recently highlighted on 'That's Life'

Order Code: COM/KIT/AT2

Price 1 + £49.00 4+ £47.50 10 £41 50
250VA Assembled and tested (uncased)

GAS SENSOR KIT
This instrument detects gases like
alcohol, acetone, benzol, propane,

Order Code. COM/KIT/AT3

tf

Price 1 + £74.00 4+ £71.50 10

carbon monoxide (contained in
smoke of fire). Ideal as a gas and
fire warning instrument For 12V

SEE OUR 93
CATALOGUE FOR
MANY PAGES ON
KITS

tr- "

Order Code- KIT/B051

Super Price: £32.99

gellal.14411:tellagldirlizialazi7zigIStA
1

r CAMERA fl 25

1

x CAMERA BRACKET

NEW

JSED

WIDE ANGLE
LENS (NEW)

£65

Complete pr,.;.

£199

USED

£95

Plus f12 car r

13A Fused 4 Way Extension Lead 3 metres
Order Code: ELEC/MS/4LP

QUARTZ -HALOGEN SPOTLIGHT
THIS UNIT SUBJECT TO DESIGN CHANGE

Hand held or hanging. Heat resistant
polycarbonate housing highly polished

-

Price 1 + £5.99. 10' £5.00

,

1 x MONITOR

base stand With On/Off watch and 12h

curly cable terminating in cigar lighter
plug Produces 250.000 candle power
5 times the intensity of average car
headlamps

SPECIAL OFFER f3.99

Price £5.75

Order Code ELEC/MS/4F

FERRIC CHLORIDE

Order Code. PCB/ETCH

Price:1+ £3.50

STRIPBOARD
A good range of fully pierced single
sided copper strips 0-1 in. pitch.
The following sizes are available
Size
t x h' Order Code
25 x 64mm
9 25 PCB/500
24 37 PCB/505
64 x 95mm

95 x 127mm 36 50 PCB/515
95 x 432mm 36 170 PCB/535
119 x 455mm 46 179 PCB/540
t = track h = holes
D

caravans, boats. vans, etc
Overall dimensions: 370 x 65 x 41 mm
ORDER CODE Opto TFL12

PRICE

£13.45
XS -KIT 25W
CS -KIT 17W C13.30
C13.15
C -KIT 15W
All bits for irons E1.95. Elements £5.30 Stands 3.75

11.1#.1111,1ddlanifilgo
£3.50
High quality ..
75p each
10 + £3.15 Spare Tips
H I ME ALARM
.

PACKAGE

Identical to above unit but single etc. Tube length. approx 300mm
tube 12V d.t. 8 Watts Dims 360 x (ins; pins)
62 x 37mm
ORDER CODE Opto SL

22p
72p

20p
65p

15p

45p

£1.40 £1.25 89p
£4.40 £4.00 £2.80
£5.75 £5.25 £3.75

ONLY

Charges AA, AAA, C, D & PP3
Ni-Cads 240V AC

£4.99

PIEZO BUZZER (Extra High Sound)

A Piezo Buzzer with extra high

sound output for use in alarms. etc.
Internal circuitry.
Input voltage 12V DC: Input voltage
20mA; Sound output 100dB (A) @
1 m type; Dimensions 39mm dia x

Price: 1 + £1.65 10+ £1.40
PIEZO BUZZER (Musical)
A Musical Buzzer that plays a total of seven tunes including 'Yellow
Rose of Texas', 'Land of Dixie' and
'When the Saints Go Marching In

Frequency 3.5kHz; Power 9V DC 50mA; Dimensions 27mm dia
x 22mm; Fixing centres 34mm.
Order Code: AUD,'BUZiMUS
£130
Price: 1 - £2.75 10 £2.50
NI CAD RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
PRICE
EACH

W 14i4

24 HOUR ANSWER PHONE OR FAX
YOUR ORDER NOW 0939 233800
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£1.50 ea, 10 for £12

Order Codes: AUD/BUZ/6V AUD/BUZ/9v
-AUD/ BUZ/12V
Prices ALL: 1 ' 94p 10 88p

Panel

* External Red Bell Box
*2 x 1 Internal Passive I R.
* 2 x Door Contacts
* Siren for bell box
* 100 mfrs. cable and clips
* Full fitting instructions

HR

ORDER CODE Onto Tube

£5.50

Current 25mA; Lead length 150mm.

* Optima Alarm Control

100+

Replacement tube for above Twin
and Single flourescent lamps. Fits

SINGLE FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V most 12V fluorescent lamps. Philips.

26mm; Fixing centres 50mm.
Order Code: AU D/BUZ/P2

Includes:

10+

£6.50 £6.00

SPARE TUBES

Frequency approx. 500 Hz; Output 82dB (A) 1p1 tin typ;
Dimensions 22mm x 16mm x 15mm; Fixing centres 26mm;

C9.30
C -15W IRON
CS -17W IRON.. £9.35
XS -25W IRON...C9 50

1+

£6.50 £6.00

PRICE

penetrating sound.

Ferric chloride etchant in crystalline form. 500gm to produce
litre of concentrated solution.
1

FLOATS IN WATER!

flex for connection to 12V battery Overall dimensions: 430 x 30mm
(Red stripe to positive) Ideal for ORDER CODE OPTO/T12

and high reliability, giving a clear,

ANTEX I' ONS

13A 4 Way Socket with Neon Indicator.
Fused to BS 1363/A

Free-standing or hanging with 15ft
cable terminating in cigar lighter
plug For use in car, boat. van or
home emergency. 12V d.c. EVEN

long life, low current drain, no
moving contacts, no R.F. noise

12V dc. 4 5A 55W
160 x 88 x 110mm

Power
Dims

holder with two 12V BW fluorescent
tubes. White plastic case with clear
plastic ribbed diffuser and ON/OFF
switch. Supplied with 90cmc of tvvir.

MINIATURE BUZZERS (6V, 9V, 12V)
Miniature Solid State Buzzers with

reflector Protective lens cover doubles as

aim

£64.50

TWIN FLUORESCENT LAMP 12V PORTABLE FLUORESCENT LAMP -12V

A very attractive twin tube lamp

SPECIAL OFFER SEPTEMBER

"

ready to go. See

We are also offering these kits 'ready -assembled' and tested
below for prices

AAA
AA
C
D

PP3

1+
£1.50
95p

10+

ft 95

£1.30
85p
£1.80

£2.00
£3.90

£3.75

fl 85

SOLDER 18 & 22SWG
500gmREEL
1+

10+

£4.70
£4 95
18SWG 500G
£4.75
£4.99
22SWG 500G
Remember: Our prices INCLUDE VAT!
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Constructional Project

CHARGE -I 5
IVAN PATRICK GORE

Quarter-hour, cl 7arging for AA

NiCad batteries.
CHARGE-I5 is a mains -operated unit

of the

type (HP7 size)
nickel -cadmium cells in about 15 minutes -

prototype unit, cells were repeatedly charged

set

popular "AA"

hence the name. This time compares with
15 hours for commercial standard charging
units and between two and five hours for
the fast charge variety. It will thus be found
useful whenever batteries are likely to let
you down suddenly or where it is essential
to have ready access to a fully -charged set.
Charge -I5 is designed to charge sets of

either two or four AA cells, these being the
most usual arrangements. It should only be
used where cells are of the same make and
have a similar history and should not be used

where other numbers of cells are involved.
Note that on no account maw this unit be
used in an attempt to charge standard ( non rechargeable) batteries. Doing this is likely to
cause them to overheat and rupture.

Constructing this circuit involves making
mains connections. Any reader who is not
certain of being able to build it sarell MUST
therefore seek professional advice.

An accurate ammeter (or multimeter)
capable of reading up to 2A d.c. must be

and discharged over 50 cycles and were
found to be still in perfectly good condition at the end with no significant loss of
capacity.

Since a nickel -cadmium cell costs little
more than the throw -away alkaline variety
these days (about £1 compared with 70p)
any shortening of life is thought to be of
little consequence even taking into account
the much lower energy content (one fifth
approximately) of rechargeable cells compared with alkaline ones.

AMP -HOUR
CAPACITY
current it supplies expressed in amps multiplied by the number of hours during which it
can maintain this. Where small batteries are
used, the capacity is often expressed in mAh

- i.e. the number of milliamps multiplied
by the time in hours. Since IA = 1000mA,

analogue multimeters do not have a scale
which reads high enough. However, digital
instruments usually do and readers who do

There are two types of AA nickel -cadmium cell in current use both having the
same body size - standard (500mAh) and
the higher capacity (600mAh to 700mAh)
variety. Either type may be used with this
unit but a mixture of different capacities

ULTRA RAPPIO

should not be charged.

Ultra -fast charging is not thought to be

particularly good for batteries and it

is

The capacity figure must be regarded as
approximate and will depend on the load, it
CEO SEtEC/OP
2

hours or, say, 20mA for 5 hours. However, it

is doubtful if it could maintain 500mA for
12 minutes.

STAAIOARO
CHARGE
Most units sold "over-the-counter" charge

AA nickel -cadmium cells at a current of
50mA approximately. With a 500mAh cell,
the theoretical charge time is therefore 10
hours. However, the charging process is not
100 per cent efficient and, in practice, more
energy needs to be supplied than will be

ultimately obtained - the excess energy
being converted into heat. To charge a
standard capacity cell, some 750mAh will
15 hours.

The capacity of a cell is related to the
amount of energy stored in it. This is expressed in Ah ( amp hours) - that is, the

500mAh is the same as 0.5Ah.

one.

is

need to be supplied giving a charging time of

made available at the setting -up stage. Many

not own a suitable meter will need to borrow

Thus, if the capacity of a given cell

100mAh then it could supply 10mA for 10

possible that they may suffer from some
shortening of life. However, in tests on the

designed to charge a

reduces as the current drawn increases.

4

With this type of charger, no harm will
result if the cell is left connected so that
current flows continuously (standby operation). Conventional fast chargers operate at
a higher current, 150mA approximately, to
provide a full charge in five hours. These
(standby) rate after this time.

It is possible to charge nickel -cadmium
batteries in a much shorter time by using an
even higher charging current. However, to
avoid damage to them it is essential to observe certain precautions - particularly to
avoid overcharging and overheating.
To prevent overcharging, the current must
be carefully controlled and the charging time

monitored. In practice it is found that a full
charge cannot be delivered in this way and, to
be safe, the cells will be charged to rather less.

It is said to be possible to charge an AA
nickel -cadmium cell at a rate of up to ten
times its rated capacity (IOC) -- that is, up
to 5A in the case of a 500mA cell. This is
thought to be carrying fast charging too far
and unnecessary for normal purposes.

Although it could mean spectacularly
short charging times, overheating problems
would tend to occur. Also, using such high

currents would add to constructional cost
due to the increased price of the uprated
mAtiksixt, VSCAARGE

mains transformer and other components.

On balance, it was considered that a
charging time of 15 minutes (plus an initial
discharge time) based on 500mAh cells was
short enough for most practical purposes.
This corresponds to using a current of 2A

which may be obtained using relatively
inexpensive components.

In conventional slow charging, the excess
heat produced in the cells is dissipated over a

ee
670
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long period of time and they remain cool. In
fast charging, they will become warm. To
avoid overheating, it is necessary to monitor

the temperature and reduce the current
should it rise above a preset maximum of
around 45°C.
In Charge -15 battery overheating should

Everyday with Practical Electronics, September, 1993

not occur unless cells are inserted the wrong
way round, one of them is faulty or possibly
due to a high ambient temperature. If over-

holders on the top panel. The unit is plugged

supply is maintained when the finger

into the mains, switched on and the start
button pressed.

removed from the switch. All this happens
almost instantaneously so S2 need only be

heating does take place and the current so
reduced, this will result in a smaller charge

being delivered but, in practice, this is of

If the red filament warning light comes on,
this indicates that the batteries are partially
charged already. If it goes off within a few

pressed for an instant.
With a supply established, the green
Operate 1.e.d. D3, lights via current -limiting

little consequence.

seconds, no action need be taken.

resistor, R I. At the end of ICI time period.

Under severe conditions of abuse nickel cadmium cells become very hot and build up
a pressure inside the case. To prevent possible explosion, a safety valve is fitted. This is
designed to open at some 200Ib/in2 and close
again when the pressure falls to 175Ib/in2.
Such venting is thought to be provided very

However, if it remains on for any length
of time, the cells may be returned to the
equipment from which they were removed
to discharge them completely (which is the
preferred method) or the charger itself used
for this purpose. To do this, a manual discharge switch is operated and the cells left
until the light goes off. The switch is then

contacts part to interrupt the mains supply.
The cycle ends and the Operate l.e.d. goes
off.
The time period of ICI is set by the values
of resistor, R2 and capacitor, C3. Adjustment to the timing is provided over a wide

much as a last resort.

reset and a normal charging cycle begun.

AUTO DISCHARGE

The complete circuit circuit for Charge -I5
is shown in Fig. I. The low -voltage supply
needed to operate the electronic section

and to provide battery charging

ob-

is

tained from the conventional arrangement
of mains transformer T1, full -wave rectifier
diodes DI and D2 and smoothing capacitor,
C1. Fuse, FS I, provides protection in the
event of accidental overload or short-circuit.
After switching on at mains switch, SI, a
supply is established by pressing push -to make Start switch, S2. This allows current

the memory effect is given at the end).

Battery discharge will usually be indicated

when the equipment being powered by it
fails to work. However, it is still necessary to
ensure that the discharging process is complete before charging begins.
This is done automatically by Charge -15
which starts the cycle by applying a heavy

to flow through the transformer primary
winding.

The low -voltage supply so obtained initiates the twin precision timers based on
integrated circuits ICI and IC2 with current

load for one to two minutes. Although this
ensures that the cells are sufficiently "flat",
they are not totally (deep) discharged and
the terminal voltage will remain above one

flowing through resistors R3 and R6 respec-

tively. Current also flows to regulator IC3
whose purpose will be described later.

The timers ICI and IC2 are connected

volt or thereabouts.
this can sometimes cause problems. There is

in self -triggering mode. Thus, as the supply
voltage rises, both timers are actuated and

a check provided in the form of a filament
lamp which lights if a cell has been inserted

their respective outputs (pin 3) go high for
a time determined by external components

which is significantly charged already.

then revert to low.

USING THE
CIRCUIT

With ICI output high, base current enters
transistor TR I via current -limiting resistor,
R4, and collector current flows through the

Allowing the voltage to fall further than

relay coil RLA. The normally -open (n.o.)
contacts, RLA I, of the relay then "make"
and by-pass switch S2. Thus, the mains

In use, the charger is set for either two or

four cell operation by means of a rotary
switch. The cells are then inserted into the

relay RLA switches off and the "make"

range by preset VR I connected as a variable
resistor between ICI pins 11 and 12.

While ICI is timing over a nominal 15 -

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

To ensure that the charge is delivered accurately, the cells must first be almost completely discharged. This means that the unit
is unsuitable for "topping up" the charge in
cells. Such topping -up by whatever type of
charger is not a good idea anyway - nickel cadmium cells respond much better to complete charge/discharge cycles and this avoids
any memory effect (a little information about

is

minute period, IC2 performs a similar function but over a shorter one - about one to
two minutes. Thus 1C2 will switch off while
ICI is still in the process of timing. IC2 time
period is set by the value of resistor R5 in
conjunction with capacitor, C5 with preset
potentiometer VR2 forming the adjustment
in a similar manner to ICI.

With IC2 output high, transistor TR2
operates, with base current flowing via
resistor R8, and drives the coil of relay RLB.
Contacts, RLB1, then change over to

the normally -open ("make") position. This
provides the initial discharge function to be
described presently. The I.e.d., D5, operates

in conjunction with current -limiting resistor
R7 to show that this section is operating.

BINARY COUNTER
Before proceeding, some readers may wish

to know a little about how timers ICI and
IC2 operate - if not, this section may
be omitted. Both timers work in identical
fashion so it is only necessary to explain the
action of one of them.

Consider the timer based on ICI and associated components. This self -triggers as
the supply voltage rises and capacitor C3
charges through resistor R2 so that the voltage at pin 13 rises.

At a certain value, an on -chip binary
counter registers a count of one and the
capacitor is discharged to begin a further cycle. This repeats until 4095 such
charge/discharge cycles have been counted
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Charge -15 fifteen minute NiCad battery charger.
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whereupon the output goes low - that is, it
switches off.

Resistor R3 acts in conjunction with an
internal on -chip 5V regulator to provide a

I,

...II

961'

11,,,A

I

precise 5V supply for the i.c. Capacitor C2 is
necessary to provide internal stability.

Diodes 134 and D6 by-pass the reverse
high -voltage pulse which occurs when the
magnetic field in the respective relay core
suddenly collapses on switching off. This
could otherwise damage semiconductor
components in the circuit.

-Er ... 67.

x-

_

6

0

POLES APART
Switch S3 is a four -pole three-way rotary

type but in this application, only two positions are used. Each position corresponds to
a number of cells - either two or four and in
Fig. I, these are labelled "2" and "4" respec-

tively. Note that the switch is shown in the
position "4". The four poles labelled a, b, c
and d are used for the various purposes to be
described presently.
Suppose a supply is established with both

relays, RLA and RIB, energized. Suppose
also that two cells have been selected by
means of switch S3 and the Manual Discharge switch S4 is set to Normal (N).

Current flows from the positive terminal
of the 2 -cell battery, BI, via S4(N) and RLB
"make" contacts through S3b pole contacts.

From here it flows through resistor, R II
and filament lamp LPI connected in parallel
with it, with current returning to B1 negative
terminal via S3d pole.
The low value of resistor R II imposes a
high load, 2A approximately, and the lamp
itself imposes a further 0.5A so any remaining charge in the cells is soon dissipated.
This is the "self -discharge mode".
If four cells have been selected there arises

a similar situation but this time both pairs of
2 -cell batteries appear in series through S3d
pole. Discharging now takes place through
both resistors R12 and RI I which appear in
series, and through lamp LPI .

The lamp has a voltage rating of 2.4V
which is correct for two cells but when four
cells are selected (4.8V) resistor R12 limits
the operating current to the correct value. A
discharged cell will have insufficient volt-

age across its terminals to light the filament lamp. However, if the voltage is high
enough due to the battery still retaining
some charge, the lamp will operate providing the warning mentioned previously.
When IC2 time period is complete but ICI

still has some time to run, RLB/ I contacts change over to the normally closed
("break") position. The discharging process

ends and current is now directed from
regulator IC3 output, via diode D7 and
S4(N)

contacts

to

the

batteries

being

charged - either two or four cells according
to the position of S3d. Charging current will
then flow until ICI times out and the whole
circuit switches off
Should the cells require a substantial
amount of discharging before a normal cycle
.

is

Component layout on the completed stnpboard.
other details, this must be regarded as
mainly because various components become
approximate and it may be necessary to
hot in operation and the metalwork is used
modify the value of this resistor so that the
as a heatsink.
correct current is provided.
Note that S3 must be a rotary switch of

HOT STUFF

The possibility of cell overheating is
prevented by the arrangement of thermistors
RI3 and RI4. These are placed close to the
cells

being charged. Thermistor R 13 is
responsible for the pair BI while R14 is
responsible for the other set, B2.
With S3 set for two cells, S3a connects R 13

alone. When four cells are selected, both
R13 and R14 appear iii series. Similarly,
when two cells are selected, S3c calls preset

potentiometer VR4 into play and with four
cells, VR3 is connected instead.
Whichever preset is selected, resistor RIO
appears in series with it. This is a precaution

against setting either preset to zero by accident. This could cause excessive current flow
in the thermistors if they were already hot.
The arrangement of thermistors and presets described above sets a control voltage
on 1C3 pin 4 and this, in turn, determines the
output voltage developed at the cathode (k)
end of diode D7. With correct adjustment to
presets VR3 and VR4 and with the thermistors cool enough, this voltage will normally
exceed the nominal battery voltage and thus
will be sufficient to charge the cells.

As the temperature of a cell or cells
the resistance of the appropriate
thermistor(s) falls and this results in a
rises,

lowering of the control voltage and a

consequent turning down of the charging
current. If the output voltage falls below the
battery voltage, charging stops altogether.

The presets will be adjusted at the end of
construction to provide this roll -off characteristic when the temperature rises higher

than normal. Diode D7 prevents current
flowing back from the cells being charged
through IC3 and associated components.

the "break -before -make" type and having a
contact rating of 2A minimum. The switch is

not called upon to switch the current - only
to carry it so the normally -quoted contact
rating of around 400mA will, in practice, be
found adequate (see components list).
Timing capacitors C3 and C5 must be of a

high quality - see components list. Ceramic
capacitors are unsatisfactory here as their
value changes significantly as they become

warm and would affect the timings as the
temperature inside the case increased.

CIRCUIT PANELS
Construction of Charge -I5 is based on a
main circuit panel made from a piece of 0.1

inch matrix stripboard, size 42 holes x 16
strips. Fig. 2 shows full topside component
layout and details of breaks needed in the
underside copper tracks. In addition to this,
certain components are mounted on a subsidiary tagboard panel - details for this are
shown in Fig. 3.

Begin by constructing the main circuit
panel. Cut the material to size, drill the four
mounting holes and make all track breaks in
the positions indicated. Solder the inter -strip

link wires in position, noting that the link
connecting ICI pins I and 7 is impossible to
add after the i.c. socket has been soldered
into position.
Follow this with the soldered on -board
components then make a careful check for
errors. Complete construction of the panel
by soldering I 5cm pieces of stranded connecting wire to matrix positions C6 and E6
as indicted.
Solder 20cm pieces mains wire of 3A rating

minimum direct to the "make" contacts of
relay RLA - i.e. not via the copper strips.
Make certain these connections are sound

HOUSING

CHARGE -IS MUST BE

HOUSED IN AN EARTHED
ALUMINIUM BOX. This is

The completed tagboard. Note that the

metal tab of the voltage regulator is
bolted to the metal case.

begun, switch S4 provides a manual

discharge function. Thus, by switching it to
the Discharge (D) position, the cells may be
discharged for an indefinite time independent of the action of the rest of the circuit. It is
therefore not necessary to have the mains
switched on for this.
Regulator IC3 is a sophisticated device
with on -chip regulation of both current and
voltage. It also contains circuitry to shut the

device down in the event of overload or
overheating.

Resistor R9 sets the current delivered by

the output (pin 5) to a value of 2A. In
practice, due to component tolerances and
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Fig. 2 (left). Striboard
component layout and

details of breaks re-

quired in the underside
copper tracks.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors:
R1, R3, R6,
R7, R10

470 (5 off)
3M3
4k7 (2 off)

R2

R4, R8

1M
Of222 (and possibly
Of247 and 1f2) 1W
(see text)
1f22 7W
1 7W
Bead thermistors
resistance at 25°C

R5
R9

R11

R12
R13, R14

15k approx. (2 off)
All resistors 0 25W 5% unless shown
otherwise

Potentiometers
VR1, VR2 470k min. carbon preset,
vert. (2 off)
VR3, VR4 22k min. carbon preset,
vert. (2 off)

Capacitors:
4700µ radial elect. 16V
C2, C4, C7 100n ceramic (3 off)
C3
100n polyester or Mylar
film
22n polyester or Mylar
C5
film
220n ceramic
C6
C1

Miscellaneous
R LA,R LB Miniature relay 12V, 400
ohm coil, relay with
single -pole changeover
contacts rated at 240V a.c.
T1

Semiconductors
D1,D2,D7 1N5400 50V 3A rect.
diodes (3 off)
D3

5mm green I.e.d.

D4,D6

1N4001 50V 1A rect.
diodes (2 off)

D5

5mm red I.e.d.

TR1, TR2 ZTX300 npn silicon (2 off)
ZN1034E precision timer
IC1, IC2
(2 off)
L200 voltage/current
IC3
regulator 2A

S1

S2

S3

5A (2 off)
Mains transformer with 12V
- OV - 12V secondary or
twin 12V secondaries
rated at 25VA
SPST 240V mains -rated
rocker or toggle switch. 1 A
contacts minimum.
Miniature push -to -make
switch with 240V
mairts-rated contacts
rated at 1A minimum.
4 -pole 3 -way rotary switch
- break -before -make
action. Contacts rated at
2A carrying capacity
minimum.
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S4

FS1

B1,B2
LP1

Toggle or rocker switch with
make contacts rated at 2A
d.c. minimum.
20mm panel fuseholder with
5A anti -surge fuse
Double AA -type battery
holders having PP3-type
connectors (2 off)
2.4V 0.5A bulb with holder
and lens to suit (see text)

Stripboard 0 1 in. matrix, size 16 strips x
42 holes; aluminium box, size 152mm x
114mm x 76mm; tagboard panel - two
rows of 16 tags needed; PP3 battery
connectors (2 off); 14 pin d.i.l. socket (2
off); self-adhesive plastic feet (41 off);
spring -clip for LP1, if required; solder
tags (3 off); stranded connecting wire
3A 3 -core mains wire; small fixings;
solder, etc.

Approx cost
guidance only
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and cannot break free in service. At the same

time, check that the copper tracks adjacent
to these connections are completely broken -

this is essential for safety reasons. Solder
20cm pieces of stranded connecting wire to
the changeover contacts of relay, RLB.

TAGBOARO

Refer to Fig. 3 and construct the tag-

board panel. Cut the material to size (two
rows of 16 tags) and make the inter -tag
links. Mount the on -board components as
indicated taking care over the polarity of
electrolytic capacitor, Cl. Note that resistors, RI 1 and R12 become hot in operation
so they must be mounted a few millimetres
clear of the panel to allow ventilation.
Cut off IC3 pin 3 close to the body. This is
possible because the metal tab when bolted

to the metalwork automatically makes this
connection. With care, bend the remaining
pins to the form indicated in photographs.

Pins 4 and 5 of 1C3 should be extended
using single -core wire to reach the positions

indicated. Leave space for the additional
resistor which may have to be connected in
parallel with R9 to obtain the correct output
current ( shown in dotted lines in Fig. 3).

CASE FOR
VENTILATION
Hold the two sections of the case together
then raise the top part so that there is a gap

of 4mm at each side. Mark through the
existing holes in the top section on to the
flanges of the lower one and drill new holes
to correspond with these.
Check that the case re -assembles correctly
with the self -tapping screws used in the new
holes. These gaps are necessary to allow a
flow of air to circulate through the case for
ventilation purposes.
Drill holes in the base of the case for mains
674

82

Fig. 3. Interwiring between the two boards and all off -board components. Connections to relay RLA "make" contacts are made by soldering 3A (minimum) mains
wire direct to the relay tags.
transformer TI and for main circuit panel
the tagboard panel temporarily on the end
mounting. Drill holes in the end panel for
panel using a thick piece of cardboard
tagboard and IC3 mounting. Make holes
beneath the board to provide insulation.

for all switches, I.e.d. indicators and for

fuseholder FS I Drill a hole to accommodate the strain relief grommet to be used
on the mains input lead.
Drill holes and mount the cell holders
note the solder tag on one of the fixings. Include a piece of thick cardboard beneath the
.

holders - this is necessary to provide heat
insulation and prevent the cells from becoming too warm in operation. This could cause

the operating current to turn down prematurely due to warming the thermistors.
Drill holes through the centre of each cell

holder and through the metal case (those
used in the prototype unit already had convenient holes). These will be used to accommodate the bead thermistors later.

Drill a hole for lamp LPI holder. This
component may cause problems, there do
not appear to be neat panel lamp holders for
this type of bulb. The smaller LES lamps for
which holders are supplied are not available
in the correct voltage and current rating.
The method used in the prototype was to
use a panel lamp holder designed for an LES

bulb and to discard all but the lens and
bezel. The lamp itself was mounted using
a small spring clip - this holds it securely
beneath the lens and also connects the side
contact to the metal case as required. The
end connection to the bulb is made by careful soldering. A cardboard shield around the
lamp is cosmetic in preventing light emerging from the ventilation slots in the case.
Mount the mains transformer T1, including solder tags on both fixings - these will be

used for "Earthing" purposes later. Mount

Follow this by mounting the main circuit panel using short stand-off insulators on

the bolt shanks. Great care must he taken
to ensure that all connections on the copper strip side remain at least 4mm clear of
the metalwork. This is essential for safety
reasons. As with the tagboard panel, use a
thick piece of cardboard beneath as an additional precaution.

TWO POSITIONS
Before mounting rotary switch S3, it is
necessary to adjust it so that only two positions can be selected. This is a little-known
art and many people do not know how to do
it or, indeed, that it is possible.

Begin by removing the nut and washer
from the spindle. Underneath will be found

a tab washer which may be removed to
reveal a ring of holes in the plastic body
where the tab can rest.
In its original position, the moving contact
can take up one of three positions. However,

by replacing the tab in a different hole, the
correct configuration will be found where it
can only move to two positions.

There are numbers I to 12 inscribed on
the body next to the tags. The "impossible"
positions should be 1, 4. 7 and 10. This point
may be checked using a multimeter with a
"buzz -test" or simply a battery and bulb.

Extend the end leads of the thermistors
(R13, R14) using narrow -bore heat shrinkable sleeving on the wires. Not only will this
provide insulation but will also give protection against possible cutting of them by the
metal box when they are in position.
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Mount the thermistors in the holes drilled
in the cell holders using quick -setting epoxy
resin adhesive to secure them. These should

POSITIVE CONNECTION

SWIVELLED OUT OF THE WAY

rest in such a position that they sense the
air temperature around the cells without actually touching them. This is because thermistors are fragile and easily damaged.

NEGATIVE
CONNECTION

INTERWIRING

MADE

Refer to Fig. 3, mount remaining com-

Psa

ponents and complete the internal wiring - it

will be necessary to remove the tagboard
panel for this. The use of stranded wire of
different colours - for example, "rainbow"
ribbon cable - will help in avoiding errors.

However, all wiring shown in bold type
(thick leads) must be mains type of 3A rating
minimum.

TABLE 1:

Rei.turi

Tag numbering for switch S3
Pole

2 Cells
4 Cells
Tag number
2
5

3
6

c

8

d

11

9
12

a

b

Table I shows a mapping of the function
of switch S3 poles a to d against the tags as
numbered on the plastic body. Note resistor
RI soldered in -line with I.e.d. D3. Note also
resistor RIO at S3 position and the manner
in which presets VR3 VR4 are soldered directly to the switch tags.
Tighten all fixings. Re -attach the tagboard

panel. Finally, tidy up the wires by using
small cable ties as shown in the photograph.

Cut off a suitable piece of 3 -core mains type wire of 3A rating to use as the inlet lead.

Install it as shown in Fig. 3, making certain
that the connections are secure and cannot
dislodge in service. Fit the strain relief grommet and attach the lead in position.

Make a thick cardboard shield for the
mains connections at T1 and at Si and S2
position. Secure this in position -see photo-

graph. Make certain that this shield will
prevent touching of ant mains connections
either with the fingers or with a metal tool.

Leave presets VRI and VR2 adjusted to
approximately mid -track position. Adjust

VR3 fully clockwise and VR4 fully anticlockwise. Fit plastic feet to the underside of
the case.

Attach the mains plug and fit it with a 2A
fuse. Readers using a non -UK pattern plug
should fit a separate 2A mains fuse inside the
case. Insert a 5A anti -surge fuse in the panel
fuseholder.

SETTING -UP

AND TESTING
Important note: Due to mains connections

existing inside the case, all adjustments to
presets VRI to VR4 - and any other adjust meats - MUST be made with due care. Check
that it is absolutely impossible to touch

any mains connections at the transformer
primary, switches SI, S2 or elsewhere.
Set the "test" ammeter to a range which
covers 2A d.c. If the test prods can be fitted
with small crocodile clips, the procedure will
be made much easier. Insert two discharged
cells in the appropriate cell holder observing
the polarity. Swivel the battery connector so

that only the negative connection is made.
Switch on the mains and press S2 for an instant. Both I.e.d.'s should light.
It is necessary to wait until the red Discharging one (D5) goes off before proceeding. When this happens, connect the ammeter between the battery holder positive
connection and the free end of the connector
as shown in Fig. 4.

2 CELL HOLDER

MULTITESTER

Fig. 4. Using test meter, set to amperes range, to check charging current.
Observe the meter reading - the current
effect If the cells remain too cool to do this,
should be 2A approximately. If it is not near
the temperature may be increased .slightly by
this value, resistor R9 will need to be adcareful use of a hair dryer.
justed - raising its value will reduce the curAttach the lid making sure that all internal
rent and vice -versa. Note, however, that it
wiring remains clear of resistors, RI I and
is acceptable for the current to exceed 2A
R12 since these can become hot in opera(up to, say, 2.2A) providing it falls to 2A or
tion and could damage any insulation which
below within half a minute or so.
comes into contact with them. With the unit
If R9 needs to be reduced in value, first
unplugged from the mains, check that a meta!
try simply short-circuiting it. If this results in
object Dacha' into a ventilation slot cannot
a current exceeding 2IA, remove the shorttouch a mains connection - provide more
circuit and connect an additional resistor in
insulation. shields, etc. as necessary.

parallel with it - see Fig. 3.
Try a value of 0.7 ohm in the first instance
or one ohm if the current then exceeds 2A. It
is unlikely that R9 will need to be increased if it does, try a 0.27 ohm resistor in place of
the existing one in the first instance.

SETTING TIMES
The timings for initial discharge and total
cycle (that is, initial discharge plus charging time) are adjusted by means of presets
VR2 and VRI respectively. Note that no
cells need be inserted for this to be done. It
will probably be necessary to make a short
screwdriver to enable the presets to be adjusted with the circuit panel in position - a

TROUBLE FREE
folkm mg tips will help you to get the
best out of Charge -15. First, always check
before using the unit that selector switch S3

is set correctly for 2 or 4 -cells. Do NOT
move S3 between positions while the unit
is operating because although the switch
will cam the operating current it may be
damaged if called upon to switch it.

Make certain that the cells are correctly
inserted - i.e with the correct polarity in
the holder(s). ,4 cell inserted the wrong way

round is likely to be permanently damaged.
Avoid covering the unit while it is operating since the heat needs to escape freely. Do

short piece of plastic rod with the end filed to

not place it on a surface which could be

shape will serve.

damaged by heat. Note that it is normal for
more heat to be produced when charging
two cells than four.
If wishing to charge more than one set of
cells, wait until the case cools before using
it again. Never repeat charging of cells in

The initial "discharge" time should be set
first. Adjust preset VR2 clockwise (as viewed

from mains transformer TI position) to
provide a period of one to two minutes or as

required. Next, adjust VR1 to provide the
correct "charging" period (that is, the time
elapsing after the red Discharging 1.e.d. goes

an attempt to increase the amount of charge

off. Again, clockwise rotation of VRI (as

stored.
If using S4 (Manual Discharge switch) do

viewed from TI position) increases the time
period.

not forget to set it back to Normal before
beginning a charging cycle or the cells will

For charging 500mAh cells at 2A, a
timing of 15 minutes maximum is advised.
If the charging current is a little less than

2A and there is no wish to increase it,
the timing may be increased in proportion. Similarly, if 600mAh cells are being
charged, a timing of 18 minutes may be
used. Note that the capacity is marked on
the cell body.

Attention may now be given to adjusting
presets VR3 and VR4. Insert a pair of discharged cells known to be in good condition. Press S2 to initiate the cycle. Near the
end of the charging time, the cells may feel
warm and VR4 should be adjusted clockwise until the charging current just shows
signs of falling then slightly anti -clockwise
again.

Repeat the procedure with four cells on
charge and with VR3 adjusted first anticlockwise then clockwise again for the same
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not be ..harged If having discharged cells in
this way they feel hot, wait for them to cool
before beginning a charging cycle.

MEMORY EFFECT
When nickel -cadmium cells are not allowed to discharge completely and have
their charge "topped up" repeatedly, they
develop a memory effect. Thus, if a cell
is discharged to one-half of its full rated
capacity. it will tend to "remember" this and

will only be capable of delivering half a
charge To avoid this effect, nickel -cadmium
cells should be completely discharged before
charging again.
It may be possible to recover the cells from
the memory effect by completely discharg-

ing the pack then charging several times.
After a few such cycles they should begin to

"remember" their full capacity and behave
normally again
675
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Teach in '93
with Alan Winstanley
Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE and
Geoff MacDonald B.Sc(Hons) AMIEE

Part 11

Teach -In '93 continues a tradition of offering an interesting and
thorough tutorial series aimed specifically at the novice or complete
begii met in electronics. The series is designed to support those
undertaking either GCSE Electronics of GCE Advanced Levels.

LAST month we covered a number of programming topics, and
demonstrated some of these on the Micro Lab. This month we
will look at how microprocessors can interface with external
circuits and sensors. We will introduce some more 6502 commands,
and give some examples of their use. All the experiments will run on
the Micro Lab, and some will use the circuits of the Mini Lab to act
as input and output sensors.

INTERFACING THE MICRO LAB TO THE
REAL WORLD
We have previously thought of the Microprocessor as a collection
of digital circuits capable of manipulating digital data through input
and output ports. The input switches and output I.e.d.s are examples
of this digital 1/0 where they can only be on or off. However, the
world we live in is en analogue world where all the forces of nature
that affect us are infinitely variable in their makeup.
In earlier parts of fetich -In we measured some of these analogue
values using transducers to ret.ord light intensity, or temperature.

The circuits amplified and conditioned the signals from the

transducers to allow us to measure them as analogue voltages on
the Mini I al) Voltmeter It is in possible for an all digital microproces
sor to record these dialogue values without additional circuitry.
Consider an analogue transducer that gives an output signal of 0
to 5 volts for an input temperature range of 0 to 50 degrees C. If this
was connected directly to a data input of a microprocessor it would
not be able to read all the variations of the signal. Fig. 11.1 shows the
digital input characteristic for a typical microprocessor. When the
input voltage is below 0.8 volts (8 degrees C) the port sees a logic
zero As the voltage (temperature) increases the logic level of the
port is indeterminate - the microprocessor could read the voltage as
a logic 1 or logic 0. When the voltage is above 2.0 volts (20 degrees
C) the microprocessor will read the input as a logic I The result of
connecting ai . analogue signal to a digital input is:

Temperature

Logic Level

0°C to + 8°C

0

+8°C to +20°C

undetermined

+ 20°C to + 50°C

1

This is only of limited use. The detection of temperatures below 8
degrees C could be used for a frost thermostat, and the detection of
temperatures above 4 20 degrees C could be used to turn on an air

conditioning plant for example. But we could not use the information for recording the actual temperature at any particular time, and
it is impossible to determine if the temperature lies between 8 degrees C and 20 degrees C. A new type of circuit is needed that can
convert analogue signals into a range of digital values. This is called
an Analogue to Digital Converter or ADC. Its counterpart is a circuit
that converts digital signals to analogue values called a Digital to
Analogue Converter or DAC.
These are the key to allowing a microprocessor or other digital
circuits to interface to the real world. Fig. 11.2 shows a typical
application where an ADC is needed. The weighing platform could
be of the type used in most shops to weigh customer's purchases.

When goods are placed on the weighing platform a low level
analogue voltage is produced which is proportional to the weight
This is amplified and input to an ADC block where it is converted to a
digital signal that can be read by the microprocessor.

In this example the ADC produces 8 bits of digital data and is
called an 8 bit ADC. There will be 256 possible output codes, and
this determines the minimum resolution of the input signal. For an
input signal of 0 to 2 volts the resolution of this converter will be
2.0 256 = 7.8I mV. Converters are available with more output bits
that can resolve much smaller voltage changes. If the ADC was a 16
bit converter the resolution would be 2.0 - 65536 = 30-5 microvolts.
As the number of bits increases the cost of the converter goes up.
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Fig. 11.1. CPU input level.
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Fig. 11.2. ADC used in weighing application.
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Fig. 11.3. DAC used in X- Y plotter.

A practical limit is reached when the circuit electrical noise in the
ADC block exceeds the smallest resolution step size. In practice the
limit of resolution is reached with 22 bit converters.

DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERSION
There is often a need to generate analogue information from a
digital input. For instance. Fig. I 1.3 shows an application for a DAC.
In this example an analogue pen plotter is driven by a microprocessor. The pen plotter requires a 2.0 volt signal for a full scale output of

both the X and Y axis. The microprocessor loads digital data into
DAC 1 and DAC 2. These produce a 0 to 2.0 volt output signal
which is buffered before driving the X and Y channels. By altering the

data loaded into the DACs the plotter can draw diagrams held in
the CPU's memory. This is a good example of a requirement for
high resolution DACs in order to minimise the smallest step that the
microprocessor can draw, so the digram will be more accurate.
There are many types of ADC and DAC i.c.s available with intemal
architecture's optimised to meet different market needs such as low
power, high speed, and parallel or serial data output. Have a look at

a supplier's catalogue and check out the resolution against price
and speed of conversion. As the conversion speeds increase the
power consumption of the devices rises due to the increased silicon
areas and higher speed clocks used.

The most common type of digital to analogue converter is based
on a voltage switching R -2R network. Fig. 11.4 shows a simplified
three bit DAC of this type. The digital input drives the switches and a
code of 000 will close all the switches to ground giving an output of 0
volts. The voltage reference determines the full scale output of the
DAC when all three switches are driven by code 111.
To see how this circuit works a code of 100 will close the Most
Significant Bit (MSB) to the reference voltage, and close the other
two switches to ground. The output now becomes Vref -2 as the
resistors form a 2:1 attenuator. The combined resistance of all the
closed switches becomes 2R and this in conjunction with the MSB
2R acts as a voltage divider.

converter are shown in Fig. 11.5 with a 1/2 step offset. The buffer
usually determines the speed at which the DAC can switch from zero
to full scale. The actual resistance of R and 2R are unimportant, but
their ratiometric accuracy determines the accuracy of the DAC. The
values are chosen to avoid loading the reference voltage.
Adding additional stages increases the resolution of this type of

circuit. The DAC on the Micro Lab is an 8 bit converter using the
R -2R ladder technique. This is shown in Fig. 11.6. Data is loaded
from the data bus when the chip enable signal goes low. The DAC
contains an internal 2.56V voltage reference giving a minimum step
size of 10mV. The output is buffered by 1/2 IC17 - a TL072 dual
operational amplifier. Resistor R20 is actually a wire link making the
amplifier a buffer with a gain of 1. The output can be attenuated by
replacing the link with a resistor.

Resistor R18 and capacitor C24 form a simple high pass filter to
remove switching noise from the output This improves the "sound"
when audio signals are being outputted.

ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
An analogue to digital converter can be made from the switched
DAC system described above. Fig. 11.7 shows an 8 bit "tracking"
ADC that uses the DAC plus a counter and a window comparator.
The input voltage to be measured is compared to the output of the
DAC. If DAC output is below the input voltage then the counter is
increased and the DAC output increases until it exceeds the input
voltage. At this point the counter is switched to "down" mode and
the DAC output goes down. When a steady voltage is applied to the
ADC input the counter does not oscillate as the comparator has a
window of ± 1/2LSB. When the input voltage changes the ADC tracks
the voltage. The counter output provides the digital representation of
the analogue input voltage.

This type of converter works well if the input voltage only has a
slow rate of change. When a step change is applied - say from zero
to full scale - the converter has to clock through every counter value
to achieve a balance at the window comparator. A faster scheme is

Similarly as other switches close the output varies due to the different attenuations. If the code is 010 then the output voltage is
Vref- 4. In practice the R -2R ladder is followed by a buffer circuit to
avoid loading by external circuits. The buffer is often offset above 0

to use a successive approximation technique. This is similar to a
mechanical balance with a set of weights each twice as big as the

volts to bias the output by

the balance. If the unknown weight is heavier the next weight is

step The output steps for this 3 bit

previous one up to half the total capacity of the scale.
On weighing an unknown weight the heaviest weight is placed on

IDEAL OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC
111.

110101,

100'
/

011.
010.

1/

001

000 /
0

1/13

1/4

3/8

112

5/5

314

7.15

1

V REF

1/2 STEP OFFSET IN OUTPUT BUFFER

Fig. 11.4. R -.3R DAC.
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Fig. 11.5. 3 -Bit DAC output.
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placed on the pan. If the total is now greater than the weight the
second weight is taken off and the third placed on the scale. In this
way the sum of the remaining weights on the scale equals the un-

MICRO LAB ADC
The ADC uses the Micro Lab 1 MHz clock for the counter. Again
the ZN448 has an internal voltage reference of 2.56 volts. This gives
the ADC a 10mV measurement step. The analogue input signals are

known weight.

Similarly, the successive approximation converter tries the MSB
first followed by the next bit until the DAC output to the comparator
"balances" the input voltage. This is shown in Fig. 11.8. The maximum number of clock pulses to measure the input voltage is now 8
(for an 8 bit converter) instead of up to 256! The ADC on the Micro
Lab is a successive approximation converter, and its circuit diagram

fed through 1/2 a IL072P operational amplifier. This is wired as a
buffer with a gain of 1. If attenuation of the input is required the RI5
link can be replaced with a resistor.

Conversion is started by a CPU write command. After 10 clock
periods (additional clocks are needed to set up the converter operation) the data can be read from the output port with a read to address
8020(h). With a 1MHz clock the ADC can operate at a theoretical
maximum rate of 100kHz, but additional CPU
time is needed to store the data in memory.

is shown in Fig. 11.9.

This allows a maximum read rate of about
50kHz, The ADC needs a negative voltage to
operate and this comes from the - 5V supply
attenuated through R14.

+5V
R20

LINE

617
390

DATA LOGGING,
MONITORING AND
MEASUREMENT

10

\ DATA 7

II

DATA 6

12

\ DATA S

,3

C18

ZN428

\OATA 4

AV OUT

1004

T

yOuT

3

One of the most common uses

ti2TL072P

DATA 3

BITS

DATA 2

16

-5V

BIT 6

\DATA 1

storing of one or more, usually
analogue, inputs. The results may then be
and

TREF

\DATA 0

R19

2-56V

104

processed and analysed at a later date. Two

TREF

DACC/S

of

computers - particularly smaller systems
like the Micro Lab - is that of data logging.
Data logging is simply the measurement

BIT I

ALE

ME C24

C23

Man

common examples are weather stations
which record information about rainfall,
wind speed and direction, sunlight level,
humidity, etc. and temperature monitoring
for refrigerated lorries. The data logging

1p
OV

equipment may be programmed to give an
alarm (or even dial a telephone number) if a

measurement goes above or below set
1.1g. 11.6. Micro Lab DAC.
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Fig. 11.7. Tracking ADC.
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Purpose built data logging equipment is
often designed to be battery operated and,
so, use very low power and high reliabilit),
circuits as they may be required to be left

the amount of data which may be stored,
data compression techniques are often

6

R/W

7

several million bytes (mega -bytes or Mb) of
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2.56V
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years! Also, as a very large number of
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Fig. 11.8. Successive approximation ADC operation.
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Fig. 11.9. Micro Lab ADC.
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ing slowly changing inputs, stores the difference between the current and the last
measurements. So, assume that you have
an eight bit A/D converter which is being
used to measure sunlight level, and the
difference between two samples is between

-8 and + 7, then you could store this
number in four bits. This doubles the number of samples which you can store.
679

Fig. 11.10. Demonstration Program 5.
81C2
81C2
81C2
8102
81C2
81C2
81C2
81C2
81C2
8102
81C2
81C2
81C2
81C2
81C2
81C2
81C2
81C4
8106
81C8
81CA
81CC
81CF
81D1
81D4
81D6
81D9
81DC
81DE
81DF
81E1
81E4
81E6
81E9
81EC
81EE
81F1
81F3
81F5
81F7

AAA
AAA

;***

*** Everyday Electronics Micro -Lab

*AA

;*.*

***
***
;***

***
;***

Name:
Version:
Author:
Date:
Last Update:

AAA
AAA
AAA

Demonstration 5
1.0

Geoff MacDonald
13/01/1993

*AA
AAA

**A

;Read sixty values from the analogue input at one second
;intervals and store them in a table in RAM between
;$0200 and $023C.
A900

D_DEM05:

8590

A200
A001
A900
200900
A590
202400
A920
200600
8DFFFF
AOOA

DEMOSA:

88

DEMOSB:

LDA
STA

#0

LDX
LDY

#0
#1
#0

LDA
JSR
LDA

DOFD
AD2080
A690
9D0002
202400
A964
201800
E690
E03B
DOCF
00

$90

HEXOUT

BNE

DEMO5B
AIN

INC

CPX
BNE
BRK

;Position cursor to left side
;of bottom row,
;with cursor off

CURSOR

JSR
LDA
JSR
STA
LDY
DEY

LDA
LDX
STA
JSR
LDA
JSR

;Point to start of table

$90

MINI I AB

;Display sample number

#$20

;Display a space

OPCHAR
$FFFF

;Initiate A/D conversion

#10

;Delay

$90

$0200,X
HEXOUT
#100

MICRO LAB

ASV

CONS

47k

;Read analogue input
;Store it in the table
;Display it on the LCD
;Delay for one second

MICRO LAS
ANALOGUE INPUT

0- 2

5 VOLTS

Fig. 11.11. 0-2.5 volt source
- data logging simulator.

DELAY
$90
#59

;Point to next position in the table

DEMO5A

;Repeat for sixty values
;Terminate

Suppose the system measures light level between 0 and 255

0200h, which is the first address where the data will be stored. Next,

every second. Over a period of ten seconds the following

it reads the analogue port and stores the value at the next free

results are obtained:

The differences between successive values are:

location in memory, then waits for one second. The memory pointer
is then incremented by one and, if it is less than 60 (or 3Ch) it jumps
back to read the port again. The measurement number and value
are displayed in hexadecimal on the I.d.c. as the program runs.

+ 6, + 2, - 1, + 2, - 4, - 5, - 3, - 3, - 4, + 3

results using the MODify command by entering:

40,46, 48, 47, 49, 45, 40, 37, 34, 30, 33

The program would store the first measurement as normal,
followed by the differences. In hexadecimal, this would be:

28, 62, F2, CB, DD, C3

(Since in hex_ - 1 = F, -2 = E, -3 = D, -4 = C, -5 = B ...)
Another technique, called run length encoding (RLE) may be
used again for data which changes very slowly. When using this
technique the program keeps a count of the number of measurements which have not changed and stores a measurement value
followed by the number of times which it occurred.
Suppose the following measurements are obtained:

When the program has finished running, you can inspect the
MODIFY 200

The first eight readings will be displayed on the I.c.d. You may
display the remainder of the data using the ENTER and DEL keys as
described in the Micro Lab manual.

If you wish to retain the data after the Micro Lab has been
switched off, remember to place the memory link on BATE.

As an exercise, you could re -type this program into RAM and
modify it to take more readings. If you then connect the analogue
input to a light dependent resistor via a suitable circuit, you could
have it monitor light levels over several minutes or hours.
Readers who have followed all the Teach -In articles may like to try

40, 40, 40, 41, 42, 43, 43, 43, 43, 43, 43

adapting the analogue circuits used to measure temperature and
light to record the results on the Micro Lab.

This would be stored using RLE as:

SOUND SAMPLING

40, 3, 41, 1, 42, 1, 43, 6

Another very common use to which computers are put is
for sound sampling. This is simply using fast data logging to

Obviously, if the data changes rapidly, then this technique would
result in more memory being needed, not less!
Real systems often use several different techniques for data compression and analyse the incoming measurements to determine the
most effective.
The Micro Lab contains a demonstration data logging program

- Fig. 11.10 Demonstration 5 - which records the value of the
analogue input every second over a period of one minute. As there is

more than enough memory contained on board, no data compres-

sion techniques are used (this also makes it easier for you to
examine the data afterwards). To use this program, you will need to
connect a circuit which will place a varying voltage between OV and
2.5V on the analogue input A suitable circuit is shown in Fig. 11.11.

This circuit uses a potentiometer to change the voltage, but you
could use a thermistor or I.d.r. but you will need to change other
component values to get the desired output voltage swing.

The demonstration program firstly sets up a pointer to address
680

record sound into a computer memory. The sound may then be
manipulated, looped, reversed, echoed, reverbed, chopped, phased,
chorused and lots of other terms used by the music industry. Sound

samples are frequently used by musical synthesisers and drum

machines (most records with -000h's". -AAAh's- and -OH
YEAHrs- are produced using sampling keyboards). Currently, the
most popular use of digital sound sampling is in the compact disc.
Sound is recorded as digital information that is read and converted
back into analogue voltages by the CD player. Computer game
sound effects and computerised speech are also common uses for
sound sampling techniques.
The problem with sound sampling is the amount of storage space

needed. The sound must be sampled at a minimum of twice
the highest frequency of the input, otherwise aliasing occurs. To
demonstrate aliasing, imagine a simple sine wave at a frequency of
10kHz sampled at a frequency of 9kHz (see Fig. 11.12). When the
stored sample is played back, the output has a frequency of l kHz,
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iI
1

So, in one second of monophonic CD
quality sound, we need to take 44,100
samples each of 16 bits, which is 88,200

A

bytes of data - nearly three times the amount
of memory contained on the Micro Lab! The

I[

I

1

optical CD used for audio can store up to
650Mbytes of data, allowing over 60 minutes
of high quality stereo sound to be listened to.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to use much data
compression due to the time taken to

1

Time

decompress the data. This makes high
quality

sound

sampling

hardware

quite

expensive due to the large amounts of
memory required. Lower quality systems
I

sample at lower rates (12kHz is adequate for
speech) and use 8 bits of data.

1

J

1

Y

,

v

t,

Fig. 11.12. Atasing -A 10kHz signal sampled at 9kHz (x= sample) gives a 1kHz output
signal.
and all the high frequency information is lost To accurately record signals that avoid aliasing
samples are taken at least twice as fast as the highest frequency in the signal.
To get high quality sound samples we must sample at a minimum of 40kHz (this gives a
maximum input frequency of 20kHz which is about the highest a human ear can pick up). CD
sound is recorded at 44.1kHz to ensure all audible signals are recorded.
It is also a good idea to use 16 bit samples to remove quantisation noise. This is noise
produced due to the maximum number of output voltages being a fixed finite value (see Fig.

11.13). With 8 bit samples, the number of possible output voltages is 256 which can
produce some noise when replayed. With 16 bits, the number of possible output voltages is
65536, the noise produced by the "steps" is very small compared to the audio signal, and is
all but inaudible.

SPEECH DEMO
The Micro Lab has two demonstration
routines to perform sound sampling and
playback These work with a sample rate of

roughly 8kHz, with 8 bit samples and no
compression techniques - which is a bit
crackly. Firstly, connect up a microphone and
amplifier circuit on your Mini Lab as shown in
Fig.

11.14. Note that both the input and

output circuits have simple filters on them to
cut out any frequencies above 4kHz to reduce
aliasing. Next, run Demonstration Program 8,
Fig. 11.15, and speak into the microphone you've got about four seconds - the speech is
now being recorded into the RAM. Now, run
Demonstration Program 9, Fig. 11.16, and
the recorded speech is played back!

Both programs are quite simple. The recorder program sets up a pointer to the start
of user RAM (0200h) then reads the analogue
input port and stores the value returned at the
currently pointed to location. It then delays

for a short time - to get a sample rate of
about 8kHz - and increments the pointer by
one, before looping back The replay program does something similar except that it
reads the value from RAM and sends it to the
analogue output port.
You could enter these programs in RAM
(but you would need to store them at location
0100h, or set the start of the sample storage
area to 0300h, otherwise the programs will be

overwritten by the sample) and change the
delay times to alter the pitch of the playback
or sample at a higher frequency. Sampling at
a higher rate will improve the quality, while
sampling at a lower rate will give a longer
sample time.
Next,

its

time to look at more CPU

instructions, and discover some more pro.
gramming techniques. Fig. 11.17 gives some

more 6502 instructions, and adds to those
Fig. 11.13a. Waveform quantisation with 16 Levels.

given last month. Remember that a $ in front
of a number, or a h or (H) after indicates that
the number is in hexadecimal format

STACKS AND
SUBROUTINES
Some of the programs which we have writ-

ten so far use a Jump to Subroutine (JSR)
instruction to call routines within the Micro

Lab monitor to do things such as writing
to the I.c.d. This instruction tells the 6502
to run a section of program (called a subroutine) from the specified address until a
Return from Subroutine (RTS) instruction is
encountered. The 6502 should then jump
back to the instruction after the JSR. As a
subroutine may be called from anywhere in
your programs, the CPU needs to store the
address of the JSR which called it so that it
knows where to jump back to. The area of
memory where the address is stored is called
a stack The 6502 always stores the stack in

Fig. 11.13b. Waveform quantisation with 64 Levels.
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page one of memory (0100h to 01FFh), but
some processors allow you to position the
stack anywhere. The stack is also used as a

681

+12V

DELAYS

CON5,I
TO ANALOGUE I/P
ON MICRO LAB

It is often useful to include delays in your programs - especially
when writing in machine code which is quite fast. Most delays
are included to give the user of your programs time to see something happening, but there are many other times when you will
need to slow your programs down.
The easiest way to produce a delay is to get the computer to

count down from a particular value in a loop. The bigger the
value, the longer the delay. The example below will produce a
very short delay by loading the IX register with 255 (FFh) and
repeatedly decreasing it by one (with the DEX instruction) until it
becomes zero:

Fig. 11.14a Microphone 1/P circuit.
CONNECTOR 5.2

RI

INPUT TO AUDIO

0200 A2 FF
0202 CA
0203 DO FD

LDX #SFF
DEX
BNE $0202

0205 00

BRK

,Set delay length
;IX = IX - I
;Loop until IX = 0
;Stop program

AMPLIFIER
ANALOGUE INPUT
FROM MICRO LAB

The main part of this program are the DEX and BNE lines
which are both executed a total of 255 times. With a 1MHz
6502, the DEX instruction takes 21.15 to execute and the BNE

OR

instruction takes 2µS. This gives a total delay time of 1.02mS (4µ5

Fig. 11.14b. Audio

x 255). This is not a very long time! A simple delay of this sort is
useful for setting the speed of some tasks but often longer delays
are required. An easy way of producing a delay of up to about

output circuit.
temporary store for numbers and registers and sometimes for passing
parameters to routines.
A stack is simply a list of numbers of variable length. The CPU uses a
register called the stack pointer to point to the next memory location
where a number is to be stored. When a number is pushed onto the
stack, it is stored at the location pointed to by the stack pointer and the

stack pointer is incremented by one. When a number is pulled (or
popped) from the stack, the stack pointer is decremented by one and
the number is read from the memory location now pointed to. This is
called a / ast In First Out (UFO) stack. For example:

Assuming that the stack is empty at the start the stack

1/2 second is to use the IY register to count down from 255
with the above routine between each count:
0200 AO FF
0202 A2 FF

LDY #SFF
LDX #SFF

; IY = 255
; IX = 255

0203 CA
0204 DO FD
0206 BB
0208 DO FA
020A 00

DEX
BNE $0203

; IX = IX -

BNE S0202

Loop if not 0
; IY = IY ; Loop if not 0

BRK

;

DEY

;

Stop program

You can get even longer delays by using the accumulator as

pointer (SP) equals FFh

a third counter, with the above routine between each count.

After pushing the value 12h, the stack looks like this:

You could then have IX and IY loaded with values to produce a
known delay time (say 0.01S). It would be very easy to produce
known long delays by setting the accumulator before calling the
delay (e.g. LDA #200 would give a delay of two seconds, LDA
#50 would give a delay of Yi second). This is how the monitor
DELAY subroutine in the Micro Lib works.

(SP = FEh) Stack = 12h
Pushing 34h gives:
(SP = FDh) Stack = 12h, 34h
Pushing 56h gives:
(SP = FCh) Stack = 12h. 34h. 56h

Fig. 11.15. Demonstration Program 8
82B1
8281
82B1
8281
8281
8281
8281
8281
82B1
82B1
8281
8281
8281
8281
8281
8281
8281
8283
82135

82B7
8289

8288
828E
82C0
82C1
82C3
82C6
82C8
82C9
82CB
82CD
82CF
82D1
82D3
82D5
82D7
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rrr

;***
;*** Everyday Electronics Micro -Lab
***
;***
Demonstration 8
Name:
;***
1.0
Version:
;***
Geoff MacDonald
Author:
;***
18/01/1993
Date:
;***
Last Update:
***

drAir
#11/11,

A..
ran

Ir**
A..
***

;Fills the RAM, beginning at address $0200, with
;samples taken from the analogue input at a rate
;of 8.0645kHz (4 seconds of data)
A900
8590
A902

D_DEM08:

T,DA

8591

A000
8DFFFF
A217
CA
DOFD
AD2080
9190
18

A590
6901
8590

A591
6900
8591
10E4
00

LDA
STA

DEMO8A:
DEMOBS:

TA
LDY
STA
LDX
DEX
BNE
LDA
STA
CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
BPL
BRK

#$00
$90
#$02
$91
#$00

;Set up table start address

$FFFF

;4uS
;6uS

#23

DEMOBS
AIN
($90),Y
$90
#$01
$90
$91
#$00
$91

DEMO8A

;98uS
;102uS
;108uS
;110uS
;112uS
;114uS
;116uS
;118uS
;120uS
;122uS
;124uS

;Initiate analogue conversion
;92uS Delay
;Get analogue input
;Store it in the table
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When a subroutine is called, the CPU first pushes two bytes onto the
stack - the low and high bytes of the calling address. Next, it loads the
program counter with the address of the subroutine, making the program jump to this address. When an RTS instruction is encountered,

Pulling from the stack into the accumulator
(SP = FDh) (Acc = 56h) Stack = 12h, 34h
Pulling again gives:
(SP = FEh) (Acc = 34h) Stack = 12h

the top two bytes of the stack are pulled and stored in the program
counter, this makes the program jump back to the calling address.
You should, therefore, always take care when using the stack to pull

Pulling again gives:
(SP = FFh) (Acc = 12h) Stack = < Empty >

If you have a Micro Lab, you can see this happening by typing in the

following program and running it with single stepping switched on.
Single stepping makes the program stop after every instruction and
the I.c.d. shows you all the CPU registers. You can see the program
counter, accumulator and stack pointer changing with each operation.

Unfortunately, there are four 6502 instructions that escape the
single stepping hardware! These are:

(Push the PSW onto the stack)

PLP

(Pull the PSW from the stack)

OPCHAR routine again.

Owners of the Micro Lab can see this happening by typing in the
following program and running it with single stepping turned on. The

The single stepping command skips over these instructions and
stops on the following instruction. A solution is to enter a NOP instruc-

tion immediately after each of these instructions. The I.c.d. will now
show the CPU registers after the instruction has executed.

0200 A9 12
0202 48
0203 EA
0204 A9 34
0206 48
0207 EA
0208 A9 56
020A 48
020B EA
020C 68
020D EA
020E 68
020F EA
020B 68
020C 00

As values pulled from the stack are the most recently pushed, it is
possible to call subroutines from within subroutines or even to have a
subroutine call itself (this is called recursion). An example of this is in
the STRING subroutine of the Micro Lab monitor. This subroutine is
used to output a string of characters to the I.c.d. It first loads the accumulator with the ASCII value of the first character to display and then

calls the OPCHAR subroutine which displays the character on the
I.c.d. It then gets the ASCII value of the next character and calls the

PHA (Push the accumulator onto the stack)
PLA (Pull the accumulator from the stack)
PHP

the same number of bytes as you pi ,sh otherwise when an RTS instruction is executed the wrong address will be pulled and your program will
crash.

LDA 012

;Push 12h onto

PHA

;the stack

program simply loads the accumulator with 00h then calls a subroutine which loads the accumulator with 01h. This subroutine then
calls another subroutine which loads the accumulator with 02h. You
can see the program counter, stack pointer and accumulator changing as each instruction is executed.

0200 A9 00
0202 20 06 02
0205 00

NOP

;Push 34h.

LDA #$34
PHA

NOP

LDA 000

Main program

JSR $0206
BRK

LDA 001

0206 A9 01
0208 20 OC 02

JSR 80200

020B 60

RTS

020C A9 02
020E 60

LDA 002

:Routine number 1

;Push 56h.

LDA #$56
PHA

NOP

;Pull into Acc.

PLA

;Routine number 2

RTS

INTERRUPTS

NOP
PLA

:Pull into Acc.

NOP
PLA

There are two pins on the 6502 mane called /Yon-Maskable Interrupt
(NMI) and the other called Interrupt Request (IRQ). When the voltage

;Pull into Acc.

BRK

;End of program.

applied to one of these pins changes from 5V to OV, an interrupt
occurs. The processor stops executing the main program (pushing
the PSW and PC registers onto the stack) and jumps to an interrupt

Fig. 11.16. Demonstration Program 9.
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8
82D8

82DA
82DC
82DE
82E0
82E2
82E4
82E5
82E7
82E9
82EC
82ED
82EF
82F1
82F3
82F5
82F7
82F9
82FB
82FD
8300

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

;***

*** Everyday Electronics Micro -Lab
;***

***
***
***
***
***

Name:

Demonstratior

Version:
Author:

1.0

Date:

Geoff MacDonald
18/01/1993

Last Update:

***

***

;Reads data from RAM, beginning at address '0200,
a
;and sends each byte to the analogue output
;rate of 8.0645kHz (4 seconds of data)
A900

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDY

#$00
$90
#802
$91
#800

;Set up table start

DEMO9A:
DEMO9B:

LDX
DEX
BNE

#24

;2uS

DEMO9B

LDA
STA

($90),Y

DEMO9A

;98uS
;104uS
;108uS
;110uS
;112uS
;114uS
;116uS
;118uS
;120uS
;122uS
;124uS

#800

;Set output voltage to OV

A902
8591

A000
A218
CA
DOFD
B190
8D3080
18

CLC

A590

LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
BPL
LDA
STA
BRK

6901
8590

A591
6900
8591
10E7

A900
8D3080
00

,ddress

D_DEM09:

8590
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AOUT
$90
#801
$90
$91
#800
$91

;92uS Delay

;Get analogue input
;Store it in the table

AOUT

683

Figure 11.17 - Additional
6502 Instructions
ADC - Add with Carry

NV-BDIZC

xx----xx

Adds the contents of the meltiury address immediate data to the
accumulator and the carry brt The result is placed in the accumulator.
The CLC instruction can be used before ADC to add without carry.

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Immediate
Absolute
Zero Page
(IndirectX)

69

(Indirect),Y
Zero Page.X
Absolute,X
Absolute,Y

71

69 20
6D 34 12
65 20
61 20
71 20
75 20
7D 34 12
79 34 12

6D
65
61

75

7D
79

Example

Immediate
Absolute
Zero Page

29
2D
25

(IndirectX)

21
31

29 20
2D 34 12
25 20
21 20
31 20
32 20
3D 34 12
39 34 12

x-

AND #20h
AND 1234h
AND 20h
AND (20h,X)
AND (20h),Y
AND 20h,X
AND I 234h,X
AND 1234h,Y

OE 34 12

06

06 20

OA
16

OA

xx

16 20
1E 34 12

ASL I 234h
ASL 20h
ASL 1234h,X

NV-BDIZC
-

--

-

-

If set the p. ()gram will branch forward or
backwards by the number of
specified. If clear the next program
instruction is executed Displacement range from -+ 127 to -128 from
the next instruction after BCS
I

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Relative

BO 20

BCS PC + 20h

BIT -Test Accumulator Against Memory Bits

NV-BDIZC

xx----x-

Performs a logical AND between the accumulator and specified
memory location. If the memory and accumulator are riot equal the zero
(Z) flag is set to 1. If the contents are equal the 7 flag is re_ 0 . A the
V flag is set equal to hit 6 of the memory location, and th^ rV flag is set
equal to bit 7. The accumulator remains unchanged.

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Absolute
Zero Page

2C 34 21

24 20

B MI - Branch on Minus

I 134h
BIT 20;
BIT

NV-BDIZC

Tests the N flag for 1. If set the',. Aram will branch forward or
backwards by the number r`f *.es specified. If clear the next program
instruction is executed L.,,,,piak ement range trr--.1 + 127 to --128 from
the next instruction after RMI

Address Mode Op -Code
Relative

30

Exdomp!,
30 20

B PL - Branch on Plus

Example

Relative

10 20

B VC - Branch on Overflow Clear

684

Example

Implied

18

18

CLC

CLD - Clear the Decimal Flag

NV-BDIZC

----0---

Clears the D flag, and allows ADC and SBC operations to be performed
in binary

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Implied

D8

D8

CLD

NV-BDIZC

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Implied

58

`,F-3

CU

CLV - Clear Overflow Flag

NV-BDIZC
0

Clears the V flag

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Implied

88

BR

CLV
NV-BDIZC

x----xx

Compares the contents of the specified memory or immediate data with
the accumulator If the result is zero Z is set If bit 7 - I (negative) then N
is set to I. If the accumulator equals or is greater than the data
(negative) the C flag is set The memory and accumulator contents are
unchanged

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Immediate
Absolute
Zero Page

C9
CD
C5

C9 20
CD 34 12
C5 20

(IndirectX)

CI

C 1 20

(Indirect),Y
Zero Page,X
Absolute,X
Absolute,Y

D1

DI 20

D5
DD
D9

D5 20
DD 34 12
D9 34 12

CMP #2011

CMP 1234h
CMP 20h
CMP (20h,X)
CMP (20h),Y
CMP 20h,X
CMP I 234h,X
CMP 1234h,Y

CPX - Compare to X Register

NV-BDIZC
xxx

Compares the contents of the specified memory or immediate data with
the X register. If the result is zero Z is set If brt 7 = I (negative) then N is
set to 1. If the register equals or is greater than the data (negative) the C
flag is set. The memory and X contents are unchanged.

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Immediate
Absolute
Zero Page

C9
CD

C9 20

05

CS 20

CD3412

CPX #20h
CPX 1234h
CPX 20h

DEC - Decrement

NV-BDIZC
x -

Subtracts 1 from the memory location and stores the results in the
memory location

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Relative

50 20

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Absolute

CE

Zero Page
Zero Page,X
Absolute,X

C6
D6

CE 34 I2
C6 20
D6 20

DEC 1234h
DEC 20h

DE

DE 34 12

DEC I234h,X

DEC 20h,X

DEY- Decrement the Y Register

NV-BDIZC

BPL PC + 20h

NV-BD1ZC

Tests the V flag for 0. If clear the program will branch forward or
backwards by the number of bytes specified. If set the next program
instruction is executed. Displacement range from + 127 to -128 from
the next instruction after BVC.
50

Address Mode Op -Code

NV-BDIZC

Address Mode Op -Code
()

BVS PC + 20h

x

BMI PC + 20h

Tests the N flag for 0. If clear the progrdm will branch forward or
backwards by the number of bytes specified. If set the next program
instruction is executed. Displacement range from + 127 to -128 from
the next instruction after BPL
I

70 20

CMP - Compare Accumulator

ASL A
ASL 20h,Y

BCS - Branch on Carry Set

2C
24

Example

0 --

Example

OE

on

70

Enables interrupts This flay should always be cleared during an
interrupt routine to enable further interrupts.

Shifts the contemts of the accumulator or memory location left by one
bit. Bit 7 is placed in the carry hit. and bit 0 is set to O.

Tests the carry flag for

Litive

CLI - Clear Interrupt Disable Flag

NV-BDIZC
x

IE

instruction is executed. Displacement range from + 127 to -128 from
the next instruction after BVS.

NV-BDIZC
0
Clears the C flag. This instruction is used before ADC to allow addition
without a carry

ADC (20h,X)
ADC (20h),Y
ADC 20h,X
ADC 1234h,X
ADC 1234h,Y

ASL - Arithmetic Shift Left

Absolute
Zero Page
Accumulator
Zero Page,X
Absolute,X

--

-

NV-BDIZC

Address Mode Op -Code

Address Mode Op -Code

-

CLC - Clear Carry Flag

x

35
3D
39

1

Re

Performs a logical AND of the memory address or immediate data and
the accumulator. The result is stored in the accumulator

(Indirect),Y
Zero Page,X
Absolute,X
Absolute,Y

NV-BDIZC

Tests the V flag for If set the program NIII u: anch forward or
backwards by the number of bytes specified. If clear the next program

Address Mode Op -Code

ADC #20h
ADC I 234h
ADC 20h

AND - Logical AND

BVS - Branch on Overflow Set

x-

Decrements I from the Y register
Address Mode Op -Code
Implied

RR

Example
88

DEY

Continued on next page

BVC PC + 20h
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NV-BDIZC

EOR - Excluslve-OR

Exclusive-ORs the accumulator with the specified data, and places the
result in the accumulator.

Address Mode Op -Code
Immediate
Absolute
Zero Page
(Indirect.X)
(Indirect),Y
Zero Page,X
Absolute,X
Absolute,Y

49
4D
45
41
51

55

50
59

Implied

EOR #20h
EOR 1234h
EOR 20h
EOR (20h,X)
EOR (20h),Y
EOR 20h,X
EOR 1234h,X
EOR 1234h,Y
x-

x

Example

Absolute

EE

Zero Page

E6
F6

EE 34 12
E6 20
F6 20
FE 34 12

Zero PageX
Absolute,X

FE

INC I 234h
INC 20h
INC 20h,X
INC I 234h,X
x

Example

Implied

E8

E8

x-

INX

This instruction does nothing, but takes two machine cycles to process. ft
is useful for timing loops.

Example
EA

EA

NV-BDIZC

x-

Inclusive-ORs the accumulator with memory and places the result in the
accumulator.
09
OD

05

Example
09 20
OD 34 12
05 20
01 20

15

ORA (20h,X)
ORA (20h),Y
ORA 20h,X

ID

10 34 12

ORA 1234h)(

19

19 34 12

ORA 1234h,Y

1I

08

Example
08

NV-BDIZC

xx-xxxxx

Loads the top byte from the stack into the status register and increments
the stack pointer. All flags are restored to the saved condition.
Implied

28

PLP

ROL-Rotate Left 1 RR

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Absolute
Zero Page
Accumulator

2E 34 12
26 20
2A
36 20
3E 34 12

Zero Page,X
Absolute,X

3E

38

SEC

NV-BDIZC

Sets the D flag to I . ADC and SBC will be performed in Binary Coded
Decimal until the CUD is executed.

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Implied

F8

F8

SED

NV-BDIZC

Sets the interrupt bit to 1 which disables the interrupts. Use when
interrupts are riot required

Address Mode Op -Code
Implied

78

Example
78

SEI

NV-BDIZC

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Absolute

BE

Zero Page
Zero Page,Y

86
96

8E 34 12
86 20
96 20

SIX 1234h
STX 20h
STX 20h,Y

NV-BDIZC

Stores a copy of the Y register at the specified memory location.

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

Absolute

8C 34 12
84 20
94 20

8C
84

94

STY 1234h
STY 20h
STY 20h,X

NV-BDIZC

TAX - Transfer Accumulator to X

x

Address Mode Op -Code
AA

Example
AA

TAX

NV-BDIZC
x

Address Mode Op -Code

Exempts,

Implied

AB

AB

TAY

NV-BDIZC
x

NV-BDIZC

Example

Address Mode Op -Code

Exaniple

Implied

BA

BA

TSX

TXA - Transfer X to Accumulator

NV-BDIZC
x

Address Mode Op -Code
Implied

8A

Example
8A

TXA

TXS - Transfer X into Stack Pointer

76

ROR A
ROR 20h,X

Copies the contents of the X register to the stack pointer.

7E

7E :34 12

ROR 1234h,X

NV-BDIZC

RTI - Return from Interrupt

xx-xxxxx

Restores the program counter and stag egister from the stack after
processing an interrupt routine. The stack pointer is incremented to point
at the next stored value.

Address Mode Op -Code
40

40

Address Mode Op -Code
Implied

9A

RT1
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N \/-13DIK

Example
9A

TXS

TYA - Transfer If into Accumulator

NV-BDIZC
x

x-

Copies the contents of the Y register to the accumulator.

Address Mode Op -Code

Example

x-

Copies the contents of the X register into the accumulator.

ROR 1234h
ROR 20h

66
6A

x-

Copies the contents of the accumulator to the Y register.

6E 34 12
66 20
6A
76 70

6E

x-

Copies the contents of the accumulator to the X register.

-x

xxx

Implied

Example

Copies the contents of the stack pointer into the X register.

Rotates the contents of the accumulator or address light by 1 bit The C
flag is transferred to bit 0 and bit 7 is transferred into the C flag.
Absolute
Zero Page
Accumulator
Zero PageX
Absolute,X

38

TSX - Transfer Stack Pointer to X

ROL 1234h
ROL 20h
ROL A
ROL 20h,X
ROL 1234h.X

ROR - Rotate Right 1 Bit

Address Mode Op -Code

NV-BDIZC

NV-BDIZC

Rotates the contents of the accumulator or address left by I bit. The C flag
is transferred to bit 0 and bit 7 is transferred into the C flag.

26
2A
36

F9

F5 20
FD 34 12
F9 34 12

TAY - Transfer Accumulator to Y
xxx

2E

Implied

Implied

Example
28

FD

Address Mode Op -Code

Zero Page
Zero Page,X

PHP

PLP- Pull Processor Status from Stack

Address Mode Op -Code

F5

El 20
Fl 20

STY -Store Y in Memory

Copies the contents of the status register onto the stack and decrements
the stack pointer.

Implied

Fl

Stores a copy of the X register at the specified memory location.

NV-BDIZC

PHP- Push PrIcessor Status onto Stack

Address Mode Op -Code

E1

SBC #20h
SBC 1234h
SBC 20h
SBC (20h,X)
SBC (20h),Y
SBC 20h,X
SBC I 234h,X
SBC 1234h,Y

STX - Store X In Memory

ORA #20h
ORA I 234h
ORA 20h

11 20
15 20

01

E9 20
ED 34 12
E5 20

E9
ED
E5

1

x

Immediate
Absolute
Zero Page
(Indirect X)
(Indirect),Y
Zero PageX
Absolute,X
Absolute,Y

Example

Immediate
Absolute
Zero Page
(Indirect.X)
(Indirect),Y
Zero Page,X
Absolute,X
Absolute,Y

SEI - Set Interrupt Disable Flag
NOP

ORA - Inclusive OR nigh Accumulator

Address Mode Op -Code

Address Mode Op -Code

1

NV-BDIZC

Implied

NV-BDIZC

xx----xx

SED - Set Decimal Mode Flag

NOP - No Operation

Address Mode Op -Code

RTS

Sets the C flag to 1

Adds 1 to the contents of the X register.

Acidreu Mode Op -Code

60

SEC -Set Carry Flag

NV-BDIZC

INX- Increment X RegIner

Example

Subtracts the data from the accumulator with borrow. The result is saved
in the accumulator. Operates in Decimal or Binary ii Wes.

Adds 1 to the contents of the memory and stores the result in the
memory.

Address Mode Op -Code

60

SEC - Subtract with Carry

NV-BDIZC

INC - Increment Memory

NV-BDIZC

Restores the program counter from the stack and increments the stack
pointer.

Address Mode Op -Code

Example
49 20
4D 34 12
45 20
41 20
51 20
55 20
50 34 12
59 34 12

RTS - Return from Subroutine

x

x

Implied

98

Example
98

WA

685

routine. The address of the routine to be called is stored in the pro-

THE PROCESSOR
STATUS WORD

gram EPROM (addresses 1-1-1- th and I'M-i-h for the IRQ routine and
addresses FFFAh and I- h bh for the NMI routine).
This routine is run until a Return from Interrupt (RTI) instruction is
encountered. This instruction is similar to the RTS instruction except
that it informs the CPU that the interrupt has been serviced and it

AU arithmetic, logic and toad register instructions on the 6502 affect
the flags. For example, the instruction LDA #S00 will set the zero flag
and clear the negative flag (all other flags will be unaffected). Also,
when performing a comparison (CMP, CPX or CPY). the processor
effectively subtracts the value from the register specified. So, if the

also pulls the PSW flags from the stack in addition to the return
address. The difference between the two interrupt pins (other than

accumulator holds the value 505 and we use a CMP #$05, then the
zero flag will be set (other flags will be affected, too). As well as
indicating comparison and arithmetic results, some flags are used
to specify the way in which the computer operates.
Carry pq
The carry flag is normally used when adding or subtracting numbers which are larger than one byte long. When adding two numbers together, if the result is greater than 255, the carry flag is set.
The Add with Carry (ADC) instruction automatically adds one to the
result if the carry was set before the instruction was executed. This
means that you need to place a Clear Carry (CLC) instruction before
any addition.

0200 18

CLC

;Compute 240 + 20 .

0201 A9 FO

LOA WO
ADC #514

;Load 240 into Acc.

0203 69 14
Add 20
0205 00
BRK
;Stop
When this program is run on the Micro Lab, the registers are automatically displayed afterwards, so you can see that the carry flag is set
and the accumulator holds the value 04h. This makes the result of the

addition 0104h (01h because the carry is set and 04h held in the
accumulator). In decimal, this is 260.

Before subtracting a number from the accumulator, you should Set
the Carry. This is because if the carry is clear before a subtraction, the
computer automatically subtracts another one. After performing the
subtraction, if the result is less than zero, the carry flag is cleared.
0200 38
SEC
;Compute 010Fh -0010h
0201 A9 OF
LDA #SOF
;Load Acc. with OFh
0203 E9 10
SBC #S10
;Subtract 10h
0205M
TAX
;Store result in IX
0206 A9 01
LOA #S01
;Load Acc with Olh
0209 E9 00
SBC #S00
;Subtract 00h
020B 00
BRK
;Stop
This program shows you how to subtract two numbers which are

stored in more than one byte. Firstly, we subtract the lower bytes
from each other, setting the carry flag beforehand. Next we subtract
the high bytes from each other with the carry set or cleared by the
previous subtraction. As the result of the first subtraction was less
than zero, the carry is cleared and the result of the second subtraction becomes zero. The flag may also be used when comparing two
numbers together.

Zara f2j
The zero flag is set whenever the result of a calculation becomes
zero. So, if the IX register holds the value SO1, then after the instruc-

tion DEC the zero flag will be set. As shown above, the zero flag
may also indicate that a comparison result was equal

Interrupt Disable (1)
When set, this flag inhibits internipts generated by changing the
voltage on the IRO pin from high to low.

Dethetal
When this flag is set. the addition and subtraction instructions

the interrupt address) is that the IRQ pin may be ignored by setting
an Interrupt Disable flag (using the SEI instruction). The NMI pin
will always generate an interrupt. On the Micro Lab, there are two
devices which may cause interrupts. The first is the keyboard and the
second is the 6522 VIA.

KEYBOARD INTERRUPT
Whenever a key is pressed, the keyboard controller i.c. informs
the monitor program by generating an interrupt. The monitor stops
what it is doing and jumps to a routine which reads the key code,
converts it into an ASCII value and stores it in a buffer. When the
monitor routine which reads the keyboard is called, it simply checks
whether there are any key presses stored in the buffer and returns
with the value of the first key pressed (if any).

An alternative way to read the keyboard would have been to ask
the keyboard controller at regular intervals whether a key has been
pressed - this is called polling. The disadvantage of this is that the
program will miss any keys which have been pressed between polls.
Imagine that you are having a party and you are getting everything
ready for it whilst waiting for the guests to arrive. If you have a doorbell or knocker then you will spend most of your time preparing the
party and will answer the door whenever the bell rings (an interrupt

has been generated). If you do not have a bell or knocker, then
you will have to stop every few minutes to open the door to check
whether there is anyone there. Some people may get bored of waiting and wander off if you don't check the door often enough!

6522 VIA INTERRUPTS
Interrupts generated by the 6522 are ignored by the monitor program - the interrupt routine simply exits with an RTI instruction.
However, it is possible for you to intercept this interrupt for use in
your own programs by changing the interrupt vector in RAM. This
should only be attempted after you have had some experience programming the Micro Lab.

THE BREAK (BRK) INSTRUCTION
You will have noticed that most of the programs given so far end
with a BRK instruction, which retums the computer to the monitor.
This instruction works by setting the Break Flag in the PSW and then
it generates an interrupt in the same way as the IRQ pin. The interrupt routine is then called automatically. The first thing this routine
does is to check the break flag to see whether a genuine interrupt
occurred or a BRK instruction was executed. If it was a BRK instruction, then the routine displays the registers and jumps to the
monitor.

Next month sees the last part of the Teach -In series. In it we
will look at more microprocessor operations. Practical experiments
will include closed loop control of temperature, control of stepper
motors, frequency generation, and making the Micro Lab play some
music. After the Teach -In series comes to an end we will occasionally
publish some exciting new projects that will use the Micro Lab as
their "command and control- centre. Look out for Robo Spot - our
computer controlled buggy!

CORRECTIONS TO

operate in Binary Coded Decimal (BCD). When using BCD, four bits

are used to hold values between 0 (0000) and 9 (1001), values
above 9 are invalid. So, adding 01 h to 09h would give 10h (not 0Ah).

Break mq
When a BRK instruction is executed, the break flag is set and an
IRO interrupt generated (see the section on interrupts). Without the
break flag, the interrupt routine would have no way of knowing
whether it was called because a BRK instruction was executed or a
genuine interrupt occurred.

Overflow M

TEACH -IN '93 PART 10
On page 586 last month part of the Op -Codes were published as "XX" we apologise for this. The correct examples are
shown below.

Zero Paged Indexed example should read:

0200 A2 20
0202 A5 FO

LDX #20h

;Load IX with 20h

LDA FOh,X

;Load acc. with contents
;of address 0010h

When using a byte as a signed number (between -128 and + 127)

Instead of an unsigned number (between 0 and 255) we need

Indexed Indirect Addressing example should read:

to know whether an arithmetic instruction has overflowed (gone
above + 127 or below -128). The overflow flag is set when this
occurs.

0200 A2 06
0202 A190

Negative (N)

Indirect Indexed Addressing example should read:

The negative flag is set when the result of the last operation was
negative (bit 7 set). This flag may also be used when comparing two
numbers.

0200
0202

686

AO 04

Bl 90

LDX #06h
LDA (90h,X)

LDY #04h
LDA (90h),Y
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MERCURY TILT SWITCH
Standard on 'oft C1 00 each
4 Contact (Directional) £1 50 each
PIEZO VIBRATION SENSOR

PROJECT BOXES A range of high quality boxes moulded in black high impact ABS
easily drilled or punched to produce a professional looking end product
12
14
MB1

MB2
MB3
MB4
MB5
MB6

W

L

H

PRICE

56
57

CO 77

£1 47
£1.71
f 5 19
£2.35

79

61

25
22
40

100
118

76

41

98

216
150
220

130

45
85
60
64
83

75
111

100
150
120
80

CO 92

£135

SPECIAL OFFER - PROJECT BOX
As above boxes
50 x 70 x 25mm
60p each 10 for £5.00
KEY SWITCH
3 Position keyswitch £2 35

CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

ALL
£1 50 each

4 0 mhz
7 5 mhz
177
MB 7
12 0 mhz
f2 22
50
150
18 432 mhz
MB8
All sizes are In millimetres
33.33 mhz
MICRO SWITCH roller arm operation spdt 40p each
C3 95
C3 42

50p each 10 for £4 .00

BNC SOCKETS 50 ohm single hole fixing

4.1.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
TYPE

C1.35 each 5 for C6

SOLAR CELL 2 volt 150mA max. size 60 x 100mm

EREADBOARD
173 X 65mm 840TP £5.25 each

TEXTOOL ZIF SOCKET
28 pin zero insertion socket £5.95 each

with data Sheet f1 00 each
C3.95

6 VOLT NI -CAD PACK 5AA NI -CADS. fas charge type
CAPACITOR 10,000 mfd 25 volt with fixing clip

60p each

EPROMS 27C256 - 30 27C512 - 25. Once programmed but never used eprom.
Mounted on a plastic carrier, can easily be removed from the carrier or used with a
low insertion force socket.
27C256 £1.00 each 6 for C5.00

27C512 £1.20 each 5 for £5.00

40p each 3 for C1.00
Suitable low insertion force socket 28 pin
MULTITURN PRESETS 20mm RECT, 5008. 1K. 5K, 10K. 20K, 50K. 100K IMO.
40p each, 3 for f 1.00
CAR CIGAR LIGHTER ADAPTER (DUAL SIZE)

mounted on two metres of cable

£2.00 each

100db PIEZO SOUNDER
2KHz note, 3-12V d c 40Ma, 45mm dia. x 26mm
VIBRATION SENSITIVE ALARM BOARD WITH PIEZO SOUNDER

£1.76 each

OR
4 FOR
£5.00

Originally a bike alarm There is a short delay after activation then the piezo

£3.76 each
sounder operates for a preset period
or the above alarm board with custom designed case, fixing clip and keyswitch £9.95
INFRA -RED BREAK BEAM Transmitter and receiver p.c.b. with 2 lens assemblies.

12V d c supply These are ex -installation units and are not guaranteed to be
£4.96 pair
working
C7.64 each
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
£2.29
each
C
(HP11)
1200
mAH
£1
02
each
707 each AA (HP7)600 mAH
spdt 3 position c/off
60p each
spdt
£4.77 each
PP3 8.4V 100 mAH
£2 40 each
80p each D (HP2) 1200 mAH
dpdt 3 position c/off
70p each
dpdt
70p each FLOURESCENT LIGHT INVERTOR. Drives an 8 watt tube directly from 6V d.c. Data
spdt 3 position c/oft biased both ways
60p each
spdt biased
£4.50 each
80p each supplied
dpdt 3 position c/off biased one way
50p each 10 for C4 00
MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCH pcb mounting 3pdt
50p each
MINIATURE PUSH TO MAKE SWITCH
60p 10 for C5.00
DIL RELAYS 5 volt dp/changeover
80p
10
for f6 00
12 volt dp/changeover
SUB -MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES
CI 20 each
RELAY 10 amp contacts sp/changeover 12 volt coil
PC B Mounting
CAR HORN RELAY in metal can with fixing lug. s/pole on 10 amp contacts
1301 SP.ono for C100
C1 00 each 6 for £5 00
B02 DP on 3 for 0100
£1 50 each 4 for C5 00
B03 3 x D P 3 pos centre on
20 AMP RELAY dp on 12 volt coil
50p each 10 for £4.00
B004 DIL SWITCHES 4 -way S P on 3 for CI 00
REED RELAY 12 volt
£1
50
each
4
for
£5
00
8005 DIL SWITCHES 8 -way S P on 2 for Cl 00
240 VOLT AC RELAY. 3 -pole c/o 10 amp contacts
MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES

1.00 BARGAIN PACKS

'D' CONNECTORS
socket
plug

DIL SKTS

Spin
14 pin
16 pin
18 pin

20 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin

10 for
10 for
10 for
10 for

£060

8 for
8 for

0.00

£0,90
£1,00
£1.00

£1.00

Mk

6 for
5 for

£100

9 pin

30p
40p
50p

15 pin
25 pin

cover
35p
35p
40p

30p

40p
50p

ALL COMPONENTS FULL
SPECIFICATION DEVICES

SEMICONDUCTORS - TRANSISTORS - ICS - DIODES - REGULATORS - ETC
VOLTAGE REGS
all 35p each, any 4 for £1 20
7812/7805/7912/7905
AD592An Temperature Sensor i c mounted on 1 5m screened lead
f1 50 each
omplete with data and application notes
£295 each
LM3914/LM3915 Bargraph ics
50p each
VE 2amp regulator
78512 12V
50p each
78505 5V - VE 2amp regulator
MICRO IC'S -Z80A CPU f 1 20 Z80A PIO C1 50. Z8OB S10-1 £4 00

OPTO DEVICES - LEDS - ETC

10p each 12 for £1 00 any mix
20p each 6 for f1 .00 any mix
red 60p each, yellow/green 70p each
35p each. tri-colour 45p each

5mm rnd red/yellow/green/amber
5mm rnd high brightness red/green
5mm rnd flashing
5mm rnd bicolour

LED mounted in chrome bezel red. yellow or green
LED mounted in a black bezel red only
PLASTIC BEZEL for 5mm rnd leds
High brightness bi-colour I e d , rectangular red,green. two leads

30p each. 4 for C1

25p each. 5 for £1 00
10 for 40p
40p each

RESET TIMER PCB
Gives a timed relay closure following a momentary input Requires 12V d.c supply SP
c/o relay output LED indication 19 different time intervals from 25sec to 35min 20sec
£5.98 each.

ALARM CONTROL UNIT

Single zone alarm control unit built into a domestic light switch box Ideal for home.
caravan. boat. garage. shed etc
Facilities - Normally closed loop for pir sensors, door/window contacts etc.
Normally open loop for pressure mats
SIREN
24 -hour loop for personal attack button
CEI 95
12 volt dc for external use 115db
Visual indication that the system is
BELL BOX
operational.
A plastic bell box cover supplied with
Automatic entry/exit delay
backplate Red/yellow/white
Automatic system reset
£8 99 each
Alarm output cmos logic level
£8 95
PRICE COMPLETE WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS
£3 95
BELL/SIREN INTERFACE BOARD COMPLETE

PASSIVE INFRA -RED ALARM SENSORS
SUB -MINIATURE PASSIVE INFRA -RED SENSOR
ONLY C5.95

sensor.
infra -red
new passive
measures only 33mmW x 24mmH x 29mmD
Logic level output Full data and application
notes supplied

Brand

4

If

EX INSTALLATION SENSORS tested working
Type 1 Measures 180 x 112 x 70mm with walk test led. relay output

£8 50 each
and tamper protection 12 volt dc supply required
£11.75 each
Type 2 As above but a smaller unit 123 x 62 x 50mm
Type 3 Ceiling mounting passive. infra red sensor 360° detection. 12V d.c. supply relay
£15 70 each
output. tamper circuit and pulse count option. Data supplied

DOOR/WINDOW CONTACTS
Surface or flush mounting.
£1 10 each
white

JUNCTION BOX

white 6 way

60p

Please note There may be variations in the
size of the above passive infra red sensors
depending on stock at the time of ordering.
But the unit will certainly be within the stated

sizes
DUAL TECH SENSOR Microwave and passive infra -red combined. Separate led indicax
75
x 50mm 12 volt d c supply. Relay output
tion for each function Measures 120
£29 95 each
Tamper protection
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B006 DIL SWITCHES 12 -way 90 sp on 2 for C1 00
8007 12 a PP3 BATTERY SNAPS
8008 1 a CAPACITOR 1 FARAD 5.5 VOLT 20mm dia x 7mm high
8009 INSTRUMENT KNOBS (0.25" SHAFT) High quality grey plastic knob. collet
fixing 15mm dia, 5 for L1 00
8010 as above but 29mm dia 3 for L1 00
8011 4 a MAGNETIC EARPIECE 8 ohm with 3 5mm plug
13012 4 a 28 -WAY TURNED PIN DIL SOCKET
13013 15 x 12 VOLT WIRE -ENDED LAMPS

8014 8 a 2 PIN DIN PLUGS screw terminal connection
8015 2 a LIGHT DEPENDENT RESISTOR Less than 200 ohms in daylight. greater
than 10 megohms in darkness
13016 1 x KEYPAD 20 -key in 5 x 4 matrix bubble type switch contacts

8017 2 a PIEZO BUZZERS appro. 3 to 20 volt d c
8018 5 a 78M12 VOLTAGE REGULATORS positive 12V 500mA
8019 4 a TL062CP bi-let op -amps
B020 20 ASSORTED LEDS full spec various shapes and sizes
8021 3 a INFRA -RED DIODE TX/RX PAIRS made by Honeywell(no info)
8022 4 a CONSTANT CURRENT LED 5mm round. red 2-18V d c or a c nominal
14mA

8023 50 a IN4148 diode
8024 2 a INFRA -RED TRANSISTOR FPT5133
8025 5 a DIACS
8026 3 BDX33C 10 amp 100V npn transistor
8027 12 a 2N3702 Transistor
13028 12 a 2N3904 Transistor
8029 12 a BC337 Transistor
8030 4 L M3177 Variable regulator mounted on a small heatsink
8031 2 a MAN6610 2 digit 06' 7 segment display Com anode. amber
8032 3 a PHONO TO PHONO LEAD 63cm long
8033 15 a RECTANGULAR RED LEDs 6 x 6 x 2mm stackable
8034 1 a PHOTO SENSITIVE SCR mounted on a PCB, data sheet supplied
8035 4 a IEC Panel Mounting Mains Plug Snap fix
8036 5 a ASSORTED PIEZO TRANSDUCERS
8037 5 LENGTHS OF HEATSHRINK SLEEVING 8mm dia 400mm long
8038 25 a CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS 0 1 mid 63V
8039 15 a MONOLITHIC CERAMIC CAPACITORS 0 1 mid 63V, in a Oil package
8040 25 a ASSORTED ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS PCB mounting useful
values
8041 25 ASSORTED PRE-SET RESISTORS
8042 6 a 3.5mm LINE JACK SOCKETS (mono)
8043 6 a 3.5mm JACK PLUG (mono)
8044 8 a 35mm CHASSIS SOCKET (mono)
8045 2 a TRIACS 800 volt 8 amp
8046 12 a BC213L Transistor
8047 12 a MIN SLIDE SWITCH dpdt
8048 15 a MIN CERMET TRIMMER POTS (good range of values)
8049 1 a PCB WITH TWO LARGE LEDS 15mm square, one red and one green
13050 1 a 12V DC RELAY 4 -pole cro with plug in base
8051 4 a LM324 quad op -amps
8052 4 a 555 Timer
8053 5 a 741 op -amp
8054 25 a IN4001 diode
8055 20 a IN4007 diode
8056 1 a SLOTTED OPTO
8057 1 a DAC08 Digital to analogue convertor with data
8058 4 OPTO ISOLATOR
8060 3 a C1060 Thyristor
Please use order code when ordering the bargain packs.

Please make cheques and postal orders payable to Mailtech.
All prices include VAT.
Please add 75p postage to all orders.

At the moment it is not possible to have a lull telephone answering
service. But we will have the phone definitely manned on Tuesdays.
Wednesdays and Thursdays between 10am and 5pm.

Dept EE, Mailtech
PO Box 16 Ludlow
Shropshire SV8 4NA

Tel: 058 474475
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WORKING IT OUT
ROBERT HOLLINGS
Some simple guidelines on making approximate calculations, without becoming too "pi -eyed"
who followed the series by

answer before you use the calaculator to get

Mike Tooley Design Your Own Circuits

a more exact answer. It is so easy to press

READERS

(Teach -In '91 - Dec '90 to Sept '91. This
series will be published in book form as
Teach -In No6 in November this year - Ed.)
should have gained some skill in making
calculations at the same time. Even if you are
not interested in designing, there have been
plenty of other articles involving formulae,
for example for testing and fault-finding on
a constructed project.

These days it makes sense to use an
electronic

calculator

for

solving

such

problems, and it is not the intention of this
article either to teach you mathematics or to
tell you how to use a calculator. There are
plenty of books on both topics, and in any
case so much depends on which particular
calculator you are using.

APPROXIMATION
What we do want to do is to explain the
methods used to get an approximate answer
without a calculator. There are two reasons
for doing this.

1. At some time or other you might need
to perform a calculation when a calculator is
not available, or when it has a flat battery. In
many cases in electronics, an approximate
answer is good enough. For a resistor value,
for example, an answer of 'between 50k and
60k' will usually tell you that you need only
try 56k and 47k resistors, as opposed to 33k

or any other 'preferred value'. For a voltage reading an answer of 'about 5 volts' is
enough to tell you that a meter reading of 2
volts indicates a probable fault in that area
of the circuit.

Bearing in mind that resistor short circuits

are so rare that you can regard them as
impossible, the nature of the fault is often

obvious or can be determined with one
or two additional measurements. You may

just want to know which range to set on
the meter, i.e. are you likely to be reading
volts or millivolts? (O.K., so yours is an

"autorange" meter, but some of us can't
afford one!)

It can happen, in fault finding, that strictly
calculating a "correct" value can throw you
off the track. Say for example that the calculated voltage at a voltage divider junction
is 4.56V, and your meter reads 3.9V. You
might think that a fault is indicated, but it is

more likely that one or both resistors are
close to their tolerance limit. Alternatively,
if the resistor values are large, your meter
may be forming a parallel resistance to one
of them, thus lowering the combined resistance and giving a reading which is lower

than the voltage which occurs when you
remove the meter!

2. It is always a good idea to get a rough
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the wrong buttons or to put the decimal
point in the wrong place. If you have no

Remember

that

you

can

say

that

N,`600 = '60 x N 10, for example, but you
cannot say that 600 = N. 400 + 200. It's
a common mistake and it just doesn't work.

idea what the correct answer should be, you
will not know that you have made an error,
whereas if a "rough estimate" is 50 and
the calculator's answer is 437.456, you will
know that at least one of them is wrong!

(Try it if you don't believe me!)

BE SENSIBLE

bit more than 3, so N 600 must be about 24.
We know that 20 x 20 is 400 and 25 x 25 is
625, so the answer looks about right.

With that in mind, however, most square
root problems can be reduced to numbers
that you can approximate easily. In this
example, 60 is a bit less than 8 (because
7
7 is 49 while 8 8 is 64) and 10 is a
N

Basically, the method I use relies on
making sensible approximations for each

factor in the problem, so that you can cancel

far as possible, and thus simplify the
expression. In most cases it should be
possible to reduce the expression to one
as

which involves only addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division.
The idea is to reduce the number of terms

you have to write down (or key into the
calculator) in order to come up with the
approximate solution. With experience, you
will often find that you can cross out several
terms straight away and complete the calculation mentally.

MAKING RULES
The rules for the method are fairly simple:
1. First look for powers of ten, and cancel

out as many as possible of these, remembering the rules for dealing with indices.
Remember that an index of 1/2 indicates a
square root, whilst a negative power of ten
means a value less than one. I will assume
that readers know how to cancel out such
terms but if you have any trouble with them,

4. Round off what's left so that you can cross
out as many numbers as possible. You have to
learn by experience just how much to crop particular numbers under specific circumstances.

For a quick voltage check, for example, you
might be justified in saying that 36 is nearly
40. For a resistor value, if you don't have
the calaculator, it would probably be better to
leave it as 36 even if it doesn't cancel with
anything. Similarly for a frequency you might

need to say that 2n is 6.28 or 6.3 perhaps,
rather than rounding it off to 6.
5. Try not to make too many drastic cuts in
the same direction, and bear in mind whether
your approximation is greater or less than the
true figure. For example 36 x 2.6 is better

approximated to 40 x 2.5 = 100 rather than
40 x 3 = 120, since the true answer is about
94.

MAKING IT EASIER
Apart from that it's really just a matter of
practice. Let's look at a fairly typical example.

Suppose that putting figures into a formula

find a good library book and do all the
exercises, as it is important to get these

gives you the following expression:

right.

F-

It should be pointed out that this method
of calculating does not remove the need to
be extra careful with power of ten. We have
all done it, of course, but if you spend half

an hour with a 330 ohm resistor and a
puzzled frown when you should be using a
33 kilohm resistor, you have only yourself
to blame!

2. Round off any decimal numbers to the

nearest whole number, unless retaining a
decimal place will make cancellation easier.
For example, if you have 1.5 at the top of a
fraction and 45 underneath, it makes more
sense to keep it as 1.5.
3. If the problem involves awkward bits
like it and a square root sign, try to simplify

those parts, depending on the remaining
figures. /can sometimes be treated as three,
but if you have another factor of three or a
multiple of three on the same line then it
may be simpler to say that 3it is 10. Alterna-

36.457 x 15.347 x 10-3 x 23.75 x 102
2.1t x N/(7.725 x 10-3 x 61.457 x 102)

Looks pretty awful, doesn't

it7

Since

most calculators have a key for nand one
for square roots, it is tempting to start
pushing buttons straight away. But lets take a
look at the figures first.

On the top line, we can easily get rid of
both of the exponents by remembering that
10-3 x 102 gives 10-3+2 which is 10-1 and
that is just 0.1. Now we can multiply that by
15 (ignoring the decimal places in the second
term), which gives (1.5 x 36.457 x 23.75) for

the top line. maybe we can cancel some of
these figures with the lower line, so lets look
at that next.
Well, for a start we can do the same thing
with the figures in the brackets. This gives
12x x 07.725 x 6-1457)1 for the lower line.

We can approximate the square root to
"nearly 8" times "a bit more than six", which

when multiplied gives "about 48" to be

tively, saying that it is 3.2 might make it

square rooted.

easier to cancel with a figure like 8 or 16.

enough, so we can write 7 here and remove

Well, seven squared is 49. That's near
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the square root sign. We have therefore

TRUE ANSWER

reduced the expression to:

All right, I admit I cheated slightly. After
picking some numbers out of thin air I altered

F-

1.5 x 36.457 x 23.75
x

7

We can still make things a bit easier.
Let's say that 23.75 is "nearly 24", so
1.5 X 23.75 is then "about 36". It is not
quite as much as that, however, and with
the figures we have it is actually more
convenient to call it 35. We can then cancel

out the 7 to give 5 on the top line. Similarly, 21t is "about 6", which cancels out
with the 36.457 to give 6 and a bit.

Now we just have "six and a bit" times
5, i.e. something a bit bigger than 30.
If you care to use the calculator on the
original expression, you should find that
the correct answer is 30.0236229358, to 10
places of decimals.

a few of them to provide a better example.
However, I promise you I did not know in
advance that my "estimate" would end up
that close to the correct answer!

Of course, not every answer will be as
close as that, but a least we can now be fairly

sure that this answer is correct. If the calculator had shown 03002 ... or 300.236
... then we would know that something is
wrong.
If you do have a calculator available, there
is usually no harm in using it to get an answer

p.c.b.

As the camera or motor drive requirements
may be "unknown", the relay chosen is rated
at 12V d.c. and has contacts capable of handling 10A resistive loads and 3A for inductive
loads. This should be more than enough for
most camera requirements.

The relay used in the model is the Maplin
"Ultra Miniature High Power Mains Relay,"
code YX97F. Note that it is the "normal open"
(n.o.) contacts which are wired in circuit. The
small printed circuit board is available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 840.

Some further points which need to be considered when ordering parts are as follows:
The electrolytic capacitors should be miniature
radial p.c.b. mounting types and the polyester
"caps" should have lead spacing of 7.5mm,
these usually fall into the "poly layer" range.

The unit is designed for operation with
a low (200 ohm to 600 ohm) impedance

microphone, but it should work with practically any type. Audio quality is not paramount
here and possibly a cheap "cassette" dynamic
microphone would be a good choice.
The specified relay is designed to work
down to 9V and, as mentioned in the article, a
small saving could be made by opting to use

six HP7 cells instead of eight. Bear in mind
though, that 12V is needed to guarantee relay
operation when the battery voltage falls due to
ageing.

Finally, how the trigger unit is connected to

the camera will, of course, vary to suit the
camera used. On the model 4mm sockets were
used as they matched the camera remote control lead.

If the control lead has a non-standard connector, at the controller end, this can be cut off
and the lead soldered directly to the relevant
p.c.b. pads.

Charge 15
There are one or two points to be aware of
when tackling the Charge 15 project, but most
of the components should be generally available through our advertisers.

The first and most important point to make

is: "on no account attempt to charge stan-

this part of the circuit is probably all right.
That will of course depend on what kind of
circuit is involved, since certain types of circuit will obviously have less tolerance than
others.

Readers of this magazine are of course

unlikely to deal with current readings of
around 30 amps. However, if we pretend
for the moment that the answer is say

values.

reading.

treme care must be exercised at all times. Make

sure that the unit is unplugged from the mains
before carrying out any work on the charger.

The ratings specified for the mains transformer should be within the range of stocks
held by advertisers. However, if local difficulties are encountered, transformer specialist

Jaytee Electronic Services (1.. 0227
375254) should be able to come up with an
ideal version. Also, the Marco TFX/CT13 and
Maplin WB25C are similar to the one used in
the model.

The physical size of 24VA/25VA transformers does tend to vary with manufacturer,
so it might be wise to check its size before
ordering the metal case.

As a certain amount of heat is generated
inside the metal case (a metal case must be
used), it might be a good idea to select a larger

size case than specified. In any event, make
sure there is plenty of ventilation by adopting
the method suggested and possibly drill some
additional vent holes in the base.
The bead thermistors are of standard rating
and should not pose any supply problems. The

high wattage resistors used in the model are
also widely stocked and are the wirewound
types encased in a ceramic block. These resis-

tors should be mounted slightly proud of the

allow cooling

air to circulate

The relay used in the prototype is the Iskra
type TRK1703 and only appears to be available

from Rapid Electronics. This company only
supplies to the trade and educational establishments. However, the "high power mains
relay- from Maplin appears to have exactly the
same connecting pin layout and fitting.
This relay has a 320 ohm coil and contacts
rated at 10A (resitive) which make it suitable

for use as a direct replacement, without any
modification. The order code for this relay is:
YX97F.

There are numerous suitably rated relays on
the market that meet the electrical criterion, but
the layout of the connecting lugs all appear to

differ from the one in the prototype. This applies particularly to the coil contacts.
There is no reason why other relays should
not be used, it simply means altering the board
foil layout to cater for the alternative relay coil
contact arrangements. The switching contacts

are wired directly, using 3A minimum mains
wires, so present no problems here. Another
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alternative would be to mount the relay off board and to solder leads from the coil contacts directly to the existing copper pads on
the board.

Light Work

The only item that could possibly cause
some concern to constructors of the Light
Some of the "low cost" buzzers may not be

dard (non -rechargeable) dry cells" Also, and
equally important is that "mains voltages" are
involved when constructing this unit and ex-

tagboard to
around them.

30mA, then the same applies to a current

Work project is the choice of warning buzzer.

with David Barrington
The printed circuit board for the Sound Activated Camera Trigger has been designed to
accept the specified relay and other types are
not likely to fit on the p.c.b. directly. If an
alternative relay must be used, although we
recommend against it, you will probably have
to mount it separately and "hard wire" it to the

and solder in whichever of the two gives the
desired result. It certainly shows that there is
no point in trying either 22 ohms or 39 ohms.
For a voltage reading, the answer indicates
that you should set the meter to 50V f.s.d.
(full scale deflection) if there is such a setting,
or 100V if not, and that if the meter gives a
reading somewhere between 25 and 35 then

from the simplified expression. In this particular case, we get an answer of 2953, correct to two decimal places, and for a resistor value that is probably near enough to
save you the bother of keying in the precise

TALK
Sound Activated Camera Trigger

It indicates that you should try a "high"
27 ohm resistor and a "low" 33 ohm one,

heard from the driving position, so it is recommended that one of the "power" piezoelectric
transducers should be chosen.
It is important that it be of a type which does
not require any external drive circuitry. The one

used in the prototype is the Maplin "High
Power Buzzer," code FK84F. However, most
of our advertisers should be in a position to
recommend a suitable transducer from their
stocks.

The light dependent resistor seems to be
rarely listed under its type number any more
and may, in some cases, be found in some
advertiser's catalogues under a heading entitled "Photoconductive Cell" in their Opto
Devices section. However, if you just ask for an

"ORP12" device most suppliers will understand what is required.

The small battery holder shown in the accompanying photographs of this project was
purchased from Maplin and is a PP3 p.c.b
mounting type, code JK65V. It is not essential to use the specified holder, a standard PP3
holder and battery connector will suffice.

Amstrad PCW 8 -Channel A/D
Converter

We do not expect any buying problems to
be encountered by readers who wish to build

the simple Buffer and Filter circuits for use
with the Amstrad PCW 8 -Channel A/D Converter (described last month).

The Schottky diode type BAT85 only appears to be listed by Electromail (VP 0536
204555), code 300-978. When ordering the
LF356N op.amp i.c., make sure you emphasise

the letter N as this designates the 8 -pin d.i.l.
package version.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE

Innovations (August 1993)
In last month's news pages we carried
a report on a special price reduction on
Maplin's 15 -Piece Students Tool Kit.
This information was supplied

by

Maplin and at £14.95 seemed a very
worthwhile offer to bring to readers
attention.

However,

they

subsequently

withdrew this promotion but forgot to
notify the magazine.

Maplin wish to apologise for any inconvenience caused to readers for this oversight. The current price for the 15 -Piece
Students Tool Kit is E19.95, code BZ60Q. Still good value for money.
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whether the aluminium reinforcement was

Home Base

redundant? The first mouse gnawed through
the ceiling, even though that meant somehow
hanging onto the side -walls while it did so, in
preference to the more convenient and chewable original thin wooden trapdoors. Maybe
that was because it could see through the

Jottings of an electronics hobbyist -Terry Pinnell
Life or Death in the
Pantry?

types would be up to the job, and indeed trials
with some slightly used ones gave unreliable

operation. But fresh alkaline types worked
consistently well; after all, they only had to

Last month I described how I went about

deliver one good short burst per night.

designing an electronic mousetrap for a friend
who couldn't bring herself to use more conven-

Construction

tional methods of rodent extermination. I'll
conclude the saga with a description of the

Building the mousetrap was straightforward

circuit as shown in Fig. I

and should be clear from the figures and

A d.p.d.t. on/off switch supplies 9V to the
logic circuits and 18V for the solenoid. When
the power is applied a positive -going pulse
resets the bistable, ensuring that its output

photograph. Any reader actually making one

does not trigger the monostable.
Sla

of these would naturally use materials to hand,
adapting details as appropriate.

The platform I used to trigger the micro switch was a thin piece of wood, hinged very

Presumably it didn't have enough sense to
remember which was the way it had come in,
and/or the constitution for it. so it tackled the
material which it could actually see through,
albeit dimly. Like the meaning of life and the
vexed issue of where odd socks go to in the

laundry, I suppose this question will for the
moment have to remain one of the unanswered
mysteries of the Universe.
Anyway, if I was making another
mousetrap, I'd probably use aluminium

entirely, shaping the box with four right-angle
bends (including the edge for closing it with
self -tapping screws). My only reservation
would be whether the metallic appearance and
feel could deter the mouse from entering.

The circuit, batteries and solenoid were
housed in an improvised case. Two of my
surplus 2oz tobacco tins (vestiges of pipe smoking days many years ago) were bolted
together back to back, and positioned to line

+I6V

-r

Perspex and not the wood.

up properly with the bevelled catch on the
trapdoor. Of course, any appropriate sized
case would do; aesthetics is not a factor in a

ON/OFF

nocturnal electronic mouse -trap.

mORT
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Fig. 1. Full circuit diagram of the Electronic Mousetrap.
When the microswitch is closed as a result of

the mouse's weight, the bistable is set. This
triggers the monostable, the output of which
goes high for a brief period set by VRI and
C3. The preset VRI allows adjustment to the
shortest time consistent with reliable release of

the trapdoor. In practice this proved to be
about 0.3 seconds.

As a further precaution against spurious
triggering on power -up, the monostable has a

simple RC network on pin 13 to keep the
output low for a short time.

loosely to the base of the rectangular box by
a couple of pieces of nylon fishing line. The
microswitch arrangement is best arrived at by
trial and error. The main thing is to ensure the
switch is not triggered until your guest is well
and truly inside the box, tail included.

transported about half a mile away before
release. Scaling up to human levels I reckoned

that must be about

10

miles, so

I

was

reasonably sure it wasn't the same one coming
back repeatedly.
Anyway, the word must have spread because
the pantry was free of mice from then on. And
everyone lived happily ever after!

A rear door was incorporated to assist in

so that any inhabitant could be seen by the
kind humans. However, on the first night of
use captive mouse number one proceeded to
eat its way out through this, securing escape.
Incidentally, it must have been a very tiny
mouse and had one heck of a squeeze getting
out, because the hole it made was only about

high reverse voltages.

1.5cm in diameter.

Power Stab

Anyway, I then replaced the Perspex with a
thick wooden top and during the remainder of
the week subsequent captives made no impact
on this more robust version and were still in-
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position.
Within the first week I was delighted to learn
that it caught six mice, excluding the escapee. My friend assured me that they were

placing the cheese and cleaning out after the
one night's unsolicited bed and breakfast.
The original version was given a Perspex top

The high monostable output drives a Darlington pair common emitter via R5, activating the solenoid. This pulls inward, allowing
the trapdoor to drop sharply down. Diode DI
provides protection against possible induced

As I mentioned last month, I was surprised
to find that my '24V' solenoids would work at
all at only I 8V, but naturally that was close
to their threshold of reliable operation. I experimented for a while with voltage multiplier
circuits, trying to get the necessary I8V minimum from a 9V or even 6V supply. However
the surplus solenoid I was using was a current
hungry specimen consuming some 600mA at
18V and such multipliers were not up to this
sort of high load.
So I settled for two 9V batteries in series. I
was initially doubtful whether the small PP3

Happy Ending
In use. the trapdoor was raised so that the
solenoid plunger held it up by the bevel, and

Ion

side the box in the morning.

Reinforced
Duly impressed with the toothpower of
my prey I also reinforced the trapdoor and

the rear door with an inner lining of thin
aluminium. This caused a problem with the
solenoid sticking because of the increased
friction, but some sand -papering of the catch
cured it.
Actually, thinking about this since, I wonder

The finished Electronic Mousetrap with
the Perspex "edible" top rep/aced with
chipboard.
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Low cost data acquisition for IBM PCs & compatibles...
A unique range of low cost data acquisition products for IBM PCs and compatibles. Installed in
seconds they simply plug directly into either the serial or parallel port. They are completely self
contained, require no external power supply and take up no expansion slots.
Each device comes with an easy to use software package (PicoScope, PicoLog or both). C, Pascal,
and Basic drivers are supplied for those who want to develop their own software, as is a manual giving

full details of the hardware and software. All software supplied on 3.5' disk.

ADC -1 0

Up to 24kHz sampling rate from
a 386/33MHz machine
0-5V Input range

Software selectable single
ended or differential inputs

ADC -1 6

Resolution programmable
between 8 and 16 bits + sign
±2.5V input range
5V reference output
Connects to serial port
Includes PicoLog software

BNC input connector allows
use of standard scope probes
30V overload protection
Parallel port connection
Includes PicoScope software

Single Channel 8 bit ADC

ADC -11

15K samples per second
0-2.5V Input range
Digital output
D25 input connector
30V overload protection
Parallel port connection
Includes both PicoScope and
PicoLog software

11 Channel 10 bit ADC

ADC -12

£49

£75

Up to 18kHz sampling rate
0-5V Input range
BNC input connector allows
use of standard scope probes
30V overload protection
Parallel port connection
Includes both PicoScope and
PicoLog software

Single Channel 12 bit ADC
Typical application
ADC -10
Oscilloscope
Voltmeter
Spectrum analyser
Audio sampling
Chart recorder emulation
Temperature measurement
Pressure measurement
Chromatography
Automotive monitoring
Medical research
Education

£85
ADC -11

8 Channel 16 bit + sign ADC

PicoScope

£99

'Virtual instrument' software
package for the ADC -10, ADC 11 and ADC -12.

Storage oscilloscope with
trigger and timebase. Traces

can be printed and saved.
Multiple meters onscreen. Real

Scope, voltmeter, time spectrum analysis.
spectrum analyser

PicoLog

Collect samples f rom 1 per ms to

one per day. Scale samples

Mal bowman

linearly, by equation or by table
(against
time or XY) and text reports can

look -up. Graphical
I

be displayed, printed or
awned.
Advanced data Picolog is also available for the
logging software ADC -10: call f or details.
ADC -12

ADC -16

PICO BENEFITS

30 day no quibble
money back policy

Full 1 year guarantee
1 years free software
upgrades

Free technical support
Free user newsletter
Same day dispatch

Pico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149 -151 St Neots Road, Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 70.1.
YEA

TEL: 0954-211716 FAX: 0954-211880
Phone or FAX for sales, ordering information, data sheets, technical support. All prices exclusive of VAT.
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Constructional Project

AMSTRAD PCW
8 -CHANNEL
A/D CONVERTER
JASON SHARPE

PART TWO

Using the A DC for, monitoring/data
logging and signal sampling. Plus

construction of buffer/niter and

pre -amplifier boards.
FOLLOWING on from last month's con-

structional project, this month we set
out some further programming information and outline some possible applica-

tions for the Amstrad PCW 8 -Channel
A/D Converter. Included are a simple
add-on Buffer Board, an Active Filter
Board and a Pre -amplifier Board.
There are many uses for this analogue to

controls. For instance, analogue joysticks,
which consist of two potentiometers (X and
Y), can be connected to two channels and

could for example be used to control a
cursor. Or the potentiometer maybe connected to a stepper motor shaft or other
device, to provide position information.
The light sensor, Fig. lb, could be used
to monitor light levels during the day. If a

digital converter unit. The first part of this
article describes how to use the ADC for
monitoring/data logging with simple "sensors". The second half describes its use for
sampling signals at higher sampling rates

Alternatively, the ADC could be used to
replace a voltmeter on an existing project,
as long as the voltage range is between OV

and some elementary signal processing.

and 5V.

SENSORS
Some %cry simple sensors which can

be connected to the 8 -Channel ADC are
shown in Fig. 1. Potentiometers can easily
be connected to the ADC inputs and these
can be used as input devices i.e. hand

temperature sensor was connected the temperatures during the day could be logged.

SIMPLE DATA
LOGGER PROGRAM

Fig. la. Connecting a potentiometer to

the ADC Analogue joysticks can be
fitted, they consist of two 'pots' (for X
and Y movement), and thus require

A data logger program which reads all
Eight channels at set intervals (set by the
user) is set out in Listing. 1. The period

two channels. (b) Light -level sensor.
With a 20k resistor and an 0RP12, the

output voltage is nearly full range -

Listing 1. ADC Data Logger.
REM
2 REM *
3 REM *
4 REM

from OV to 5V

1

5

8-CHANIKEL DATA LOGGER PROGRAM
By J.M.Sharpe (C) 1992

100
110
120
125

ma.81HFBF7:sa=ma+1:REM
Address of internal clock
OPTION BASE O:DIM d(7):V=5/255:cS=CHRS(27)+"H"+CHRS(27)+"E":
PRINT c3"8 -Channel Data Logger Program"
PRINT "
":PRINT

0.8 -

130 PRINT "TINE BETWEEN READINGS ainutes(59 maxl,Seconds159 max1)";
135 INPUT "',X%,S%
140 m%=ABSIm%/:s%=ABS(s%)
150 IF m%>59 OR s%)59 THEN PRINT "INVALID DELAY !":GOTO 130
160 PRINT on:PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO EXIT PROGRAM"
165 REX ***************** Wait for end of time delay
170 PRINT:POKE aa,0:POKE sa,0
180 cm=VALIHEIS(PEEK(aa))):cs=VALCHEXS(PEEK(sa)))
190 IF INKETS0"" THEE END
200 IF cm()Ilk THEN 180 ELSE IF cs<>s% THEN 180
205 REM
Read port values into array d(0..7)
210 d(0).1IP(176>:REM
Start conversion on channel 0
220 FOR Clian=1 TO 7:d(Chan-1)=11P(176+Chan)*V:NEXT: d(7)=INP(183)*V
225 REM
Print results
230 PRINT "Channel
Voltage"

0.6-

240 FOR Clian=0 TO 7

250 PRINT TAB(3);Chan;TAB(11);LEFTSCSTRUd(Chan)/+".000",63
260 NEXT: GOTO 170
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Fig. 2. The building of a square wave:
Peaks at the edge are called "Gibbs'
effect
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between readings is timed by using the

AMPLITUDE

internal clock. At present the data is simply
displayed on the screen, but this could be

ORIGINAL SIGNAL (SINE WAVE )

changed so that the data can be stored in

or maybe dumped to the
printer or a file,. depending on the
amount of information you wish to store.
an array,

The value read from the ADC will be
between 0 and 255, this can be converted into the value of the input volt-

TIME

age by multiplying the value by (5 + 255).

SAMPLE POINTS
RECONSTRUCTED SIGNAL
(MADE FROM INTERPOLATED SAMPLES)

SAMPLING HIGHER
FREQUENCY
SIGNALS

ALIASED SIGNAL (LOWER FREQUENCY SINE WAVE)

Fig 3. Showing the effect of under sampling -

To sample continuously changing signals

BUFFER/FILTER

All frequency components of the signal

(such as audio signals) ADCs are often
used. This may be done for storage (e.g.

which are greater than twice the sampling frequency are "aliased" to lower

converting sound to digital data for storage
on CD or DAT), signal processing or signal

The circuit diagram of a buffer and 4th
order low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 4.

frequencies, which causes the sampled signal to be distorted (once this has happened
there is no way of getting back the original

analysis.

This all seems very straight forward, just
keep reading in samples and store them in

The buffer is there to provide a high input

impedance, and also to shift the "bias"
on the input signal if required. The filter

signal). To prevent aliasing the sampling
frequency should be more than twice that

cutoff frequency is about 16k H7.
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Fig. 4. Combined circuit diagrams for the ADC Buffer and Filter (4th order, cutoff frequency 16kHz).
memory and process them as required. Un- of the highest frequency component of the
fortunately it is not quite this simple!
signal being sampled (this is called NyThis is a very large and complicated subquists' Theorem).
The gain of the Buffer is one, i.e. the out-

Buffer

ject, what follows is just a brief introduction. In 1807 Fourier presented his theory
to the French Academy in Paris. Basically
Fouriers' theory stated that an "arbitrary"
single -valued real function (or signal) can
be represented hr an infinite series of pure
sine and cosine functions (subject to certain

conditions).
An example of this is shown in Fig. 2, a

square wave can be built up of odd harmonics of sine waves, as the number of sine

terms used increases the more the signal
looks like a square wave. Large "peaks"
start to build up at the edge of the square
wave, this is called "Gibbs effect", but we
shall not worry about this.

You can examine the "frequency components" (the frequencies of the sinusoidal
components which make up the signal) of
signals using a Spectrum Analyser - if you
are lucky enough to have access to one of
these, as they are rather expensive.
So what has this got to do with ADC's?

Well they take samples of signals at discrete moments in time. Fig. 3 shows what
happens to a signal which is sampled too
slowly, the signal reconstructed from the
sampled data is a lower frequency than the
original signal. This is called "aliasing".

A low-pass filter is normally used to
remove the high frequency components of
the input signal. Sampling at half the highest
frequency requires a perfect low-pass filter
(which do not exist!), so in practice higher
sampling rates are normally used.

put signal is of the same amplitude as the
input signal. Preset potentiometer VRI can
be used to attenuate the input signal if it is
larger than required. The filter unit has a
gain of 2.6 (8.3dB), so if using the buffer
with the filter VRI should be adjusted so

Completed ADC, Linear Power Supply, Buffer/Filter board and Pre -amplifier
board (foreground).

GAIN

dBI

With a fourth order filter the gain starts

L P FILTER RESPONSE

+6

to fall at 24dB/octave (i.e. the gain is

FILTER CUT-OFF

A-15.3 kHz

reduced to 0.0631 of its last value every

+4
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2k / 5k

1k
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-L.

BUFFER+FI LTER
RESPONSE

2bk

500k

260k

100k

Sbk

134

FREQUENCY

volts/255) =-- 20mV, so an input voltage of

ImV or 10mV would still give the value
of 0. The highest sampling rate possible
on the PCW is 200kHz, this means that
all frequencies above 100kHz (Nyquist)

13.9kHz

BUFFER CUT-OFF

24.7 kHz

-16.
-20

should be reduced to a negligible value, i.e.
below 20mV.
If a 100kHz sine wave with an amplitude

Fig. 5 Buffer circuit response, fil-

ter response and combined response
curves. (Buffer attenuator set so system gain =1 in passband
-32
- 36

- 40

One "unit" of voltage to the ADC is (5

IHzI

CUT- OFF

BUFFER RESPONSE/

-12.

time the frequency doubles) after the cutoff
frequency.

of five volts is introduced to the input, it
would have to be reduced to 0.004 of its
original value to be negligible. A fourth order filter with a cutoff frequency of 16kHz
achieves this as its gain has fallen to less
than 0.001 by 100kHz.

Fig. 8 (below). (a)Method of wiring
two resistors in series (R9/Rio,
811/R12 R13/R14) and (b) parallel
(R15/R16) to give the required values.

CONSTRUCTION

-44.

The Buffer and Filter circuits can be

-46

SOLDER

easily constructed on stripboard. The
Buffer component layout and breaks

WRAP RESISTOR LEAD
AROUND OTHER LEAD

-52

required in the underside copper tracks is
shown in Fig. 6 and board details for the
Filter in Fig. 7.
The component leads, jumpers etc.
should be kept as short as possible to help

A

- 56

CREATING
SERIES RESISTOR

-60
-64

prevent
I

"stray" pickup. Some of the

I

INSERT INTO
BOARD

B

TO FILTER STAGE

CREATING
PARALLEL RESISTOR

OV

INSERT
INTO BOARD

10

(FECitiG
1

the combined filter and buffer has a gain of
0

one.

the signal. The voltage from the slider of
preset VR2 is added onto the signal. This
is useful if, for example, the input signal
is a sinewave which is oscillating between
± 2-5V. If the buffer output is set to 2.5V
(with no input signal), then when the input
signal is applied, the output would be a sine
wave oscillating between OV and 5V (which
can be inputted into the ADC).
Capacitor C12 filters off high fre-

quencies. The diodes DI and D2 are to
protect the input from voltages outside the
supply rails (t 12V). Note that because of
Cl this buffer will start to attenuate signals
10Hz.
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Fig. 6. Stripboard component layout and details of breaks required in the
underside copper tracks of the Buffer board
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Filter
The Filter is an active 4th order low-pass

Butterworth filter made of two cascaded
2nd order low-pass filters. The cutoff fre-

10

7

quency of the amplifier (when the gain has

fallen to 0707 of the original value)

around 16kHz. The exact cutoff frequency
will depend on the tolerance of the components used.

cent of the expected value. The
frequency response of the prototype buffer,
filter and their combined response is shown
in Fig. 5.
per
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The actual cutoff frequency of the
prototype was I 5-3kHz which is within 5
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Fig. 7 Filter board component layout and details of underside breaks in the
copper strips. In the prototype the Buffer and Filter circuits were combined
on a single board - see photograph.
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COMPONENTS

.114.

PRE -AMPLIFIER
Resistors
R1

1k

R2, R3

1M (2 off)

R4
R5

10k
47k
All 0.25W 5% carbon film

Potentiometer

The Buffer and Alter circuits built on a single piece of stripboard.

resistor values required for the filter are
non standard and so are made of
series/parallel combinations, Fig. 8 shows

how these can be made up to fit the layout.

SETTING UP
To set the gain of the whole system to
"one", attach a I kHz sinewave generator

to the input of the buffer (connect the
buffer output to the filter input if you have
not already done so) and the filter output
to an oscillloscope. Adjust VR1 until the
input and output signals are the same size.
If you do not have access to an oscilloscope, set the d.c. output voltage to OV by
adjusting VR2, and use a 100Hz signal and
an a.c. voltmeter. Adjust VR1 until the input and output voltages are equal.
The most useful value to set the bias to
is probably 2.5V. To do this adjust preset
VR2 until the (d.c.) output voltage of the
unit is 2-5V, with the input unconnected.

VR1, VR2 470k enclosed carbon
preset, lin. (2 off)

IN USE
The Filter and Buffer Unit was designed
for sampling audio signals, although it can

Capacitors

be used for other purposes. The buffer
input can be connected directly to the
"Ear" or "Ext.Spk." output of most cassette players.

Set the bias to 2.5V as described above,

C4

Semiconductors

connect the output to the ADC. Otherwise
start with the volume at minimum, and use
the program described later, increasing the
volume until it is at a reasonable level.

PRE -AMPLIFIER

BAT85 Schottky diode
(2 off)
LF356N f.e.t.-input
wideband op amp

D1, D2

if you have a 'scope connect it to the filter output and adjust the volume on the
cassette player so that the output always
remains within OV to 5V. When this is done

1µ polyester layer
0µ1 ceramic (2 off)
22p polystyrene

C2, C3

1C1

Miscellaneous
Stripboard 0.1 in. matrix, size 10 strips

x 30 holes; case to choice (optional);
8 -pin d.i.l. socket; conectors; multi strand connecting wire; solder pins;
solder, etc.

If you wish to digitise smaller signals Fig.

9 shows a circuit diagram for a Single
I.C. Pre -amplifier. The purpose of potentiometers VR I and VR2 are the same as in

£5

Approx cost
guidance only

COMPONENTS
BUFFER/FILTER
Resistors
R1

1k

R2, R3
R4 to R8
R9, R13

1M (2 off)
10k (5 off)
39k (2 off)

R10, R14 220 (2 off)
R11

R12
R15
R16

1k2
4k7
82k
120k

See
SHOP

TALK
Page

All 0-6W 1% metal film
(EEL2C2G

Potentiometer
VR1

VR2

470k min. enclosed
carbon preset, lin.
1M min. enclosed carbon
preset, lin.

I

Circuit diagram for a simple Single I. C. Pre -amplifier (non -inverting).

Capacitors
polyester layer
1n polystyrene (f 5% or
better -4 off)
C6 to C11 0µ1 ceramic (6 off)
C12
15p polystyrene
11.1

C2 to C5

OUTPUT

Semiconductors
D1, D2

BAT85 Schottky diode

(2 off)

5

IC1,1C2,
1C3

LF356N f.e.t.- input
wideband op.amp (3 off)

14

10

15

2

25

30

000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00000000go000000000000000000

OoCl00000e0000Oo
00000oo
0 0 0 0 0oO000iiiip 000o oo000

Miscellaneous

1 ooooo
00000000000
000Oo
000000 0 0 o
0000000
o000000

Stripboard 0.1 in. matrix, size 11 strips

x 27 holes, and 11 strips x 31 holes;
case to choice (optional); conectors;

0

multistrand connecting wire; 8 -pin d.i.l.
socket (3 oft); solder pins; solder, etc.

A

.

00000000000000000o000000o00
0 00000 0 000 00000000000000 00
(EEAOH3OI

Approx cost
guidance only

£8

Fig.

10. Pre -Amplifier stripboard component layout and details of breaks

required in the underside copper tracks.
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the buffer circuit. The amplifier has a

tion blocks multiply or sum the inputs

maximum gain of six. This circuit cannot

and output the result.
The PCW is not really fast enough for
signal processing, as this is normally re-

be used to amplify d.c. signals due to
capacitor C t

.

The stripboard component layout

quired to be done in "real time". But

is

shown in Fig. 10. The construction details

we have included a simple low-pass filter

are the same as for the buffer.

routine in the 'scope program described

DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING

below.
The basic principle is shown in Fig. 12a.
A sample, x[n], is feed into the filter, this is

Volumes can be (and have been) written
on the subject of digital signal processing
so this is a very brief introduction.
Signals are digitised by taking discrete

by 0.5 (output = 0.5 x (x[n]+ x[n - 1])).

then added to the last value input into the
filter, x[n - 1]. The result is then multiplied

The output is the average value of the
current sample and the last sample. This
is called a two term moving averager and

samples of a continous signal. Let the
value of the first sample be (taken at time

has a low-pass filter effect. Fig. 12b shows

0) x[0], the second taken at time T (the

the effect it has on a signal, note that the
amplitued of the "spike" is reduced more

sampling period) be, x[1], ... at time nT be,
x[n].

You now have an "array" of sampled
values. These values can be processed in
various ways. These digitised signals can
be low, high, band pass (etc) filtered by
using software routines. These processed
signals can then be outputted to a DAC.
Software filters are often used as they
are far more versatile than analogue filters. There are three basic building blocks
that are used to make up software filters,

than the rest of the low frequency signal.
The filter implimented in the 'scope program uses four terms instead of two, as this
has a more noticable effect. Fig. 13 shows a

these are shown in Fig. 11.
The time delay block delays a signal by

screen dumps from the program. The grid
drawn on the screen is 500 ± 4iiS per
division horizontally and 1V
per division vertically. Most

setup you can use to test the effect of the
filter on sinewaves of different frequencies.

A simple Storage 'Scope program is

The number of scans can be altered by
POKEing 'NoScans' with a value from 1 to
255 (0 will result in 256 scans). This routine

calls the "Sample" routine to read in the
data - see below.
Sample: Reads 720 samples (61.6 period)
from channel 0 of the ADC. The data can

be accessed by PEEKing locations 'ADC
data' to 'ADCdata' + 719.
Displayl: This does the same as Display2
but erases the last plot displayed.
Display2: Plots the data stored by 'Sample'
on the screen.
Grid: Plots a grid on the screen.
Hline(x1%,x2%,y%): High speed horizontal line drawing routine.

Vline(e/e,y1%,y2%): High speed vertical
line drawing routine. The X coordinates
are in the range 0..719, and Y coordinates
in the range 0..255.

To get the best performance from the
ADC machine code subroutines can be

shown in Listing. 2 and Fig. 14 shows some

1

then returns to basic.

MACHINE CODE
PROGRAMS

SCOPE PROGRAM

unit of time, if x[n] is input at time I
then at time 2 the output will be x[n].
When inputting the array of sampled
values the output is x[n - 1] when the

every foS) from the ADC and plots them
on the screen. By default it does this 20
times, erasing the old line each time, and

written to be called from basic, or a stand
alone program could be written.

of the program is written
in machine code for speed.

input is x[n]. The multplier and summa -

Some of these machine code
routines can be called from
basic.

'nit: Sets up the screen.
Must be called before other

TIME DELAY BLOCK

routines are used.
Scope: This is the main
routine. When invoked a
grid is drawn on the screen, it

xlnl+a
SUMMATION BLOCK

then takes 720 samples (one

Fig. 13 (above right). Testing the
effect of the software low bass fil-

k x lnl
MULTIPLICATION BLOCK

ter
11 (left). The three basic
building blocks that are used to

Fig.
IEE1,24.1.0)

make up software filters.

Fig. 12a (left). Simple
low pass filter (two
term moving averager).
12b (be/ow).
Graph showing effect
Fig.

of two term moving

(a)

averager.
AMPUTuDE

A

SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTED FROM

AVERAGE SAMPLES --X- ICONT NUOUS

SIGNAL -

X111x 101- -

AMPLED

SIGNAL

J

1

111111i11111111

0

1

2

3

4

5

T. SAMPLE PERIOD
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5

7

6

9

(b)

a

11

12

13

14

15

X

17

IS

J

J

J

(b)
14. Sample screen displays using the
Scope program (0.5mS division 'horizontal"

Fig.

and 1 OV division "vertical").
(a) screen dump from some sampled music.
(b) screen dump of sampled 2kHz sinewave.
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Listing 2: Storage 'Scope Program
1 REX
2 REX *

Fast 'Scope' Program for use with 8 channel ADC
(C) 1992
By J.X.Sharpe

3 REX *
4 REX
5

*

:

10 MEMORY 8/ICFFF :CLEAR:GOSUB 40000
99

Initialise screen
100 CALL 'nit :REX
Do 5 scans
110 POKE loScans,5 :CALL Scope :REX
Low Pass Filter data
120 FOR n=ADCdata TO ADCdata+720 :REM
130 POKE n,(PEEK(n)+PEEK(n+1)+PEEK(n+2)+PEEK(1+3))/4
140 NEXT n
150 PRINT "Press a key to plot filtered signal";
Plot filtered value
160 WHILE INKEYS="":WEND :CALL Displayl:REI
170 PRINT CERS(27>"EPress a key to continue
Re -Initialise screen
180 WHILE IREETS=".:VEND :CALL INIT :REX
Draw Grid
:REX
210 CALL Grid
Take samples
:REX
220 CALL Sample
Display
230 CALL display2 :REX
Loop forever, Sampling when key pressed
240 REX
250 CALL sample:CALL displayl:VHILE INKEYS=":WEND:GOTO 240
39997

:

39998 END
SET UP )(CODE
39999 REX
:NoScans=811E017 :ADCdata=kHE4D8
40000 ad=IsHE000
:Sample=3HE06A
:Init=8HE053
40010 Scope=8HE000 :Grid=8BE061
:Display1=8FIE070 :Display2=811E079
40020 Hline=t6HEOA0 :Vline=811E08F
40025 PRINT CHRS(27)"B"CHRS(27)HSETTIIG UP";
40030 FOR n=1 TO 75:PRINT "*";
40040 READ cS,s:ck=0
40050 FOR x=1 TO 32 STEP 2
40060 c=VAL("&B"+XIDS(cS,x,2)):POKE ad,c:ck=ck+c:ad=ad+1
40070 NEXT x:IF ck<)s THEN PRINTERROR IN DATA - LINE:";n:STOP
40080 NEXT n
40090 RETURN
40200 DATA "CD25E0CD5AE4CDB4E021DAE711DBE701",2548
40210 DATA "00033600EDB00614C5CD04E1CD14E1C1",1770
40220 DATA '10F6C340E0F3DD223BE0DDEIFDE5ED73',2809
40230 DATA "2FEB312DEB3E81D3F13CD3F2DDE90000",2221
40240 DATA "ED7B2FEBDD2A3EE031185D3F13CD3F2FD',2604
40250 DATA "E1FBC9CD5AFCC200CD25E0CD5AE4C340',2668
40260 DATA "E0CD25E0CDB4E0C340E0F3CD04E1FBC9",2911
40270 DATA "CD25E0CD14E1C340E0CD25E021DAE711",2364
40280 DATA "DBE70100033600EDB0C014E1C340E00A",1864
40290 DATA "471A4F7E2366611CD25E0CDB7E1C340E0",2112
40300 DATA "0A4F7E23666FEB7E23668FC225E0CD7A",1865

40310 DATA E3C340E03EAA0601CDE5E23EAA0601CD,2053
40320 DATA "113E4013000606C521000011CF02CD7AE3",1291

40330 DATA C13E33814F10EF210000060AFD21A5E1,1494
40340
40350
40360
40370
40380
40390
40400

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

"C.506FF0E00CDB7E1FDIE0OFD6601FD23',2092
"FD23C110EB3EFF0600CDE5E23EFF0800",2038
"CD1BE4C90E8006D221D7E4EDB200EDB2",2373
"00EDB2C9FD21D8E4DD21DAE721000006",2088
'00C5DDE5E5DD4E0ODD4601CDB7E1E1E5",2534
'FD4E0OFD4601CDB7E1E1DDEIC1FD7E00",2511
"DD7700DD2323FD2310D7C5DDE5E5DD4E',2325

References to assembly language com-

mands below assume you are using

40410
40420
40430
40440
40450
40460
40470
40480
40490
40500
40510
40520
40530
40540
40550
40560
40570
40580
40590
40600
40610
40620
40630
40640
40650
40660
40670
40680
40690
40700
40710
40720
40730
40740
40750
40760
40770
40780
40790
40800
40810
40820
40830
40840
40850
40860
40870
40880
40890
40900
40910
40920
40930
40940
40950

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

the timing, 0.25µS to fetch the opcode and

the other 0.25µS to fetch the contents of

assembler which uses Zilog 2110
mnemonics. Assemblers of this type are
widely available in the Public Domain,
and from other suppliers. MAC supplied

memory location HL.
The fastest way to input a large amount
of data into memory is to use a long list of
INI's, this reads a value from the port held

with the PCW uses 8080 mnemonics. The
hex values for the commands are given in

in register C, stores the value in memory
location HL, and then decrements B and
increments HL. The fastest way to read in
two channels is to use INI's interleaved
with EXX instructions. EXX switches to
other register set, this takes 1.25µS. In this
way two "arrays" in memory can be filled

an

most Z80 books, which can be directly
entered into SID.

TIMINGS

The main reason for using machine
code is speed. The amount of time instructions take to execute are listed in
most Z80 books. The PCW inserts a
"wait state", a delay of one clock cycle
(0.25µS), for every memory access. So the
timings given need 0.25µS adding for each
memory access, e.g.
Motososic Hex
3C
INC r
00
NOP
LD r, (HL) 7E
EDB2
INIR
EDB2
INIR
EDA2
INI
IN A, (n) DB n

ti.S@ 4Mhz pS on PCW Notes
1.00
1.00
1.75

5.25

400
400
2.75

1.25

125
2 25
6.00
4 75

475
3 25

This is fast but uses up a large amount
of memory. The INIR instruction is useful
for sampling one channel (this is used in
the 'scope program). This is similar to the

LDIR instruction but copies the values
from a port (in reg. C) instead of from
memory. A maximum of 256 values can
be read at once (set B = 0). To get more
than this NOP's can be inserted between
INIR instructions to equalise the timing,
e.g.

LD C,176

with data, e.g.

LD B4O

LD HL, 400 ;START OF FIRST ARRAY
LD C,176 ;ADC CHANNEL 0
EXX
;OTHER REGISTER SET
LD HL,800 ;START OF FIRST ARRAY
LD C,177 ;ADC CHANNEL 1
INI
;START CONVERSION ON
CHANNEL I
EXX
INI
;GET RESULT,STORE,

AND START CONVER-

Bt 0
B=0

"0ODD4601CDB7E1E1E5FD4B0OFD4601CD",2219
'87E1E1DDE1C1FD7BOODD7700DD2323FD',2535
'2310D706CFC5DDE5E5DD4B00DD4601CD",2151
B7E1E1E5FD4E0OFD4601CDB7E1E1DDE1,2801
"C1FD7B00DD7700DD2323FD2310D7FWE',2101
'00DD7700C95300A700FA004D01A101F4",1525
'0147029B02CF023EFF90473EFF91B8D2",1828
"C5E14F7841903C575DCB3CCI1DCB3CCB",2031
'1DCB3CCB1D6531107A0CB38CB38CB3868",1735
'E5CD42E408004F09E5697982DAF8E1B9",2283
'CAF8E1FE09DA9FE23E07A33C47AF6737",2237
'1F10FD5F7AD608855729290115E209E3",1525
'DDE17BDDE9AE77237BAE77237BAE7723",2253
'7BAE77237BAE77237BAE77237BAE7723",1804
'7BAE773E0742A257CB38CB38CB38CA69",1884
'E2E12CE5C042E47BAE77237BAE77237B",2248
'AE77237BAE77237BAB77237BAB77237B",1804
'AE77237BAE777B10D8E12CCD42E41415",1908
"C87BAB7715C82378AB7715C8237BAE77",1960
'15C8237BAE7715C8237BAE7715C8237B",1723
'AE7715C8237BAE7715C8237BAB77C93E",1900
"07A33C47AF67371F10FD5F2909290188",1305
'E209E3DDE1C1DDE9AB7715C8237BAE77",2520
'15C8237BAE7715C8237BAB7715C8237B",1723
"AE7715C8237BA1(7715C8237BAB7715C8",1858
'237BAB77C9DDE5FDE5D9E5D5D9C54F21",2769
'79E37EA9714F06082149E2DD2116E2FD",1936
'2173E2110400C91108002189E2D9CB21",1532
"D22DE33E77AE7731177DDAE00DD77003E",1934
'77FDAB0OFD7700D93E77AE77D919DD19",2097
'1)919FD19D910D7C13BAE0520043E8618",1706
'050520023EA606082148E2DD2115E2FD",1371
"2172E2110400D911060021B8E2D977DD",1634
'7700FD7700D97719FD19D919DD1910EE",1872
"D9D1E1D9FDEIDDEIC9FF3EFF914FE5AF",3193
'ED52E1F287E3EBAFED5223EBE5CB3CCB",2842
'1DCB3CCB1DCB3CCB1D653/107A1CB39CB",1813
'39CB3969CD42E406004F09C13E07A1F6",1683
"1514C2BEE383DABEE3FE08DA07E4F1CA",2576
'DBE3474F3EFFCB3F1OFCE6FFAE77EB3E",2522
08914FAM7ED42EB0E08094243CB3ACB", 1853
'18CB3ACB18CB3ACB180504CAF8E31108',1711
'003EFFAE771910F93E07A1C847AF371F",1662
'10FCE8FFAB77C943371F1OFCC10504CA',2072
'16E4CB3F10FCE6FFAB77C932CBE332F2",2535
"E33203E43217E43EAE0520043EB61805',1359
'0520023EA0532CCE332F3E33204E43218',1624
"E4C9F5D5E52600291195E4195E2356E1',2054
'6C260029292919D1F1C9F5C5D5E51100",1846
'002195E4D5E5CD7AE4E173237223D13E",2202
"08835F3OEFE1D1C1F1C9260068291100",1793
"B6195E23567BE8076F7B175F7A175778",1489
E6F0B55FC99900000000000000000000",1100
00000000000000000000000000000000",0
"00000000000000000000000000000000",0

SION ON CHANNEL 0.
EXX
INI

;GET

RESULT,STORE,

INIR
NOP
INIR

;CHANNEL 0
;256 INPUTS
;READ 256 VALUES
WITH 6µS PERIOD
;1.25µS DELAY

;READ ANOTHER 256
VALUES

... etc ...

INTERRUPTS
Note that all of the above timing assume
that interrupts have been turned off (using
DI). The PCW is interrupted 50 times per

second, leaving these switched on will
really mess up the timings.

AND START CONVERSION ON CHANNEL 1

Note that LD r, (HL) has 0.51.6 added to
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Next month: Linear Power Supply for the
8 -Channel ADC.
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RALLIES FOR ALL

Throughout the year amateur radio
rallies, hamfests, exhibitions and conventions, large and small, are held across the
United Kingdom, and it is worth stressing
that you don't have to be a licensed radio
amateur to attend these events.

There is also much of interest for short
wave listeners, and electronic hobbyists
generally. There is usually a demonstration radio station; specialist clubs covering many aspects of radio communica-

tion attend to publicise their particular
activities; there are lectures or presentations; traders are often present, selling
both components and commercial equipment; there is usually a good selection of
second-hand items; and there are sometimes other attractions of interest to the
whole family.

A few of the events taking place in

the next month or so include West
Manchester Radio Club Summer Rally on

22nd August [0204 24104 for details];
Galashiels & District ARS Open Day
[0835 22686] and Torbay ARS Mobile
Rally [0803 526762], on 29th August;
Bristol Radio
Computer

incorporating a
Fayre [0275
834282], Milton Keynes & DARS Radio
Rally,

Boot Sale [0908 660798], and Telford
Amateur Radio Rally [0952 770922], on

5th September; the Scottish Amateur
Radio Convention, Glasgow [041 882
5753], on 11th September; the Isle of

Wight Rally [0983 567665] on 18th
September; the Harlow Amateur Radio
and Computer Show [0850 487863] on

26th September, and so on.
Even if you are not an amateur, why not
have a day out that's 'different' to sample

at least one small part of the world of

by this publication, and by the BDXC
journal, to try it more often.

I

have

a small rotatable desktop tuned loop

aerial and an r.f. preamplifier, feeding into
my Sangean world band receiver, which
gives surprisingly good results, albeit still
capable of improvement!
BDXC specialises in all aspects of

DXing, from searching out distant or

difficult to hear stations to listening to the
major international broadcasters - on the
shortwave, medium wave and v.h.f./f.m.
bands.
Its monthly journal

Communication

covers the month's developments

in

international and domestic broadcasting

plus many features and articles on
specialised subjects. The sample copy I
received contained a correspondence
section; an article on the history of the
BBC's Ottringham transmitting station;
the story of broadcasting in Austria; nine
pages of the latest DX news, changes in
frequency or time of transmissions, etc.;
news of development in UK broadcasting, BBC, Independent Radio, and special

event

stations;

QSL

Report;

a

Medium Wave Logbook, reporting m.w.
stations from the Americas, Africa/Asia,
Europe, and the UK logged by members;
a shortwave Tropical Bands Logbook; an
H.F. Logbook; long-distance v.h.f./f.m.
stations reported; and illegal stations
noted on s.w., m.w., and v.h.f..

the aspects of hobby radio it covers,
together with a sample copy of Communication, can be obtained by sending
two first class stamps, or 2xIRCs [over-

seas], to British DX Club, 54 Birkhall
Road, Catford, London SE6 1TE.

without the addition of a specialised
aerial such as a m.w. loop.

is not accepted.

MW DXING
Apart from shortwave listening,
medium wave DXing also has a band of
enthusiastic followers who tune in to

stations from home and abroad which
just cannot be heard on a normal
domestic

radio

set-up,

at

least

not

I am reminded of this activity by the

11th edition of the British DX Club's
booklet Radio Stations in the United
Kingdom which lists all I.w., m.w. and

v.h.f./f.rm stations in the UK in frequency
order, with power used, location of station and parallel frequencies.
It also has several pages of interest-

ing information about both official and
unofficial broadcasters, restricted service licences (special event stations), and
how to send reception reports to broad-

casters. Good value at £2.00 UK, or
5xIRCs overseas, this useful booklet, 30
pages x A5, is available from the address
below.
I

occasionally indulge in a little m.w.

DXing myself and have been encouraged
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amateur TV.

The regular Omega Club broadcast normally has a guest speaker and CB news
announcements followed by a callback or
"breaker" session. The added element on
this occasion was amateur TV and during
the broadcast many listeners tried, with
some success, to adjust their domestic

TV sets to receive the picture. In fact,
one ingenious would-be viewer 60km
from the transmitter used two VCRs as
preamplifiers to obtain a good picture!

Those who were unsuccessful were
promised another transmission on re-

quest later when they were ready to
test reception. The Omega Club itself is
hoping to hold further ATV -CB sessions.
Radio amateurs in the area had a callback
session on the 2 -metre amateur band to

discuss the broadcast and commented
favourably on the joint project.

must admit, I'm quite impressed by
this story from "down under". Some of
the stories one hears about CB here
are not too complimentary, but have
heard about activities by more serious
minded operators too. If there are any
joint amateur radio/CB activities in the
UK I would certainly like to know about
I

I

them, and if they are of sufficient interest

will be happy to describe them in this
column.

Further information about BDXC and

ATV -CB BROADCAST
There is very little crossover between
Amateur Radio and Citizens Band Radio
in this country although many UK radio
amateurs were introduced to radio communication originally through CB. In fact,
no mention of CB is ever made in Radio
Communication journal of the Radio
Society of Great Britain as a matter of
policy, and advertising for CB equipment

amateur radio?

Radio Club who talked about the history

of the repeater and general aspects of

It was interesting, therefore to read
about an entirely different relationship
recently in Amateur Radio, journal of
Australia's national amateur organisation,
the Wireless Institute of Australia.
Last September, Melbourne's Omega
Radio Club, described as Australia's

premier CB club, celebrated the 12th

anniversary of its fortnightly u.h.f. CB
broadcast by televising it through the

Melbourne amateur TV repeater.
The programme lasted one -and -a -

KEY COLLECTING
Collecting Morse keys is a hobby in its
own right. They can often be picked up
at amateur rallies, etc., as described above,

but also in other places, in junk shops, at
ordinary car boot sales, etc., and it is my
experience that once the word gets round
that you are interested in collecting them
people sometimes offer you keys "out of
the blue".
If you really get into it, you are looking
at some beautiful instruments made over a
hundred years ago. These are pretty rare of
course, but not entirely unobtainable.

An interesting, and more readily available, range of keys could actually be the
basis of an intriguing collection in its own
right. This is the Key WT 8 Amp, the standard British military key of WW2 and afterwards, often available at rallies for about
£5.
I have recently completed a survey of
reported versions of this key, receiving
details from collectors and users round
the world. Over 100 different versions

have been reported, made in six different
countries, and the full 17 -page report and

listing, including details of their original
use in some cases, was recently published in Morsum Magnificat, the Morse

quarter hours and created an interest in
watching amateur TV among many CB

magazine.

operators who wanted information on

is MM28, and a copy can be obtained,

antenna dimensions and beam direction
for best reception. Guest speaker was a
radio amateur from the RAAF-Williams

For those interested, the issue number

price £2.20 UK, or overseas £2.25, from
G.C. Arnold Partners, 9 Wetherby Close,
Bro?dstone, Dorset, BH18 8JB.
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DIGITAL INPUT
FEATURES

stg£33

RAM

including P+P
excluding VAT

I/O Mapped
Easy to install
Simple to use

Uses industry standard 8255 IC
Setup software included

19C[3 Designer

For Windows 3.0 & 3.1
Runs on any PC running
Windows in standard or
enhanced mode
with 2MB

ONLY

Suitable for IBM PC/XT/AT
24 Digital I/O lines
37 Way D -type with bracket
+/- 12V. +/- 5V power from PC

MODELL-

L10-24

APPLICATIONS
Relay ON/OFF control
LED ON/OFF control
Data acquistlon
Interlace to A/D's 8 DAC's
General purpose interlace
Digital I/O control

OUTPUT

-

7ALFRED ENTERPRISES LTD.

Cummeen, Adare.
Co. Limerick,
Ireland.

151 =

Tel +353-61-396-696
Fax: *353-61-396-750

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EPE)
200 Signal diodes 1144148
75
50
56
100
10

8
8
30
30
30
25
24
50

BFY51 Transistors
BC478 Transistors
MPSA42 Transistors
5mm red I.e.d.s

Asstd. high brightness tod.s

30
48
100
30
10

2

Asstd. Zeners
NE555 Timer ICs
C10613 400V 6 amp thyristors

12

20
20
20
30
20
16

Rectifier Diodes 1144001
Rectifier Diodes 1N4007
Rectifier Diodes 1145401

E100
1.00
£1 .00

£1.00
£1.00
E1.00
£1 .00
£1 .00
£1 .00
£1 .00
£1 .00
£1 .00
£1 .00

Miniature red 1.e.d.s 3mm dia
Axial 18.0.5 (Diode package) wide
angle I e.d.s
£1.00
Asstd seven segment displays
E1.00
Asstd. IF transformers
£1 .00

Asstd coil formers

£100
Asstd. RF chokes (inductors)
£100
Asstd. connectors edge-dil-sil ele...E1 .00
4P 3W MBB min. rotary switches
£1.00
1 inch Glass reed switches
£1 .00
Magnetic ear pips plus lead & plug..E1.00
Min SP/CO slide switches
£1 .00
Asstd. d.i sockets up to 40 pin
£1.00
24 -way turned pin IC sockets
E100
40 pin d.i. I. wire wrap IC sockets
£1.00
ORP12 light dependent resistors
f1.00

200 Printed circuit board 20mm fuse
clips
200 Asstd. disc ceramic capacitors
80
Asstd capacitors 1 nf to tut
80
Asstd electrolytic capacitors
80
1UF 16V Radial electrolytics
80
4.7UF 16V Radial electrolytes
75
4.7UF 63V Radial electrolytics
80
tOUF 16V Radial electrolytics
50
10UF 50V Radial electrolytic,
80
22UF 25V Radial electrolytics
60 33UF 16V Radial electrolytics
80
1000F 10V Radial eletrolytics
50
220UF 16V Radial electrolytics
60
470UF 10V Radial electrolytic,
40
1000UF 10V Axial electrolytics
12
1000UF 25V Axial electrolties

C1.00
C1.00

PCB

C1.00

£1.00
£1.00
£1 .00

Et 00
Et 00
E1.00

you

to

use and makes use of the best

01.013

£1.00

Designer allows

produce single and double sided
printed circuit boards. It is easy to

£1.00
£1.00
01.00
£1.00

features from Windows. Features such
as Button bars and Hint text are all present. Note that
the price is all inclusive, no VAT, no Postage. What
You See Is What You Pay (WYSIWYP).

£1 .00

1 Farad 5.5V memory back up
capacitor
£1 .00
100 4147 Mini Axial capacitors
60p
1
10 watt Stereo am pill ier. 4 controls
plus data
.£2.95
1

Prices include VAT postage St 25 Stamp for Lists

I

288 Abbeydale Road. Sheffield S7 1FL
Phone (0742) 552886 Fax (0742) 500689

Niche
Software
The Bannut Tree, Kerrys Gate, Hereford, I-IR2 OAG
Please Note: Since PCB designer is so easy to use, and to keep costs down, PCB Designer has an On -Line

manual, in Windows Help format. A tutorial is also supplied online. No paper manual is supplied.

AITKEN BROS & Co

,IM102 ANALOGUE MULTIMEFER

Dont let the digital world
pass you by!
TEACH YOURSELF DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
THE EASY WAY, USING OUR ALL -IN -ONE
PROFESSIONAL TRAINER.

BREADBOARD

Inc leads & bate
AC volts,
0-10-50-250-1KV
DC volts.
0-2.5-10-50-250-1KV
DC current 0-5m050m-500m-10A
19 ranges

Yours for only

£149.00

vA

Including 50
Digital IC':

Resistance
Dims.

840 tie points,in 2 sets of 64
rows of 5, + 4 power rails.

0 -10K -100K -10M

135x89:40mm

Complete with baseboard &

SEPTEMBER PRICE E13.50

mounting plate for witches
& you etc.
NP 110.16
SEPTEMBER PRICE 1199

NP 115.99

ALT26 DIGITAL MULlIMEIER

FEATURES.
Pulse It Delay Generator
Power Supplies
Built in Logic Probe

7 ranges inc 10A DC Inc leads & belts
3.5 digit 12mm LCD display
AC volts.
0-500v
DC volts.
0-20-200v
DC current_ 0-10A

4 -WAY 13.A. DCTENSION
with 3 yds 13A cable

6

.

PI

,

Resistance.
0 -2K -2M
Dims ..... ............148031.32mm

frif,

SEPTEMBER PRICE £14.99

Generous

AI: .

NPL9.99

SEPTEMBER. PRICE/Aso

NP 1111 99

81 De -bounced Switches

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

Breadboarding Area

1 mm 6 BNC Connectors

LED indicators
Manual Clock

The model MS101 is a self contained mini lab which
can be used without additional external equipment.
The special features will enable you to move up the
learning curve in 6021 electronics.
To get you started we provide a ccenprenensrve range
Of Ogtal ICs with instruction package.

integrated circuits with each digital trainer. These

include Gates, Buffers. Flip Flops. Decoders,

Multivibrators, Counters. Shift Registers,
Comparators, Arithmetic Logic, Parity Generators
IMereonnecting Wires.

'Lake advantage - order now

ANTEX
18W SOLDERING IRON
SEPTEMBER PRICE IWO

*.-Sr7:
DE -SOLDER
PUMP

PORTASOL
GAS IRON
SEPTEMBER PRICE 12.99 SEPTEMBER PRICE £1 L99

NPI9.99

NPL3.99

Lcam digital

NI -CAD

4 x NICAD

techniques,

BATTERY CHARGER

AA B ITERIES

!brut* stop by
step C1CCIrCISCS

JREE!
Introductory offer includes 50. yes 50 digital

-=a1:412;L3P1111.1b.

For further infornationPhone: (09081 265311
Fax. (0908) 263035
Post Multi Sources Ltd.
Unit 5. Potters Lane
Kiln Farm Ind Estate
Milton Keynes

MK1I 3HE
We accept Access iS Visa
credit cards
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SEPTEMBER PRICEL3.80

NPL6.99

NP14.00
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ADS
TOGETHER

SEPTEMBER PRICELESS'S
NP110.99

PLEASE ADD £1.00 POSTAGE TO ORDER
CATALOGUE AVAILABLE £1.50
VISA
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INTER

C

Robert Penfold
last month's Interface article we
started to consider the PC's games port
for use in general interfacing applications.
In this article we will consider this topic
further, and will take a detailed look at the
digital and analogue inputs of the games

'N

port.

On The Button
As explained last month, there are four
digital inputs on the games port ("button 4"
to "button 7"), and these would normally be
used to read the fire -buttons of the joysticks.
Four inputs are needed because the games
port can accommodate two joysticks, and
each joystick can have two separate fire buttons.
High level languages often have facilities

for reading the fire -buttons, and in GW
BASIC the STRIG function can be used.
Note that this will only work if a STRIG
ON instruction is used to effectively switch

joystick is connected to the games port and

the appropriate fire -button is operated, a
value of 0 should be returned.

Table 1

INPUT

MASKING NUMBER

Button 4
Button 5
Button 6
Button 7

16
32

64
128

Technical information on the workings of
the game port's analogue inputs has proved

to be elusive. The manuals supplied with
add-on games port cards mostly provide
nothing more than a port connection diagram. However, you only need to take a
brief look at a games port card in order to
realise that it does not provide a comparable

ticularly useful for general interfacing purposes. It does have a potential advantage in
that it can be used to determine whether an
input has been activated since the last time
that the STRIG function was called. However, for most purposes it is easier to read

The basic setup seems to consist of four
simple timer circuits feeding into an input
port. The variable resistors in the joysticks
act as the resistances in the CR timing networks. The input port that reads the outputs

facility to the analogue port of the BBC
computers.

of the timers seems to be the lower nibble at
the same address which is used to read the

The games port is read at hexadecimal
address 201, or decimal address 513. The
fire -button inputs are at bits 4 to 7 of this

fire -buttons.

address. Presumably this is why these inputs

in the block occupied by the games port
(200 to 207 in hexadecimal). A software
routine then monitors the timer outputs,
and steadily increments a count stored in
memory. When an output goes low, the
count for that channel is stored in a byte

are designated "button 4" to 'button 7",
rather than simply being numbered 1 to 4.
In an interfacing application these inputs
would most probably be used independently to read various status outputs.

In order to read just one input line it
is merely necessary to bitwise AND the
returned value with the correct masking
number. Table 1 shows the correct masking
number to use for each fire -button input. As
an example of reading one of the inputs, this
GW BASIC command will read "button 5"
and print the returned value on the screen.

PRINT INP(513) AND 32

The value returned is 32 if "button 5" is
high, or 0 if it is low. When an input is high,

the returned value is always equal to the
masking number used. Of course, when an
input is low, the returned value is always 0.
The fire -button inputs have standard TTL

characteristics, and will drift to the high
state if they are simply left floating. If you
enter this program line the value printed on
the screen should therefore be 32. If "button

4" is connected to the .0 volt rail, or a
700

Sensing
The obvious way of using the games port
in sensing applications is to use sensors that
proyide variable resistances. The sensors can

then be wired direct to the games port in
exactly the same manner as the joystick
potentiometers. Clearly there will not be
suitable sensors available for many sensing

Analogue Inputs?

on the games port. This function may be
very useful when using the games port for
its intended purpose, but it is not par-

the inputs directly.

totally unsuitable for any application that requires a high degree of precision. These inputs should only be used for non -critical applications where moderate degrees of error
will not have dire consequences.

Presumably the timers are triggered by
writing the appropriate value to an address

of memory. The higher the resistance of a
joystick potentiometer, the longer the pulse
length, and the greater count obtained.

applications, but there are a few types of
sensor which do provide a varying resistance.

For temperature sensing applications a
thermistor will give the desired effect. The
analogue inputs of the games port have a

sensitivity of roughly one Idiot= per bit.
On the face of it an input resistance range of
approximately 0 to 255k is required, but in

practice there seems to be a problem with
noise giving erratic readings on values of
more than about 150k. It is therefore ad-

visable to use a sensor that provides a
resistance that always lies within the range
zero to 150k

In the interest of good resolution, the
sensor should span a large part of this
resistance range during normal operation. A
device that provides a resistance of between
75k and 80k during normal use will not be

very useful, since it will only provide a
range of five or six different readings. A
sensor which covers a range of something
like 20k to 120k is of much more use, since it
covers a range of 100 values.

Some component retailers stock a bead
thermistor which has a resistance of 47k
at 25 degrees Centigrade. This component
does not seem to have a type number, and is
usually just described as a "47k thermistor".

Its resistance varies from just below 3k at

Crude Method

100 degrees Centigrade, to just over 155k at

This is a very crude method of analogue
to digital conversion, but it is adequate for a
simple pointing device such as a joystick.
Although it is theoretically possible for a
system of this type to offer high resolution
and excellent linearity, as implemented on
the PCs it does not seem to provide either.
The true resolution seems to fall some way
short of eight bits, and the linearity is very

0 degrees Centigrade. This would seem to
be ideal for general temperature sensing applications, but there are "100k" and "150k"
thermistors which might be more suitable if
the low temperature end of this range is not

poor indeed. As far as general analogue
interfacing applications are concerned, there
is a major problem in that the inputs read a
resistance, and not an input voltage.
Despite these limitations, the analogue in-

puts of the PC games port do have some
potential for user add-ons. However, it has
to be emphasised that they are likely to be

of interest.

Connections
Connections of up to four thennistors or
other simple sensors to a PC games port is
shown in Fig. 1. The numbers in brackets
are the games port channel numbers. The
analogue inputs are read from GW BASIC
using the STICK function. The STICK(0)
function returns a value from channel 0, and
it also results in readings being taken and
stored for channels 1, 2, and 3. The stored
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o +5 to

12V

C1
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= CA314OE
IC2 = TIL111

ICI
D1

DI = Red LED

R1

4k7
R3

2k2

r
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15
R2

Input

2k2

L
Fig. 1. Connecting thermistors or other
simple sensors to the PC games port.

6

(+5V)
Output

IC2

J

1

(Pos. X)
o OV

Fig 2. A simple voltage to resistance converter. This is only suitable for noncritical applications.

values can then be read using the STICK(1),
STICK(2), and STICK(3) functions respectively.
A "dummy" reading from channel 0 must

therefore be taken before any of the other
three channels can be read. For example,
these three program lines will result in the
four channels of the port being read, with
the channel 2 and channel 3 readings then
being printed on the screen.

ORP12). Note that an excessively high

plications where (say) something should
remain between two critical temperatures.
The thermistor can be subjected to these
temperatures, and the readings noted. In
use a series of readings would be taken
and printed out, or the readings could be
presented in graph form. An alarm could
be operated if the monitored temperature

resistance can be produced by the ORP12,
and that this will cause a reading of zero.

strayed too close to one of the critical
levels. Simple monitoring is often ade-

10 X + STICK(0)
20 PRINT STICK(2)
30 PRINT STICK(3)

Converting readings from a thermistor
into corresponding temperatures is a difficult task. There is

A simple method of sensing such as
is better suited to monitoring ap-

(which is the zig-zag track in the case of an

this

very poor overall

linearity, and increased temperature results
in decreased readings. This second problem

is due to the fact that normal thermistors
have negative temperature coefficients.

quate for applications of this type, where
it is relative rather than absolute temperatures that are of importance.

Light Work
A cadmium sulphide photo -resistor can
be used for light level sensing. We are not
exactly "spoiled for choice" these days, and
at present an ORP12 or equivalent seems

It would be possible to note the read-

to be the only widely available photo -

ings obtained at various test temperatures,

resistor. This covers a very wide resistance

and then produce a look -up table from
the results. This would not seem to be
worth the effort involved though. Where

range, which means that in the present

accurate temperature measurement

is re-

quired it would be much better to use a
semiconductor sensor and a proper analogue
to digital converter, as described in previous
Interface articles.

application only a rather limited range of
light levels would be accommodated. It
might be suitable for some applications
though.
Bear in mind that with a photocell it is
possible to reduce its effective sensitivity
by masking off part of its sensitive surface
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This is easily detected, since low resistances never quite produce zero readings.

Voltage to Resistance
Converter
Readers occasionally enquire about a volt-

age to resistance converter circuit for use
with PC style joystick inputs. This is possible, and the circuit of Fig.2 will provide a
conversion of this type. The circuit is basically just a unity gain buffer stage driving
an opto-isolator. D1 is used in the negative
feedback path to compensate for the fairly
high forward threshold voltage of the l.e.d.
in the opto isolator. The collector to emitter
resistance of the transistor at the output of
the opto-isolator provides the varying resis-

tance for the games port. IC2 can be any
"bog standard" opto-isolator.
An input voltage range of roughly 0 to 2

volts is needed. Note that increased input
voltage produces reduced readings. This is
not of great importance, since the software
can be written to take this fact into account.
The linearity of the overall system is rather
poor, and it is definitely only suitable for
non -critical applications.
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SURVEILLANC13
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY KITS

No. I for Kits

Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12 years
and you can be sure that all of our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions, circuit
diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all transmitters
are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.
UTX Ultra -miniature Room Transmitter

Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x 20mm including
mic. 3-12V operation. 500m range

£16.45

MTX Micro-mimiature Room Transmitter
Best-selling micro -miniature Room Transmitter
Just 17mm x 17mm including mic. 3-12V operation. 1000m range

TLX700 Micro -ministers Winton Transmitter
£13.45

STX Hin-perfennece Room Transmitter
Hi performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and range.
Measures 22mm x 22mm including mic. 6-12V operation, 1500m range

£15.45

VT500 High -power Room Transmitter

Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance. Size 20mm x
£16.45

40mm. 9-12V operation. 3000m range

VXT Voles Activated Tramming,
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity
and delay with LED indicator Size 20mm x 67mm. 9N/ operation. 1000m range £19.45

wane Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V AC supply for long-term monitoring. Size 30mm x 35mm.
£19.45

500m range

SCRX Snuffler Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder
connected to the receiver Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range ........ £22.95

ECU( Mann Toinane Transmitter
Connects to telephone line anywhere, requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. 1000m range

UTLX Ultra -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 10mm x 20mm!
Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range
£15.95

£23.95

Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble than

UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All
conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 1000m range

£13.45

STU( High-performance Telephone Trainman',
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. Size 22mm x 22mm.
£16.45

1500m range

TXX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m. Size
£22.95
25mm x 63mm. 9V operation
C11400 Pocket leg Detecter/Locater
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tome increase as you
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source. Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V
£30.95

operation

CD600 Professional lug Detector/Locator
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
£50.95

SCOM Meaner Decoder Unit for SCRX

pagers, cellular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation

Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to

QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180 MHz and
requires the use of a scanner receiver or our CIRX180 kit (see catalogue). Size
£40.95
20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range

£22.95

headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9-12V operation

ATR2 Micro Size Tonnes" Recanting interface
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape
automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm.
£13.45

Powered from line

*** Specials ***
TILTIALRX Radio Canna Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights, alarms, paging
system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with digital encoder and receiver
unit with decoder and relay output, momentary or alternate, 8 -way dil switches on both
boards set your own unique security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mm x
90mm. Both 9V operation. Range up to 200m.
£50.95
Complete System (2 kits)
£19.95
individual Transmitter DLTX
£37.95

Individual Receiver DLRX

MIX -1 10 -Fl Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the headphone output
of your Hi -A, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fi quality to a nearby radio. Listen to your
favourite music anywhere around the house, garden, in the bath or in the garage and
you don't have to put up with the W's choice and boring waffle. Size 27mm x 60mm
£20.95
9V operation. 250m range

OLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per OTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversat£40.95
tions. 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
IISX11111 Una Penrod Crystal Controlled Plisse Transmatkw
As per OLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required. Size
£35.95
32mm x 37mm. Range 500m
ORX1110 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver

For monitoring any of the '0' range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section
supplied as a pre -built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty
setting up. Outpt to headphones 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation

£60.95

A build-up service is available on all our kits If required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add
£1.50 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque
clearance. Overseas customers send sterling bank draft and add £5.00 per
order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 0827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE NEW
SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO FIRST
CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

DEPT. EE

SUNIA
DESIGNS

THE WORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD,
BAXTERLEY. NEAR ATHERSTONE,

WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2 LE
VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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Tel/Fax:
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SPECIAL EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS BOOKS
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on the course in general are given.

The City & Guilds introduction to module 726/301 reads.
-A candidate who satisfactorily completes this module will
have a competence to identify basic components and digital
integrated circuits and connect them together to form simple
working circuits and logic units " This provides an excellent
introduction to the book
£2.96
112 pages (A4 size)
Fs1T7rlld.T.fk7YllCt

GUIDE TO BUILDING
LLESTRONIC PROJECT

ExpLoRING
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ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No.5 GUIDE
TO BUILDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
Published by Everyday Electronics
Due to the demand from students, teachers and hobbyists
we have put together a range of articles from past issues of
Everyday Electronics that will assist those involved with the

meas

construction of electronic projects.
The book contains the complete Project Development for

INTRO --9--r-.-^,,
DIGIT/ PLUS: ;;;LEPROJ

S'

GCSE series.

Contents: Features - First Steps in Project Building;
Building with Vero; Project Development for GCSE;

- - - ELECT ,,---.,
,,,c,---,
-

Getting your Projects Working: Guide to Printed Circuit

Ioniser, Bat Detector, Acoustic Probe, Mainstester and Fuse

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN 88/89 INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS

Mike Tooley BA (published by Everyday Electronics)

A complete course that can lead successful readers to the

award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory

Microprocessors (726/303). The book contains everything you need to know including full details on registering for assessment, etc.

Sections cover Microcomputer Systems, Micro -processors, Memories, Input/Output, Interfacing and Programming. There are various practical assignments and eight
Data Pages covering the most popular microprocessor
chips.

An excellent introduction to the subject even for those
who do not wish to take the City and Guilds assessment
£2.45
80 pages (A4 size)
p17m7mirkinp4:11

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BOOK 1
Published by Everyday Electronics in association with

Magenta Electronics.
Contains twenty of the best projects from previous issues of
EE each backed with a kit of components. The projects are.
Seashell Sea Synthesiser, EE Treasure Hunter, Mini Strobe.
Digital Capacitance Meter, Three Channel Sound to Light.
BBC 16K sideways Ram, Simple Short Wave Radio, Insulation Tester, Stepper Motor interface, Eprom Eraser, 200MHz

Digital Frequency Meter. Infra Red Alarm EE Equaliser

Finder, Light Rider - (Lapel Badge, Disco Lights, Chaser
Light), Musical Doorbell, Function Generator, Tilt Alarm,
10W Audio Amplifier, EE Buccaneer Induction Balance
Metal Detector, BBC Midi Interface, Variable Bench Power
Supply, Pet Scarer, Audio Signal Generator
128 pages (A4 size)
Order code EP1

£2.45

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No. 3- EXPLORING ELECTRONICS (published by Everyday Electronics)
Owen Bishop
Another EE value for money publication aimed at students of
electronics. The course is designed to explain the workings
of electronic components and circuits by involving the reader

in experimenting with them. The book does not contain
masses of theory or formulae but straightforward explanations and circuits to build and experiment with.
Exploring Electronics contains more than 25 useful
projects, assumes no previous knowledge of electronics and
is split into 28 easily digestible sections
wrigrzrzwitifq
£2.45
88 pages (A4 size)

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No. 4

INTRODUCING DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (published
by Everyday Electronics)
Michael J. Cockcroft
Although this book is primarily a City & Guilds Introductory
level course 1726'3011 approximately 80% of the informa

tilt, -171

Boards; Choosing and Using Test Equipment - The
Multimeter, The Oscilloscope, P.S.U.s, Logic Probes,

Digital Frequency Meters, Signal Generators, etc; Data
- Circuit Symbols, Component Codes; Resistors; Identifying Components; Capacitors; Actually Doing It Understanding the Circuit Diagram, Component Codes.
Mounting circuit boards and controls, Understanding
Capacitors; Projects - Lie Detector; Personal Stereo
Amplifier; Digital Experimentsr's Unit, Quizmaster; Siren
Effects Unit: UV Exposure Unit. Low-cost Capacitbnce
Meter, Personal Radio
88 pages (A4 size)
EsITITERMilliall

£2.96
ONLY A

EVERDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK

FFW LEFT
Mike Tooley BA
ORDER
(published by EE in association with
NOW
PC Publishing)
This book is an invaluable source of information of

everyday relevance in the world of electronics. It contains not only sections which deal with the essential
theory of electronic circuits, but it also deals with a wide
range of practical electronic applications.
It is ideal for the hobbyist, student, technician and
engineer. The information is presented in the form of a
basic electronic recipe book with numerous examples
showing how theory can be put into practice using a
range of commonly available "industry standard" components and devices.
A must for everyone involved in electronics!
256 pages
renetitYKY11,114/1

£8.95
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The books listed have been selected by Everyday with Practical Electronics editorial staff as being of special
interest to everyone involved in electronics and computing. They are supplied by mail order direct to your door.
Full ordering details are given on the last book page. For another selection of books see next month's issue
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Third Edition
Ian Sinclair
A completely updated and revised third edition of this
popular title. It still contains a carefully selected collection of
standard circuits, rules -of -thumb, and design data for professional engineers, students and enthusiasts involved in radio
and electronics, but is now over one hundred pages bigger..
The book covers many areas not available elsewhere in

such a handy volume, and this new edition now includes

chapters on Microprocessors and microprocessor
systems: The instruction register, Clocking, Memory,
Read-write memory, The buses. Reading and writing

actions. Three -state control, The control bus, Timing and
bus control, The PC register and addressing. Addressing
methods, Interrupts, Inputs and outputs, Port, Keyboard

interfacing, Video interfacing. Digital -analogue con-

versions: Analogue -to -digital conversion, Sampling and
conversion, Digital -to -analogue conversion, Current addition methods, Conversion problems, Bitstream methods,
Computer plug -in boards. Computer aids in electronics: The computer, Linear circuit analysis by

computer, The menus, Circuits and nodes, PCB layouts, Circuit diagrams, The Public Domain Software
Library. Hardware components and practical work:

Hardware, Video connectors, Control knobs and switches,
Switches, Cabinets and cases. Packages for semiconduc-
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Tables and data on subjects most

modern life. As with most professions, ours too has a
language of its own, ever expanding and now encompass-

ing several thousands of terms. This book picks out and
explains some of the more important fundamental terms
(over 700), making the explanations as easy to understand
as can be expected of a complicated subject and avoiding
high-level mathematics.
Through its system of references, each term is backed up

by a list of other relevant or more fundamental terms so
that a chosen subject can be studied to any depth required.
472 pages

!der code BP

£5.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of
limited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the
basics of analogue and digital multimeters, discussing the

relative merits and the limitations of the two types. In
Chapter 2 various methods of component checking are
described, including tests for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in

Chapter 3, with subjects such as voltage, current and

tors,

continuity checks being discussed.
In the main little or no previous knowledge or experience

digital servicing work, Logic analysers.
Other chapters cover Passive Components, Active Dis-

testing techniques the reader should be able to confidently
tackle servicing of most electronic projects.
£2.95
96 pages

Integrated circuit packages, Constructing circuits,
Surface mounting, testing and trouble -shooting, Practical
work on microprocessing equipment, Instruments for
crete Components, Discrete Component Circuits, Linear
ICs, Digital ICs, Transferring Digital Data and Computer
Aids in Electronics
£14.95
338 pages

ignalEarlaM

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK
Steve Money
The principles of operation of the various types of test
instrument are explained in simple terms with a minimum
of mathematical analysis. The book covers analogue and
digital meters, bridges, oscilloscopes, signal generators.
counters, timers and frequency measurement. The practical uses of the instruments are also examined.

Everything from Audio oscillators, through R, C & L

measurements (and a whole lot more) to Waveform Generators and testing Zeners
206 pages
Order code PC169

£8.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS
TERMS
F. A. Wilson
The wonders of electronics multiply unceasingly and
electronic devices are creeping relentlessly into all walks of

is assumed. Using these simple component and circuit

tal:=140.

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily intended as a follow-up to BP239,
(see above), and should also be of value to anyone who
already understands the basics of voltage testing and
simple component testing. By using the techniques described in chapter 1 you can test and analyse the performance of a range of components with just a multimeter
(plus a very few inexpensive components in some cases).
Some useful quick check methods are also covered.
While a multimeter is supremely versatile, it does have
its limitations. The simple add-ons described in chapter 2
extended the capabilities of a multimeter to make it even
more useful.
£2.95
84 pages
s r der code BP 65

THE ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY OF
ELECTRONICS - 5th EDITION
Rufus P. Turner and Stan Gibilisco
With more than 27,000 terms used in electronics today,
this collection is THE most comprehensive dictionary
available. Including all practical electronics and computer

- Everyday with Practical Electronics, September, 1993

often consulted for projects and
experiments are included. Other conversion tables include
English/metric and metric/English conversions for units of
energy, power and volume, and Fahrenheit/Celsius temperature conversion charts.

Setting this edition apart from other electronic dic-

tionaries is its emphasis on illustration. Featuring more
than complete definitions, this fourth edition includes over
450 drawings and diagrams. (An American book).
720 pages
£23.95
WEISEMEIMM

ELECTRONICS -BUILD AND LEARN
R. A. Penfold
The first chapter gives full constructional details of a circuit demonstrator unit that is used in subsequent chapters
to introduce common electronic components - resistors,
capacitors, transformers, diodes, transistors, thyristors, Pets

and op amps. Later chapters go on to describe how these
components are built up into useful circuits, oscillators,
multivibrators, bistables and logic circuits.
At every stage in the book there are practical tests and
experiments that you can carry out on the demonstrator
unit to investigate the points described and to help you
understand the principles involved. You will soon be able
to go on to more complex circuits and tackle fault finding
logically in other circuits you build.
120 pages
£5.95

=Law

ELECTRONICS -A "MADE SIMPLE" BOOK
G. H. Olsen
This book provides excellent background reading for our
Introducing Digital Electronics series (Teach -In No.4
above) and will be of interest to everyone studying
electronics. The subject is simply explained and well

illustrated and the book assumes only

a

very

knowledge of electricity.
330 pages

Lez=nualia
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£5.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS
AND FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.,F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory, and
"cut -and -tried" methods which may bring success in design
but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A strong practical bias
- tedious and higher mathematics have been avoided where
possible and many tables have been included.
The book is divided into six basic sections. Units and Constants, Direct -current Circuits, Passive Components, Alternating -current Circuits. Networks and Theorems, Measurements.

256 pages
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COMPUTING
INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES
R. A. Penfold
Once you know how, PC interfacing is less involved than
interfacing many eight -bit machines, which have tended

The PRE -BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E.,
F.I.E.R.E., F.B.I.M.

to use some unusual interfacing methods

one

This book gives you: A detailed description of the lines
present on the PC expansion bus. A detailed discussion of
the physical characteristics of PC expansion cards. The I/O
map and details of the areas where your add-ond can be
fitted. A discussion of address decoding techniques. Practical address decoder circuits. Simple TTI 8 -bit input and
output ports. Details of using the 8255 parallel interface
adaptor. Digital to analogue converter circuits. Analogue
to digital converter circuits. In fact everything you need to
know in order to produce successful PC add-ons.
£3.95
80 pages
Outer code BP 72

HOW TO CHOOSE A SMALL
BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEM
D. Weale
This book is for anyone intending to buy an IBM compatible computer system, whether it is their first system or
a replacement. There are sections on hardware, application and systems programs, and how to actually make your

choice as well as sections on the law, ergonomics and a
glossary or common terms. The text contains many useful
tips and some warnings (which could save much effort
and expense) After having read this book you should have
a better idea of what is suitable for your needs, how to
obtain it and how to ensure that the system is operated
with the minimum of difficulty
£4.95
144 pages
re1rYMMTIM12044

HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs
AND COMPATIBLES
R. A. Penfold
Not only are PC and compatible computers very expandable, but before long most users actually wish to take
advantage of that expandability and start upgrading their
PC systems. Some aspects of PC upgrading can be a bit
confusing. but this book provides advice and guidance on

the popular forms of internal PC expansion, and should
help to make things reasonably straightforward and painless. Little knowledge of computing is assumed. The only
assumption is that you can operate, a standard PC of some
kind (PC, PC XT, PC AT, or a 80386 based PC)

The subjects covered include PC overview, Memory
upgrades; Adding a hard disk drive; Adding a floppy disk
drive, Display adaptors and monitors. Fitting a maths
co -processor, Keyboards; Ports. Mice and digitisers;
Maintenance (including preventative maintenance) and
Repairs, and the increasingly popular subject of d y PCs
£4.95
156 pages
Order code BP 71

to manipulate Windows screens and how to

Another book on BASIC but with a difference. This

does not skip through the whole of the
subject and thereby leave many would-be pro-

grammers floundering but instead concentrates on
introducing the technique by looking in depth at the
most frequently used and more easily understood

computer instructions. For all new and potential micro
users

192 pages

rder code

146

£2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
No

previous

of microprocessors or
assumed. Topics covered are:

knowledge

machine code is
assembly language and assemblers, the register set
and memory. binary and hexadecimal numbering
systems. addressing modes and the instruction set,
and also mixing machine code with BASIC. Some
simple programming examples are given for

6502 -based home computers like the VIC-20,
BBC
and
also the
OR IC -1 /Atmos,
Electron.
Commodore 64.
£2.95
112 pages
IMEMIZEGIZAW

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about programming and how to make best use of the incredibly
powerful model B's versatile features. Most aspects
of the BBC Micro are covered, the omissions being
where little could usefully be added to the information
provided by the manufacturer's own manual
144 pages
Oi der code B P1 9

£1.95

A CONCISE USER'S GUIDE TO WINDOWS 3.1

N. Kantonis
If you are a PC user and want to get to grips with
Microsoft's Windows 3.1. then this book will teach
you how to do just that in the shortest and most effective way.
The book is written with the non -expert, busy person in mind, and as such, it has an underlying structure based on "what you need to know first, appears
first". However, the more experienced user cas start
from any section, as the sections are self contained.
The book explains: what hardware requirements you
need in order to run Windows 3.1 successfully, and
how to install, customise and fine-tune the program,

and how to optimise your system resources. How

run

Windows and DOS applications under the Windows
Graphical User Interface (GUI) environment. How to
use the Windows triple Management system, Program Manager, File Manager and Print Manager to
advantage. How to use the word processor accessory
Write to type, edit, format, print and save documents.
How to use Paintbursh and its tools to draw and edit
drawings, and how to set up, sort and search a Cardfile
database and exploit its autodial feature. How to use the
Windows Calendar to enter appointments, add special
times and alarms. How to use the Terminal accessory to
connect to remote systems, specify terminal emulation
preferences, communications setting, telephone number
and prepare files for transfer How to use the Notepad,
Macro Recorder, PIF Editor and Calculator

41£4.95

138 pages

SERVICING PERSONAL COMPUTERS 3nd EDITION
Mike Tooley BA
The revised and enlarged second edition contains a new
chapter on the IBM PC, AT, TX and compatibles. It is essential for anyone concerned with the maintenance of personal computer equipment or peripherals, whether professional service technician. student or enthusiast
£25
240 pages

=111di

A CONCISE USER'S GUIDE TO MS-DOS 5
N. Kantonis
If you are a PC user and want to get the most out of your
computer in terms of efficiency and productivity, then you
must learn the intricacies of its MS-DOS operating system.
With this book you will learn to do just that in the shortest
and most effective way.

The book explains: The enhancements to be found in
MS-DOS version 5. over previous versions of the operat-

ing system. How the DOS operating system is structured so that you can understand what happens when
you first switch on your computer. How directories and
subdirectories can be employed to structure your hard disc

for maximum efficiency. How to use the DOS Shell

program (a menu -driven graphical interface) to perform
various house -keeping operations on your disc. How to
manage disc files. and how to use the MS-DOS Editor
to fully configure your system by writing your own
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files. How to optimise

your system by either increasing its conventional memory
or increasing its speed. How to write batch files to
automate the operation of your system
A summary of all DOS commands, illustrated with examples, is given in the penultimate chapter, which turns it
into a useful reference guide.
£4.95
124 pages
Order code BP318

CIRCUITS AND DESIGN
REMOTE CONTROL HANDBOOK
Owen Bishop
Remote control systems lend themselves to a modular
approach. This makes it possible for a wide range of
systems, from the simplest to the most complex, to be

built up from a number of relatively simple modules.
The author has tried to ensure that, as far as possible,
the circuit modules in this book are compatible with
one another. They can be linked together in many dif-

itentele
Nandbooll

ferent configurations to produce remote control systems
tailored to switch a table lamp on and off, or to operate
an industrial robot, this book should provide the circuit
you require.
E3.95
226 pages
re1777=711WIIMIll

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and transformers. Practically every possible type is discussed and
calculations necessary are given and explained in detail.
Although this book is now rather old, with the exception of
torroids and pulse transformers little has changed in coil
design since it was written
62.50
96 pages
Order code 160

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS BOOK 1

R. A. Penfold
Each project. which is designed to be built on a "Vero bloc" breadboard, is presented in a similar fashion with a
brief circuit description, circuit diagram, component layout
diagram, components list and notes on construction and
use where necessary. Whenever possible. the components
used are common to several projects. hence with only a
modest number of reasonably inexpensive components, it
is possible to build in turn, every project shown. Recommended by BICC-Vero
£2.95
160 pages
Order code BP107

BOOK 2 All projects use CMOS is s but the items on component
identification etc are not repeated from Book 1
160 pages

eurporarily out of print

AUDIO IC CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A vast range of audio and audio -associated i.c.s. are
readily available for use by 'amateur and professional
design engineers and technicians. This manual is a guide

to the most popular and useful of these devices, with
over 240 diagrams. It deals with i.c.s. such as low
frequency linear amplifiers, dual pre -amplifiers. audio
power amplifiers, charge coupled device delay lines,
bar -graph display drivers, and power supply regulators,
and shows how to use these devices in circuits ranging

from simple signal conditioners and filters to com-

plex graphic equalizers, stereo amplifier systems, and
echo/reverb delay line systems etc
168 pages

704
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50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM SILICON AND
ZENER DIODES
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most simple and inexpensive of components the diode. Includes the use of germanium and
silicon signal diodes, silicon rectifier diodes and Zener
diodes. etc.
64 pages

reirrti=f1:1401

E1 .95

TIMER/GENERATOR CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston

This manual is concerned mainly with waveform generator techniques and circuits. Waveform generators are

used somewhere or other in most types of electronic
equipment, and thus form one of the most widely used
classes of circuit. They may be designed to produce
outputs with sine, square, triangle, ramp, pulse, staircase, or a variety of other forms. The generators may
produce modulated or unmodulated outputs, and the
outputs may be of single or multiple form.
Waveform generator circuits may be built using transistors, op -amps, standard digital ICs, or dedicated
waveform or "function" generator ICs
The manual is divided into eleven chapters, and
presents over 300 practical circuits, diagrams and tables.

The subjects covered include: Basic principles; Sine
wave generators; Square wave generators, Pulse generator circuits; "Timer IC" generator circuits; Triangle
and sawtooth generators; Multi -waveform generation;
Waveform synthesizer ICs; Special waveform generators,
Phaselocked loop circuits. Miscellaneous "555" circuits.
£13.95
267 pages
PrArtiMMI*14

OPTOELECTRONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A useful single -volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician, and the experimenter, as well as
the electronics student and amateur. It deals with the
subject in an easy -to -read, down-to-earth, and non -

mathematical yet comprehensive manner, explaining the
basic principles and characteristics of the best known
devices, and presenting the reader with many practical
applications and over 200 circuits. Most of the i.c.s. and
other devices used are inexpensive and readily available
types, with universally recognised type numbers.
£13.95
182 pages
21=EZIEME

POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS - BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS - BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Each book provides a wide range of designs for
electronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing
working projects from just a circuit diagram without the

aid of detailed construction information. Any special
setting -up procedures are described.

BOOK 1160 pages
BOOK 2 160 pages

rcler code BP80

p7iti1721111:1=4

£2.95
E2.95

CMOS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
Written for the professional engineer, student or enthusiast. It describes the basic principles and characteristics of these devices and includes over 200 circuits.

All the circuits have been designed, built and fully

evaluated by the author, all use inexpensive and internationally available devices.
£13.95
187 pages
LEZEOMMEGUi
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PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
book is to help the reader overcome lust these problems by

POPULAR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Included in this book are a collection of the most popular
types of projects which, we feel sure, will provide many
designs to interest all electronics enthusiasts. All the
circuits utilise modern, inexpensive and freely available
components. The 27 projects selected cover a very wide
range and are divided into four basic areas' Radio Projects,
Audio Projects. Household Projects and Test Instruments.
An interesting addition to the library of both the beginner
and more advanced constructor
135 pages
f 2.50

The following designs are included. AF Generator, Capacitance Meter, Test Bench Amplifier,
AF Frequency Meter, Audio Millivoltmeter, Analogue
Probe. High Resistance Voltmeter, CMOS Probe, Transis-

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold

graphic methods and designing your own p.c. b.s.
80 pages
LIMEMEnalaill

This book describes in detail how to construct some simple
and inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of test equip-

HOW TO GET YOUR ELECTRONIC PROJECTS

ment. Stripboard layouts are provided for all designs, together with wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes
on construction and use.

tor Tester, TTL Probe.

The designs are suitable for both newcomers and more
experienced hobbyists
£2.95
104 pages
Order code BP 4:

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit board designs from magazines and books and covers
all aspects of simple p. c. b. construction including photo-

We have all built projects only to find that they did not work
correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim of this

AUDIO A ND MUSIC
LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS
Vivian Capel
This book contains all that a working musician needs to
know about loudspeakers; the different types, how they
work. the most suitable for different instruments, for
cabaret work, and for vocals. It gives tips on constructing

Yamaha's frequency modulation, and sampling - and
then describes how the instruments are adjusted to
produce various types o, -^und - strings, brass, percus-

cabinets, wiring up, when and where to use wadding, and
when not to, what fittings are available, finishing, how to

instrument effectively.

sion, etc. The theoretical side of synthesis is treated in an

Ten practical enclosure designs with plans and comments are given in the last chapter but by the time you've
read that far you should be able to design your own!
164 pages

£3.95

sr der code BP 97

MAKE MONEY FROM HOME RECORDING
Clive Brooks
Now that you've spent a fortune on all that recording gear,

MIDI and all, wouldn't it be nice to get some of it back?
Well here's the book to show you how.
It's packed with money making ideas, any one of which
will recoup the price of the book many times over. Whether

168 pages

01111,1 code PC104

-hnical informatin-

Order code P
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Analysis of the sound wave and an explanation of acousti-

cal quantities prepare the way. These are followed by a
study of the mechanism of hearing and examination of the
various sounds we hear. A look at room acoustics with
a subsequent chapter on microphones and loudspeakers
then sets the scene for the main chapter on audio systems
- amplifiers, oscillators, disc and magnetic recording and
electronic music
£3.95
320 pages
ISEMECIELIMI

DATA

Digital recording methods have existed for many years
and have become familiar to the professional recording engineer, but the compact disc (CD) was the first
device to bring digital audio methods into the home. The
next step is the appearance of digital audio tape (DAT)
equipment.
All this development has involved methods and cir-

cuits that are totally alien to the technician or keen
amateur who has previously worked with audio circuits.
The principles and practices of digital audio owe little or
nothing to the traditional linear circuits of the past, and
are much more comprehensible to today's computer engineer than the older generation of audio engineers.
This book is intended to bridge the gap of understand-

ing for the technician and enthusiast. The principles
and methods are explained, but the mathematical background and theory is avoided, other than to state the end
product.
128 pages
£6.95
lo 'der code PC102

SYNTHESIZERS FOR MUSICIANS
R. A. Penfold
Modern synthesizers are extremely complex, but they
mostly work on principles that are not too difficult to
understand. If you want to go beyond using the factory
presets or the random poking of buttons, this is the book
for you.

It covers the principles of modern synthesis - linear
arithmetic as used by Roland, phase distortion (Casio),

All the circuits are relatively easy to construct using the
p.c.b or stripboard designs given. Where necessary any setting -up procedures are described, but in most cases no setting -up or test gear is required in order to successfully complete the project.
£2.95
100 pages

BEGINNER'S GUIDETO BUILDING ELECTRONICS
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build the

electronic projects that are regularly featured in magazines
and books. Also includes examples in the form of simple
projects
112 pages

EZZMMI
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RADIO/TV
SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
I. D. Poole
The aim of this book is to give guidance on the decisions
which have to be made when setting up any amateur radio
or short wave listening station. Often the experience which
is needed is learned by one's mistakes. however, this can
be expensive. To help overcome this, guidance is given on

many aspects of setting up and running an efficient station. It then proceeds to the steps that need to be taken in
gaining a full transmitting licence.
Topics covered include: The equipment that is needed;
Setting up the shack, Which aerials to use, Methods of
construction; Preparing for the licence.
An essential addition to the library of all those taking

BP tt

£3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS
H. C. Wright

This book is a comprehensive ready -reference manual for

Although nearly a century has passed since Marconi's first
demonstration of radio communication, there is still re-

Owen Bishop

(Second Edition)
Ian Sinclair

designs range from low power battery operation to 100W
MOSFET types and also include a 12 volt bridge amplifier

their first steps in amateur radio
86 pages
ardercocle

£5.95

INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO

The preamplifier circuits include low noise microphone
RIAA types, a tape head preamplifier, a guitar
preamplifier and various tone controls. The power amplifier
and

_0.95

AUDIO
F. A. Wilson, C. G.I. A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.

you have a fully fledged recording studio at home, or just
a couple of stereo cassette recorders and a microphone,
you'll be able to put the ideas in this book into practice and
make money
105 pages

The purpose of this book is to provide the reader with a wide
range of preamplifier and power amplifier designs that will, it
is hoped. cover most normal requirements.

being restricted to what you need to know to use your

ensure they travel well, how to connect multi -speaker
arrays and much more.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold

capable of giving up to 18W output.

£2.50

WORKING
R. A. Penfold

easy to understand way - the

indicating how and where to start looking for many of the
common faults that can occur when building up projects.
f2.95
96 pages
s cder code BP11 t

electronics enthusiasts of all levels, be they hobbyists.
students or professionals. A helpful major section covers
the main kinds of component, including surface -mounted
devices. Foe each sort, it lists the most useful and readily
available types, complete with details of their electronic
characteristics, pin -outs and other essential information. A
special feature of this section are the easily followed charts
and tables which advise the reader on how to select the
best type of component for any particular puspose.
Basic electronic units are defined, backed up by a com-

pendium of the most often required formulae, fully ex-

search and experiment to be carried out in the field of
antenna design and behaviour.
The aim of the experimenter will be to make a
measurement or confirm a principle, and this can be done
with relatively fragile, short -life apparatus. Because of this,

devices described in this book make liberal use of
cardboard, cooking foil, plastic bottles, cat food tins, etc.
These materials are, in general, cheap to obtain and easily
worked with simple tools. encouraging the trial -and -error
philosophy which leads to innovation and discovery.

plained. There are five more extensive sections devoted to

Although primarily a practical book with text closely

circuit design, covering analogue. digital, radio, display,
and power supply circuits. Over 150 practical circa diagrams cover a broad range of functions. The reader is
shown how to adapt these basic designs to a variety of
applications. Many of the circuit descriptions include stepby-step instructions for using most of the standard types
of integrated circuit such as operational amplifiers, comparators, filters, voltage converters and switched -mode
power supply devices, as well as the principal logic cir-

supported by diagrams, some formulae which can be used

cuits.
328 pages

Oidei code BP316

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR

£4.95

EQUIVALENTS

GUIDE

A. Michaels
Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European. American and Japanese transistors.
Also shows material type, polarity. manufacturer and use
£3.95
320 pages
0
code BP :5

by straightforward substitution and some simple graphs
have also been included
72 pages

rITZ:VM.1:14/1

£3.50

NEWNES SHORTWAVE LISTENING
HANDBOOK
Joe Pritchard G1UOW
Part One covers the 'science" side of the subject, going from
a few simple electrical "first principles", through a brief treatment or radio transmission methods to simple receivers. The
emphasis is on practical receiver designs and how to build
and modify them, with several circuits in the book.

Part Two covers the use of sets, what can be heard.
the various bands, propagation, identification of stations,
sources of information, QSLing of stations and listening
to amateurs. Some computer techniques, such as computer morse decoding and radio teletype decoding are also
covered
224 pages

10127174171filn*Il

£15.95

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE
ORDERING DETAILS

Please state the title and order code clearly, £5 - quoting your name and address, the order
print your name and address and add the re- code and quantities required to DIRECT BOOK
SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, WIMBORNE,
quired postage to the total order.
Add £1 to your total order for postage and DORSET BH21 1 RW (mail order only).
packing (overseas readers add £2 for countries in
Europe, or add £5 for all countries outside Europe,

surface mail postage) and send a P0, cheque,
international money order (£ sterling only) made
payable to Direct Book Service or credit card

Although books are normally sent within seven days of
receipt of your order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery. Overseas readers allow extra time for surface mail
post.
Please check price and availability (see latest issue of Everyday with Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.

(including card expiry date), Visa or
For a further selection of books see next month's
Mastercard (Access) - minimum credit card order is issue
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIM BORNE PUBLISHING LTD.

details
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BABAN I BOOKS
We now supply all the books published by Bernard Babani (Publishing) Ltd. We have always supplied a selected list of Babani books and
you will find many of them described on the previous pages or in next
months issue of Everyday with Practical Electronics (the books with a
BP prefix to the order code are Babani books).

would like to be able to purchase all the books from us and thus keep

the postage charge to an absolute minimum (£1 for UK p&p no
matter how many books you buy). We are pleased to be able to
respond; with the aid of Michael Babani (M.D.) we are now able to
meet all your requirements for their books. If it's Babani and in print we

Many readers have asked us to also supply various other Babani

can supply it. Babani presently list over 180 different technical titles

books, which have a reputation for value for money. Our customers tell
us they appreciate our speedy service and low postage charge and they

those not described in detail on the previous Direct Book Service pages
or in next months issue are listed below:

Code

Title

BP28
8P37

Resistor Selection Handbook
50 Projects using Relays, SCRs and
TRIACs
50 (FET) Field Effect Transistor Projects
IC 555 Projects
Electronic Projects for Beginners
Popular Electronic Projects
Electronic Security Devices
50 Circuits Using 7400 Series IC's
Electronic Music Projects
Power Supply Projects
Practical Computer Experiments
Digital IC Projects
Audio Projects
Electronic Projects for Cars and Boats
Model Railway Projects
IC Projects for Beginners
Mini -matrix Board Projects
Audio Amplifier Construction
25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials
BASIC & PASCAL in Parallel
25 Simple SW Broadcast Band Aerials
25 Simple Indoor and Window Aerials
BASIC & FORTRAN in Parallel
BASIC & FORTH in Parallel
Further Practical Electronics Calculations
& Formulae
25 Simple Tropical and MW Band Aerials
Computer Terminology Explained
Easy Add-on Projects for Amstrad CPC 464,
664, 6128 and MSX Computers
MIDI Projects

BP39
8 P44
BP48
BP49
BP56
BP58
BP74
BP76
BP78
BP84
BP90
BP94
BP95
BP97
BP99

BP122
BP125
B P126

BP132
BP136
BP137
BP138
BP144
BP145
BP148
BP171

6P182

Price
£0.60
£2.95
£2.95
£2.96

0.95

£2.50
£2.50
O.O.P.
£2.95
£2.50
£1.75
£1.95
£2.50
£1.95
£2.95
£1.95
£2.50
£2.95
Li .95

Code
BP187
BP190
BP192
BP193
BP196
BP197
BP198
BP230
BP243
BP244
B P245

BP246
B P247

BP249
BP250

CI .50

BP251

£7 .95

BP258
BP259
BP260

£1.75
£1.95
£1.95
O.O.P.
£1.75
£1.95

£2.95
£2.95

BP261

BP262
B P263

6P264
BP269.
B P270
B P272

Price

Title

A Practical Reference Guide to Word
Processing on the Amstrad PCW8256
and PCW8512
More Advanced Electronic Security Projects
More Advanced Power Supply Projects
LOGO for Beginners
BASIC & LOGO in Parallel
An Introduction to the Amstrad PC's
An Introduction to Antenna Theory
A Concise Introduction to GEM
BBC BASIC86 on the Amstrad PC's and IBM
Compatibles - Book 1: Language
BBC BASIC86 on the Amstrad PC's and IBM
Compatibles - Book 2: Graphics and Disk Files
Digital Audio Projects
Musical Applications of the Atari ST's
More Advanced MIDI Projects
More Advanced Test Equipment
Construction
Programming in FORTRAN 77
Computer Hobbyists Handbook
Learning to Program in C
A Concise Introduction to UNIX
A Concise Introduction to OS/2
A Concise Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3
(Revised Edition)
A Concise Introduction to Wordperfect
(Revised Edition)
A Concise Introduction to dBASE
A Concise Advanced User's Guide to MS-DOS
An Introduction to Desktop Publishing
A Concise Introduction to Symphony
Interfacing PC's & Compatibles

£5.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£5.95
£2.95
£2.95
£3.95
£3.95
£2.95
£5.95
£2.95

Code

Title

B P273
B P274
B P276
B P279

Practical Electronic Sensors
A Concise Introduction to SuperCal5
Short Wave Superhat Receiver Construction
A Concise Introduction to Excel
Getting the Most From Your PC's Hard Disc
A Concise Introduction to SmarIWare II
Programming in OuickBASIC
A Reference Guide to Practical Electronics

BP280
B P283

BP284
BP287
BP288
BP291
B P292
B P293
B P294
B P298
B P302

Price

BP303

E2.95

B P313

£3.95

BP314
BP315
BP322

£3.95
O.O.P.
£3.95
O.O.P.
£3.95
£3.95

B P306
B P307
B P311

BP312

£3.95
£2.95
£3.95
£3.95
£4.95
£4.95

Terms

ck,95

A Concise Introduction to Windows 3.0
A Concise Introduction to Ventura

E3.95
£3.95
£3.95

Public Address Loudspeaker Systems
An Introduction to Radio Wave Propagation

£3.95
O.O.P.
A Concise Introduction to Microsoft Works
A Concise Introduction to the Mac System &
£3.95
Finder
A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 1-2-3

f3.95

Release 3.1

£3.50
£4.95
£5.95
£4.95
£2.95

E4.95

Understanding PC Software
A Concise Introduction to AmiPro 3
A Concise Introduction to QuarkXPress
An Introduction to Scanners and Scanning
An Introduction to Microwaves
A Concise Introduction to Sage

A Concise Introduction to Qum° Pro

B P324
B P329
B P330

An Introduction to the Electromagnetic Wave
Circuits Source Book 2
The Art of Soldering
Electronic Music Learning Project
A Concise user's Guide to Lotus 1-2-3

B P331

A Beginners Guide to MIDI

Release 2.4

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
E4.95

£3.95
£3.95
£4.95
£4.95
£4.95
£3.95
£5.95
E4.95
E4.95

IF NO PRICE IS SHOWN THE BOOK IS OUT OF PRINT (O.O.P.)

SEE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR FULL ORDERING DETAILS
Order Code

PROJECT TITLE

PCB SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled
and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per
board for airmail outside of Europe: Remittances should be sent to The PCB

Service, Everyday with Practical Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wim-

borne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to
Everyday with Practical Electronics (Payment in sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are now held in stock and are dispatched
within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery -overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.

Please check price and availability in the latest issue.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

SA-

LE'

All p.c.b.s on this
page reduced to

1/2 PRICE

(Just send half the price shown, while sloths last)
PCBS ON OPPOSITE PAGE PRICES AS SHOWN
Order Code

IPROJECT TITLE
Video Guard Alarm

cr.:*igo Alarm
Multi -Chan Remote Light Dim
Relay/Decoder
Power Supply

645

£4.84

Programmable Pocket Timer

JULY'89

648

£3.82

Electronic Spirit Level
Distance Recorder

AUG'89

649
651

£3.85
£5.23

Power Supplies: Fixed Voltage

SEP'89

654

£4.08

Music on Hold
Power Supplies -25V 700mA
EE Seismograph - Control board only

OCT'89

646
656
658

£3.85
£4.35
£4.08

Wash Pro

NOV'89

643
664

£3.83
£5.60

Biofeedback Signal Generator

JAN 90

666

£4.08

Quick Cap Tester

FEB'90

668

£3.92

Superhet Receiver/Tuner/Amp

MAR'90

679/680

£4.22

Logo/lego & Sepctrum Interface

APR'
Stereo Noise Generator
Digital Experimenter's Unit - Pulse Generator
Power Supply

689

£4.68

JUN 90

691

£4.95

Mains Appliance Remote Control
Encoder Board A
Encoder Board B

JUL 90
694
695
696

£6.61

Hand Tally: Main Bd and Display Bd
Alarm Bell Time -Out
Mains Appliance Remote Control
Temperature Controller (p.c.b. only)

SEP'90

565

£3.00

601

£4.86
£3.00

JUNE 88

£4.24
£4.46
£3.66

MAY 90

AUG'90

MAY 87

682
683

80 Metre Direct Conversion Radio

Mains Appliance Remote Control
Mains ON/OFF Decoder

£3.80

90681

Amstrad Speech Synthesiser

The Tester

556

603

MAY'89

Cost

FEB'87

697

699, 700

702

£5.20

703
704

£4.32
£5.25
£3.98
£5.78

£3.00
£4.84
£3.07
£3.12

Ghost Waker
Frequency Meter

Freq. Meter/Tachometer
EE Musketeer (1V/Video/Audio)

NOV 90

705
706

OCT 88

620

£4.07

708/709

616

£3.56

Sound -to -Light Interface
Midi Pedal
Midi Merge
Audio Lead Tester

MAR 89

637
639
640
641

£6.24
£7.00
£3.00
£5.77

Microcontroller Light Sequencer
Teach -In '91, Part 1 - L200 Module
LM723 Module

DEC 90

NOV 88

Light Sentinel: Main Board
.4 -Channel Auto -Fader Interface

APR 89

632
642

£9.20
£6.80

Eprom Eraser

Doorbell Delay

JAN'91
Spatial Power Display
Amstrad PCW Sound Generator
Teach -In '91, Part 2- G.P. Transistor Amp
Dual Op.Amp Module
Intercom (Teach -In '91 Project 2)
Analogic Test Probe

£4.55

701

609
614
610
615

A U G 88

£4.78
£4.15

£10.95
£4.10

OCT 90

Tea Tune Thermostat
Time Switch
Suntan Timer
Car Alarm

Cost

Electron A/D Interface

711

£10.90
£3.93

713

£4.21

714
715
717
718
719
720

£5.33
£5.03
£3.77
£3.83
£4.41

£3.24
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PROJECT TITLE

Order Code

MARC Phone -In

FEB'91
Teach -In '91 Part 3- TBA820M Amplifier
High Quality Power Amp
Bench Amplifier (Teach -In '91 Project 3)
Gingernut 80m Receiver
R.F. section (726), Voltage Regulator (727)

721

723
724
725

726/7/8

Audio Amplifier (728)

PROJECT TITLE

£6.87
£4.05
£4.93
£4.45

UV Exposure Timer
Cricket Game
Quick Prom

733
734
735

£4.36
£4.50
£4.69
£4.39
£4.15
£4.72

Humidity Tester
APR 91
Model Train Controller (double -sided)
Electronic Die (Teach -In '91 Project 5)
Teach -In '91 Part 5 -Digital Counter Module

716
736
737
738

£4.97
£9.75
£4.93
£4.35

739
740

£5.91

Modular Disco Lighting System
MAY 91
Switched Power Output Module
Digital LCD Thermostat -Control Board £5 for
pair
-Power/Relay Board
Pulse Generator (Teach -In '91 Project 6)
Teach -In '91 Part 6- Timer Module

729
731

732a/b

742
743

Digilogue Car Tachometer
Modular Disco Lights - Simple Chaser
Sweeper Module
Automatic Light Control - PSU Board
Logic Board
Radio Receiver (Teach -In '91 Project 7)
Teach -In '91 Part 7 - R.F. Amplifier Module

744
745
746
747
748
749
750

£5.63
£5.00
£5.17
£4.88
£5.17
£4.57
£4.23

Modular Disco Lights - Masterlink QUM

752

£6.36

Ultrasonic Proximity Meter
Display Unit (753) & Sensor Unit (754)
Disco Lights (Teach -In '91 Project 8)

753/754

£7.06

PSU and Pre -amplifier

Low, Mid, High Filter/Triac (set of 3 boards)
Teach -In '91 Part 8 -Solid State Switch Module

NM=

Mod. Disco Lights - Pattern Gen
Teach -In '91 Part 8 -Light Sensitive Switch
Opto-Link (Teach -In '91 Project 9) - Transmitter
Receiver
Portable PEsT Scarer

Capacitance Meter
SEP'91
Modular Disco Lights- Dimmer Interface

Mod. Disco Lights
VU Sound Module (Double -sided)
UV Exposure Unit
PC -Scope Interface - Main Board
Expansion Plug (Double -sided)

OCT 91

Mod. Disco Lights
Superchaser (Double -sided)
Supersweep (Double -sided)
Bicycle Alarm

NOV 91

Darts Scorer

Knockerbox
Signal Generator - Main Board

DEC 91

PSU

Mind Machine -Main Board
Auto Nightlight

741

755
756
757

£4.54
£11.00
£4.24

760

£6.79
£4.74
£4.85
£4.88
£3.77

761

762
763
764
765

£5.17
£8.17

767
768
769
770

£8.68
£4.63
£6.95
£5.96

771

£6.91

772
773
774

£8.26
f5.01
£7.90

775
776
777
778
779

£5.35
£7.46
£4.73
£7.00
£5.03

780
782
783

£7.39
£4.63
£10.39
£5.42

751

Mind Machine - Programmer Board
Transistor Checker
Stepping Motor Driver/Interface
Micro -Sense Alarm

JAN 92

Telesound
Programmable Timer

F E B 92

784
785

£4.66
£4.63

LUMEN

786
787
788

£6.10
£11.59
£5.20

Auto Garage Light
Versatile BBC Computer Interface
Economy Seven Timer

781

Sonic Continuity Tester
Telephone Ringer

APR 92

789
790

£4.79
£5.46

Experimental Weighing Scale
12V Drill Charger/PSU (both boards)

MAY 92

792
793

E5.17
£5.31

Digital Servo Interface
Tie Pulser
CCD Reverb Unit

JUNE 92

791

£4.73
£5.19
£6.39

Switch -Mode Power Supply

797
798
799

£5.33
£6.77

MOEN

800

MM.

801

£5.47
£6.74

802
803

£6.06
£4.82

804
806

£5.63
£5.04

Extended Range Capacitance Meter ERIEESI
Traffic Lights System

IRMA

Mini Lab
EPE Altimet (Altimeter)
Personal Stereo Amplifier

Universal Infra -Red Remote Control COMM
Combination Switch
Christmas Lights Colour Spectrum

794
795
796

£7.01
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Continuously Variable Balanced Power Supply
Emergency Lighting Unit

Biomet Pulse Monitor

£5.61

MINI LAB
807
808

£14.95
£6.30
£6.47

811T/811R
812
813

£6.56
£5.68
£5.97

814
815
816

£7.23
£5.65
£6.77

817
818

f6.30

819

£7.11

821

822
823

£5.00
£5.55
£3.90

820
824
825
826

£4.84
£5.57
£4.70
£5.88

827
828
829
830

9070

£6.58
£5.93
£5.46
£8.00
£7.00
£3.00

832

£9.17

833
834
835
MICRO

f6.39

FEB'93

Sensor
Display

Biomet Pulse Monitor
MAR 93
-ADC Interface (double -sided)
Car Electric Window Enhancer
Simplify Atari STFM Interface
Personal Stereo Amp. Add -On

APR'93

Electronic Fire

Mind Machine MKII - Signal Generator
Ventilation Fan Timer
Universal Data Logger

Mind Machine Mk11 - Magic Lights Mafia
Superhet Radio Control Receiver
Guitar Preamp and Distrortion Unit
Linear Clock -Timing Board
Display Board
Universal Alarm Module
Electronic Snooker Scoreboard
Mind Machine Mk11

Cost

JULY 92

TV/UHF Aerial Amp (double -sided) IMIMEI
£4.05
£3.76
£4.97
£4.62

MEM

Ultrasonic Tape Measure
Quicktest

f8.16

Pocket Tone Dialler
Simple Basic Alarm
Car Code Lock (pair)
Teach -In '91 Part 4- Sinusoidal Oscillator
8038 Oscillator
Waveform Generator (Teach -In '91 Project 4)

Order Code

Gas Alarm
Dual Metronome

£3.06
per board

all 3 together

MIME

Cost

£6.30

831

=MU

JULY 93
- Computer Interface

Xenon Strobe
Electronic Gong
Micro Lab - p.c.b., EPROM, PAL and booklet

£5.84
£7.50
£35.00

Bike Odometer (pair of boards)
AUG'93
Amstrad PCW A to D Converter(double sided)
Experimental Electronic Pipe Descaler

836/7
838
839

£7.00
£9.85
£5.50

Sound Activated Camera Trigger

840

f 5.34

SEP '93

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD SERVICE
Order Code

Project

Quantity

Price

03

OI

01

1

C)1

I Name

>I

I

1-

Address

-oI1
I

I enclose payment of f

(cheque/PO

in ster ing only to
Everyday with P actical Electronics)
Access (Masts Card) or Visa No.
Minimum order or credit cards £5

I Signature

I

Card Ex. Date

Please supply name and addess of card -holder if different from the address shown
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VIDEOS ON ELECTRONICS
Everyday with Practical Electronics is pleased to announce the availability of a range of videos designed to provide
instruction on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction and grounding in a specialised area of the subject.

The tapes make learning both easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or magazine study. They should prove
particularly useful in schools, colleges, training departments and electronics clubs as well as to general hobbyists and those
following distance learning courses etc.
VT201 to VT206 is a basic electronics course and is designed to
be used as a complete series, if required.

Now for the digital series of six videos. This series is designed
to provide a good grounding in computer technology.

VF201 54 minutes. Part one; D.C. Circuits. This video is an absolute
must for the beginner. Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms law, how to

Order Code VT201

vr301 56 minutes. Digital One begins with the basics as you learn about
seven of the most common gates which are used in almost every digital
Order Code VT301
circuit, plus Binary notation.

VT202 62 minutes. Part two; A.C. Circuits. This is your next step in

VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two will further enhance your knowledge of

use the digital multimeter and much more.

understanding the basics of electronics. You will learn about how coils,
transformers, capacitors, etc are used in common circuits.

Order Code VT202

digital basics. You will learn about Octal and Hexadecimal notation
Order Code VT302
groups, flip-flops, counters, etc.

VT203 57 minutes. Part three; Semiconductors. Gives you an exciting
look into the world of semiconductors. With basic semiconductor theory.
Plus 15 different semiconductor devices explained. Order Code VT203

VT303 56 minutes. Digital Three is your next step in obtaining a solid
understanding of the basic circuits found in todays digital design. Gets

VT204 56 minutes. Part four; Power Supplies. Guides you step by step
through different sections of a power supply.
Order Code VT204

VI104 57 minutes. Digital Four shows you how the computer is able to
communicate with the real world. You will learn about digital to analogue
Order Code VT304
and analogue to digital converter circuits.

Vf205 57 minutes. Part five; Amplifiers. Shows you how amplifiers work
as you have never seen them before. Class A, class B, class C, op.amps.

Order Code VT205

etc.

V1206 56 minutes. Part six; Oscillators. Oscillators are found in both
linear and digital circuits. Gives a good basic background in oscillator

Order Code vr206

circuits.

By the time you have completed VT206 you have completed the basic
electronics course and should have a good understanding of the operation of basic circuit elements.

NEW

NEW

NEW

VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR Repair. Warning, not for the
beginner. Through the use of block diagrams this video will take you
through the various circuits found in the VHS system. You will follow

the signal from the input to the audio/video heads then from the
heads back to the output.
Order Code vr102
W103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to follow procedure for profes-

sionally cleaning the tape path and replacing many of the belts in
most VHS VCR's. The viewer will also become familiar with the
various parts found in the tape path.

Order Code VT103

into multiplexers. registers, display devices. etc.

Order Code VT303

VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five introduces you to the technology used in
many of todays memory devices. You will learn all about ROM devices
and then proceed into PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, DRAM, and
MBM devices.

Order Code V1305

VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six gives you a thorough understanding in the
basics of the central processing unit and the input output circuits used to
make the system work.
Order Code VT306
By now you should have a good understanding of computer technology and
what makes computers work This series is also invaluable to the computer
technician to understand the basics and thus aid troubleshooting.

Each video uses a mixture of animated current flow in circuits plus
text, plus cartoon instruction etc., and a very full commentary to get

the points across. The tapes are imported by us and originate from
VCR Educational Products Co, an American supplicr.
(All videos are to the UK PAL standard on VHS tapes)

ORDERING
To order see our Direct Book Service "Ordering Details" - the postage for tapes is the same as for our range of books and you can order
tapes and books at the same time and pay only one lot of postage. Each video costs £29.95 inc. VAT. If ordering eight or more together
we will give you an extra video FREE, just indicate
on your order which extra one you would like.
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Call us now! We have the widest range of

components available - At competitive prices!

CABLES

CAPACITORS

CRICKLEWOOD
ELECTRONICS
SHAREWARE is the TRY -BEFORE -YOU -BUY APPROACH TO SOFTWARE:
You pay a nominal charge for program distribution to cover disks, copying, °atria age, etc.
ONLY IF YOU FIND A PACKAGE USEFUL ARE YOU THEN REQUIRED TO PAY

A REGISTRATION FEE (to the software author), which allows you to continue VI
THIS CAN WORK OUT CONSIDERABLY LESS EXPENSIVE THAN BUYING SIMILAR
SOFTWARE IN THE CONVENTIONAL WAY.

ENGINEERING - GRAPHICS - BUSINESS - PC -TUTORIALS CALCULATIONS -SCIENCE -EDUCATION

Electronics CAD/CAM
- Now simple & AFFORDABLE!
CAD/CAM -PCB DESIGN -CIRCUIT EMULATION & TEST - PGENGINEERLNG - RADIO -COMM'S

Choosing from the many 10OYs of excellent Shareware & Public Domain programs on offer
can be a daunting task for anyone outside the "initiated" fraternity of computer
programmers, bulletin board users, etc. To simplify evaluation we have grouped together
sets of distribution disks according to function, e.g. Electronics Design & Simulation,
Wordprocessing, Printing Utilities, etc. In this way we are also able to keep costs down,
allowing us to offer HIGH QUALITY DISKS AT THE LOWEST DISTRIBUTION
PRICES AROUND.
.4sk for our free IBM-PC Sharescareifflguide TODAY - AND SAVE Lied!!

Profile Electronics (EPE)

"Your APPROACHABLEsupplier."
100-102 Woodhouse Road, Levtonstone, London, El 1 3NA. Telephone 081.470 2038

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd. 40 Cricklewood Broadway. London NW2 3ET
Telephone: 081 452 0161
Faxsimile:081 208 1441

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

HACKER OFFER
A starter Home Automation Hacker kit to let you
control your home from your PC using Power Line
Carrier techniques - comprising PC interface
module (uses PC serial port) , a Wall Switch and an
Appliance Control Module. With full documentation
and sample code to let you to program your own
system in Basic or Pascal - £89.95 inc
Discover a retnadcabie range of home automation components

Smart House Systems Ltd
3 Buchanan Street, Largs, Ayrshire KA30 8PP
Tel: 0475 672589

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED

Borland C+ + 2.0 for DOS & Windows complete with mouse
£45.00
LCD modules
16 char by 1: £4.00, 20 char by 2 £6.00, 40 char by 1 £6.00

......-^,

£25.00 each

Used hard disk drives, 112MElyte £110 70MI3yte £75, 40M
£45,
20MByte £29, 10MByte £14, Limited quantities, phone before ordering
Used PC memory/I0 card AST six pack with 384k RAM
£15.00 each
Used IBM PC hard disk controller, 8 bit MFM
Used Tseng labs, multi I/O + mono video card for PCs

?-1,--......-400:1414
,,,,55-ziret..,

Le6444

Used Compaq Enhanced Colour Graphics Card
lucky Dip PC cards, untested, no warranty, various types.
5.25" Disk Drives, 1.2MByte Slimline PC
5.25" Disk Drives, 80 Tk, DSDD
5.25" Disk Drives, 80 Tk, DSDD Used, No Wty
(The £7.00 drives are sold on a strictly "as is" ba9S)
5.25" Disks, DSDD, 48tpi, boxes of 10
_.._

Digital multimeter, 14 ranges, inc. leads & manual
Apricot Disk drive PSU 5V @ 2.5A, 12V @ 2A
5V (el, 6A PSU

ackrele,v7 ........----

5V (1. 10A PSU
Disk Drive Data lead BBC Micro to Disk Drivels)
Disk Drive Power lead BBC Micro to Disk Drivels)

68000 CPUs 8MHz
8086 CPU chips

roncwAvi. tiff
.

. A /lost advertisements are legal, decent,
honest and truthful. A few are not,
'and, like you, we want them stopped.
If you would like to know more about
how to make complaints, please send for

M

our booklet: 'The Do's and Don'ts of
'Complaining. It's free.
The Advertising Standards Authority.

We're here to put it rightlf
ASA Ltd . Dept Z. Brook House.Tornngton Place. London \A/CIE 71 -IN

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising
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74LS TTL, pick and mix, buy 10 or more

£5.00 each
£10.00 each
£5.00 each
E1.00 each
£19.00 each
£19.00 each
£7.00 each
£2.00/box
£9.00 each
£10.00 each
£4.00 each
£5.00 each

Single 2.00 Dual £4.00 each
Single 2.00 Dual £4.00 each

£2.50 each
f2.00 each

£1.200ad% DMA £2.001 £4.50 ail 4

Types available: '00 '02 '04 '08 '10 11 '121314 1 5 70 '21 '26 77 '30 '32 '33 '37
'38 '42 '74 '83 '85 '86 '96 '107 '109 '122 '125 '132 '136 '138 '139 '145 '151 '153
'157 '158 '160 '162 '163 '164 '165 '174'191 '193 '240'253 '257 '260'298 '353
'365 '366 '373 '385 '390 '399 '670 '682
27128 EPROMS (Ex equipment)
£1.20 each or £5.00/5

£2.50 each
£1.40 each
£2.60 each
£3.50 each
E1.40 each
£0.40 each
£1.40 each
£1.10 each
£3.80 each
£5.00 each
65256 32K Byte rams
E4.00 each
8K Byte NV ram chips
£3.00 each or £10.00 four
16,18 & 20 pin dil low profile IC sockets 0.3" wide
£0.40/10; £3.00/100
22 & 24 pin dil low profile IC sockets OA wide
.£3.00/100
24, 28.32, 40 & 48 pin dil low profile IC sockets 0.6" wide
£0.40/10; £3.00/100
Circuit tester, finds faults in TTL & CMOS logic circuits, Inc leads
£6.00 each
Metal project boxes drilled & painted but unused 28 x 32.5 x 5cm
£4.00 each
Eurocard Racks
£10.00 each
Smoke detectors
£4.00 each
Used computer cards many useful components (large ones socketed)
Wind controller (WD HDC chip)
£1.00 each
CPU card 18088, Z80 & EPRSMs)
£3.00 each
Keyboards, full Owerty, number pad and LCD
£8.00 each
Desktop computer case with 200W mains PSU (used)
£19.00 each
Used IBM PC Cases with PSU
£30.00 each
27128 EPROMS
27C256 EPROMS (Ex Equipment)
27256 EPROMS
27C256-25 EPROMS
27C512 EPROMS (Ex Equipment)
256K DRAM (Ex Equipment)
1MBit-10 DRAM (Ex Equipment)
6116 2K Byte SRAM
6264-12 8K Byte SRAM
62256-10 32K Byte SRAM

Prices include postage. Add El plus VAT) to Orders below f SOO All Items new unless stated.
Add 17 5% VAT to all prices. Send an SAE for our latest list or for more Info

Dept EE, 374 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1SU
Tel: 0223 424602, 0831 430496 or 0831 430552 (MaN order only)
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CLASSIFIED

EVERYDAY
WITH PRA

Everyday with Practical Electronics reaches twice

as many UK readers as any other independent
monthly hobby electronics magazine, our audited
sales figures prove it. We have been the leading
independent monthly magazine in this market for

ELECT ONICS

the last eight years

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and
semi -display pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8 ( + VAT) per single column centimetre
(minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p ( + VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday with Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to Advertisements, Everyday with Practical Electronics, Holland Wood House,
Church Lane, Great Holland, Essex C013 OJS. Phone/Fax (0255) 850596.
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

PC TECHNICAL SHAREWARE
would)ou like to see the best range of Ion cross technical and
scientilk public domain & shareware for 113%1 PC in the L K?
HUGE RANGE includes. PACKET. FAX. RX TX control.
PCB design, Circuit and ANTENNA analysis. QSO logging.
CAD ELECTRONIC & MECH engineenng. SCIENTIFIC. MATHS
& STATS. MEDICAL. PROGRAMMING. SOURCE CODE, DATA.
EDUCATIONAL. WINDOWS. BUSINESS and lots more
Write phone or fan lodes for sour free 1:4 page printed catalogue

WiA
mom

ElThe Public Domain Software Library
irtscombe House, Beacon Road
Crowborough, Susses TVs ICI.
Te10892 663298. Fax 1)85296'4'3

kve Avenene

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
1 to 24 volts up to 'o amp I to 20 volts up to l amp t to 16 voits up to 'k
amps d c Fully stabineed Tom panel meters for instant voltage and current readings Overload protection

Fully variablerru
vim
Operates from

£45 inc.
VAT

240V a c

Post and
insurance f 4

Compact unit
Size 9x 5'n 3m.

EVERYDAY
with PRACTICAL
ELECTRONICS
Your advert will reach twice as
many UK readers than with
any other independent
monthly hobby electronics
magazine

NEW MODEL. Up to 38volts d c at 6 amps 10 amps peak Fully iarxble

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

SURVEILLANCE KITS

Let large SAE. Delivery 7 days Callers welcome Closed Wednesday

This 3cm space in

Everyday with
Practical Electronics
Will ONLY cost you

£24

+ VAT

£5.95, Assembled E9.95.Order Code KT1

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER, 30mm x 10mm, powered
from line, transmits both sides of conversation. 500M range.
88-130MHz Kit £7.95 Assembled E12 95 Order Code KT3
3 WATT TRANSMITTER 80-110MHz, 12.15V, adjustable
input sensitivity. varicap controlled. several miles range. Kit
£15.95. Assembled f25 95. Order Code KT4
All prices include p&p.
Credit card orders telephone 021 486 3092
Send 2vIst class stamps for Catalogue Cheques'PO.s payable to

QUANTEK ELECTRONICS

Kits Dept (EPE), 3 Houldey Road, West Heath,
Birmingham B31 3HL

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN
FULL-TIME TRAINING

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by personal
contact and through a quarterly Newsletter.
For membership details, write to the Secretary

THOSE ELIGIBLE CAN APPLY FOR E.T. GRANT SUPPORT
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMME

West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 7NS
Space donated by Everyday with Practical Electronics

O.N.C., O.N.O. and H.N.C.

The Typesetting programme for
all your Typesetting needs.
If you need typesetting for your
Adverts, Brochures, etc. Typefit
can help you. Please telephone

COMPUTERS

disk to match! CPU £25.00 VDU £25 00. Printer
£25.00. Hard disks £25.00. All prices plus VAT and
postage and packing. Worth more in spares! Technical schematics f2.00. Details 50P -i- SAE. Cash with
order.

B.I.U.,

The School House, Mirion Street, Crewe, CW1 2AP.
Phone/Fax 0270 587070.

(5

Silicon

panel

Keysolar Systems, 4 Glanmor Crescent
Newport, Gwent NP9 8AX
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PLDs and EPROMS copied or programmed. 25p
each + set up and postage. We supply logic
devices/convert discrete logic to PLDs. Also PCBs
designed. Send for details to PO Box 1561 Bath. or
phone 0225-444467 (evenings).

EPROMs, secondhand but erased and fully functional. 27C16/27C32 @ £2 and 27C64/27C512 @
P&P to Academic Designs Ltd., PO
£2.25
Box 1561 Bath.

SOLAR PANELS 48W £265, 52W £285. many
more sizes, with lights, fans, pumps, fridges, portable rechargeable lamps, various solar gifts and a
wide range of DIY components. Send £5 for
catalogue (£10 overseas), £3 refund with order and
quarterly newsletter. Solar Products (Ref EPE), 4
The Mount, Guildford GU2 5HN.

VALVE AMPLIFIERS, ex Ministry also

spare

EF86s, ECC83s, 6BW6s. Projector lenses, motors,
and DMMs. SAE for latest list, W. Jarvis, 6 Peggy's
Mill Rd., Edinburgh EH4 6JY.
make up tapes for me, or even sell complete device.
Phone Brian 0277 372207.

ARE YOU interested in making extra money? Full
details from: Mr. J. Sen, 44 Sitwell Way, Port Tal-

reference, £2 cash cheque payable:- J.M. Newcomb,
37 Crosby Road, Southport, PR8 4TE.
SUBSTANTIAL quantity of deceased amateur con-

structor's equipment: meters, components, valves,
loudspeakers, home -built amplifiers, etc. Covering
forty years. £100 the lot. Also vintage cathode ray
oscillograph and wavemeter (both ex -USA). free
to enthusiast, can be seen, Emsworth. Hants by
arrangement. 0243 377959.

Address

EL CTRONICS
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Annual subscription rates (1993):
Overseas £26 (surface mail).
£43.50 (airmail)

£4.50

for £18) plus £1.50 p&p per order. Many

Box 755.

Cash or swap for XM512 Units. Call 0827 285258

UK £20.00.

other sizes, wind generators and other products.
Orders to (Catalogue 2 x 1st class stamps)

dressed Envelope; For List & 44 Unusual Circuits:
Mr. Lucas P.O. Box 755, Saint Helier, Jersey JE4
8ZZ Channel Islands, UK.

Name

Special otter 12V nom (20V o/c) 80mA. 12"x6"
Amorphous

£5 Pounds (IN ENGLISH NOTES) With A4 Ad-

XU620 adapter wanted for XP640 programmer.

WITH Num=

SOLAR PANELS
pre -wired

Forbes, PO Box 3919, Auckland. New Zealand. Tel
(09)818-8967.
ELECTRONIC KITS, Consultancy & Design: Send

LISTING from 74(LS)00 - 74(LS)1645. 1200 full
names and brief descriptions. Excellent for quick

0202 882299

186 %.,-1 meg RAM, 4 serial ports 2 x 5 25- floppy
System disk with Wordstar, Dbasell, Supercalc2,
Basic, etc. VDU to match! Printer to match! Hard

THE HOMEBUILT DYNAMO (Plans). Reviewed
1989 in PE January and Model Engineer December 15th. Price £42 post paid airmail from Alfred

bot, West Glamorgan, SA I2 6BL.

Typefit

Next course commences
Monday 20th September 1993
LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT. LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 071-373 8721

phone Brighton 883871.

WANTED someone with Mind Machine Mk11 to

Mr J. S. Hind, 7 Carlyle Road

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

3TE.

PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS one
offs and quantities, for details send s.a.e. to B. M.
Ansbro, 38 Poynings Drive, Sussex BN3 8GR, or

ELECTRONIC KITS.
Worldwide Source, Lasers/Metal Detectors/Night
Vision/Test EQ; For list, See Advert Mr Lucas P.O.

MICRO TRANSMITTER, tuneable 70- 1 15MHz, 500M
range, 40mm x 20mm including microphone, 3-12V Kit

SURREY, U.K. Tel: 081-684 1665

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONICS KITS at pocket money
prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. SIR -KIT
ELECTRONICS, 70 Oxford Road, Clacton C015

MOST UNUSUAL

Twin panel meters. Size 14IS x 11 x Chon MI Inc VAT Can C6

ss 337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

Miscellaneous

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN

To: Everyday with Practical Electronics
6 Church Street, Wimborne

IIII

Dorset BH21 1J H

min

M993

I enclose payment of £
(cheque/PO in £ sterling only, payable to Everyday with Practical Electronics). Alternatively send
Access or Visa number and card expiry date.
Signature
Please supply name and address of card -holder if different
from the subscription address shown above Subscriptions

can only start with the next available issue. For back
numbers see the Editorial page
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COMPONENTS
For TV * Video

WE CAN SUPPLY A VAST RANGE OF SPARES for many
makes of TV, Video. Computer & Audio Equipment WRITE
(Encl sae please) or PHONE
FOR A 'PRICE & AVAILABILITY -

Audio * Compute,

nn your requirements

VIDEO BELT KITS
AMSTRAD VCR4600/ 4700/5200
03 19
FISHER
FYHP905/906/906
£303
JVC
HR3300/3330/3660
£3 30
Large range of Pinch Rollers. Idlers.

Heads. etc from stock
SERVICE MANUALS
PHILIPS
CS1427
TOSHIBA
STUDL Tuner

Many other Manuals availabie

£4 50

£699

SEMICONDUCTORS
BU508A
f 1 50 TDA4601
£325
BUV48A
f4 99 UC3884
.08.95
LM733CN
02 43 UM6522
£6.99
MAB8049H
05 1' LIPC13781-1
£2 82
P8255A
E2 85 UPC1397C
E4 34
STK4141i!
£879 2SK3O1R
£185
TA7280P
f6 88 27C256-200 E2 98
This is lust a very small sample of our stock

Send 01 25 tor our Selected Spares
CATALOGUE Includes voucher
spendable on future orders

0452 526883

CM8833Sery Manual....04.71
CM13833 Line 0/P Tx ..£24.94
Ck111342 Line 0/P Tx
028 51
AMSTRAD/SINCLAIR
CPC464 User Manual
010 95
PCI640 Sera Manual
£1932

PCW 9512Serv Manual 014 99
AY38912
SED9420CAC
STK7356

07 06
014 93
013 81

TEA2000..05.63
ULA6C001E

.018.48
£7.36

Seer 'OL Modulator

C33.24
£2.88

THERMISTOR(ST-PSU) C1 37
PC713V (STE-PSU)
25C2331 (ST-PSU)

02.94
£1.59

Order by Post or Phone We accept paym nt

SPECIAL OFFER
Spi ,I,Jrn UI I. HIPS
40054 ROM I 2)
TMS4532NL4 DRAM
ZM1302 ULA IOU
2X/1401 ULA

011.69
CO 99
£6.49
05.44

Further savings for (6+)
quantities Please PhOnor
send S AE
COMMODORE
17 7344MHz Mal
04.99
C64C User Manual
£4.39
C64/C Service Manual ,015.00
6569 VIC
01995

£23.96

906114-01 PIA
E9.24
251641-02 PLA.
£5.95
MB81416-12 DRAM (CIS) £4.99
MANY OTHER PARTS FROM
STOCK - Please enquire,

MARAPET ( EEJ )

by VISA. ACCESS, DELTA. SWITCH. Cheq e ma&
or P.O.Post 6 Packing is £1 20 No VAT to

1 HORNBEAM MEWS

add on

All items sub/act to aver/stilly

GLOUCESTER GL2 OUE

Prices can Mange without nonce

5mm 30p each

Cable ties 1 p each. £5.96 per 1000 (48.50 per
10 000
50 ohms

8565 VIC

ATARI
CO25913 DMA (STI
PC900V/H11L3 (ST)

llp each High intensity red. green or yellow.

Steping motor 4 phase 12V 7 5' step

COMPUTER SPARES
PHILIPS MONITORS
BM7513 Sery Manual _03.49

LEDs 3mm or 5mm red or green 15p each, yellow

E8 96
E3.95

SAA1027 stepping motor driver chip

FM Transmitter kit good quality sound
E8.60
High quality photo resist copper clad epoxy
glass boards
Dimensions
single sided
double sided
3a4 inches

E0.95
E2.40
£5.37

4x13 inches

6x12 inches

1202 inches

01.07

[2.68

f10.66
Rechargeable Batteries

AA (HP7) 500mAH

100+7.5p each

f0.99
f1.95

AA 70OrnAH
C 2AH with solder tags
D 4AH with solder tags
1 /2AA with solder tags

£3.60
C4.95
E1.55

AAA (HP16) 180mAH

£1.75

AA 500rnAH with solder rags

ft 55

C (HP11)1 8AH
D (HP2) 1 2AH

f2.20

PP3 8 4V 1 lOrnAH

Sub C with solder tags
1 /3 AA with tags (Philips C1V)

E2.60
f 4 95
E2.60
E1.95

Standard charger, charges 4 Malls in 5 hours

or 4Cs or Ds in 12-14 hours + 1xPP3 (1. 2, 3 or
4 cells may be charged at a time)
£5.95

High power charger. MAW, but Chaves the

Cs and Ds in 5 hours: AAs, Cs and Ds must be
charged in 25 or rts
t10.95

Special offers - please chuck for availability

F cells 32dia a 87min
F cell with solder tags. 1.2V

£3.96
£4.30
01.45
Stick of 4 171 mm x 16mm dia.. with red &black
leads 4 8V
£5.95
4 call battery 94rnm x 25mm dia.

42mm x 16mm dia. 12V

NSA

Cooke International
SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS
ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBRATORS, VOLTMETERS,
GENERATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES, POWER METERS, ETC

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

(1 /2C cells)

03.150

EXPORT, TRADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT AND MANUALS
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS
SHIPPING ARRANGED
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM-5PM
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 OEB

Philips 123 series solid aluminium axial leads.
33uf 10V 6 2 2pf 40V 40p each. 25p 100*
Multileyer AVX cerami capacitors, all 5mm pitch,
100V 100pf. 150pf. 220pf. 10.000pf (10n)

10p each, 5p 100+ 3.501003+

Welwyn W23 9W 120 ohm 36p each. 20p 100
680 ohm 2W metal film resistor, 4p 100+,
2p 1000
Solid carbon resistors, very low inductance, ideal
for RF Circuits, 27ohm 2W. 68ohrn 2W 25p each.
16p each 100
we have a range of 0.25W,
0 5w. 1w and 2w solid carbon resistors - please
send SAE for list

Intelegent 4 digit alphanumeric (5a7 dot 0.145")
red LED display. 12 pin 0.6 inch wide package,
Siemens type DLR1414 02.50 each. 02.0030+,
data sheets E1.00
AM D 27256.3 Eproms E.2.00 each. C1.26 100*
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG SDC-3-023) 60p
each, 40p 100+
Disk Drive Boxes for a 5.25 disk drive with room
for a power supply light, grey plastic 67mm
268mm a 247mm
E7.96 at 049.50 for 10
Hand Held Ultrasonic remote control
£3.95

Computer grade 580000 EAV capacitors
with screw terminals

£4.95

CV24136 gas relay 30men a lOrren die with

Computer grade capacitors with screw terminals.
380000f 20V £2.50; 87000µ110V 01.95:
680000f 15V £2.96;10000µ116V C1.50
7 segment common anode led display.
I 2rtn
E0.45
LM 2931 AT 5 0 low drop out 5V
regulator TO220 package
C0.85
7812 and 7912 12V 1A regulators,. £20.00 Per 100
154337k T03 case variable regulator
£1.60

3 wire terminals will also work Ma neon
light
20p each. £7.60 per 100
A23 12V car alarm remote control and lighter
battery
?Sp each. £50.00 100 400 370V a.c. motor start capacitor (chelectrol
type containing no PCBs)
£5.95 each
£49.50 for 10

BS250 P channel mosfet 45p. 8C559 transistor
per 100 03.96
74LS06 hex invenor
£10.00 per 100
Used 8748 Microcontroller
E3.50
SL952 UHF Limiting amplifier LC 16 surface
mounting package with data sheet
AM27S02
E1.25 each: 90p 100

Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear
Transistors kits. rechargeable batteries.
capacitors, tools etc always in stock

100+ E1.10

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

Resistor jumbo pack 25000, 1 /4 and 1 /2W
resistors our choice of values and size, will be
mainly in boxes a, rolls 011000. 2000 and 5000
of one type
£25.00
OwerTY keyboord. 58 key good quality switches.
new
E5.00
Cbwerty keyboard with serial output. no data
(used)
E6.00
Polyester capacitors, box type, 221mm lead pitch
1 pf 250V do 20p each. 15p 100+.10p 1000,
2 2pf 250V dc 30p each. 20p 100+,15p 1000 3 3uf 100V dc 30p each, 20p 100+,15p 1000 1 if 50V bipolar electrolytic axial leads, 15p each,
7.5p 1000
0.22pf 250v polyester 0,181 leads. 15p each.

CD4007U8

All products advertised are new and
unused unless otherwise stated.

Please add 95p towards P&P

.10p100+.6p1000+

TV Mains switch. 4A double pole with momentry
contacts for remote control, pack of 10 03.96
box 0160 C19.95
DC -DC convenor. Reliability model, VI 2P5, 12V
in 5V 200mA out, 300V input to output. Isolation
with data. C4.95 each or pack of 10- £39.50
Hour counter used 7 digit 240V ac 50Hr
E1.45
Resistor pack 2500 resistors 1/8-2W 50 different
values
£8.95

VAT included in all prices

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatsworth Road
Chesterfield S40 2 B H
Access Visa Orders
(0246) 211202
Callers welcome.

Tel ( + 44) 0243 545111/2 Fax (+ 44) 0243 542457

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS

9 Lower Birchwood, Somercotes, Derbyshire DE55 4NG
£1 Special Packs - select 2 packs FREE for every 10 purchased
SP1

15
15
15
12
100
30

SP2
SP6
SP7
SPIO
SP11

SP12
SP18
SP20
SP22
SP23
SP25
SP26
SP28
SP36
SP37

30
20
20
20
20
5
5

6
25
20

5mm Red Leds
5mm Green Leds
3mm Red Leds
3mm Green Leds
1N4148 diodes
1N4001 diodes
1N4002 diodes
BC182 transistors
BC184 transistors
BC214 transistors
BC549 transistors
555 timers

SP42
SP47
SP48
SP102
SP103
SP104

200 x Mixed 0 25W C Film resistors
5 x Min push button switches
15 x Axial elect caps
20 x 8 pin DIL sockets
15 x 14 pin DIL sockets
15 x 16 pin OIL sockets
SP105
6 x 74LS00
SP112
6 x Cmos 4093
SP125 10 x 1000uF/16V red elect caps
SP130 100 x Mixed 0.5W C Film resistors
SP133 20 n 1N4004 diodes
SP134
15 x 1N4007 diodes

741 Op -amps
Cmos 4011

SP135
SP136
SP138
SP139

10uF$25V radial elect caps
100uF$40V radial elect caps

RESISTOR PACKS - 0.25W C Film
RP3
5 each value - total 365
RP7
10 each value - total 730
RP10
1000 popular values

Cheques or P.0.1.3

6 x Min slide switches
10 a 0A90 diodes
20 x 2 2uF/50V radial elect caps
12 x 1000uF/10V radial elect caps

Catalogue available
or FREE
with first order over £5

C2 50

03 95
05 30

NO VAT

N

CIOLLEGE
OF
T ECHNOLOGY
DISTANCE LEARNING COURSES
The National College of Technology offer a range of
packaged learning short courses for study at home or in
an industrial training environment which carry national
BTEC awards. Study can commence at any time and at
any level enabling you to create a study routine to fit
around existing commitments. Courses on offer include:

Rodeo add C1 P&P to ell orders

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS

Analogue Electronics
Digital Electronics
Fibre/Optoelectronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Electronic Testing & Fault Diagnosis

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!

Over the past 100 years more than 10 million students tnrougnout the world have found
it worth their while! An ICS home -study course can help youget a better job, make more
money and have more fun out of life! CS haS over 100 years experience In home -study
courses and is the largest correspondence school in the world. You learn at your own
pace, when and where you want under the guidance of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out
how we can help YOU. Post Or phone today for FREE INFORMATION on the course Of your
choice. (Tick one box only!)

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City a Guilds)

Refrigivation
Air Conditioning

Electrical Engineering

Car Mechanics

Electrical Contracting/
Installation

Computer
Programming

details to:

IM

NM

IN

====== INS MI
TV, video a
Hi-Fi SerVICing

I

options with no travelling or college attendance re-

quired. These very popular courses which are ideal for
vocational training contain workbooks, audio cassette
lecturettes, PCB's, instruments, tools, components and
leads as necessary to support the theoretical and practical training. Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have some experience and simply need an
update or certification, there is probably a distance

Electronics

I

Tutor support and BTEC certification are available as

learning course ready for you. Write or telephone for

GCSII/OCE/SCIE over 40 examination subjects to choose from
Name

National College of Technology
NCT Ltd., PO Box 11

aberess

Wendover, Bucks
ICSInternational Correspondence Schools Dept ECS 13

312/314 High Street. Sutton, Surrey SM1 1PR or 041-221 7373 (24 hours)

411M MI IAN MIMI MI MI In

1111

All

EMI

NI

Tel: (0296) 624270
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Metal detector boards with Data has
tuner. mode, discriminate, headphone

12V 2PCO or 4PCO continental

jack, on/off volume & push button
facilities
£7.95 ea.
35mm Camera returns with auto flash.
wind on etc.,
£6 ea or 2 for £10
Dictaphone cassette, mach/record erase
playback heads, 6V solenoid, motor,
hall effect switch
£2.00 ea
Dot matrix LCD 10x2 lines
£3.75 ea
40 characters x 1 line dot matrix LCD
with data
£6.95.
2 digit 16 segment VF display
with data
£2.95 ea
17 segment V.F. display with
driver board and data
£2 99 ea.
8 digit liquid crystal display
£1 75 ea
4 digit LCD with 7211 driver
chip
£3.50 ea
Digital clock display
f2.50
19" 3U sub rack enclosures
f 8 95

12V 10A PCB MT (to make contact)
3 to 12V electro magnetic acoustic
transducer with data

60p ea
crystals
£4.95
316 Mixed components pack
£5.95.
25 off mixed relays
40 off mixed toggle switches
£9.95*
50 off mixed switches, toggle, rocker,
slide, micro
£9.95
250 off 16/22/24/40 way IC Skts...£4.95*
Crystal Oscillators 10/24/48 MHz El ea
TOOLS
pee sotket set
e our ..orkef set
i ',rut Rivet Gun
C. inviiiig tool

f4.95
£2.50.
£2.50*
£1.95*
£3.95.

25 face alien key set
7 pce prime bit set

C2.50.
£2.50"

Comm Limp,
4 ate wrench
e adj wrench
3 . adi wrench .
21 pee
precision wrench
eirisspoint hex screwdevei
me
..
Universal lest lead kit

£4.95.

5V SPCO SIL reed relay
5V 2PCO DIL miniature relay..

C6.95

5 me wood CilIVIllfl s..1
ii- iiiility Lila.,

100 off Phono plugs

£3.60*

£1.50.
C1 50.
£2.50.

£4.95.

f 3.50

ILI ctOCOdller C.111) lends

10 AA rechaigeabie

rl,

,

,I

Ohne rpm glue stirI., .

£8.95

f 7 50.
36 £4.50.

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
PLEASE RING
We also buy all forms of electronic
components, p s u's, disk drives etc
Lists to below address.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V A.T.
PLEASE ADD f2.00 p&p EXCEPT
ITEMS MARKED. WHICH ARE 50P.
SAE FOR BULK BUYING LIST
PAYMENT WITH ORDER TO

40p
60p

ADVERTISERS INDEX
699
AITKEN BROS. & CO
699
ALFRED ENTERPRISES
699
N. R. BAR DWELL
Cover (iii)
B.K. ELECTRONICS
BRIAN J. REED
712
Cover (ii)
BULL ELECTRICAL
709
CAMBRIDGE COMP. SCIENCE
676
CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION
712
COMPELEC
711
COOKE INTERNATIONAL
709
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
712
CR SUPPLY COMPANY
634
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS
640
DIY ELECTRONICS
640
ELECTRONIZE DESIGN
644
ESR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
637
GREENWELD ELECTRONICS
HART ELECTRONIC KITS
636
711

ICS
£5.95'
£395*

.

£2.95

£7.95
SM P.S.U. 115-240V input +5V 5-5A
+ 12V 1.5A -12V 0-3A - 5V 0.3A
with I EC inlet and outlet, fully
cased
E6.95 ea
UM1233 Video Modulators
£3.50 ea
Universal bell timer, both 10 min.
delay and 20 min. cut off
functions
£4.95
Spectrum 128k + 2 PSU's
£6.95
STC P.S.U. 240V input 5V 6A output
(converts to 12V 3A details
available)
£6.95 ea
3 to 16V Piezoelectric sounders
.50p
DIL switches PCB MT 3/4/6 way.
35p

£3.50

£2.95*
£1.50.

edby bench vice
"sin ivtiachilih-taie.

opto + 2 mercury tilt

Ceramic Caps

C7.95

5.iii,iy1 iiituk,

switches
£3.85 ea
1000 mixed %watt 1% resistors....£4.95 ea
250 electrolyic axial + radial
caps
£4.96 ea
200 off mixed polyester caps
£7.95
100 Mixed trimmer caps popular

+ C's/leads
1000 off mixed Multilayer

75p

2.4576/8.8329/21.10 MHz

Stepper motor board with 2 slotted

(red/black/grey)
50 Mixed terminal blocks
25 off asst buzzers & sounders
Cable box UHF modulator/video
preamp/transfonner/RS

95p

relay

1 2V stepper motor, 48 steps per rev,
7.3° step angle
£3.95 ea

values

60p

relay

Dept EE, COMPELEC,
14 Constable Road,

St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Carobs PE17 6EQ
Tel/Fax: 0480 300819

Carbon Film resistors '/.W 5% E24 series 0 51 R to 10M0
100 off per value - 75p even hundreds per value totalling 1000
Metal Film resistors Y.W 1 OR to 1 MO 5% El 2 series - 2p. 1% E24 series
Mixed metal/carbon film resistors 5W E24 series 1 RO to 10M0
1 watt mixed metal/Carbon Film 5% El 2 series 4R7 to 10 Megohms
Linear Carbon pre-sets 100mW and ''/.W 100R to 4M7 E6 series

1p

£6.00p
3p
1%p
5p
7p

Miniature polyster capacitors 250V working for vertical mounting

015, 022, 033. 047, 068-4p 0 1 - 5p 0 12, 0 15, 0.22 - 6p 0.47 - 8p 0 68 - 8p 1 0 - 12p

Mylar (polyester) capacitors 100V working E12 series vertical mounting

676
JAYTEE ELECTRONIC SERVICES
711
JPG ELECTRONICS
MAGENTA ELECTRONICS
642/643
687
MAILTECH
Cover (iv)
MAPLIN ELECTRONICS
MARAPET
711
669
MARCO TRADING
638
MAURITRON
641
M&B ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
640
MQP ELECTRONICS
699
MULTI SOURCES
711
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF TECH.
699
NICHE SOFTWARE
661
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS
OMNI ELECTRONICS
640
ORCHARD COMPUTER SERVICES
653
691
PICO TECHNOLOGY
PROFILE ELECTRONICS
709
RADIO & TV COMPONENTS
639
SEETRAX CAE
639
711
SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
SMART HOUSE SYSTEMS
709
702
SUMA DESIGNS

1000p to 8200p - 3p 01 to 068 - 4p 0 1 - 5p 0 12, 0.15, 0.22 - 6p. 0.47/50V - 8p

Submin ceramic plate capacitors 100V wkg vertical mountings. E12 series
2% 1.8pf to 47pf - 3p 2% 56pf to 330pf - 4p 10% 390p -4700p
Disc/plate ceramics 50V Et 2 series 1 P0 to 1000P, E6 Series 1500P to 47000P

4p
2p

Polystyrene capacitors 63V working E12 series long axial wires
10pf to 820pf - 5p 1000pf to 10,000pf - 6p 12,000pf
741 Op Amp - 20p 555 Timer - 20p. LM3900
cmos 4001 - 20p 4011 - 22p 401 7 - 40p. 4069UB unbuffered

7p

80p
20p

ALUMINIUM ELECTROLYTICS (Mfds/Volts)
1/50, 2.2/50, 4.7/50, 10/25,10/50
22/16, 22/25, 22/50. 33/16. 47/16.47/25.47/50
100/16,100/25 7p; 100/50
220/16 8p; 220/25, 220/50 1 ; 470/16.470/25

5p
6p
12p
11 p

1000/25 25p; 1000/35, 2200/25 35p; 4700/25

70p

Submin, tantalum bead electrolyics (Mfds/Volts)
0.1/35, 0.22/35, 0.47/35, 1.0/35. 3.3/16. 4.7/16
2.2/35, 4.7/25, 4.7/35, 6.8/1615p; 10/16, 22/6
33/10, 47/6, 22/16 30p; 47/10 35p; 47/16 60p; 47/36
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
1A + or - 5V. 8V, 12V, 15V, 18V & 24V - 55p. 100mA. 5.8.12, 15, V +
DIODES (piv/amps)
75/25mA 1N4148 2p. 800/1A 1 N4006 414p. 400/3A I N5404 14p. 115/15mA 0A91
100/1A 1N4002 35p. 1000/1A 1N4007 5p. 60/1.5A SIMI 5p. 100/1A bridge
400/1 A 1 N4004 4p 1250/1A BY 127 10p. 30/150mA 0A47 gold bonded

14p
20p
80p

Multi cored solder, 22G - 8p yard, 18G - 14p yard.
TRANSISTORS
BC107/8/9 - 12p BC547/8,9 - 8p BC557 /8/9 - 8p. BC182. 182L, BCl83, 183L,
BC184, 184L, BC212. 212L - 10p.
BC327, 337, 337L - 12p. BC727, 737 - 12p BD13516/7/8/9 - 25p. BCY70 - 18p
BFY50/51/52 - 20p.

BFX88 - 15p, 2N3055 - 55p. TIP31, 32 - 30p, TIP41, 42 - 40p. 61.1208A - £1.50. BF195, 197 - 12p

THE CR SUPPLY CO

127 Chesterfield Rd., Sheffield S8 ORN
Tel: 0742 557771

Return posting

PETER J. MEW

ADVERTISEMENT OFFICES:

EVERYDAY with PRACTICAL
ELECTRONICS ADVERTISEMENTS,
HOLLAND WOOD HOUSE, CHURCH LANE,
GREAT HOLLAND, ESSEX CO1 3 OJS.
Phone/Fax: (0255) 850596
For Editorial address and phone numbers see
page 645.

30p

.. 8p
25p
18p
Zener diodes E24 series 3V3 to 33V 400mW - 8p. 1 watt
12p
Battery snaps for PP3 - 6p for PP9
12p
L ED 's 3mm. & 5mm. Red, Green, Yellow - 10p. Grommets3mm -2p. 5mm
2p
Red flashing L.E.D.'s require 9-12V supply only
50p
Mains indicator neons with 220k resistor
10p
20mm fuses 100mA to 5A. 0. blow 6p.A/surge 10p. Holders, chassis. mounting
6p
High speed pc drill 0.8, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0mm - 40p. Machines 12V dc
£16.00
HELPING HANDS 6 ball joints and 2 croc clips to hold awkward jobs
£3.50
AA/ H P7 Nicad rechargeable cells 90p each. Universal charger unit
E6.50
AA/H P7 zinc/carbon batteries in packs of 4
£1.10 per pack
Glass reed switches with single pole make contacts - 8p. Magnets
15p
0 1" Stripboard 25" x 1" 9 rows 25 holes - 25p. T. x 25" 24 rows 37 holes
70p
Jack plugs 2.5 & 3.5m - 14p; Sockets Panel Mtg. 2.5 & 3.5m
10p
Ear pieces 2.5 & 3.5mm, dynamic - 20p; 3 5mm crystal
£1.50

Ionisers with seven year guarantee, list price £16.95
All prices are inclusive of VAT. Postage 30p (free over £5). Stamp for list.

ADVERTISEMET MANAGER:

£12 50

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!
Plus Tools, Watches, Fancy Goods, Toys.
Mail order UK only.
All inclusive prices NO VAT to add on.

Send 41p stamped self addressed label or
envelope for catalogue/clearance list.
At least 2,100 offers to amaze you.

Brian J Reed
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3EQ

Tel: 081-393 9055

Published on approximately the first Friday of each month by Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH2I I1H. Printed in England by Benham & Co. Ltd, Colchester,
Essex. Distributed by Seymour, Windsor House, 1270 London Road, Norbury, London SWI6 4DH. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand -Gordon & Gotch (Asia) Ltd.. South Africa Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £20 and OVERSEAS £26 (£43.50 airmail) payable to "Everyday with Practical Electronics" Subs Dept, 6 Church Street. Wimbome, Dorset
BH2I I1H. EVERYDAY with PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been
given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired out or
otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as pan of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -TURNTABLES -DIMMERS LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STE EO
LI
OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

-'-

e.
1.
SERVICE * LARGE (A4) S.A.E., 60p STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE

,L,1-..11-,MAiLAkl'a-1 loin.

\ IA I,

Me. ffara il!\ ea!Ja PA.

IIMS "MI.\ LIT =WI., . I MO. MS.
Alk

These modules now enjoy a world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four
models are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market i.e. Industry. Leisure. Instrumental and HI-FI
etc. When comparing prices, NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply. integral heat sink. glass fibre P.C. S. and
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models are open and short circuit proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.

PRICE £40.85 - £3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts

1

R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W
100W) MXF400 (200W
MXF600 (300W
300W) MXF900 (450W
450W)
-

-3dB. Damping Factor

200W)

.300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

-

PRICE 054.35

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L.E.D.Vu meters *

£4.00 P&P

Level controls * Illuminated on/oft switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts

proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 8 MXF900 fan cooled with D.C.loudspeaker and thermal protection.

-3dB. Damping Factor -- 300. Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:- MXF200 W19-xM3',." (2U)x1311"
MXF400 W19"x1145',." (3U)rD12"
MXF600 W19. 145',." (3U)rD13"
MXF900 W19 x115.t." (3U)xD14'."

41111ftummeit..

-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

PRICE 081.75 - C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts

PRICES:- MXF2 00 01 7 5.00 MXF4 0 0 02 3 3.8 5

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

MXF600 C329.00 MXF9 0 0 04 4 9.1 5

-3dB. Damping Factor

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL 012,50 EACH

300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE C132.85 C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz
100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor
300. Slew Rate 75V/uS, T.H.D. typical
-

0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over, housed in a 19" x 1LI case. Each channel has three level controls:

bass, mid 8 top. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adiust the
cross -over frequency, Bass -Mid 250/500/800Hz. Mid -Top 1.8/3/5KHz. all at 24dB per octave. Bass invert switches
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV inputioutput. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules.

PRICE 0259.00 - C12.00 P&P

Price £117.44 + £5.00 P&P

--114-71i1117117

NOTE MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 1001(11s.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS
7711mV, BAND WIDTH BOSH.. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band
L 8 R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters.

MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat 8
speed control. DJ Mic with talk -over

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.

switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross lade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8

(6 Op STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

Sound Effects. Useful combination of the

following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

mins, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

Price £144.99 - £5.00 P&P
J
41

77147R2151ThilETA4'4-11X111111laiit.-

SIZE: 482 a 240 a 120mm

9

ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE

Join the Plato revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coin of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved

8- 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN, PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID, DISCO.

transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if two are put in series. FREE
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

10' 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR. VOCAL. KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.

RES. FRED. 72Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 4KHz. SENS 97dB.

PRICE C32.71

RES. FREQ. 71Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS97dB.

-

PRICE C33.74

C2.001410
C2.50 PEP

200 WATT R.M.S. MEIO-200 GUITAR. KEYB'D. DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3 round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for 10
RES. FREQ. 65Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 3.5KHz. SENS 99dB.
PRICE C43.47

bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price C4.90
50p P&P.
TYPE '6' (KSN1005A) 3', super horn for general purpose speakers,
disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.99
50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2 x5 wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos etc. Price C6.99
50p P&P.
-

TYPE

TYPE 'B'

-

TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2 x6
TYPE C

TYPE E

02.50 PIP
12 100 WATT R.M.S. MET 2-100LE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.
RES. FREQ. 49Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 100dB.
PRICE 035.64 C3.50 PIP
12 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE, P.A.. VOCAL. STAGE
MONITOR. RES. FREO 42Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 10KHz. SENS 98dB.

PRICE 036.67

C3.501411

12 200 WATT R.M.S. ME12-200 GEN. PURPOSE. GUITAR. DISCO. VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREQ. 58Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 6KHz. SENS 98dB.

PRICE 046.71
C3.50 P&P
wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency 12 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD.
DISCO ETC.
-

response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high RES. FREQ. 47Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 103dB.
PRICE C70.19
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price 09.99
50p P&P.
15 200 WATT R.M.S. ME1 5-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
TYPE `Er (KSH1038A) 3u.i horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim. RES. FREO. 46Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 99dB.
PRICE C50.72
15" 300 WATT R.M.S. ME15-300 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price £5.99
50p P&P.
RES.
FREO.
39Hz,
FREO.
RESP.
TO
3KHz,
SENS
103dB.
PRICE C73.34
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control
and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price 04.10 - 50p P&P.
J1;114:1.1 A :I---171:1501-101,1111Z11LI:1140!

C3.50 P&P
-

C4.00 P&P

-

TYPE 0

C4.00 P&P

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except EBB -SO 8 EB10-50 which are dual impedance rapped

4 8 8 ohm)

BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8 50watt EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl. IN -CAR.
RES, FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB.

A new range of quality loudspeakers. designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize studio quality
12" cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion

C2.00 P&P
C2.50 P&P

10 100WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI -Fl, STUDIO.

constant directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners, complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures

RES. FRED. 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 96dB.

12 100WATT EB12-100 BASS. STUDIO. HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO.

are fitted as Standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands

RES. FREQ. 26Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 93dB.

PRICE 030.39

03.50 P&P

PRICE C42.12

03.50 P&P

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'. 60WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz - 20KHz

RES. FREQ. 63Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 92dB.

ibl FC 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE C159.00 PER PAIR
ibl FC 12-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE 0175.00 PER PAIR

6' 2 60WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 38Hz, FREO, RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 94dB.

8 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. 012.50 PER PAIR

RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB.

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR C49.00
Delivery £6.00 per pair

60WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 98dB.

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75
75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125
125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200
200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS
-

Features:
* Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice of

high 8 low level inputs * L 8 R level
PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W 099.99
controls * Remote on -off * Speaker &
400W 0109.95 P&P 02.00 EACH
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIA ,
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.
I PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA ANO
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX.

PRICE 08.90

10 5OWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl. IN -CAR.
PRICE 013.65

RES. FRED. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS. 99dB.

PRICE C9.99
PRICE CI 0.9 9

C1.50 P&P
-

1.50 P&P

PRICE C12.99

C1.50 PEP

PRICE C16.49

C2.00 P&P

ti:11:1--1LIYal4:1:101,1,1"/Akt:i
PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMITTER

80-108MHz
VARICAP
CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TO 3 MILES. SIZE 38 x 123mm SUPPLY 12V 0 SAMP.

PRICE C14.85
C1.00 P&P
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100.108MHz VARICAP TUNED. COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET MIC, RANGE 100-300m....SIZE56 x 46min, SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.
1%1

TO 110.1.811,1 \

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNITS 16 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX. SS2 6TR.

Tel.: 0702-527572 Fax.: 0702-420243

PRODUCTS

GUIDE TO

BS 5750
Part 2 1987
Level B:
Quality Assurance
RS12750
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Over 700 colour packed pages with hundr ds
of brand New Products at Super Low Prices,
on sale fr rd Septe - r, only £2.95.
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RsmccoLL in Scotland ONLY, and Map!in stores nationwide.
The Maplin Electronics 1994 Catalogue - UNIQUELY DIFFERENT!

